DATA GENERAL'S 88000 RISC CHIPS WILL HIT 100 MIPS/32
SMART-POWER IC SET ALL BUT ELIMINATES CIRCUIT DESIGN/93
A VNU PUBLICATION
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A CLOSE LOOK
AT MOTOROLA'S 88000/75
CHOOSING A RISC CHIP:
WHAT DRIVES CUSTOMERS?/85

This year,you'll hear alot of
claims that "systems"design
automation has arrived.

database and user interface?
Does it extend from design
/ definition through to
PCB
layout and output to manufacturing?
• Do you have more ASIC libraries
supported on your workstation than
any other EDA vendor? Can you
include ASICs in board simulations?
Are your tools capable of managing over 1000-page product docuThey preach. We practice.
mentation projects from start to
finish?
Skeptical about "systems" electronic design automation?
Have you integrated mechanical
You should be. Because in many
packaging and analysis into the eleccases, it's atriumph of form over
tronic design and layout process?
content. In the end, there's only one
Anything less than aperfect score
practical yardstick for evaluating a
is atotal loss. And aperfect score
systems design solution. And that's
does not mean just acheck in every
how many successful products it has box. Each item must be backed with
produced.
the production-proven performance
Apply this measure and the field
only Mentor Graphics can provide.
narrows dramatically. Essentially,
Experience makes the
down to asingle vendor.
difference.
Mentor Graphics.
When we speak
For over five years, our customers
aboout systems
have been turning out sophisticated
design automation,
board products with our EDA tool
we speak from expeset.
rience. We have the
Test their claims,
largest customer
Here are some interesting (and
base in the elecessential) questions that you should
tronic design autoask any potential EDA vendor:
mation industry.
_
Does your tool set have acommon And with good

At Mentor Grapimics
we know better
And so do our
customers.

This 32-bit
processor board
was designed and
simulated on
Mentor Graphics
workstations by
Sequent Computer Systems for
its multi-processor Symmetry
computer system.
It contains over
175 IC components including
80386 processors, a14,000gate standard cell
and two 10,000gate arrays.

reason. Over 70% are repeat customers who've realized genuine
value added from our products and
seek to expand their competitive
advantage.
It's all part of avision unique to
Mentor Graphics, the leader in electronic design automation. Let us
show you where this vision
can take you.
Call us toll-free for an
overview brochure and the
number of your nearest
sales office.
Phone 1-800-547-7390.
(In Oregon, call
284-7357).
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Hot performance. Cool pricing.
Easy mounting. Complete your
ST* links with HP4 sizzling new
transmitters and receivers.

coupling repeatability is an exceptional
0.2 dB and MTBF @ 40°C exceeds
4,000,000 hours. No mounting hardware is required. Units can be autoinserted and wave-soldered.
Have you been
looking for the convenience of the
ST Connector, HP quality and affordable pricing? Look no more. The DC
to 50 MBaud performance, uniquely
efficient optics and 4km range of
Hewlett-Packard's fiber optic transmitters and receivers have already
made them adesigner's favorite. Now
they are available for use with the
popular spring-loaded, quick-twist ST
Connectors at extremely competitive
prices: as low as $12.50 in quantities
of 1,000.*
HP'S ST transmitters and companion ST receivers are completely
specified with 62.5/125, 100/140 and
50/125 gm fiber sizes. For transmitters,

Rire-you-up sale:
90 days only!
Save 80% off the
regular evaluation kit
price! For the next 90
days order the complete
HFBR-0410 kit** for just $10.00.
Make checks payable to Hewlett-Packard
Company and send them with this coupon
and your business card to: Monte Smith, do
COMAC/AD219, 565 Sinclair Road, Milpitas,
CA 95035-5470.
0 I'd prefer an SMA connector evaluation
kit for $10 instead.
**Kit includes an HFBR -1412 Transmitter, HFBR2412 5megabaud TTL receiver, and 3metres of
AT&T's 62.5/125 ban fiber optic cable with plastic
ST ferrules.
One to acustomer. Offer good in the US only.
428 88

CG08705)

For more information, call the Hewlett-Packard sales office listed in your telephone directory white pages and
ask for the Components Department To order, contact your nearest HP distributor. In the U.S.; Almac Electronics,
Hall-Mark, Hamilton/Avnet, or Schweber. In Canada: Hamilton/Avnet or Zentronics Ltd.
•"STe" is aregistered trademark of AT&T for Lightguide Cable Connectors. *U.S. list price.
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There Will Still Be aFew Uses
for Conventional ECL ASICs.

Cold facts: now the highest-density ECL logic array runs at a
cool 1/10 the gate power of competing devices.
Raytheon's ASIC design expertise
and proprietary technology make
conventional ECL arrays too hot to
handle. The superior performance of
the new CGA70E18 and CGA40E12:
the ECL logic array family with the
highest density and the lowest power
requirement now available.

12 Superior performance: 300 pS
delay and 300 µW (typical gate) power
dissipation deliver the industry's lowest speed-power product: <0.1 pi.
Toggle frequency 1.2 GHz (typical).
Circle 2 on reader service card

D Highest density:
CGA70E18 — 12540 equivalent gates
CGA40E12 — 8001 equivalent gates
D Lowest power: Industry's smallest
bipolar transistors result in power dissipation that is afraction of conventional ECL at comparable propagation
delays. Typical chip power dissipation
of 3W to 5W.
D Et cetera: Interface TTL, ECL
(10K, 10KH, 100K), ETL. Customer
access to proven, fully integrated
CAD system. Commercial and military operating ranges.

Call Raytheon for access to the right
ECL technology. We're not blowing
any smoke, and neither should your
system' performance.
Raytheon Company
Semiconductor Division
350 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94039-7016
(415) 966-7716
Access to the right technology

Raytheon
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Robert W. Henkel
EXECUTIVE EDITORS
Samuel Weber (technical), Arthur Erikson (news)
MANAGING EDITORS GROUP
Bernard C. Cole, Lawrence Curran,
J. Robert Lineback, Tom Manuel,
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Stan Runyon, Howard Wolff, Jeremy Young
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ART DIRECTOR
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Boston: Lawrence Curran (Mgr.)
Chicago: Wesley R. Iversen (Mgr.)
Dallas: J Robert Lineback (Mgr.)
Los Angeles: Larry Waller (Mgr.)
New York: Tobias Naegele (Mgr.)
San Mateo: J. Robert Lineback (Mgr.)
Frankfurt John Gosch (Mgr.)
Tokyo: Charles L. Cohen (Mgr.),
Ayako Hayashihara
Paris: Jennifer Schenker
United Kingdom: Peter Fletcher
EDITORIAL ADMINISTRATION
Jo Smith (Administrative Assistant)
Beverly Williams, Darda Woodson-McCain
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John Carroll (East/West)
Thomas A. Conway Jr. (South/Southwest)
Art Shields (Northeast, acting)
Director of Circulation: Barbara Freundlich
Production Director Thomas Egan
VNU BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS INC.

Like Fairchild and National, we've become
partners with a major competitor—now all we
need to do is figure out how to get to New Jersey
I know how Don Brooks and the
Semiconductor gang felt last
year when they were sold to National Semiconductor. Suddenly, the guys they'd been
battling in the marketplace for years became
their partners. That's what has happened to
Electronics; for those less sharp-eyed
readers, we were sold in March. But Charlie
Sporck seems to have done a fine job in
packaging those two cultures together into
an even stronger competitor, and Iknow we
can do it too.
A few years ago, I ignored my college
adviser's advice to get an MBA, because I
wanted the fun and excitement of a career in journalism. Idon't
know about the fun part, but it sure can't get much more exciting. At
the same time we're going all-out to put out this magazine, we're also
trying to move from McGraw-Hill's Manhattan headquarters to New
Jersey's VNU Business Publications. It's the U. S. subsidiary of a
Dutch publishing giant that wants to make it big in the U. S. market.
VNU has already made it big outside the States. With projected sales
of more than $2 billion this year, it's larger than McGraw-Hill.
While Electronics no longer fits into McGraw-Hill's long-term
strategic plans, it does fit well into VNU. Last year, the Dutch
became a major player in the U.S. electronics and computer trade
press by purchasing Hayden Publishing, which published our biggest
competitor (now our partner) Electronic Design. Also fitting well
at VNU is the bulk of Electronics' veteran staff. We've got
exciting plans for both publications, each of which will continue to do
what it does best: Electronics as the leading worldwide magazine
for managers and ED as its counterpart for design engineers.
Ido have apersonal problem. Ican no longer make my usual halfhour commute: walking from the Upper Ea-st Side to Rockefeller
Center. Wearing out shoe leather instead of burning gasoline has not
only helped our balance of trade, but it has always been one of those
job perks that's kept me here in Manhattan for two decades. Now I
have to buy acar for my new commute to the wilds of New Jersey.
Don't tell anyone, but my commute will actually take less time. Of
course, that's hitting Mach 0.8 out over the Hudson. To get up to
speed, I've decided I'll need something alittle extra; Honda's Acura
Legend, for example, but Isurely will hear from my son for not
buying American.
ROBERT W. HENKEL

nFairchild
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

Newsletters

COVER: RISC slugfest: is marketing now the key? 63

Electronics, 21

•The Koreans are coming!
Chip makers beware!
•Can astandard Unix emerge
from the POSix-AT&T battle?
•Tandy challenges Thomson in
the race to market erasable CDS
International, 50

•Dai Nippon points the way to
liquid-crystal displays
•Siemens is using robots in
what it calls the world's first
automated mask-production
center
•IBM Japan Ltd. is introducing a
line of Personal System
computers that can run both
Japanese and English-language
software
Processing, 31

Applied Materials bets on
magnetics for ultra-large-scale ICs
Microprocessors, 32

Why DG is teaming with
Motorola on RISC
Microcontrollers, 32

Performance is the main reason to use RISC processors, but RISC
vendors are also enticing customers with peripheral chips, alliances
with second sources and software houses, and strong support
•Taking a close look at the Motorola 88000, 75

Its architecture puts floating-point and integer units on board a
processor and combines amemory-management unit with acache
memory in athree-chip set
•Choosing a RISC chip: what drives customers? 85

RISC-chip users want performance and more performance; the first
customers for Motorola's 88000 cite especially its multiprocessing
performance growth path, but Unix software and vendor stability
also enter into their decisions
•AMD puts cache memory on one programmable chip, 87

The device combines controller logic and static RAM to form a
new part in the 29000 RISC processor family
Chip set cuts powersupply design time up to 60%, 93

International Rectifier's solution lets engineers use asystem rather
than circuit design approach
•Betting the company on a high priced plant, 95
The $150 million company has spent $90 million on an automated
plant in abid to dominate the power MOS-FET market

Optical disk drives finally get a controller chip set, 101

Western Digital's encoder/decoder completes afive-chip set that
meets proposed ANSI standards
This laptop has the power of an 80386 based PC, 103
The Turbosport 386 from Zenith Data Systems can run for up to two
hours without system degradation

TI makes another stab at 8-bit

microcontrollers

TECHNOLOGY SERIES

Military, 34

The Pentagon will settle for
not-so-super superchip
Gallium arsenide, 38

The UK's joint GaAs effort
may not fly
Buses, 38

Special report: less is more with latest switching supplies, 113

Off-line switching power supplies of 150 w and up are cramming more
features—especially protection and monitoring—into smaller sizes
Instrumentation amps begin to challenge op amps, 125

Can Ardent make its bus
asupercomputer standard?

Besides displacing hybrid versions, monolithic types are taking on
precision op amps. They're appearing in the same sort of variety, but
retain their advantage in common mode rejection

Research & development, 43

Smart power: changing the face of power control, 135

Turf war roils Europe's version
of Sematech
4

ANALOG & POWER, 111

Combining control and power circuits on one chip, smart power has
distinct advantages in system performance, size, and cost
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NEW PRODUCTS
Newsletter, 25

•Toshiba's 31
2 -in. drive boasts
/
4Mbytes of unformatted capacity
•Siemens' cmOS power IC
dissipates one tenth the power
• DEC's VAX 6200 goes head-tohead with ism's 4300 family
Computers & Peripherals, 151

•Control Data's Cyber 960
midrange mainframes deliver up
to 200 mips and beat the
competition on ownership costs
•A Tempest-compliant version of
Hewlett-Packard's high-end
Draftmaster plotter series
handles 48-in.-wide paper
•A tool kit from Interactive
Development Environments Inc.
integrates CASE tools into aUnix
environment
Microsystems, 158

•Capital Equipment's One Chip
Plus gets Micro Channel boards
to market fast
•A new ALU from AMD completes
the family of core functions in its
29C300 series of 32-bit
microprogrammable Cmos
building blocks.
•Bipolar Integrated Technology
Inc.'s floating-point chip set
delivers performance of 60 million
floating-point operations/s.
Military/Aerospace
Newsletter, 149
•The Air Force is overhauling Mil
Std 1750A, its standard for
embedded-processor architecture
on aircraft...
•... But not everyone thinks
1750A should be revamped; some
military contractors say anew 32bit standard ought to be written
instead
Electronics/ April 28, 1988

DEPARTMENTS
FYI, 3

Electronics is joining anew
team—like Fairchild and National,
we're becoming partners with one
of our major competitors
People, 8
Here's how Honeywell's Thomas
Mino will move new technology
from the lab to market—fast
Letters, 12
Electronics Week, 164
•Sun Microsystems and Xerox
strengthen their alliance, with
Xerox agreeing to buy or build
$200 million worth of Sun systems
and components by 1993
•Cypress Semiconductor is
signing up Matra-Harris to help it
develop ultra-high-speed ECL
bipolar ICs
•Hughes Aircraft is buying
Rediffusion Simulation, one of the
world's largest suppliers of civil
and military flight simulators
•Lotus is working on aversion of
1-2-3 that will run under Unix
5

Seventeen MIPS with asingle 32-bit RISC
chip. Sustained. 42,000 dhrystones. In CMOS.
Five times the system throughput of the 80386.
At alower system cost. Fifty MIPS by 1991. A buck
aMIP by 1993. Communications,
graphics, FDDI controllers.
Workstations. Imagine. One
architecture. One development
environment. One solution. Now.
Advanced Micro Devices' 29K.
The next platform.

Call toll-free (800) 222-9323. Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., 901 Thompson Place, PO. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA 94088.
29K logo is a trademark of Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. © Advanced Micro Devices, Inc 1988.D
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22-BIT ADC

PEOPLE

HOW HONEYWELL'S MINO WILL
SPEED TECHNOLOGY TO MARKE1
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.
In an

ADC100...
• ±10.48V INPUT RANGE
• FULLY MONOTONIC
• 0.5ppm/°C MAX
SCALE FACTOR ERROR
(-25°C to +85°C)
• 3ppm MAX LINEARITY
ERROR

LOW DRIFT
REFERENCES
AC REFERENCES
SWR200...
• 7.07 Vrms ±0.02%
ACCURACY
• 2ppm/°C DRIFT
(-55°C to +125°C)
• 14 Pin ceramic DIP
or Flatpack

DC REFERENCES
VRE100...
•10V

OUTPUT ±0.5mV
ACCURACY

• 0.5ppm/°C DRIFT
(-55°C to +125°C)
• 14 Pin ceramic DIP
or Flatpack

CALL FOR CATALOG
AND APPLICATIONS

(602) 742-5572

"

11 " 11

III

THALER
III CORPORATION

III

10940 N. STALLARD PLACE
TUCSON, ARIZONA 85737
(602) 742-5572 •Telex: 825193
BR D: (89)265094 • NIPPON (03)980-6541
ISRAEL: 248231 • SCHWEIZ: 01/62 61 40
ITALIZ: (321)865453-861656
UK: (0883)717-988
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era of shortening semiconductor
product-life cycles, the speedy transition of technology from the development labs to the manufacturing line is
increasingly important to a company's
competitiveness. And at Honeywell
Inc.'s Solid State Electronics Division in
Colorado Springs, Thomas D. Mino is
the man charged with making it happen.
"I'm trying to build stronger bridges
between the R&D people and the actual
operations people," says Mino. "Probably the biggest single challenge Isee is
reducing the cycle time from technology
development to its introduction in the
marketplace."
The 41-year-old Mino was named vice
president of operations, a new position
at the Honeywell division, last December. He moves up to the post from vice
president of manufacturing, and in his
new spot picks up added responsibility
for the division's research and development operation in Plymouth, Minn.
Mino concedes that having development and production facilities located
750 miles apart in Minnesota and Colorado, though not necessarily unusual, does
make an already complex job tougher.
But it is manageable, Mino says. His
focus now is on the transfer of Honeywell's advanced, submicron CMOS,
and bipolar technology developed under
the Defense Department's Very High
Speed Integrated Circuits program. And
he's already making some moves.
"Probably the major thing we've done
is really formalize the transition process," Mino says. "We've established
some networks and standards for the
two organizations, as to what each is
responsible for with the start-up of a
new technology, when it's ready for
transfer into manufacturing, what kind
of information has to flow with it, and
how it has to flow," he explains.
NOW, A CONTRACT. Teams consisting of
both production and development engineers now make the decisions as to
when aprocess or product is ready for
transition to manufacturing, for example. "Before, it was sort of like somebody called us and said it's about time
to put this into manufacturing, and
we're going to send the stuff down, and
if you have any problems, call us," Mino
observes. "It was sort of a handshake
before, and now we've got more of a
contract."
Mino brings strong technical and chipmanufacturing credentials to the job.
Before joining Honeywell in 1986, he

Mino must coordinate the work of
operations that are 750 miles apart.

Thomas D.

spent 18 years in avariety of positions
at AT&T Corp. Mino was the first manager of AT&T's Orlando, Fla., chip
plant. Then, as director of MOS engineering and operations, he had engineering responsibility for all of AT&T's
MOS production locations and manufacturing responsibility for the company's
Allentown, Pa., plant. He holds BSEE
and MSEE degrees from the University
of Pittsburgh and Lehigh University,
respectively.
"Tam brings amanufacturing professionalism to the position, and at the
same time, he is quite technical, so he is
able to create respect for the two different viewpoints, both research and development and manufacturing," says Brian
Hegarty, vice president and general
manager of the Honeywell chip division.
"He's really got the background to be
able to knit these two organizations
together."
For Mino's part, the immediate goal is
to bring Honeywell's submicron-VHSIC
technology to the marketplace within 24
to 30 months after its development was
begun. Honeywell is currently shooting
for late 1989 to begin 0.5-pm production
in Colorado. Beyond that, Mino hopes to
apply what he learns to shorten the development-to-market cycle on future
technology jumps. "Right now, we're
probably looking at two-year kinds of
windows," he says. "But we'd like to
establish goals where we improve that
by, say 20%, whenever we move to a
new technology."
-Wesley R. Iversen
Electronics/April 28, 1988
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LeCroy's New 9400A Gives You More
Unequaled signal recording fidelity is
offered by LeCroy's New 9400A, 175 MHz
Oscilloscope. It incorporates the highest
quality flash ADCs, and delivers better
accuracy, than any other fast oscilloscope on the market. The 9400A's 32K
memories give longer record times, finer
time resolution and ensure you always
capture those precious one-time phenomena easily, even when signal speed is
uncertain.
The 9400A offers extensive built-in
processing capabilities like fast signal
averaging, mathematical functions, min/
max monitoring, smoothing, integration
and differentiation. Measuring frequency,
magnitude, power density, or phase is

easy with the 9400A's FFT capability - a
unique feature in an oscilloscope.
Let us show you how with its high performance, familiar "analog" front panel and
rapidly updating display, the 9400A
"Gives You More" in a digital oscilloscope. Call us today or fill in the reply card
for a free demonstration or further
information.
LeCroy Corporate Headquarters
700 Chestnut Ridge Road
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6499
Tel.:

(914) 578 6097
800-5-LeCroy
TWX: (710) 577-2832
Fax: (914) 425-8967
Circle 9for Information.
Circle 174 for Demonstration.

LeCroy
Innovators in Instrumentation
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The logic
in choosing
National.
MIL-STD-883C, 49 JAN Class Band
38 JAN Class SFAST parts. And 23
FACT Standard Military Drawings.
We can supply radiation-tolerant
FACT products as well. And we
even perform our own radiation
testing with an in-house cobalt
source.

ANNOUNCING A
'MP-DOWN COMMITMENT
TO FAST AND FACT LOGIC
From design to delivery, no one
is doing more than National to meet
your advanced logic needs. In fact,
no one even comes close.
Only we can offer you the
Fairchild tradition of advanced
logic technology and applications
leadership. Plus our own industryrecognized expertise in manufacturing, packaging, and quality &
reliability. All backed by amanagement commitment to supporting
you with service second to none.
Take amoment to examine the
logic of our position.
WE'RE CREATING
INDUSTRY STANDARDS
You can expect stepped-up product development in both FAST" (Fairchild Advanced SchottkyITL) logic
and FACT'm(Fairchild Advanced
CMOS Technology) logic.Without
resorting to padding the lines with
seldom-used parts impractical for
high-speed logic designs.
In FACT, 77 parts are available
today. And we're committing here
and now to offer you atotal of 150
commercial parts by January 1.
Including four LSI functions.
Now think FAST. We've got 135
parts on the shelf right now, 13 of
which are LS! functions. 25 new
parts will be added to stock by
year end.
01988 National Semiconductor Corporation
FAST (Fairchild Advanced Schottky TR) and FACT (Fairchild
Advanced CMOS Technology) are trademarks of National
Semiconductor Corporation

Electronics/April 28, 1988

WE'RE PROVIDING
SOLUTIONS IN AVARIETY
OF PACKAGES

And we've secured Hitachi and
Motorola as world-class alternate
suppliers for FACT logic to ensure
availability even in peak demand
periods.
WE'RE SETTING
THE PACE IN QUALITY
AND RELIABIIITY
We were the first to implement
100% AC, DC and function testing.
Our pioneering use of Statistical
Process Control techniques from
wafer fab through assembly enables
us to ship both lines at defect rates
of less than 50 ppm.
Our gains in reliability have been
equally significant. For example,
we process our FACT products with
epitaxial silicon for improved latchup and ESD specifications.The
result? The industry's first latch-up
and ESD guarantees.
WE'RE LEADING
THE FIELD IN MILITARY
APPLICATIONS
No other logic supplier offers
military customers so many products specifically designed to meet
critical mil-specs. Including 77

Our FAST and FACT products
are available in afull range of
package options, including PDIP,
CDIP, SO, LCC, PLCC and Flatpak
configurations.
WE'RE MAKING IT
HAPPEN RIGHT NOW
With fully trained field sales,
applications and product specialists
located in 46
offices across
the nation. Avariety of dependable delivery
programs from
which to choose.
And anetwork
of 20 distributors with more
than 200 total
branch locations.
For details on the logic in choosing National, call today for our
latest Advanced Logic Product
Status Guide.
1-800-252-4488, ext. 730

MI National
KA Semiconductor
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low-profile

mixers

(+7 dBm LO)

0.2 to 500 MHz
only $51 95 (1-49)
IN STOCK...IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

•tailored for rugged
MIL environments
•very flat response ±1 dB typ.
• low conversion loss, 5.5 dB typ.
• high isolation, 35 dB typ.
• BNC or SMA connectors
• convenient front-face mounting
• EMI shielded case
•one-year guarantee
ZP-10 514 SPECIFICATIONS
FREQUENCY RANGE (MHz)
LO/RF
0.2-500
IF
DC-500
CONVERSION LOSS, dB
One octave from
band edge
Total range

TYP

MAX.

5.5
6.5

7.0
8.5

LO/RF
LO/IF

TYP.
55
50

MAX.
45
40

2-250 MHz

LO/RF
LO/IF

50
35

35
30

250-500 MHz

LO/RF
LO/IF

35
30

30
20

ISOLATION, dB
0.2-2 MHz

Call or write for 64-page
RF Designers Guide, or see guide in EEM,
EBG, Gold Book or Microwaves Directory

finding new ways ...
setting higher standards

=Mini-Circuits
A Division of Scientific Components Corporation

PO. Box 166. Brooklyn. New York 11235 (718)934-4500
Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156
C100-3 Rev. Orig.
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LETTERS
User-configurable supercomputing

p. 70], the 1,024-point FFT benchmark
quoted for the Motorola DSP56000/01 is
your special issue on supercomputers
inaccurate. Even the most simplistic 1K
[Electronics, March 3, 1988, p. 51]. Iwas
FFT written for the DSP56000/01 is faster
disappointed, however, that Computer
than the quoted 6.4 ms. Our best pubSystem Architects was not included in the
lished performance on this benchmark is
table of different machines now on sale.
3.4 ms with the current 10.25-MHz instrucAs apart of another article, acopy of
tion-rate DSP56000/01. This is easily justione of our Mandelbrot-Set scenes apfied since the DSP56000/01 executes a
peared on p. 75 without reference to CSA.
radix 2butterfly loop in only six instrucThe photo reference said "... computers
tions (with or without scaling) versus the
made visible to scientists' eyes the behavADSP-2100's 9instructions (without scalior of poorly understood mathematical
ing) or 12 instructions (with unconditional
systems, such as the one that produces
scaling). Although scaling is free on the
the fractal geometries of the Mandelbrot
DSP56000/01, it is rarely needed because
set discovered by IBM Corp. researcher
of the larger 24-bit data size.
Benoit Mandelbrot."
For abroader perspective, consider that
Mandelbrot should receive the credit
a 13.33-MHz instruction-rate version of
for giving the world the function z z
2 c
the DSP56000/01 will be available in 1988.
and for pointing out how fascinating variGiven the time frame that is being quoted
ous regions of that function appear when
for ADSP-2101/ 02 availability, the 75-ns
its rate of divergence is color-mapped. But
DSP56000/01 FFT benchmark will be 2.6
CSA was the source of the actual image
ms versus the 80-ns ADSP-2101/02's 4.4
you printed. Our own Scott Lloyd wrote
ms.
the software, which allowed him to exAs you can see, we are proud of the FYI'
plore the Mandelbrot Set, find this particperformance of the Motorola DSP56000/
ular region, and then color-map it.
01. The recently announced. Motorola
Many fractal buffs spend hours upon
DSP96001/02 IEEE-754 standard floathours computing images within the Maning-point DSP [Electronics, March 17,
delbrot Set, taking from 20 minutes to 2 1988, p. 64] is a good example. The
hours per frame on a large-model DEC
DSP96001/ 02 can execute aradix 2butterVAX or the like. The one you printed took
fly loop in just 4instructions, yielding a1
only 35 seconds to produce, using eight
K FFT under 2ms at a13.33-MHz instrucInmos transputers on apair of our PC addtion rate. This is almost twice as fast as
in boards. What's more, CSA PARTS (for
published FFI' benchmarks for other reparallel transputer series) systems can be
cently announced DSPs, which are not
selected from a family, and mixed and
IEEE floating point.
matched within arbitrarily large netKevin Kloker
works of processors, hosts, and peripherPrincipal Staff Engineer
als—bringing user-configurable personal
Motorola Inc., Corporate Research
supercomputing to the desktop at prices
Schaumburg, Ill.
well under those quoted by your writers
for equivalent performance.
Updating smart-power forecasts
The PARTS family has aprice range of
To the editor: In response to Mr. Selven's
$1,200 to $6 million, the top end of which
reply to my letter published in a recent
has 4,192 processors and 1Mbyte of RAM
issue of your magazine [Electronics,
per node (actually, even larger systems
March 31, 1988, p. 12], Iwould just like to
can be configured). Its peak rate is over 4 say that Icould not agree more with Mr.
gigaflops, based on an even mix of 64-bit
Selven's point of the need to update
scalar adds, subtracts, multiplies, and diforecasts.
vides. Other numbers that would have
BIS Mackintosh Inc. has updated its
been on your chart are 0.37 megaflops/
smart-power forecasts and they do constiprocessor on the 100-by-100 Linpack
tute asignificant part of the analysis conbenchmark, 51 systems shipped, and untained in our Automotive Electronics
der 10 major application packages.
Multi-client Study, which was delivered to
Duane B. Call
client firms in September 1987.
President
George LStojsavljevic
Computer System Architects
Consultant
Provo, Utah
Continuous Information Services
BIS Mackintosh Ltd.
El Electronics regrets omitting ComputLuton, England
er System Architectsfrom the chart and
not giving proper credit for the photo.
Correction: A recent item in an Electronics newsletter [Electronics, April 4,
DSP's EFT benchmark in question
1988, p. 25] incorrectly identified the headTo the editor: In your article on Analog
quarters location of Microchip TechnolDevices' new ADSP-2101/ 02 digital signal
ogy Inc. The company is based in Chanprocessors [Electronics, March 31, 1988,
dler, Ariz.
To the editor: Iwas delighted to receive
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Analog Emulation for
Real World Problems
Here's what makes the Data 2020 so good:

Disk Drive Read Signal

Sonar Burst

The Data 2020 Polynomial
Waveform Synthesizer
emulates any real-world signal to provide unprecedented
problem-solving capabilities
for applications that deal
with unique or complex
waveforms.
Within the Data 2020 lies aworld of impressive capabilities: the real world. It's there ... at
your fingertips ... waiting for asimple formula
to create the waveforms you need to solve the
teal-world problems you face.
From math equations entered directly from
the easy-to-use front panel or aremote source
such as the Data 6100 Universal Waveform
Analyzer, the Data 2020 can create any
desired waveform. The instrument then
allows you to modify ideal waveforms to add
distortion, noise, or glitches. You can also
simulate degraded rise times, phase shifts, and
other real-world situations. Just as important,
the Data 2020's impressive memory lets you
store the waveforms you create for further
work or analysis at your convenience.

II High speed waveform generation—up to 25
or 100 megapoints per second at 12 bits, and
optional 800 megapoints per second at 8bits
II Large waveform output memory—up to
512k points, combined with non-volatile
storage for hundreds of waveform
equations
Ill Standard Functions—sine, square, triangle
with variable symmetry, plus white noise
which can be summed with any signal
MI Arbitrary Mode including point entry,
tablet draw, and downloading of
apreviously acquired waveform to deliver
unprecedented flexibility
II Digital Pattern Output
• Full programmability for ATE via
IEEE-488 or RS-232 interface
• Prices start at under $6000 with two week
delivery
The Data 2020 has already proven its value
in applications as diverse as vibration stimulus, voice recognition, semiconductor testing,
radar signal simulation, disk drive testing and
as astimulus in the biomedical and telecommunications fields. We'd be happy to demonstrate how its capabilities and ease of use can
make areal difference in your real world.
Find out how good the Data 2020 really is.
Call us today for ademonstration at
(617) 246-1600.
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The World Resource
for Precision Signal Technology

DATA PRECISION
DATA PRECISION, Division of Analogic Corporation, Electronics Avenue, Danvers, MA 01923. Tel: 617-246-16)0. Telex: 6817144.
ANALOGIC, Ltd., The Center, Weybridge, Surrey, England 1CT138BN. Tel: 0932-56011. Telex: 928030 ANALOG G.
ANALOGIC GmbH, Daimlerring 2,6200 Wiesbaden-Nordenstadt, W. Germany. Tel: 06122-70060. Telex: (17) 6122969 ANA D.
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While developing software for the Bi-B Bomber radar system, Westinghouse Defense landed
on atough problem —integrating its computer resources. "We needed acomplete network that
would allow hundreds of software engineers across the country to interact, create, enhance and
modify the software,' says Ron Clanton, Manager of Software and Information Systems.
The solution was anetwork from Digital.
Remarks Clanton, 'The network is so comprehensive, it extends even to the air in our Flying
Software Lab. Giving us real-time, in-flight software testing and development capabilities. The Software
lab alone provides acost savings of up to 98% versus traditional in-flight testing in the Bi-B Bombee'

"A networked software
engineering environment that
helped Westinghouse
Defense zero in on ways to
cut in-flight test costs by 98%7
"But our savings don't stop there:' continues Clanton. "With the VAX" architecture and the
VMS' operating environment, engineers both on the ground and in the air can react instantly to
each other's modifications:' He adds, 'That's sharing their knowledge and expertise faster and more
productively than they ever thought possible. Which, of course, provides for abetter end product.''
Clanton sums it up this way "Our Digital network and The Flying Software Lab allow us to
cut software development time and costs across the board And that's increasing our productivity
and ability to compete for similar projects:'
To find out how Digital can give you acompetitive edge, write:
mi
Digital Equipment Corporation, 200 Baker Avenue, West Concord,
MA 01742. Or call your local Digital sales office.

II Mall

d

O Digital Equipment Corporation, 1988
"Ibe Digital logo, VAX and VMS are trademarks of Digital Equipment Corporation.

LS-2010 Composite Sealing Glass
Passes 270°C solder dipping test without preheating
Whether you're dealing with millions
of ICs amonth or just afew hundred,
when it comes to sealing ceramic
packages, the two most important
numbers are the sealing temperature
and flexural strength of the sealing
glass: 430°C and 720kg/cm 2 would
be excellent.
Where can you find numbers like
these? At Nippon Electric Glass, the

C

world's largest supplier of sealing
glasses and manufacturer of LS-2010
composite sealing glass.
LS-2010 also provides higher
hermeticity even after solder dipping at
atemperature of 270°C, and does so
without preheating.
More numbers to think about...a
short, 10-minute sealing time...a low
thermal expansion coefficient of 65

and alow dielectric constant of 12.5.
Together they add up to more consistent quality from lot to lot, higher
packaging yields, and superior
dependability and performance.
Contact NEG today. We'll show you
how our numbers can help improve
your numbers—the ones regarding
package reliability.

For further information please contact the following:

• Nippon Electric Glass Co.,Ltd.

Chicago Representative Office: 3158 Des Plaines Avenue, Suite 227, Des Plaines, Ilinois 60018. Phone: 312-297-7020 Fax: 312-390-0583
16
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L. H. once again offers a versatile compact coating system
with almost unlimited applications.
It sputters: equipped with various RF or DC magnetron
sputtering sources from 3" to 8" in diameter.
It evaporates: with different Electron Beam sources or
thermal evaporators for sequential and simJltaneous
evaporation.
It measures and controls: the processes are easily
monitored by advanced diagnostics such as: quartz crystal
monitor, optical monitor or ellipsometer.
All this without breaking the vacuum!
And that's not all! The box-coater can be equipped with
a turbomolecular- or cryopump. Suited for a clean room
instaNation.
Meet the strictest requirements for R & D in optics and
electronics with the L560 system!

LEYBOLD

010,
07,0,1

For further information, please call CA (408) 436-2822 or
CT (203) 741-2267.

LEYBOLD
TECHNOLOGIES INC.
120 Post Road
Enfield, CT 06082
Westcoast Office:
1876 Hartog Drive
San Jose, CA 95131

LEYBOLD AG
Wilhelm-Rohn-Str. 25
P.O. Box 1555
D-6450 Hanau 1
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EZ-PRO Emulators

E

xperience quick delivery,
easy operation, fast development schedules. EZ-PRO®
users reap the benefits of the
Clanguage fully integrated
with advanced emulation
tools, including precedence
triggering, Deep Trace,'
on-line code revisions, and
performance analysis tools.
In addition to IBM® PC-XT/
AT, hosts include IBM Personal
Intel: 8031
8032
8086 8035
8088 8039
80186 8344
80188 8048
80286 8049
8050
8051
8085A
8085A2
8096/97

Motorola:
68HC11A2
68HC11A8
68000
68008
68010

6800
68E00
6801
6802
68B02
146805E2
6803
6808
68B08
6809
6809E
68B09
68B09E

System/27 Macintosh II7
VAX 7MicroVAX,' and Sun
Workstation,
EZ-PRO users also have the
advantage of the best postsales support in the industry.
They know that their
emulators are covered by

Hitachi:

6301R
6301V1
6301X
6301Y
6303R
6305V
63705
6309
6309E
64180R0
64180R1

Rockwell:

6502
6503
6504
6505
6506
6507
6512
6513
6514
6515

American Automation's
5-year limited warranty.
Experience counts. Now
with over 10 years experience,
American Automation has
designed more emulators than
anyone. Count on EZ-PRO to
provide the most cost/effective
development support.

RCA:

1802
1805
1806
CDP6805C4
CDP6805C8
CDP6805D2
CDP6805E3

Zilog:

Harris:

80086
80088

NEC:

Z80A
Z8OB
7,80H
Z180
Z8001
Z8002
V20
V30

Signetics:

National:
NSC800

V40
V50
8X300
8X305

*Assumes EZ-PRO Development Station
connected to MSDOS host.

american automation
2651 Dow Avenue, Tustin, California 92680 (714)
FAX: 714/731-6344
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731-1661

IBM is aregistered trademark of
International Business Machines,
VAX and MicroVAX are registered trademarks
of Digital Equipment Corporation,
Macintosh is aregistered trademark of
Apple Computer, Inc., Sun Workstation
is aregistered trademark of Sun
Microsystems, Inc.
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THE KOREANS ARE COMING! THE KOREANS ARE COMING!
chip producers are reaping the reward for the massive expansion in
Korean
chip-makin capacity they made in the mid-1980s, by grabbing large
g

chunks of the world chip market. The Korean growth is coming fast, and it's
mostly at the expense of the Japanese. The biggest part of the Korean
expansion was in dynamic random-access memory capacity, where the Japanese have led. South Korea will sell about $400 million worth of DRAMs in the
U. S. this year—four times last year's total, estimates William J. McLean, a
market researcher with Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp., Scottsdale, Ariz.
It's poetic justice, says Dan Hutcheson, executive vice president of VLSI
Research Inc., aSan Jose, Calif., semiconductor equipment consultant: "The
Koreans are doing the same thing to Japan that the Japanese did to the U. S.
10 years ago." South Korean giants Samsung Electronics Co. and Hyundai
Electronics Co. invested heavily in new fabrication equipment in 1985 and
1986 when U. S. and Japanese chip makers were cutting back, he says. D
CAN A STANDARD UNIX EMERGE FROM THE TUG—OF—WAR BETWEEN POSIX AND AT&T?

he drive for astandard, open Unix is gaining steam. By the end of the
Tyear,
the IEEE's Posix Open Systems Environment Committee—which held

its first meeting just last month—expects to have draft guidelines published on
avariety of key issues including languages, networking, relational data bases,
and user interfaces. That's an ambitious goal, says committee co-chairman
Kevin Lewis of Digital Equipment Corp., but one that needs to be met. The
Unix user community is demanding action, he says, and there are lingering
fears that the alliance between AT&T Co. and Sun Microsystems Corp. will
make Unix more proprietary and less universal [Electronics, Jan. 21, 1988,
p. 33]. Sun and AT&T added to the worry with the mid-April introduction of
Open Look—a graphical user interface for Unix System V-based computers.
D
TANDY CHALLENGES THOMSON IN RACE TO MARKET ERASABLE CD SYSTEMS
'randy Corp. will challenge Thomson CSF to be the first to market with an
ierasable/recordable compact disk system. The Ft. Worth company announced plans for THOR—Tandy High-density Optical Recording system—late
in April. TI says its first products—audio/video systems for the consumer
market—will cost under $500 and should hit Radio Shack stores in time for
the 1990 Christmas rush. The technology's key is asecret coating material on
which Tandy has six patents pending, but it won't disclose what's special
about the material. Thomson's Consumer R&D Laboratory in Villingen, West
Germany, has developed acompeting system [Electronics, March 17, 1988,
p. 42], but won't say when it plans to offer products.
D
NETWORK SYSTEMS READIES AN OPEN NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
a ook for Network Systems Corp. to make a splash in May when it anannounces anew network architecture that is media- and protocol-independent. The Hyperchannel DX product line will be built around acentral adapter,
based on Motorola Inc.'s 68020 chip and equipped with 1to 16 Mbytes of
memory, that will handle processing for a variety of standard protocols,
input/output buffering, diagnostics, and network management. Hyperchannel
DX will work initially at speeds up to 100 Mbits/s—twice as fast as the
Minneapolis company's 11-year-old Hyperchannel line. The system will accommodate the emerging 100-Mbit/s Fiber-optic Distributed Data Interface
standard, and will eventually handle higher speeds. Hyperchannel DX will
work with systems equipped with direct-memory-access channels.
D
Electronics/April 28, 1988
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IT'S HITACHI VS. HP AND SONY IN A BATTLE OF DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE FORMATS

he first products using digital audio tape technology for computer data
storage will reach U. S. shores late this year—and they will arrive amid
almost as much controversy as audio DAT players did last year. This time the
debate is over formats, says Dennis Waid, an analyst with Peripheral Strategies Inc., a Santa Barbara, Calif., data-storage consultant. The fight pits
Hitachi Ltd. against the team of Sony Corp. and Hewlett-Packard Co. Waid
says Hitachi got a boost in March when 33 companies chose to use its format
as a working document, even though the HP/Sony format offers higher
density and faster data transfers. The company's ace in the hole is that it's
promising to offer its format free of charge, while HP and Sony are seeking a
large licensing fee. Hitachi's prototype is a 1-gigabyte cartridge that transfers
data at 133 Kbytes/s; HP and Sony counter with a 1.3-gigabyte unit with a
180-Kbyte/s transfer rate.
0

T

WESTINGHOUSE DEVELOPS A SOLID-STATE REPLACEMENT FOR LASER PRINT ENGINES

Westinghouse

Electric Corp. says it's got a low-cost, all-solid-state replacement for the lasers used in today's high-performance, nonimpact printers.
By turning electroluminescent thin film on its side, and taking light from the
film's edge rather than from its face, scientists at the Westinghouse Research
and Development Center in Pittsburgh have refined a high-brightness light
source to replace lasers in some applications. Unlike lasers, printer-image
bars made from linear arrays of the thin-film emitters require no scanning
mirrors or other moving parts. Now Westinghouse is searching for partners to
commercialize the technology. Prototype systems are printing 10 pages a
minute at a resolution of 400 dots/in., but scientists say 1,000 dots/in. and
20 ppm are within easy reach.
ü

HAPPY DAYS WILL CONTINUE FOR CHIP MAKERS, PREDICTS TI

T

he semiconductor industry can expect its recovery to continue through
1988, says Texas Instruments Inc. Dallas-based TI expects the U. S. chip
market to grow by 20% to $12.4 billion in 1988, based on the strongest
demand for electronic systems in four years. TI predicts worldwide sales will
grow 25% for the year to $40.5 billion, and also disclosed its own plans to
boost spending on research and development and related capital equipment.
TI will hike 1988 capital expenditures to $600 million, up from $450 million in
1987, with the bulk going to semiconductor and defense-equipment plants.
TI's R&D totals will grow $32 million to $460 million this year, mostly for
advanced semiconductors and new products.
D

PROTONIC ICs: HERE COME THE FIRST FRUITS OF A U. S.-JAPANESE STARTUP

p

hotonic Integration Research Inc., a joint venture recently formed by Japan's NH Corp., Mitsubishi Corp., and the Battelle Memorial Institute, is
getting ready to market its first product—a family of photonic integrated
circuits. The devices are initially aimed at applications in telecommunications,
including local-area network and Fiber-optic Distributed Data Interface communications, broadcast and cable TV, intracomputer links, automobiles, airplanes, and telemetry. The Columbus, Ohio, company's technology uses a
thin layer of silica—the material that optical fiber is made from—deposited
onto a silicon substrate. Waveguide patterns are then put down on the silica
using conventional photolithography and etching techniques. The first devices,
which will be limited in scope, could be called very-small-scale ICs. Among
them are optical branching circuits, directional couplers, multiplexers and
demultiplexers, and optical-gate matrix switches.
D
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TRW LSI
ntmt offers you
genuine TDC1048
performance in
low-cost pl stic!
$19 ea. -- 1,000 PC. MY
$15 ea -- 10,000 PC. MY
You can obtain the TDC1048N6C at your nearest Hall-Mark or Hamittongvnet distributor. For full data sheet or technical assistance, call or
write our Literature Service Department at:

TRW LSI Products
P.O. Box 2472
La Jolla, CA 92038
619.457.1000
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In Europe, call or write:
TRW LSI Products
Munich, 089.7103.124;
Paris, 1.69.82.92.41;
Guildfoni (U.K), 0483.302364

In the Orient, phone:
Hong Kong, 3.880629;
Tokyo, 03.234.8891; Taipei, 751.2062;
Seoul, 2.553.0901

"
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TRW LSI Products

These are just afew of the
16,777,216 colors
your PC AT can process
using our (HSI) Color
Frame Grabber.
Some color combinations may not grab you. But for the
first time ever, our DT2871 (HSI) Color- Frame Grabber and
Aurora software let you grab, process, analyze, and display
color images in real time on the PC AT. You can even import
color images using the Tag Image File Format (TIFF).
As if that's not enough of abreakthrough, the DT2871
offers 512 x512 x32-bit pixel resolution, text and graphics overlays, and—grab this! —hardware hue, saturation, and intensity
(gray level) processing.
Even if we don't have the greatest taste for colors, you
have to admit our taste for technology
is excellent. Give us acall today.

(617) 481-3700
•••••••."'ii

•

107-Connect' is an open interface specification
which permits the direct connection of stand-alone
data acquisition and frame grabber boards to processor boards for greatly accelerated signal (DSP)
and image processing.
APPLICATIONS

Business, Graphic Arts,
and Entertainment
Animation
Electronic prepress
..,.. 'i
l'
' cs....._

Fred Molinari, President.

3•
:,
.

Electronic publishing, either
true color or gray scale
Film colorization
Picture databases
Slidemaking
Training

Scientific

Industrial

Astronomy
Medical diagnostic imaging
Microscopy
Modeling
Motion analysis
Remote sensing
Surveillance

Machine guidance
Machine vision inspection
—Agriculture (fruits &vegetables)
—Cosmetics
—Electronic components
—Food
—Textiles
Robot guidance

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters: Data Transiency:, Inc., 100 Locke Drive, Marlboro, MA 0:752-1192, (617) 481-3700 Tlx 951646
United Kingdem Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., The Mu'berry Business Park, Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 20J, U.K. (0734) 793838 Tlx 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation GmbH, Stuttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheim-Bissingen, West Germany 07142-54025
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 6624255; Belgium (2) 735-2135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2) 25-3689; China (408) 727-8222, (8) 721-4017; Denmark (2) 274511; Finland (90)
372-144; France (1) 69077802; Greece 951-4944, 527-039; Hong Kong (3) 771-8585; India (22) 23-1040; Israel (3) 32-4298; Italy (2) 82470.1; Japan (3) 502-5550, (3) 375-1551, (3) 355-1111;
Korea (82) 756-9954; Netherlands 170) 99-6360; New Zealand (9) 504-759. Norway (02) 55 90 50; Portugal 545313; Singapore 7797621; South Africa (12) 46-9221; Spain (1) 455-8112;
Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 723-1410; Taiwan (2) 709-1394; United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 07142-54025.
IBM PC AT is aregistered trademark of IBM. Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, Inc.
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PRODUCT S6 NEWSLETTER ma
TOSHIBA'S 31/
2-IN. DRIVE STORES 4 MBYTES—FOUR TIMES THE COMPETITION'S

Fleap over the standard 1-Mbyte (unformatted) systems now that Toshiba
Corp. has released its PD-210 drive. Besides an unformatted capacity of 4
'""-disk memory capacities in the 31
/
2-in, format are making afourfold

Mbytes, the new system features compatibility with current 1-Mbyte 31
/
2-in.
systems—something the Tokyo company's first 4-Mbyte, 31
/
2-in. system
lacked. Toshiba achieved compatibility by incorporating two logic chips and
one gate array to control read/write and erase of both 1-Mbyte and 4-Mbyte
disks, and by using an extra wide-gap erase head for the 1-Mbyte mode. The
PD-210 employs a perpendicular recording method, which enables it to record more than double the capacity on a barium ferrite-based coated-type
floppy disk. Using IBM Corp.'s PC format, it provides 2.95 Mbytes formatted
capacity in 4-Mbyte mode and 737 Kbytes in 1-Mbyte mode. It weighs 430 g
and measures 102 by 25 by 150 mm. Samples are available now, for $320.0

SIEMENS' CMOS POWER IC DISSIPATES 10% THE POWER OF BIPOLAR PARTS

Aphones and Integrated Services Digital Network equipment 10 to 15 times
CMOS power-supply chip from Siemens AG gives designers of tele-

better power dissipation than the bipolar supply circuits it replaces. The
PSB2120P consumes less than 10 mW in operating mode. Designed as a
pulse-width modulator, it boasts an efficiency of 85%, and its low consumption makes it suitable for line-powered terminals requiring astabilized supply.
It can also be used in ISDN terminals, priority terminals—which remain operational even under emergency conditions—and for network terminations for 60
V. Samples of the PSB2120P are available now from the Munich company. In
quantities of up to 1,000 pieces, the price is around $3.50 each.
D

DEC'S VAX 6200 GOES HEAD-TO-HEAD WITH IBM'S 4300 FAMILY
Taking dead aim at IBM Corp.'s 4300 computers, Digital Equipment Corp.
àhas introduced four new systems, a new version of its VMS operating
system, and aFortran compiler that gives the VAX astrong multiprocessing
ability. The VAX 6200 series is priced from $131,600 to $653,200, features a
CMOS central processor, and comes in configurations of up to four central
processing units. Performance ranges from 2.8 times the VAX 11/780 for the
single -processor system to 11 times for the four-processor model. The Maynard, Mass., company says the series provides performance similar to the
IBM 4381 at prices comparable to the lower-priced 9370. The hardware is
available immediately. VMS Version 5, asymmetric multiprocessing operating
system that enables all processors to work on atask, is priced at about $900
for the VAXstation II and will be ready this summer. Early summer is also the
target for the VAX Fortran compiler, which enables parallel multiprocessing by
allowing programmers to share execution of asingle program among several
D
processors. Compiler licenses are priced from $780.
PLANAR BOOSTS EL DISPLAY BRIGHTNESS 50%

planar
r

Systems Inc. has boosted the brightness of its electroluminescent
flat-panel displays—already the brightest—by 50%, to 30 foot-lamberts.
The Beaverton, Ore., company's improved design and manufacturing technologies have also reduced power consumption of the EL panels by an average
of 30%. The EL8358HR 640-by-400-pixel display, for example, previously
used at 22 W and now uses 10 W. Also, the specifications for luminence
reduction over time have been improved from an expected 30% reduction in
10,000 hrs. to only a10% reduction. The panels offer contrast ratios of 20:1.
0
They are available now at the same price as existing products.
Electronics/April 28, 1988
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MASSCOMP'S UNIX SYSTEMS RUN MATH FOUR TIMES FASTER
assComp Corp.'s real-time, Unix-based 6000 family of computers perMforms
scalar operations more than twice as fast as competing Hewlett-

Packard Co. systems and betters the HP machines at floating-point operations
by 4:1. That translates into 10 milion instructions/s, 15 million Whetstones/s,
or about 3million floating-point instructions/s for asingle-board version that
sells for about $9,000. Based on Motorola Inc.'s 68030 microprocessor, the
family runs RTU, MassComp's real-time version of Unix. The highest-performance entry from the Westford, Mass., company is the MC6700, which
ranges in price from $59,000 to $120,000 and supports up to five central
processing units, each of which has afloating-point coprocessor and optional
floating-point accelerator. Using four vector accelerators, the MC6700 operates at up to 56 megaflops. The systems will be available in June.
C
TEKTRONIX LOGIC ANALYZER GIVES USERS A WIDER CHOICE OF CHANNELS
is the key feature of Tektronix Inc.'s latest logic analyzer, the
Modularity
model 1230. Instead of having to opt for either a32- or an 80-channel

box—as offered by the competition—users can configure the 1230 in 16channel increments up to 64 channels. Besides modularity, the Tektronix unit
offers four time bases for simultaneously observing data from different parts of
asystem, afeature usually found only in expensive analyzers. The time bases
allow the user to inspect data from different nodes in the system under test
by clocking the signals from each node individually. The 1230 also comes
with four memories of 2 Kbytes each for every channel to help ferret out
problems in more complex system architectures. Pricing begins at $2,795 for
the 16-channel version and goes to $6,395 for the largest configuration. All
will be available within four weeks of order.
CI
EESOF'S TOOL KIT HELPS SOLVE THE RIDDLES OF MMIC
software/work-station package from Eesof Inc. provides a set of inteAgrated
computer-aided-engineering tools for designing chips for the De-

partment of Defense's Microwave and Millimeter-wave Integrated Circuit
program. The MMIC Design Workstation is the first such computer-aideddesign package in the industry, according to the Westlake, Calif., company. It
runs on either Apollo Computer Co.'s DN 3000/4000 or Sun Microsystems
Inc.'s Sun 3platforms. The design station performs schematic capture, linear
and nonlinear simulation, full-custom layout, and design verification. Other key
featues include seamless work flow between programs, powerful multitasking
capabilities, and aconsistent user interface, says the company. Pricing for the
MMIC Design Workstation starts at $35,000 for abasic system, and goes up
to $150,000. It will become available in June.
D
PLUS DEVELOPMENT'S DETACHABLE WINCHESTERS HANDLE PC AT BUS AND MICRO CHANNEL

plus Development Corp.'s removable 3/ -in. Winchester disk drives for IBM

a
-Corp.

12

Personal Computers, PS/2s, and compatibles let users take just
their data with them and leave the keyboard, display terminal, and computer
behind. The Milpitas, Calif., company's Plus Passport 20- and 40-Mbyte drives
feature host adapters for the IBM PC AT bus and Micro Channel, and a
housing that inserts into a 51
/-in, half-height bay on PC/XT, AT, PS/2, or
4
compatibles. The Passport boasts an effective access time of 28 ms and can
copy 40-Mbytes in less than 5 min. Passport is scheduled to ship in June,
with suggested retail prices of $1,250 for acomplete 20-Mbyte system and
$1,450 for a40-Mbyte version. Extra removable hard disks are priced at $595
for 20 Mbytes and $795 for 40 Mbytes.
D
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180 MHz with low power.
It's cause for celebration. AMCC extends
its lead as the high performance/low power semicustom leader with three exciting, new BiCMOS logic
arrays that optimize
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good reasons. As CMOS gate arrays become larger and
faster, designers can't meet their critical paths due to fanout
and interconnect delay. As Bipolar arrays become larger
and faster, power consumption becomes unmanageable. So
AMCC designed aBiCMOS logic array family that merges
the advantages of CMOS's low power and higher densities
with the high speed and drive capability of advanced Bipolar
technology. Without the disadvantages of either.
Our new Q14000 BiCMOS arrays fill the speed/power/
density gap between Bipolar and CMOS arrays. With high
speed. Low power dissipation. And, mixed ECL/TTL I/O
compatibility, (something CMOS arrays can't offer).
For more information on our new BiCMOS logic
arrays, in the U.S., call toll free (800) 262-8830. In Europe,
call AMCC (U.K.) 44-256-468186. Or,
contact us about obtaining one
of our useful evaluation
kits. Applied
MicroCircuits
Corporation, 6195
Lusk Blvd., San Diego,
CA 92121. (619) 450-9333.

ABetter BiCMOS Array is Here.
dMinU

(Forward "Thinking, R
E

It takes more than desk-changing
for two companies to merge. They need to
have ashared vision of the world and the
future.
With AMD and MMI, the calling was
clear To produce advanced programmable
logic devices for awide range of needs. To
lower system costs. To develop higher performance designs. And to get your products to market as soon as possible.
Were delivering on this promise of
the future in myriad ways. With aproduct
line that doesn't stop halfway With the
first lOns parts for cesigns where speed's
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important. In CMOS, we have the broadest line of parts, including the industry
standard, C22V10. And for high density,
no one can beat our programmable gate
arrays. We've got the best selection of PAL®
parts around. (And no one sells more to
the military)
We're bringing new meaning to the
term "product availability" Our combined
manufacturing capacities mean we have
more PAL chips coming out of our pipeline.
Ready to be put into yours.
And more Field Application
Engineers give you more answers to get

Electronics/April 28, 1988

sponsive, Meticuloue

projects up and running.
Because it's impossible to create
great designs without great software, we
also offer PALASM® software, the industry
standard. We're investing heavily to keep
PALASM as current as our hardware.
With the best network of disliibutors,
we can now offer awhole new concept in
distributor support: TestPro Centers. Now
you can speed through programming and
testing at authorized centers.
Just bring your logic pattern to your
closest TestPro Center They'll program
and they'll test the parts to factory quality
PAL and PALASM are registered trademarks of Monolithic Memories, Inc

Electronics/April 28, 1988

standards. Relieving you of the burden of
test vector generation.
And we'll always be here with
immediate and expert help in getting your
design moving. Just call AMD at (800)
222-9323.
Or write Advanced Micro Devices,
Inc., 901 Thompson Place, PO Box 3453,
Sunnyvale, CA 94088.
One try and you'll be sharing our
vision, too.

Advanced Micro Devices g71
Monolithic Memories El

wholly owned subsidiary of Advanced Micro Devices. Inc. © I988 Advanced Micro Devices. Inc.
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You can spend months
integrating atotal-solution MMIC workstation.
Or plug this one in now!

DOMAIN

EEsof presents the MMIC Design Workstation.v
The only fully integrated, turnkey MMIC system.
• Fully integrated schematic capture, simulation,
full-custom layout, design verification—
tailored for the MMIC design process
• Open architecture, fully configurable by end user
• Available on industry-standard UNIX
• Consistent user interface
• Foundry Library options

platforms

EEsof is the acknowledged leader in microwave
CAE/CAD/CAT systems. Just ask any
microwave engineer about EEsof's Touchstone
—or the other elements of EEsof 's fully integrated,
total-solution workstations. Call (818) 991-7530.
Or write: EEsof, Inc. 5795 Lindero Canyon Road,
Westlake Village, CA 91362 ¡FAX (818) 991-7109 TLX 3848091

0 19.116 EES01 Inc
Tote,.Icee .s aregxlexeu Iracwour, , tLse.
UNIX is a'Newark 0, AT&T Bell LAND; xones
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Here's all you need
to be up and running nowl

APPLIED MATERIALS BETS ON MAGNETICS
AS THE WAY TO MAKE ULTRA-LARGE-SCALE ICs
Market leader's backing could tip the scales in favor of the technique
wafer-etch rates jump dramatically and
de bias voltages can be reduced to lower
the risk of damage to silicon crystals
memory and other ultra-large-scale infrom ion bombardment. Higher grade
tegrated circuits are still a decade and
two generations of products away, but material can result in faster circuits.
Skeptics at such companies as Texas
process engineers now have to start makInstruments Inc. in Dallas downplay the
ing the hard decisions on how to build
advantages, though. There, dry-etch rethem. A debate is starting to heat up on
searchers contend that magnets can't cut
the role of magnetics and dry etch in the
the mustard; passivation
submicron process. Proponents say it's
chemistry is the only way to
the best method to shape and smooth the
get smooth sidewalls and
deep trenches and holes needed for such
rounded bottoms for vertical
chips; opponents say magnets are overratintegration and trench isolaed. What will do it, they say, are dramatic
tion in advanced circuits.
breakthroughs in chemical etching. Now
The skeptics may be
the market leader in dry-etch manufacturing equipment, Applied Materials Inc. of fighting a losing battle.
Managers at Applied MateSanta Clara, Calif., is putting its considerrials report the benefits of
able weight behind this technique.
magnetics on plasma disApplied Materials cast its vote on
April 27 when it introduced a multiple- charges have been demonstrated simply by switching
chamber electromagnetically enhanced
the feature off. In addition,
plasma system. Called the Precision
Applied Materials has seen
5000 Etch, the equipment marries lowpressure reactive-ion technology to a etch rates increase by a
half to one order of magniunique electromagnetic system; this system, say company officials, enhances
tude with the electromagnets switched on.
plasma properties at wafer surfaces for
At the same time, other
smooth sides in deep holes and fine-line
U. S. equipment makers are
trenches. Such profiles are necessary
for advanced three-dimensional circuits.
starting to bank more heavily on magnetically enhanced
Using single-crystal wafers, the system
has etched trenches with rounded botion-etch concepts. Materials
Research Corp. of Orangetoms and 21:1 aspect ratios: 0.2-pm wide
burg, N.Y., has been pioby 4.2-p.m deep. That feat should allow
fleeting the use of magnethe industry to make 64-Mbit dynamic
trons in dry etch, and introRAMs and dense logic chips well into the
next century. The system is initially
duced a prototyping system
aimed at filling two key applications: ex- for process labs in 1983. The
company says it no longer is
cavating small, deep holes for posthole
storage capacitors in DRAMs, and groov- dealing with labs and is now
ing fine-line trenches to isolate adjacent shipping its Aires production
systems, mostly to Japanesedevices on dense bipolar or biCMOS chips.
based chip makers.
TOUGH TEST. "We have it characterized
Unlike Applied Materials,
on what we think is the toughest appliMaterials Research is procation that the industry has been able to
moting magnetics as only a
throw at us," says Peter R. Hanley, vice
method of boosting the etch
president of Applied Material's Etch
rates of its low-pressure
Products Division in Santa Clara.
equipment to the levels that
Analysts believe Applied Material's
are typically seen in highmarket prowess in dry etch can swing
confidence behind the technique as a
The trench, with its 21: 1aspect
way to control plasma ionization and disratio, in 0.2-by-4.212m, is etched
sociation efficiencies. Backers of maginto single-crystal silicon.
netically enhanced plasma systems say
SANTA CLARA, CALIF.

he 64-Mbit dynamic random-access

T
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pressure plasma gear. The magnetron is
used to raise etch rates nearly 100 times
by raising the density of the reactive species—the ions—in low-pressure plasma.
Soon to join the movement is Tegal
Corp., a subsidiary of Motorola Inc. in
Novato, Calif., which plans to move its
magnetically enhanced plasma work from
the lab to market next year. "Because the
magnetic technology is still
in the development stage,
there is controversy about
exactly how much good it
does and what it does," concedes Elliott Philofsky, president. "But the level of activity in the industry indicates
that it does offer some advantages."
For its part, Applied Materials has gone the electromagnetics route in the 5000
Etch to create a volumetric
field at the wafer surface.
This magnetic field is rotated slowly by the system's
controllers to produce uniform vectors. While the vectors change direction in the
process, the scalar value of
the field remains constant
over the whole plasma discharge. The system has also
been designed for multiple
wafer-processing chambers
that can run up to four wafers in parallel for high
throughputs, and uses lowpressure reactive-ion etch,
known as RIE (under 100
milliTorr) for anisotropie
etching to achieve tight control of uniformity and critical
dimensions.
Applied Materials has
shipped 10 systems to silicon-processing laboratories
in the U. S., Europe, and Japan. Costing $800,000 to
$1.3 million, the 5000 Etch
is considered to be so advanced that it is not likely
to be deployed for volume
production until the mid1990s. -J. Robert Lineback
31

MICROPROCESSORS

WHY De IS TEAMING WITH MOTOROLA ON RISC
NEW YORK

he dust had barely settled last week
after Motorola Inc. announced its
CMOS MC88000 reduced-instruction-setcomputer microprocessor (see p. 75)
when it dropped another bombshell: the
chip maker has teamed with Data General Corp. to jointly develop an ultrahigh-speed version of the 88000 implemented in emitter-coupled logic.
The deal is acoup for Data General.
The Westboro, Mass., company beat its
rivals to the punch simply by volunteering to design the five-chip ECL set,
which is intended to operate at more
than 100 million instructions/s in asingle-processor configuration. (The initial
CMOS 88000 is rated at 14 to 17 mips). It
was an offer Motorola was more than
happy to accept, given Data General's
ECL expertise.
KEY TO STRATEGY. Data General regards the 88000 family as a crucial ingredient in its important transition from
a solely proprietary computer architecture to Unix-based industry-standard
platforms for the 1990s. "The 88000 is a
key to our future strategy," says Thomas West, vice president in Data General's System Development Division.
That's why Data General has joined the
88open consortium, the group of companies supporting and promoting the 88000
[Electronics, April 14, 1988, p. 31]. "We
want aunion—a consortium—that is big
enough to appeal to all the suppliers of
shrink-wrapped applications software."
Data General has evaluated all available RISC microprocessors "and even
built afew of our own to see how fast
they'd run in a system," West says.
"But we saw that the merchant semiconductor manufacturers were on afast
track. Motorola had built hundreds of
thousands of 68000s, so we decided to
go with them." The CMOS 88000 will
probably debut in Data General systems
in ayear or more.
The ECL chips defined to date are an
instruction-set processor, including the
floating-point function; a memory-management unit; acache controller; asystem controller that may incorporate the
system timing; and a system bus-interface device. The ECL design team "has
been in place for some time and the
design is well under way," says West.
And Data General is no neophyte in
ECL design. "We've designed more than
30 Motorola-built ECL gate arrays that
are shipping in our MV supermini line,"
he adds.
Motorola holds the basic patents on
ECL and has been the leading producer
and advocate of the high-speed bipolar
32

logic since the 1960s. It's significant that
the semiconductor giant would yield to
any other company to design such aprestigious product Jeff Nutt, technical marketing manager for the Motorola Microprocessor Products Group, says Data
General was selected because of its ECL
design experience and because the company volunteered to do the job.
"They got so excited about the ECL
88000 that they offered to assist us by
using their [design] resources," Nutt

and that's where we're strong."
For Motorola, say industry watchers,
the arrangement kicks ahole in its competitors' sales pitches. Both Sun Microsystems Inc., creator of Sparc, and
MIPS Computer Systems Inc., which offers the R3000, have been harping on
the fact that their RISC microprocessors
are the products of system designers.
Motorola can now say the same thing.
SECOND-SOURCING. But that's only part
of it, says Alice Leeper, senior industry
analyst in Dataquest Inc.'s semiconductor industry service in San Jose, Calif.
Along with the systems issue, she says,
"Sun and MIPS had made second-sourcing important in the RISC business. Perhaps this move will also put to bed the
second-sourcing question, because it
shows that Motorola is open about
sourcing. They can make a plausible
case that Data General has the capability to be afoundry." Data General has a
plant for semiconductor prot,otyping in
Sunnyvale, Calif.
This teaming isn't the first time the
Motorola microprocessor group and a
customer have joined in device development "We've had joint relationships bofore but not disclosed them," Nutt says.
Neither company is ready at this point
to provide extensive details about device
Thomas West, Data General's vice president,
density, performance, or process techsays, The 88000 is akey to our strategy."
nology. West says he understands that
two of the chips—probably the instrucsays. "This development is very importion processor and MMU—will be fabritant to their future," he adds.
cated in anew process technology, with
The ECL 88000 design will initially be
the others to be done in Motorola's Moaimed at applications in superminicomsaic III ECL 10K process.
puter, mainframe, and supercomputer
Motorola will fabricate the ECL 88000
systems, Data General says. "Running
chips in Phoenix, with first silicon exmemories fast enough to keep up with a pected sometime in 1991. It will sell the
100-mips processor is aproblem that has
ECL version worldwide the way it is goto be addressed," West says. "We have
ing to sell any 88000 part: through its
to think about all aspects of the design
Microprocessor Products Group in Ausin terms of their impact on the system,
tin, Texas.
-Lawrence Curran

MICROCONTROLLERS

TI MAKES ANOTHER STAB
AT 8-BIT MICROCONTROLLERS
NEW YORK

Instruments Inc. yielded the
bulk of the 8-bit microcontroller market to Intel Corp. and Motorola Inc. over
the last decade or so through aseries of
marketing blunders. Now it is storming
back with a new product line, a new
strategy, and anew goal.
The Dallas-based chip maker's new
family of programmable controllers,
called TMS370, was commissioned by
Texas

Delco Electronics in 1985. It includes six
standard parts, but TI is hoping to capitalize on more than just a standard
product line. Rather, the company is
pushing asort of application-specific capability built around product flexibility
and premium performance—and aiming
it at the high end of the market The
goal is for TI to be one of the top two 8bit controller suppliers by 1994.
TI likes the market potential. "Most of
Electronlcs/April 28, 1988
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MIMIC wait loss programs
The TRW MIMIC team is taking the
waiting—and the expense—out of
RF integrated circuit design.
We're developing expert-based
software tools that can trim the typical design and layout time by 97%
—from four weeks to four hours.
The key ingredient will be our
menu-driven, interactive MIMIC
workstation. Its design-automation programs and library of proven
circuit topologies will guide engineers through the complete design
process.
Logically. Accurately. Efficiently. In a
manner sensitive to their different
levels of experience.

From one keyboard, they'll be able to
lay out, optimize, and fully exercise
any MIMIC design. Automatically.
Until the circuit meets both its performance and cost requirements.

luir

The workstation is just part of our
commitment to meeting akey
MIMIC goal: first pass success for
every chip.

Honeywell

If you're interested in reducing the
bottom line for MIMIC, call us.

GENERAL DYNAMICS

Dr. Timothy T. Fong
MIMIC Program Manager
213.536.1491

HITTITE

©TRW Inc. 1 8
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TI's strategy—to use a
high-performance core developed for Delco's audio systems, heating, ventilation, and
3,000
,
air-conditioning division in KoEl 16 BIT
komo, Ind., and build a stan1.I
2,500
4 BIT
dard-cell environment around
it—is remarkably similar to
__I
,__.
,_-_É 2,000 ---that of rival Motorola and its
,
cc
HC11, which in 1987 took 1.5%
-e1,500 ''of the 8-bit controller market.
At Motorola's Microcontroller Division, Austin, Tex1,000 - -.
as, marketing manager Steven
Marsh claims he's been offer500
ing that environment for over
ayear with the HC11, which
O
was also developed in conjunc1987
1988
1989
1899
1991
tion with Delco. "We have a
SOU RCE DATAOU EST INC
chassis that's easily modifithe market will remain 8-bit," says Mike able," he says, plus 10 standard parts,
Polen, microcontroller marketing man- compared with TI's current family of six.
ager in Houston. According to figures
Both companies claim comparable
from Dataquest Inc., the San Jose,
turnaround time for acustom configuraCalif., market researcher, 8-bit parts
made up 64% of the $1.8 billion worldMILITARY
wide microcontroller market in 1987, and
will account for 65% of a $3.1 billion
market in 1992 (see figure). "That's
where the business is," Polen says.
And within the 8-bit market, the
growth is at the high end, adds Willie
Fitzgerald, another TI marketing manREDONDO BEACH, CALIF.
ager. TI estimates that the premium 8uperchip never made it out of the
bit market, now dominated by Motorophone booth. The chip, the flagship
la's 68HC11, will be worth about $56 part in Phase 2of the Pentagon's Very
million in 1988, roughly 4% of the total
High Speed Integrated Circuit program,
8-bit market. TI projects that figure to would have been one of the most comgrow to about $475 million by 1992, or plex devices ever built [Electronics,
23% of the total 8-bit market.
July 10, 1986, p. 49], packing 28 million
The 370 is TI's second shot at regaintransistors in a 1.4-in. 2 area. But proing ashare of the market it once domi- cessing problems encountered by TRW
nated. Trying to leapfrog the competiInc. and Motorola Inc. have forced them
tion, TI tried to play off its early lead in
to lower the sights of their ambitious
4-bit controllers by offering a 16-bit de- and closely watched program.
vice while others were just getting to 8
Replacing it is a considerably scaledbits. When the market didn't respond,
down version, called the CPUAX. EssenTI withdrew the product and introduced
tially consisting of the smaller centralthe TMS7000, which though still offered,
processing unit at the heart of the suhas not won amajor following.
perchip, the new version does manage
Now TI figures to lure this business
to incorporate what is probably the
with performance and flexibility. Fitz- most exciting feature of the original
gerald says the TMS370's register-to- chip: aform of on-chip redundancy that
register architecture is about 20% faster makes it self-correcting.
than the HC11's, which uses an accumuThe changes have been approved by
lator-based design that requires it to the two firms' customer, the VHSIC proprocess more instructions to do a task.
gram office in the Department of DeAnd in terms of flexibility, Fitzgerald
fense, which revealed the problems and
says TI will customize a 370 on orders
solution in some detail in its just-reás small as 50,000 units.
leased 1987 annual report. The report
DIFFERENT SIZES. TI's family includes
also says that despite the delay, chips
modules offering different sizes of read- should be ready late this year in time
only memory—in mask-programmable,
for abrassboard module to be working
electrically programmable, and electrically
in September 1989, roughly on track
erasable programmable technologies—as
with original scheduling.
well as up to 512 bytes of random-access
The chip's fabrication woes stem from
memory, two serial interfaces, two timsubpar performance of the Aeble-150 elecers, an expansion bus, and an analog-to- tron-beam lithography machine, say the
digital converter. In all, there are 16 mod- companies and the VHSIC report. This eules to go along with the core processor.
beam unit, supplied by Perkin-Elmer

8BITS LOOK BEST

tion, and both say they have all the development and emulation tools needed
to start designing aspecially configured
part into asystem before that part actually exists. TI is hoping that higher density memories, made possible in part by
a 1.6-µm CMOS manufacturing process,
will be its drawing card.
Motorola's Marsh says the HC11 can
be configured with up to 1 Kbyte of
RAM, 12 Kbytes of ROM, and 2 Kbytes
of EEPROM. And although TI's 370 has
less RAM—just 512 bytes maximum—it
offers up to 16 Kbytes of standard ROM,
16 Kbytes of EPROM, or 4 Kbytes of
EEPROM. Having more EEPROM capacity could be key for TI, as both companies
go to great lengths to describe not only
the value of EEPROM—it's particularly
useful in prototyping, when algorithms
may need to be repeatedly changed—but
also the difficulty each had in incorporating the technology into an otherwise standard CMOS process.
—Tobias Naegele

THE PENTAGON WILL SETTLE FOR
NOT-SO-SUPER VHSIC SUPERCHIP
S

34

Corp., was to play a key role in fabrication of patterns in the 0.5-p.m CMOS process required to build the devices. Not
only was the Aeble-150 about ayear late
in delivery in late 1986, which wiped out
the planned experimentation and testing
period, but also its accuracy did not meet
the submicron specifications developed to
fabricate the key overlay pattern levels.
Motorola's Austin, Texas, plant is responsible for the CMOS development.
The most critical failure "was in patterning the isolation trenches between
the individual devices on the chip, which
led to excessive current leakage," says
Thomas A. Zimmerman, manager of
VHSIC programs at TRW's Electronic
Systems Group in Redondo Beach. The
VHSIC 2 team had chosen the trenchisolation technique because it was
"thought to be very proven, and could
work at the submicron level," he says.
TOO SOON. But others in the business
"warned [that] we would find surprises,"
says Zimmerman, and they proved prophetic. Among those skeptical about
trench isolation was one engineer at a
company that was aVHSIC Phase 1participant. The engineer, who declines to be
identified, says, "By trying to insert
trench isolation into aVHSIC design, they
were trying to run before they could
walk." In a survey done after the fact,
TRW and Motorola found no successful
examples of repeatable submicron trench
isolation fabrication, says Zimmerman.
To replace it, Motorola's Semiconductor Products Sector in Phoenix, Ariz.,
Electronics/April 28, 1988
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Whether you're building a
visionary home—or a
breakthrough product or
system—getting from concept to completion demands
more than bricks and
mortar, or metal and silicon.
There are other components that can make a
critical difference in meeting your market window
on time, and on budget.
We call them the
components of success—
ready for immediate
delivery from AT&T.
The component of
commitment: here today,
here tomorrow.
AT&T is in the components
business to stay. We have
formed aseparate unit,
AT&T Microelectronics,
to bring our more than 100
years of electronic components experience to the
marketplace. And, we have
the capital, people, and
technical savvy to meet our
commitment to the future.
The component of
innovation: AT&T Bell Labs.
Count on Bell Laboratories
to help make your 'blue-sky'
designs areality With
everything from DSPs and
optical data links, to custom
designed products such as
ASICs, multilayer boards,
and power supplies. And
throughout planning and
manufacturing, count on
AT&T to keep your product
up to the minute with the
latest Bell Labs advances.

our history— and our future.
The component of
management involvement.
AT&T Microelectronics gives
you total support, right
up to its president, Bill
Warwick. If our solutions
aren't on the money,
call him at 1201 771-2900.
The component
of quick response.
With 12 plants and an extensive network of design
centers and sales offices
worldwide, AT&T is ready to
meet your volume demand
for components. Ready with
everything you need to get
ideas off the ground and in
the market—successfully.
To learn why AT&T is
more than ever the right
choice, just give us acall.
DIAL1800 372-2447
AT&T Microelectronics
Major Product Lines:
ASICs
Digital Signal Processors
Communication ICs
32-bit Microprocessors
and Peripherals
Solid State Relays
Multilayer Circuit Boards
HICs
Optical Data Links
Fiber Optic Components
Power Products
Transformers and Inductors
Wound Film Capacitors
1987 ATM

••••-

The component of quality.
Through our Integrated
Quality System, Bell Labs
engineers eo
sr
s
quali ty professionals
T
k
ionals to
meet customer-defined
w
quith
alio
tyni
r
s

AT&T

The right choice.
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chose Locos (for localized oxidation of
silicon), an isolation process that works
well in small geometries and uses advanced but tried-and-true optical lithography instead of e-beam. But the tradeoff sacrifices the density envisaged with
trench isolation—the oxidation process
used in Locos tends to cover line walls
and make them wider than the backfilling procedure used in trench isolation.
This density tradeoff, says the VHSIC

report, "jeopardized the probability of
yielding a superchip" on 4-in, wafers
since not enough time remains to redesign and test the 29 types of macrocells
it requires. Instead, eight macrocell
types have been resized with Locos for
the CPUAX. The new chip has about 150
macrocells, containing nearly 4 million
transistors, with 64 macrocells active at
one time and the remainder available as
backup. It measures 1.3 in. by 1in., dis-

sipates 10 W, and is designed to perform
200 million floating-point operations/s,
about the same as the superchip. But it
uses off-chip memory.
Although TRW and Motorola engineers are disappointed in not completing
the ambitious superchip as planned, outsiders point out that the CPUAX appears to be more of a general-purpose
device, with wider potential than the
specialized superchip.
-Larry Waller

GALLIUM ARSENIDE

THE UK's JOINT GaAs EFFORT MAY NOT FLY
LONDON

Dlessey Ltd. is sitting in the eye of a
storm of controversy over the future
of the fabrication of gallium arsenide
integrated circuits in the UK. The row
revolves around the British government's attempts to encourage Plessey
and General Electric Co. plc to collaborate on a GaAs IC foundry. The affair
could shoot down the government's
plan, leaving Plessey the only GaAs producer in Britain.
The flap started after the Department
of Trade and Industry decided that it
should promote GaAs IC development in
the UK with cash: about $46 million.
The idea was to build a facility jointly
operated by Plessey and GEC.
But figuring it has little to gain, Plessey now says says it does not want to
participate. The firm claims that it was
asked only to take part in a feasibility
study for the project, and withdrew because it believes the project is commercially unviable. The move forced GEC to
let go 60 of the 100 engineers working
on GaAs at its Hirst Research Centre,
and GEC is claiming that Plessey has
wrecked the nation's GaAs chances.
For its part, the government is
amazed that industry would refuse money, and annoyed because its offer has
apparently been spurned. Besides, a
Trade and Industry spokesman says,
"The concept came from industry in the
first place." To determine what to do,
the department will reconvene its Industry Strategy Committee, which came up
with the original joint-development plan.
Meanwhile, despite a shower of criticism, Plessey is unrepentant. "Plessey
has invested more than [$55 million] in
gallium arsenide research, development,
and production over the last decade,"
says Pat McGuire, managing director of
the Plessey 3-5 Group Ltd. "We have
already built a foundry with sufficient
capacity to meet foreseeable demand for
GaAs ICs and discrete devices until the
mid-1990s." Another UK plant would
just lie idle, McGuire adds.
Plessey itself is anything but idle in
GaAs. Its foundry opened in 1986 at Tow38

cester, Northamptonshire, just a few
miles from Plessey's Alan Clark Research
Laboratories at Caswell, where most of
its GaAs materials research, process development, and applications work is done.
Currently it is being tuned to run Ples-

sey's 18-GHz F2 GaAs process, for which
it claims 80% to 90% yields. "Now we are
characterizing the process so it can be
offered to foundry customers," says
McGuire. Standard parts are running
through the line, and some specially designed parts have been delivered.

Some years ago, Plessey concluded
that there was no future for digital
GaAs ICs, and concentrated its efforts
on linear circuits. To date it has concentrated on developing a robust production process. Now the company has
moved on to the next phase and is working hard to increase the complexity of
GaAs linear ICs, and has devised some
new component structures such as onchip electronically adjustable inductors
and delay lines based on the polyimide
isolation technique it has perfected.
The objective is to reduce size and cost
for the IC it sees as providing the highvolume market in the 1990s. This is a
transmitter receiver cell for phased-array
radar antennas. The radars, now under
development, could use up to 1,000 such
cells on each of their five faces. Already
an earlier design has been reduced in the
laboratories from a 12-by-4-by-1-in. module to aceramic-based hybrid less than 4
by 4 by 0.5 in. Now a fully integrated
device is being designed for a module
less than 1by 2in., with acost dropping
from $1,200 to afew hundred dollars.
McGuire also sees significant civilian
markets in the mid-1990s. He says that
the low power consumption and low
noise of GaAs linear circuits will make
the technology ideal for application in
handheld cellular and digital mobile telephones and in domestic and mobile satellite terminals.
-Peter Fletcher

BUSES

CAN ARDENT MAKE ITS BUS
A SUPERCOMPUTER STANDARD?
SUNNYVALE, CALIF.

the world needs is a standard
WV supercomputer bus. At least that's
what the people who run Ardent Computer Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif., believe—and that's what the company is
out to supply. And at least one expert
thinks Ardent might have the right idea,
although there is competition.
The reasoning at Ardent is that the
What

advent of desktop supercomputers such
as those from Apollo, Stellar, and Ardent itself makes such astandard necessary. The bus would provide third-party
hardware suppliers with a market for
add-in boards for use in the high-powered
systems, much as VMEbus and Multibus
now do for microcomputer systems.
Since Ardent happens to have exactly
that kind of bus in its Titan supercomElectronics/April 28, 1988

Record-Shattering
CPII
Perform
Sustained 20-11a1PS, 7-111Flop
Throughput in a32-bit CMOS
CPU and FPU.
Nothing else
comes close.
What happens when you blend our
ultra-fast PACE Technologym with MIPS,
the top-performing RISC architecture?
Simple—a breakthrough of major propor ions.
A 32-bit CPU/Floating point processor set that
delivers sustained throughput of 20-MIPS, and
7-MFlop single precision, LINPACK,
or 4-M Flop double precision.
(Peak throughput exceeds 25-MIPS.)
There's more. The market-rattling performance
of the PaceMipsTm R3000 and R3010 is supported
by 256K bytes each of high-speed instruction and
data cache memory. The speed, as you might
expect, is made possible by our 64K, 16K and 4K
SRAMs—the world's fastest—in xl, x4 and x8
organizations.
If record-shattering performance interests you,
you'll call our marketing HOT LINE today at
(408) 734-9000 for more information. On pricing.
Operating systems. Compilers. Development
systems. And fast static RAMs.
The PaceMips R3000 and R3010. Ready now.
With champion performance that can make your
next system awinner, too.

PERFORMANCE
SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION
Performance Semiconductor Corporation
610 E. Weddell Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94089
Telephone (408) 734-9000
PACE Technolo9y is atrademark of Performance Semiconductor Corporation.
PaceMips is ajoint traderiark of Performance Semiconductor Corporation and
MIPS Computer Systems Inc.
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FROM
NOW ON,
THERE'S
ONLY ONE
RISC*
WORTH
TAKING.

INTRODUCING THE MOTOROLA
88000 MICROPROCESSOR FAMILY:
THE GREATEST RISC OF ALL.
The future of RISC computing has
been reduced to three small, but: amazingly
powerful chips.
Namely, the Motorola 88000 family.
One awesome microprocessor unit, supported by two cache memory management units.
Designed to take RISC architecture far beyond
anything else in the marketplace.
The 88000 runs at ablistering 14-17 MIPS,
7million floating point operations per second,
and an incredible 50 MIPS in parallel processing
applications (using just four 88000 chip sets on
our HYPERmodulecard).
Which makes everything from multi-user
business systems to fault tolerant on-line bansaction processing systems to artificial intelligence
systems several times faster and more powerful
than ever before.
What's more, it comes with absolutely every
bit of hardware and software needed to build
your system of the future, today. /n fact, many
leading hardware and software companies,
including those in the independent consortium
88open, are already designing systems around
the 88000. And many more will follow.
So make sure your future is as rewarding
as itcan possibly be. Call us for more information
at 1-800-441-2447 Or write Motorola Inc.,
PO. Box 20912, Phoenix, AZ 85036.
Because the greater the RISC, the greater
the reward.

MOTOROLA
*Reduced Instruction Set Computer
ü 1988. Motorola Inc.
HYPERmodule is atrademark of Motorola Inc.

puter, the next step in turning the bus
into aproduct is to make an offer that
no one can refuse. To do that, the company is taking asimple approach: offering the bus at arock-bottom price. Takers will be able to license the Titan
bus's timing and pinout specification,
bus-interface circuit schematics, and
protocol definition for $250, and buy the

The price is right: $400 to
license the bus architecture
and buy one required chip

InterTools

Time Saving Software
For Embedded System Development
68000/010/020, 8086/186/286
68HC11, Z80, V Series

C Cross Compilers
•Global Optimization
Features
•Produce Re-entrant,
ROM-able Code

•Utilities include
Linkers, Locators,
Formatters, and Unique
ROM Processor

Cross Assemblers
•Full Macro Capabilities
•Include Complete
Utilities Set

•Support Relocatable,
Combinable, and
Absolute Segments

XDB Cross Debuggers
•Debug at C or Assembly
Source Code Level
•User-Friendly Interface
and Command Set

•Powerful Assertion,
Breakpoint Commands
•Direct Command
Interface to Emulator

InterTools are available
for VAX, SUN, Apollo,
HP, IBM PC, and other
engineering computers.

Intermetrics, Inc.
Software Products Division
733 Concord Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02138
(617) 661-0072

Demo Disks available.

BB
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Intermetrics
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Toll-Free: 1-800-356-3594

bus-arbitration chip for another $150—a
total of just $400. The only additional
cost would be incurred if the third-party
supplier plans to build adual data-path
bus, for which two bus-arbitration chips
are needed.
Steven Blank, vice president of marketing at Ardent, expects the deal to
appeal to manufacturers of equipment
that requires high I/O-to-memory transfers. These include signal processing,
image processing, high-speed networking, and mass storage products.
In making the bus specifications public, Ardent is aggressively pursuing an
open-architecture strategy not unlike
the one that made Sun Microsystems
Inc. successful. In February, for example, Ardent announced it would license
its supercomputer graphics software
package DORÉ—for Dynamic ObjectRendering Environment—under similar
terms [Electronics, Feb. 4, 1988, p. 69].
Blank says that his company will submit the Titan bus to the newly formed
SuperBus Study Group of the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
for consideration as abase for standard
supercomputer buses. Jon Rubinstein,
the Titan computer and bus's architect,
will be amember of the group.
The Titan architecture has achance to
become a de facto standard, says Paul
Sweazey, chairman of the SuperBus
group and asystem architect at National Semiconductor Corp. in Sunnyvale,
Calif. However, he adds, Ardent doesn't
have the field to itself—he singles out
as a possible competitor the latest Futurebus 896.1 IEEE standard.
The Ardent bus was designed with
high-performance parallel processing in
mind. With a sustained data-transfer
rate of 256 Mbytes/s, "it offers performance 10 times that of a VMEbus,"
says Blank. "And that's asustained, not
peak, rate."
According to Rubinstein, "The bus is
unique in that the third party adding
boards to the bus actually gets to use
the entire bus bandwidth, because the
board can transfer data at the full
transfer rate."
In addition, the bus operates with
Electronics/April 28, 1988

very low bus overhead, the time required to switch from one bus user to
another. In fact, the bus can be handed
off every clock cycle. There are no dead
cycles in its operation: it is a synchronous, split-transaction, or disconnect
bus. That is, one request can go on the
bus and another be initiated before the
first request is completely serviced.
Another way the bus does away with
overhead is that it eliminates the possibility that, say, a processor will tie up
the bus because it must wait to use a
resource that is already being used. For
example, say a processor on the bus
wants to use acommunications controller. Before the processor gets control of
the bus, the controller must be available
for use. In addition, to eliminate the possibility of one processor hogging the
bus, there is an arbitration mechanism
that ensures each processor gets an
equal share of the bus bandwidth.
By making ahigh-performance supercomputer bus available at a reasonable
cost, Ardent hopes to build support for
its bus architecture at the expense of its
competitors Stellar and Apollo. Both
companies have aproprietary buses and
do not appear to be making them generally available.
-Jonah McLeod
RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

is working with Philips in a binational
effort, known as Mega, to develop 4Mbit chips; it has an edge on SGS-Thomson in fine-line memory technology. Apparently the company fears that with
know-how from Jessi, SGS-Thomson
could become aformidable competitor in
static and dynamic random-access memories, eating into Siemens' and Philips'
market share.
The Siemens pronouncement caused
tempers to flare at SGS-Thomson. "If
somebody is at risk about sharing technology without getting returns, it is

YOU CAN'T
BEAT TEK
AT ITS
OWN GAME.

us," snaps Philippe Geyres, SGS-Thomson's corporate vice-president for strategic planning. Noting that SGS-Thomson
has supplanted Siemens as Europe's No.
2 integrated-circuit producer (behind
Philips), Geyres says that neither the
German nor the Dutch company can
come close to matching its technology in
megabit electrically programmable readonly
memories. SGS-Thomson
announced a fully working 1-Mbit CMOS
EPROM chip with enhanced verification
at the 1988 ISSCC conference in San
Francisco in February. "Ours is purely

And 250 MSPS AID
Converters with
1GHz Track and Hold
is the game.
Don't settle for second best. We have
what you need now.
Call Tek direct:
1-800-835-9433 Ask
for IC Standard
Products.

TURF WAR ROILS
EUROPE'S VERSION
OF SEMATECH
PARIS

many a seemingly sound scheme
L
for international industrial cooperaIke

tion, the Joint European Submicron Silicon Initiative—Western Europe's potential counterpart of the U. S. Sematech
effort—is becoming embroiled in clashes of national self-interest. And if Jessi
doesn't jell, European chip makers'
chances of standing up to Japanese and
U. S. competition in world markets in
the years ahead will take another turn
for the worse.
West Germany's Siemens AG and
Philips of the Netherlands launched
Jessi in 1986, aiming to develop a process technology for the submicron features that will mark high-density memory and logic chips in the 1990s. They
expect the project eventually will cost
about $2 billion.
Now the Franco-Italian chip maker
SGS-Thomson Microelectronics wants a
full share in the action. But Siemens
says no way.
In early April, the Munich firm went
public with astatement that SGS-Thomson would be restricted to only asupplementary membership in Jessi. Siemens
Electronics/April 28, 1988
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HARTING/Austria, Vienna, Tel. 0222-68 6818-0 •HARTING/Belgium, Relegem, Tel. 02-465.4Z40 •HARTING/France, Fontenay-sous-Bois Cedex, Tel. (1) 487 706 26
HARTING/Great Britain, Biggin Hill, Tel. (09 59) 71411 •HARTING/Italy, Pioltello (Milan), Tel. 02-92100 847
HARTING/Japan, Yokohama, Tel. 045-931.5718

SOME THINGS
CAN'T BE COPIED.
That's something we at HARTING
learned long ago. For instance,
our engineers and designers
invested years of hard work to
develop our HARTING Industrial
HAN ® Connector". Their goal was
to get every little detail just perfect so that state-of-the-art production processes and high-tech
robots could be used to produce
the definitive connector.
Well, our HAN ® Connectors were
abig success worldwide —and
they still are. Of course, it didn't
take long before similar connectors with similar names hit the
market. But the original HAN ®
still hasn't been equalled.
Because it's unique —just like
your fingerprints. After all, it's the
only one produced in completely
automated high-tech production
facilities. Each individual component part is made of
the very best
material available. And each
part has to go
through a
whole series
of quality-control stations.
That's how we manage to make sure
that every FfAN ® Industrial Connector
that leaves our plant is
absolutely perfect. And the millions
of our connectors in use throughout the
world today are proof of this unprecedented reliability.
World headquarters:
HARTING ELEKTRONIK GmbH
P0. Box 1140 •
D-4992 Espelkamp
West Germany
(05772) 47-1 .
nic i 972310-11 he d
CONNECT UP WITH QUALITY
WITH HARTING.

FIARTI NG
HARTING/Netherlands, AM Etten-Leur, Tel. 01-608-3 54 00 HARTING/Norway, Oslo, Tel. 02-64 75 90 HARTING/Sweden, Spanga,
Tel. (08) 7617980 •HARTING/Switzerland, Schwerzenbach, Tel. 01-8255151 HARTING/USA, Chicago, Tel. (312) 519-77 00
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Custom Linear
Power in less
than
10
days
and
•
lt s
UL recognized.
You give us the specs... and
we deliver the power you
want... fast!
Whether you only need afew watts or hundreds of watts... our
linear power supplies deliver the performance to get your system
up and running fast and the reliability to keep it there.
Thirty-three standard mechanical configurations and 20,000
pre-assembled regulator combinations mean low prices and
delivery in as little as 10 working days.
And because all our power supplies are built with pre- UL
recognition, you don't have to worry about our power supplies
holding up your system UL approval.
Get the full story on worry free linear power from Xentek. Call or
write today for our free information package.

Xentek

The Heart of Your System

780 Shadowridge Drive •Vista, CA 92083 •(619) 727-0940 •TWX: 910-322-1155

FAX (619) 727-8926

XENTEK — the first word in Custom Linear, Standard Linear, Custom and Standard Switchers, Extreme
Kolation Transformers, Line' Conditioners and Custom Military Power Conversion Equipment.
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Product Showcase
An exciting new marketplace of
products and services in full color.
Electronics' Product Showcase section is afast and easy way for you to:
• Obtain information on new
products
Ill Find out about new capabilities
• Get aquick look at new
applications

• Send for new catalogs
IIII Request product literature
• Get free samples
And if you'd like to advertise your
company's products or services,
contact Advertising Manager, at
(212) 512-2143.

Electronics

European technology; we don't buy
technology from Toshiba like Siemens
did," says Geyres, referring to Siemens'
efforts in megabit memories.
But if Siemens keeps SGS-Thomson
out of Jessi, the Franco-Italian company
may follow Siemens' lead and buy technology from the Japanese, says a former top executive at SGS-Thomson. "If
that happens, the whole European Community loses," he comments.
Geyres hasn't indicated that he wants
to go that route. "Our position is simple:
aEuropean cooperation including all the
major companies—Philips, Siemens,
SGS-Thomson, and Plessey—is manda-

SGS-Thomson threatens to
buy Japanese technology if
Siemens bars it from Jessi
tory because we are facing the Japanese
challenge and the American challenge,"
he says. "Semiconductor sales by the
No. 1Japanese company—NEC Corp.—
are bigger than Siemens, Philips, and
SGS-Thomson put together. So it is evident that we all have to work together
for a full European cooperation—and
that this cooperation must be on an
equal basis between partners."
To that end, Geyres has been flying
back and forth between Germany,
France, and Italy trying to make his
company's position clear. Earlier, with
French government backing, he had
publicly' threatened to file acomplaint to
the European Economic Community.
But SGS-Thomson now is taking awaitand-see attitude, preferring to try to
smooth things out in private meetings
rather than continue slugging it out in
the European press.
Complicating the situation is the possibility that coordination of the project
might ultimately be taken over by Eureka, the European advanced research
program. If Siemens decides to stick by
its decision to lock out SGS-Thomson,
Eureka could be prevented from playing
any role with Jessi. Eureka's guidelines
mandate that Siemens and Philips would
have to provide details on their planned
research program to all 19 member nations (some non-EEC countries have
joined Eureka). Interested companies
would have the right to ask to join, and
if they were refused or not given equal
status they would have to be given a
valid explanation.
If Siemens and Philips keep it to
themselves, Jessi would most certainly
end up with a much narrower focus
than originally intended. Catching up
with the Japanese leaders is likely to
continue being an uphill, nearly impossible struggle for the Europeans for a
long time to come. -Jennifer Schenker
Electronics/April 28, 1988
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This meter has what you need most—
Superb accuracy and proven reliability
The Fluke 8840A is your best choice
for accuracy, readability and overall performance in a51
/ digit
2
multimeter.
The Fluke 8840A is the world's best selling
51
/
2digit DMM. For good reason. Basic dc
accuracy is 0.005% at one year. Basic ac
accuracy at one year is 0.16%, and one
year basic resistance accuracy is 0.013%.
With users discovering their 8840A's typically exceeding these specs at each oneyear calibration cycle.

The specs are even better for the 8842A.
It offers 0.003% basic dc accuracy and
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0.08% basic ac accuracy at one year. Resolution is 100 nV on dc readings, and 100
p0 resolution on resistance readings.
Plus atwo year calibration cycle and
warranty.

Put the world's most popular 51
/
2digit
multimeters to work for you today.
For your nearest distributor call
1-800-44-FLUKE, ext. 33.

Nothing in its class can match the 8840
Series for field-proven reliability: 60,000
hours MTBF for the 8842A, and nearly
70,000 hours for the 8840A.

John Fluke Mtg. Co. Inc., P.O.Box C9090,
M/S 250C, Everett, WA 98206. U.S.:
206-356-5400 CANADA: 416-890-7600
OTHER COUNTRIES: 206-356-5500

And nothing can match the 8840 Series
for ease of operation.The vacuum fluorescent display is the most readable you've
ever seen.True-RMS ac and IEEE-488
interface options let you configure the unit
the way you need, so you aren't stuck with
features you don't want.
An adjustable tilt-stand for bench use
is standard. But rack mounting is quick
and trouble free. Closed-case calibration
reduces maintenance time. And throughput can be set for 2.5, 20, or 100 readings
per second, making the 8840A the fastest
in its class.

çCopyright 1988 John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. All rights reserved.
Ad No. 1271-F8842

FROM THE WORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
FLUKE 8840A

FLUKE 8842A

0.005% basic dc accuracy (1 Yr )

0.003rit basic dc accuracy Il Yr )

0.16% basic ac accuracy (1 Yr.)

0.08% basic ac accuracy (1 Yi.)

0.013% basic ohms accuracy (1 Yr.)

0.008% basic ohms accuracy (1 Yr.)

Resolution to 10M 10 ;A, 1mC)

Resolution to 100 nV, 1i(A, 100 ¡JO

One year warranty

Two year warranty

8840A

$795 8842A

$995

8840A-05K IEEE-488 option

$17(1 8842A-05K IEEE-488 option

$170

8840A-D9K AC True-RMS option$205 8842A-09K AC True-RMS option$270

FLUKE

Launch your design with
an 8K x8SRAM
that uses ZEROPOWER.
Launch your design with ZEROPOWER—the
densities are just over the horizon) are based on
static RAMs that keep data afloat in any nonthe industry's most sophisticated assembly technolvolatile memory application.
ogy and over 5years of proven battery experience.
SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics backs you
For convincing reliability documentation and
with awhole ZEROPOWER UL recognized family, acomplete set of application notes, contact the
and each member has abuilt-in lithium battery
winning team—SGS-TIOMSON Microelectronics,
that maintains complete data retention, even in
1000 E. Bell Road, Phoenix, AZ 85022.
the event of system power loss.
602/867-6259.
All ZEROPOWER RAMs use
WRITE
BATTERY
full CMOS process technology
TEMP PROTECT LIFE OVER U.L.
KEY
to ensure low current drain.
DEVICE RANGE
VOLT.
TEMP
RECOG SPEED
FEATURES
Plus, each device combines
MK48Z02
0-70 C
4.75V
11 yrs.
Yes
120-25Ons
e8SRAM unitd. write cycles
0-70 C
MK48Z12
4.5V
11 yrs.
Yes
120-250ns 2K 8SRAM unitd. write cycles
analog power fail detect and
MK148Z02
-404.75V
6yrs.
Yes
120-250ns 2K x8SRAM indust. temp. range
85 C
switching circuitry.
MK148Z12
-404.5V
6yrs.
Yes
120-25Ons 2K x8SRAM indust. temp. range
The big news is SGS85C
MK48T02
0-70
C
4.75V
11
yrs.
Yes
120-25Ons
2K x8SRAM w/realtime clock
THOMSON's MK48Z08. The
0-70 C
MK48T12
4.5V
11 yrs•
Yes
120-250ns 2K x8SRAM w/realtime clock
MK48Z08 has an 8K x 8
MK48Z08/09 0-70 C
4.75V
11yrs
Yes
150-250ns 8K x8SRAM w/additional CE and
power fault flag (-09)
architecture—plus abattery
MK48Z18/19 0-70 C
4.5V
I1yrs.
Yes
150-250ns 8K x8SRAM w/addit Iona' CE and
cell life of over 11 years at
power fault flag (- 19)
3.3 yrs. minimum dock operating in battery backed mode.
70°C. Four configurations are
offered for maximum design
Vcc
flexibility. Each conforms to JEDEC 28-pin DIP
1
packaging to allow direct replacement of conven• INT (MK48Z09/19 ONLY)
tional 8K x 8SRAMs, 2764 EPROMs or 8K x 8
LITHIUM I
CELL
EEPROMs.
AO-Al2
Unlike EEPROMs, with our unique ZEROPOWER
D120 4
memories, there's no limit to the number of write
VOLTAGE SENSE
cycles you can perform. Plus, the combination
AND
El
I
SWITCHING
of fast read and write cycles and no additional
CIRCUITRY
circuitry requirements makes the chip abreeze
Ez(MK48209/
19 ONLY)
to interface with your microprocessor.
Don't worry about reliability, either. Our 16K
and 64K ZEROPOWER devices (even higher

1
I

1988 SGS-THOMSON Microelectronics. All rights reserved.
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Join The Winning Team
ZEROPOWER is an outstanding example of the advanced
capability of SGS-THOMSON.
But just one. Join the winning
team and we'll back you with a
range of performance proven
products that covers everything from transistors to
complex signal processing
chip sets to full service
AS1Cs. You'll be awinner, too. For your free
product literature portfolio, call 602/867-6259.
Or write SGS-THOMSON
Microelectronics,
1000 E Bell Road,
Phoenix, AZ 85022.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER
DA! NIPPON POINTS THE WAY TO SHARPER LIQUID-CRYSTAL DISPLAYS

M

Much sharper liquid-crystal color displays for portable TV sets and officeautomation gear are in sight. Dai Nippon Printing Co. is offering samples
of a high-resolution LCD color filter that features picture elements only 10 by
10 gm, located with an accuracy of ±2 p.m. Current high-resolution filters
have pixel sizes of 100 by 150 p,rn or more. Key to the improved resolution is
a pigment-dispersed manufacturing technique that lays down a fine pattern of
red, green, and blue plastic material on a glass plate; the Tokyo firm says the
technique cuts the number of processing steps to only a fifth or a sixth of the
number needed to turn out a conventional dyed filter. Dai Nippon is sampling
5- and 6-in, filters and plans to get into mass production by October. Larger
sizes are in the works: there's already a 14-in. prototype.
D

SIEMENS IS FIRST WITH AUTOMATED MASK-PRODUCTION CENTER

Siemens

AG has installed what it believes to be the world's first robotized
mask-production center. Now used for pilot runs at the company's chipfabrication facilities in Munich, the center has two Siemens-made mobile
robots that unload and load magazines of masks for a Perkin-Elmer Corp.
Mebes Ill electron-beam write system. During the pilot operations, a single
person observes the mask-making process. But the center could conceivably
run without personnel around the clock for seven days a week, says project
leader Andreas Oelmann. At the moment, though, the e-beam system runs
around the clock all week to expose masks but only two shifts for five days a
week can handle the finishing operations necessary for enough masks to fill
the company's needs. Pilot operations will continue for another two months;
after that, the center will be put into regular service. Besides cutting personnel
costs, robotized mask-making pays off with a reduction in mask defects. ID

IBM JAPAN UNVEILS PCs THAT SPEAK BOTH JAPANESE AND ENGLISH

I

BM Japan Ltd. is moving to tap into a peculiar Japanese demand: the
demand for personal computers that run English-language software. Many
Japanese PC users want to run English-language software because there is
much more variety on the market than the world of Japanese-based software
offers, and leading-edge programs generally appear in English long before
Japanese translations are ready. The Tokyo-based IBM subsidiary is introducing a line of Personal System models that run Japanese-language software
written for IBM Japan's Japanese versions of the MS-DOS and OS/2 operating systems, like earlier PCs from IBM Japan, but that add the capability to
run English-language software under the standard American versions of MSDOS and OS/2. The new 5550-S, 5550-T, and 5570-T models are built
around the Intel Corp. 80386 processor running at 16 or 20 MHz. Their harddisk capacities range from 30 to 230 Mbytes.
D

ERICSSON'S OPTICAL SWITCHES WORK WITH NON-POLARIZED LIGHT

S

weden's L. M. Ericsson expects to have commercial versions of a four-byfour optical switch that can handle non-polarized light and thus work
without special high-cost optical fiber on the market in about a year. The
Stockholm firm reports that it has already turned out a handful of the switches,
which have 24 two-by-two elements on a 49-mm-long slab of lithium niobate.
"They worked the first time," says Lars Thylèn, who heads Ericsson's integrated-optics development group. "The crosstalk was so low we couldn't
measure it—in the order of minus 50 dB." Ericsson has found a way to ease
temperature and geometry constraints, which make the switches relatively
easy to produce.
CI
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INTERNATIONAL WEEK
JAPAN-U. S. TEAM
TO DESIGN SUPERDISK
Hoya Corp., a leading Japanese optics manufacturer,
has teamed with three U. S.
companies to develop aglassbased magnetic disk with 10
times the storage capacity of
aluminum-based disks. Hoya
and Xidex Corp., Fremont,
Calif., will engineer the required sputtered-type magnetic film and Applied Magnetic Corp., Santa Barbara,
Calif., will help develop the
magnetic read head. A U. S.based
magnetic-disk-drive
manufacturer—whose name
Hoya would not disclose—
will design the drive. Increased capacity is possible
because the glass-based disk
has better dimensional stablity. Hoya expects to commercialize the disks—in both
31
/-and 51
2
/-in, formats—in
4
one or two years.

ITALIAN TELECOM
TALKS STALLED
Negotiations on a three-way
telecommunications alliance
involving AT&T Co., Ing. C.
Olivetti & C. SpA, and STET
SpA, a holding company for
the Italian government telecommunications operations,
are at an impasse. Citing
"significant
basic
differences," Olivetti refuses to allow AT&T to up its equity
stake in the Ivrea, Italy, company from the present 22% to
40%. This leaves up in the air
STET% plans to restructure
by hooking up with AT&T because the deal includes a
three-way
equity
swap.
Meanwhile, three other companies—Alcatel,
Ericsson,
and Siemens—are all waiting
to take AT&T's place should
the deal fall through.

PHILIPS MOVES TUBE
UNIT TO TAIWAN
To achieve a more cost-effective supply of monochrome
tubes and deflection units to
monitor manufacturers, Philips has moved its entire tube
operation to Taiwan. The
Electronics/April 28, 1988

Dutch company's International Product Group's Monitor
Display Components is the
world's largest tube operation and relocating to the Far
East puts it right at its customers' doorstep because
that's the region of most
monitor production.

CELLULAR PHONE
CONTEST HEATS UP
Siemens AG and Société Anonyme de Télécommunications, a Paris-based telephone-equipment maker, will
form the newest consortium
to bid on contracts for two
digital
mobile-phone
networks in France. The networks—one in the Paris region and the other in the
Grenoble/Lyons
area—will
be used to acquire data and
know-how for the pan-European mobile telephone network planned for the 1990s.
Competing with the SAT/Siemens group in France are
two other consortia, one comprising France's Alcatel NV
and Finland's Nokia, and the
other France's Matra and
Sweden's L. M. Ericsson.

SANYO TO FABRICATE
A U. S. EPROM...
A U.S. semiconductor company, Atmel Corp., will have
its design of a 1-Mbit erasable, programmable readonly memory manufactured
in Japan. The San Jose,
Calif., company has licensed
the CMOS design to Sanyo
Electric Co., Osaka, which
will use it to gain a foothold
in Japan's specialty-memory
integrated-circuit
market.
The chip delivers a 100-ns access time and the two companies have a70-ns version under development. Production
schedules for the products
have not been disclosed.

... AND HELP DESIGN
A 32-BIT RISC CHIP
Meanwhile, Sanyo Electric
Co. has also been busy teaming up with another American firm on a microprocessor

design. It signed an agreement with VLSI Technology
Inc., San Jose, Calif., to jointly develop and market 32-bit
reduced-instruction-set-computer chips. The new RISC
processor will be a one-chip
version of VLSI Technology's
current multichip VL86C010
family, which will also be
marketed by Sanyo in the domestic market under the
same agreement. Sanyo and
VLSI expect to complete the
development of the one-chip
processor in one year. Moreover, VLSI Technology provides Sanyo with rights to
manufacture the new version, which will be the
world's first one-chip RISC
32-bit processor, says the
Osaka company.

NTT TO PURCHASE
AT&T MULTIPLEXERS
Following up on apromise to

purchase more U. S.-made
products, Nippon Telegraph
and Telephone Corp. (NTT),
Tokyo, will use AT&T Co.
multiplexer systems for its
commercial services in the
Kanto and Tokai areas. NU
chose AT&T's
DDM-1000
multiplexers because of a
subsystem—which Japanese
multiplexers lack—that lets
them directly multiplex 1.5Mbit/s electrical signals with
90-Mbit/s optical signals or
100-Mbit/s electric signals.
Japanese multiplexer systems currently in use employ
athree-step process to transmit the same volume of information. NU plans to buy
about 600 DDM-1000 systems
before 1990.

FRANCE, BELGIUM
TEAM ON MISSILES
The European arms industry
has forged a cross-border
link with the merger of the
military rocket units of a
subsidiary of France's Thomson-CSF and a firm partly
owned by Belgium's Société
Générale de Belgique SA conglomerate. Forges de Zeebrugge SA, which produces
2.75-in. and 5-in. air-to-ground

missiles, will merge with
Thomson-Brandt Armement,
which produces 68-mm and
100-mm missiles. The as-yetunnamed company will be
formed in June or July. More
inter-European cooperation is
seen as being necessary for
Europe to remain competitive
in a shrinking international
military market.

FRENCH TO LAUNCH
INDIAN SATELLITES
France's Arianespace consortium's position on the commercial market got another
boost recently when it won
two contracts to launch India's multirole telecommunications satellites INSAT IIA
and IIB. They will be placed
into orbit in 1990 and 1991 by
Ariane 4, the newest and
most powerful version of the
Ariane
launch
vehicles.
Arianespace's order book
now shows 44 satellites,
worth about $2.50 billion.

ITALTEL LICENSES
TECHNOLOGY TO CHINA
ltaltel SpA, the Italian communications equipment maker, has signed a $24 million
licensing agreement with the
Chinese government for manufacturing the company's
digital switches. Made at two
plants near Beijing, the annual output of switches will
handle 100,000 subscriber
lines. Italtel, a subsidiary of
STET SpA, Italy's telecom
authority, will train Chinese
personnel and supply the production equipment.

GREEKS OPT FOR
ERICSSON SWITCHES
The Hellenic Telecommunications Authority of Greece has
ordered $28 million worth of
AXE digital central office
switching systems from L. M.
Ericsson, making Greece the
71st country to order AXE
systems from the Stockholm
company. The equipment will
be installed in nine local and
transit exchanges to be put
in service in late 1988.
50A
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INTERNATIONAL PRODUCTS
PC-BOARD TOOL KIT GENERATES
CODE FOR INDUSTRIAL CONTROLLERS
Sinorg's Easymitis cuts errors by describing factory systems in high-level language
programmin g industrial controllers 1988. It is compatible with Modicon con- and subsequently makes aguess. Or the

has taken a big leap forward with
Sinorg SA's computer-aided-design tool
based on aproprietary high-level structured language. Easymitis allows design
engineers to describe directly how they
want the production system to work,
avoiding the tedious manual work programmers now do by writing executable
code from the process-flow diagrams
that are generated by present-generation graphics-based tools.
Running on an IBM Corp. Personal
Computer AT or compatibles powered
by Intel Corp. 80286 or 80386 microprocessors, Easymitis supports frontend programming with two modules: a
control-description module and an object
library. Control descriptions are written
in alanguage similar to Pascal or C, but
with additional control structures. The
Grenoble, France, company has not yet
named the language.
DATA FLOW. The object library allows
programmers to tailor general control
functions to specific manufacturers'
equipment. This information flows into
a precompiler with an attached errors
list and documentation sections that produce an intermediate, present-generation, graphics-based code, which flows
through another compiler. This produces
an executable code, which is then transmitted to the controller.
Sinorg's initial commercial version of
Easymitis will be available at the end of

trollers from Gould Modicon Inc., Andover, Mass. The company plans additional versions to interface with more programmable controllers, such as those
from the French companies Télémécanique SA and April SA, says Bruno Demarez, project engineer.
Easymitis "automates the first part
so that there are no more errors in that
phase," Demarez says. "For somebody
who knows computers, this sounds very
common and basic but for programmable controllers it is not." Users can save
money because the design cycle is shortened and accuracy improved.
For about the same 100,000 Frenchfranc price of less powerful software
now on the market, Sinorg's software
will make it far easier to order and carry out more sophisticated assembly line
directives and to pinpoint and fix problems faster, Demarez says.
As things stand now, each programmable controller has its own operating
system. "This is an economic and strategic problem for customers because the
suppliers have chosen to remain incompatible," he says. To start the design
process, engineers create a system on
paper in natural language, which is
more ambigious than straightforward
computer language.
As a result, the programmer who
must translate it into excutable code
may not understand all the directives

MAKING INDUSTRIAL CONTROL SIMPLE
CONTROL
DESCRIPTION

PRE-COMPILER

OBJECTS
LIBRARY

COMMAND
SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION

DOCUMENTATION

ERROR LIST

INTERMEDIATE
CODE

GRAFCET
LADDER
DIAGRAMS

COMPILER

EXECUTABLE
CODE

r

INDUSTRIAL
CONTROLLER

By using two compilers, Easymitis integrates Grafcet's graphics-based programming, which
depends on ladder diagrams, with ahigh-level language that is similar to Pascal or C.
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programmer may follow the directions
to the letter only to find out that the
design engineer's theory was defective
in practice. At that point, Demarez says,
"you can never find the person who did
the programming, the documentation is
lost, and you don't know what is in the
machine so you have to go back to the
is and the Os."
GRAPHICS. Controllers are already handling slightly more sophisticated functions, thanks to the introduction of Grafcet—a method of graphics programming
adopted by the International Electrotechnical Commission—that has been used increasingly over the past two years. Although Grafcet allows controllers to do
more, finding a glitch in a graphics program is "like trying to search for aneedle in ahaystack," says Demarez.
Sinorg, which specializes in data processing and computers, began with the
premise that "language is more natural
than graphics," says Demarez. "Even
the designers of Grafcet know that the
biggest thing lacking in Grafcet is structure because when you want to design
something sophisticated with reliability
you need structure."
In a chemical factory application, for
example, the commands involving a
complex cycle of combining, heating, agitating, and transporting a variety of
chemicals will take up about a half a
screen using Easymitis and be written
in clear language. Although Grafcet can
accomplish the same thing, its directions
would take up at least five screen pages
of complicated ladder diagrams, meaning that, should something go wrong,
modifying the program would be much
more difficult, says Demarez.
"The control design has to be linked
to the product cycle," says Demarez.
"On an automobile manufacturer's assembly line, parts arrive and are assembled and then the red cars go off on one
track and the white on another. It is far
more complex than this but if you try to
to the same thing with Grafcet, you are
going to end up with graphics going in
all directions." Demarez says that automobile manufacturers and chemical
plants as well as other companies are
Electronics/April 28, 1988

also potential customers.
France's Rhone-Poulenc, one of the
world's 10 largest chemical companies,
has partially financed Sinorg's research
on Easymitis and will be one of the first
firms to use the system. Sinorg has no
competition for this type of CAD software; its patent is about two years old.
Sinorg, best known in the U. S. for its
Morpho Systems SA subsidiary, which
makes automated fingerprint identification systems, is considering the sale of
licensing rights for Easymitis to programmable controller manufacturers in the
U. S. and Japan.
-Jennifer Schenker
Sinorg SA, Centre de Transfert de Technologie, 46, Avenue Felix-Viallet, 38031 Grenoble Cedex, France.
Phone 33-7657-4597

[Circle 500]

MODULE HAS INK TO PRINT
1MILLION CHARACTERS
The model PTMFL55 micro printer module from Alps Electric Co. Ltd. boasts
an ink roll that delivers an operational
life of up to 1 million characters. The
ink, which produces purple copy, can be
replaced, just as in present models.
For integation into handheld calculators and other applications where a38mm. paper width is sufficient, the module operates on standard manganese
batteries. Based on serial impact static

printing technology, it prints 14 characters per line.
The PTMFL55 offers aprinting speed
of 1.15 lines/s and runs on 4.5 V de
power supplies. It weighs 55 g and is
available now. Price depends on importing country.
Alps Electric Co. Ltd., 107 Yukigawa-Otsukacho, Ota-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
Phone 81-3-726-1211
[Circle 701]

SOLIDS MODELER MAKES
CHANGES DYNAMICALLY
The Pro-Engineer software package
from Ferranti Infographies Ltd. delivers
asolid-modeling tool that lets engineers
dynamically construct and modify their
designs.
The feature-based data structure provides the capability to add to and delete
from the base model without having to
Electronics/April 28, 1988

part with which it is compatible.
Fabricated in CMOS, the microeontroller has 8 Kbytes of program readonly memory and 256 bytes of data random-access memory. Both memories are
expandable to 64 Kbytes off-chip.
The PCB83C652 is a control-oriented
central processing unit suitable for realtime industrial equipment, public phone
systems, and instrumentation. It communicates with ICs over the I
2C bus interface—a two-line serial bus that transmits at 100 Kbits/s.
The PCB83C652 is available from
stock priced around 18 DM each in lots
up to 50,000.

change several data bases. Parametric
descriptions are used to capture the
general shapes of models, so the need
Philips Components Division, P.O. Box
for exact dimensional information is
523,
NL-5600
AM,
Eindhoven,
the
eliminated.
Netherlands.
Dimensions can be altered either by
Phone 31-40-757319
[Circle 704]
inputting a value, establishing a relationship to another parametric dimenMITSUBISHI'S SRAMS
sion, or defining the relationship in a
USE 50% LESS SPACE
table.
Pro-Engineer runs on a variety of Designers who need high-speed static
popular work stations, including prod- random-access memories in their appliucts from Apollo Computer Co., Digital
cations can get a 50% saving on board
Equipment Corp., and Sun Microsysspace with Mitsubishi Electric Corp.'s
tems Inc. It is available now for about new 256-Kbit SRAMs.
£10,000.
The devices come packaged in 300-mil
Ferranti Infographics Ltd., Bell Square, Brulong, small-outline J-leaded packages
cefield, Livingston. West Lothian, EH54
that are specifically designed for high9BY, UK.
density mounting.
Phone 44-506-411583
[Circle 703]
The Tokyo-based company achieved
the size decrease by implementing the
new chips in its 1-µm CMOS silicon techPLASMA DISPLAY PANEL
nology and acomplementary packaging
OFFERS 8 GRAY SHADES
technology.
The Thomson-CSF TH7622 plasma-panel
The chips come in six models. Three
display screen is capable of generating
M5M527J series chips have access times
eight levels of gray scale on each pixel
of 35, 45, and 55 ns, and are organized
of its 512-by-512-pixel matrix. The dis- in a 256-K-by-1-bit structure. The other
play can also be driven—without modifi- three M5M5258J series devices have the
cation or special interface—by a stan- same access times but are organized
dard digital video signal.
with a 64-K-by-4-bit structure. Samples
The display comes complete with
are available now for a price of 10,000
drive electronics. It simply connects to a yen each.
power supply and any TTL-compatible
Mitsubishi Electric Corp., 2-2-3 Marunouchi,
video signal generator to produce graphChiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100 Japan.
ics or alphanumerics.
Phone 81-3-503-6451
[Circle 705]
Video input includes three data bits
that determine the luminance level for
VMEBUS CONTROLLER
each dot, and horizontal and vertical
TRANSFERS 6.6 MBYTES/S
synchronization that allow formatting
and clock speeds up to 20 MHz.
The SBC8230 VMEbus controller board
The TH7622 can also work in asinglefrom Creative Electronics Systems SA
tone mode, in which it achieves high luaccepts data across a vestigal sideband
minance levels.
or VMEbus, processes on the fly, and
Thomson-CSF, 38 rue Vauthier, 92100
transfers it at up to 6.6 Mbytes/s to
Boulogne, France.
other processors on adistributed multiPhone 33-1-4604-5209
[Circle 702]
processor system.
The board integrates Motorola Inc.
68020, 68881, and 68882 processors, aVSB
CONTROLLER DOUBLES
connection, ahigh-speed first-in first outON-BOARD MEMORY
memory, and 1Mbyte of zero-wait state
The PCB83C652 general-purpose 8-bit mirandom-access memory with four 32-bit
crocontroller from Philips of the Nether- direct-memory-access channels.
lands features an I
2C(for inter-integrated
Processing nodes can be separated by
circuit) bus and twice as much on-board
distances of up to 100 m, and switching
memory as the industry-standard 80053
between tasks takes just 100 µs. Up to
50C

•
15 nodes can be supported by a single
controller board.
Software is available to connect the
board directly to Digital Equipment
Corp. VAX or microVAX hosts as well
as Sun Microsystems Inc. work stations
for on-line imaging.
The SBC8230 is available now. Depending on options, it carries an export
price of $4,500 to $6,000.

Accuracy for low-frequency measurements is enhanced by resolution bandwidths as small as 6Hz and frequency
steps down to 0.0003 Hz. High-frequency measurements are enhanced by resolution bandwidths up to 3 MHz, uncorrected frequency response that is flat to
0.6 dB, and a 150-V overload immunity
to pulses.
Single-function keys, menu-driven soft
keys, parameter entry by keypad, and
automatic test routines contribute to
ease of operation. An IEEE-488 bus is
standard.

Creative Electronic Systems SA, 70 route
du Pont Butin, Case Postale 107, 1213 Petit-Lancy 1, Switzerland.
Phone 41-22-92-57-45
[Circle 706]

ATTENUATOR CAN BE RESET
WITHOUT SOLDERING
The 6900 series of adjustable attenuators from Welwyn Electronics Ltd. deliver programmable insertion loss of up
to 31'/2 dB.
Six pads in the attenuator contribute
/,1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 dB. An arrow-shaped
2
1
link in each pad shows at a glance
whether or not it is enabled. This allows
attenuation values to be set and reset
without soldering—a major benefit to

*nstallation and service engineers.
The 6900 series is available now. Price
depends on importing country.
Welwyn Electronics Ltd., Bedlington, Northumberland, NE22 7AA, UK.
Phone 44-670-822-181

[Circle 707]

SPECTRUM ANALYZER
HAS WIDE BANDWIDTH
The FSA Spectrum Analyzer from
Rohde & Schwarz offers precise synthesized tuning from 100 Hz to 1.8 GHz,
100 dB of on-screen dynamic range, and
a total measuring range between —145
and +39 dBm.
50D

2-BY-1.3 METER SCREEN
DUPLICATES PC DISPLAY
A 2-by-1.3 m multicolor display from
ComFuture Ltd. plugs directly into the
RGB output of an IBM Corp. Personal
Computer or compatible to provide a
large-screen 640-by-200-pixel reproduction of the PC screen.
Based on light-emitting diodes, the
MegaLED displays screens in parallel
with the PC monitor in real time. A display can be created with any software
package that runs in low or high resolution Color Graphics Adapter mode and
uses up to four colors.
Each LED is 5 mm in diameter and
can display ared, green, or orange dot.
Applications include animation and text
advertising, and public displays of financial information, time-tables, or schedules.
The MegaLED is also available in 4by-1.3-m size. Price depends on importing country.
ComFuture Ltd., 7 Habonim St.,
Gan, Israel.
Phone 972-3-7510940

Available now, the model FSA carries
an export price of about $39,500.
Rohde & Schwarz, P.O. Box 801469, D8000 Munich 80, West Germany.
Phone 49-89-41292625
[Circle 708]

FILM SCANNER DELIVERS
ULTRA-HIGH RESOLUTION
The LS-3500 35-mm Film Scanner converts images on standard 35-mm color
or black-and-white film into digital data
at resolutions of 24 million pixels-2.5 to
six times the resolution of the film.
Designed to be used with a personal
computer or work station acting as its
controller, the film scanner targets applications in original-equipment-manufacturer products such as image processing systems.
The scanner is compatible with IEEE
RS-232-C serial communications ports as
well as the GP-IB interface widely used
in instrumentation systems. It measures
288 by 384 by 141 mm and weighs 6kg.
Available now in sample quantities, the
LS-3500 costs 10,000 yen.
Nikon Corp., Fuji Building, 3-3-2 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan.
Phone 81-3-216-1034
[Circle 709]

Ramat-

[Circle 710]

FLOURESCENT DISPLAY
OFFERS 3 ENTRY MODES
Pulseview Ltd.'s PVM3 •
vacuum-flourescent-display module has a 40-character
width and three data-entry modes—serial, parallel, and asynchronous.
It includes a 505-nm blue/green display with drivers, a power supply, and
multifunction microprocessor that handles scanning of display grids and setting of dot patterns.
Characters are 5by 3.5 mm displayed
in astandard 5-by-7-pixel dot matrix. A
full 96-character upper- and lower-case
ASCII is preprogrammed into the system. The module is available now. Price
depends on importing country.
Pulseview Ltd., Unit 1, Suffolk Way, Drayton Road, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 5JY, UK.
Phone 44-235-34909
[Circle 711]

MULTIMETER HANDLES
530 READINGS/S
The multimeter model B1046 from Siemens AG offers measuring rates of up
to 530 measurements/s. The frequency
can be selected in three steps as afunction of the display range.
The meter measures voltages, currents, resistance, and temperatures. It is
guarded to suppress interference and
handles voltages up to 1,000 V by using
a floating-input technology that withstand high voltages. The B1046 multimeter is available now. Price depends on
importing country.
Siemens AG, P.O. Box 103, D-8000, Munich 2, West Germany.
Phone 49-89-2341
[Circle 712]
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Gould has features
you won't find at the
ordinary AMC house.

Anose to the grindstone.
What do twenty-one years as an ASIC
vendor do for your customers? A lot.
Two decades give you the time you need
to develop and manufacture over 6000
successful designs.The time you need to
accumulate 900 man-years of engineering experience.The time you need to learn
things not found in the textbooks.

That's the kind of experience Gould
Semiconductors can put to work for you
on every circuit you do.
Gould recognized early how valuable
the combination of CMOS processes and
CAD/CAE technology would be for our
customers.We have been an innovator in
both of these areas.

We've also had time to fully develop application-specific IC techniques that still
frustrate other vendors. For instance, Gould
is an acknowledged industry leader in
analog/digital circuit combinations. Many
ASIC producers can't even offer them.
The most important advantage to you,
though, is that Gould has probably produced adesign similar to yours already.
We know the problems to look for and how
to avoid them. In many cases, we can

recommend easily incorporated features
that add value to your system.
That's what twenty-one years of hard work
can do for you.
Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.

II.> Gout°
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An ear for your problems.
All ASIC customers want essentially the
same things: better system performance,
lower system cost, quick development
and production cycles. But every ASIC
project has adifferent set of priorities.
Your only guarantee of success is the
vendor's sensitivity to your individual
needs. For two decades, Gould has

listened and responded with strategies to
provide the best system solution.The ASIC
Continuum is one such strategy.
The ASIC Continuum provides adesign
solution effective for any application.There
are low-cost E2PLDs for instant prototypes
and small volume production applications. Also gate arrays for fast prototyping

•
IOW COST

FASTER DELIVERY
EASErt 02SIGNS

and cost-effectiveness over abroad
range of volumes.
More advanced implementations get
standard cell or cell-based custom circuits.These are ideal for analog/digital
combinations, high-density systems and
other circuits requiring special performance characteristics.
We are also meeting your needs with
expert-based design aids. Extensive cell

and macro families for PCs and workstations. Afull-service design group. And
more comprehensive programs to give
you the best ASIC solution.
Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.
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An eye on the future.
The pressure on system designers
will continue to be intense. Gould has
responded by cutting development spans,
increasing functions and performance.
And now we're using artificial intelligence
(Al) to go even further

Al-based generators and compilers create
cells in days instead of weeks. Standard
cells. ROMs. RAMs. Even analog cells, like
op amps and filters. And these tools are
process independent, making our libraries
some of the easiest to tailor to your needs.

Already Gould Expert Systems tools
are adding value for system designers.

Going astep further megacell compilers
create large custom functions (bit-slice

R—LEUEL FUNCTIONS •COMPILERS e
PILERS •VENDOR FLEHIBILITY .1111Tre
•HIGHER —LEVEL FUNCTION
f
INTELLIGENCE. HIGEffr

µPs, DSPs, etc.) in half the space of standard cells. And our newest Expert ASIC
tool, Circuit Cincher7finds logic errors
missed in simulation, so you get silicon
that's right the first time.

will convert your netlist for production at
Gould.That's true vendor flexibility

A Gould exclusive is Netrans universal
netlist translator. This single tool makes
Gould aready alternate source for any
ASIC you do. No matter who your primary
vendor is. Use any CAD/CAE system and
cell library you want: our Netrans translator

Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.

Come see how Gould's Expert ASIC tools
can play amajor role in your future.

Electronics

Gould ASIC professionals are dedicated
to giving you the best system solution.
And acompetitive edge found nowhere
else. We invite you to come meet our
team. Once you see what we can do for
you, you'll choose Gould hands down.

If we receive your card or letter by May
31,1988, you will be entered in asweepstakes to win one of ten compact disk
players!' To get information faster, call
1-800-GOULD 10.

Shouldn't you find out more about us?
Just return the Gould business reply card
adjacent to this ad. If someone beat you
to it, write: Gould Inc., Semiconductor
Division, 3800 Homestead Road, Santa
Clara, CA 95051, Attn: N. Greene.

Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.

•No purchase obligation is implied.

c 1988 Gould Inc., Semiconductor Div.
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We Promise to
tell the truth
the whole truth and
nothing but the truth.
So help us BPA.
As amember of BPA (Business Publications Audit of
Circulation, Inc.) this magazine subscribes to the principle
that it takes more than good faith to earn the business of
advertisers. It takes good figures.
BPA, an independent, not-for-profit organization,
audits our circulation data to make sure that advertisers
get exactly what they pay for: you.
Once ayear, BPA auditors examine our circulation list
to make sure it's correct and up to date.
The audit makes sure you are who we say you are.
It verifies your name, your company, your industry and
your job title. This information enables our advertisers to
determine if they're saying the right thing to the right
people in the right place.
It also gives us aprecise picture of who you are and,
therefore, agood idea of what you want as areader.
BPA. For readers it stands for meaningful information.
For advertisers it stands for meaningful readers. Business
Publications Audit of Circulation, Inc.
BPA
360 Park Ave. So., New York, NY 10010.
We make sure you get what you pay for.
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ASM Lithography:
Known by the companies it keeps.
Advanced Micro Devices, Sigmetics, Cypress Semiconductors, and Philips excel in creating leading edge
semiconductor products. Each understands the need to
use the finest technology available. Each chooses
steppers from ASM Lithography.
Not surprising. Our PAS 2500 combines submicron
capabilities, ease of use, and durability with the most
precise alignment system ever offered in aproduction
stepper. And it does more than look good on paper: the
PAS 2500 looks even better in the fab. In fact, these
companies are reporting improved yields, personnel/
equipment utilization, and manufacturing productivity.
Discover why more companies are investing their
Circle 62 on reader service card

future in PAS 2500 steppers. For details and application
notes, contact us at: ASM Lithography, Inc., 2315 W.
Fairmont Drive, Tempe, AZ 85282, USA, 602-438-0559.
ASM Lithography, BY., Meierijweg 15,5503 HN
Veldhoven, The Netherlands, 40-580800. ASM Asia,
6/F, Watson Centre, 16 Kung Yip st., Kwai Chung,
Hong Kong, (0) 297961.

ASM

I
Lithography

Ajoint venture of Philips and ASM International
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY
RISC SLUGFEST: IS MARKETING MORE
IMPORTANT THAN PERFORMANCE?

1111

otorola Inc. is putting on an impressive show
as it slowly brings its 88000 RISC processor out
from under wraps. A gradual, public striptease of leaks and announcements reveals more and
more product details, full-page ads run in major newspapers, a parade of orchestrated customer announcements begins, and a consortium of supporting hardware and software vendors meets—all this is in addition to the normal activities of its large sales force.
It's big-time marketing, and the Schaumberg, Ill.,
company has strong marketing muscles. It's flexing
them hard in its late-entry attempt to carve out a
piece of the merchant market for 32-bit microprocessors based on the design philosophy called the reduced-instruction-set computer.
Motorola clearly regards its marketing extravaganza as critical to success in the RISC arena—and it's
not alone. Chip performance now is not enough: Motorola has that too, in spades, but will not rest on that
fact. High performance, although long the central argument for RISC processors, at this point has become
just one of the tools wielded by the marketeers. As
RISC chips proliferate and their manufacturers push
the technology aggressively to higher speeds, the big
four—service, support, software, and second-sourcing—are rapidly becoming as important in the buying
decision as performance and architectural features.
The market for 32-bit RISC chips is still small but
industry observers now are sure that they are not a
flash in the pan—that RISC architectural products will
encroach steadily on the market share held by complex-instruction-set-computer chips. Many new players
have entered the game during the past year and most
of these upstarts already see that the winning strategy will necessarily involve a
lot of teamwork.
Companies without the resources of an Intel Corp. or a
Motorola are banding together
to
provide
multiple
sources of the silicon in an
ever-increasing
range
of
price-performance
choices,
plus software and other
forms of customer support.
They are hoping to strengthen their hands with these alliances so they can offer customers
more
peripheral
chips, software like Unix
Electronics/April 28, 1988

Performance is the main reason to use RISC
processors, but RISC vendors are also enticing
potential customers with families of peripheral
chips, alliances with second sources and software
houses, development support, and other services
by Bernard C. Cole
ports and real-time operating systems, development hardware such as emulators and
PC plug-in cards—as well as a bigger team
of salesmen and engineers who can help
customers design systems. And as the entrenched microprocessor vendors such as
Motorola, Intel, and Advanced Micro Devices Inc. play their hands, the competing
RISC teams spearheaded by MIPS Computer
Systems and Sun Microsystems are scrambling for
share of mind by accelerating the announcement of
plans for upcoming chips—chips that counter the performance claims of the latest products but that may
not be available for months or even years. Standard
industry practice is to avoid announcing chips long
before they are available: the RISC teams are pushing
these pre-announcments as a marketing ploy. They
are selling future technology because they want customers to know about the growth path that will be
open to them if they buy into a given architecture
now.
Thus prospective RISC-chip users now not only need
to evaluate the architectures on the market, but the
entire spectrum of technology both offered and promised
by
the
opposing
camps—and their ability to
deliver on those promises.
Evaluating the technology is
far from easy, in part because the industry has not
had time to run benchmarks
on the major processors that
are just hitting the sampling
stage. All the vendors have
figures in megahertz and
millions of instructions per
second, but there is considerable disagreement on the val63

ue of the numbers: all mips are not the same, as CISCprocessor vendors point out, so comparisons are difficult, and competing claims are far from equivalent.
From the customer point of view, this makes it even
less likely that decisions will be based entirely on
performance.
The customer confusion is made worse by the sheer
number of choices. From a handful of vendors 18
months ago, it's become a free-for-all, with RISC vendors and CISC vendors slugging it out toe-to-toe. To
muddy the waters even more, CISC chips may be
evolving to be more like the RISC insurgents.
As more products are unveiled, the marketing energy
is building up. "It's the 1970s all over again," says
Andrew Kessler, industry analyst with the Technology
Group of New York-based PaineWebber Inc. "Then it
was 8-and 16-bit microprocessors and microcontrollers,"
he says; "now it is 32-bit microprocessors and embedded
controllers." While some of the players are the same
who fought it out then, there are many new ones as
well: Acorn Computer Systems, Bipolar Integrated Technology, Cypress Semiconductor, Intergraph, Integrated
Device Technology, LSI Logic, MIPS Computer Systems,
Performance Semiconductor, Sanyo Electric, Sun Microsystems, and VLSI Technology.
The makeup of the 32-bit market is changing too.
No longer will it be dominated by CISC processors—
they must now share the wealth with a variety of
RISC upstarts (see graph, below), says Alice Leeper,
industry analyst at Dataquest Inc., San Jose, Calif.
From a virtually nonexistent postition in 1983, the
RISC share of the 32-bit processor market is expected
in 1988 to hit almost $60 million in sales, out of atotal
of $636 million, she says. By 1992, it is estimated that
annual sales of RISC chips will reach $443 million,
about 25% of the total 32-bit market, she adds.
Responsible for the growth of RISC architecture is
its simplicity, says Michael Slater, editor and publisher
of Microprocessor Report of Palo Alto, Calif. "Take a
standard CISC machine such as the 68020 and remove
the microcoded control store, the instruction decoders,
state-machine logic, clock-phase generators, branchcontrol circuitry, interupt logic, and bus control. What
you have left in the purest sense of the term is aRISC
machine," he says, "with instructions that execute in
one cycle, greatly simplified design, smaller chips and
fewer transistors (tens of thousands versus hundreds
of thousands) and apparent performance improved by

several orders of magnitude over CISC machines."
The end result is a reduced cost of entry. Even the
smallest of startups can design a processor and bring
it to production at a fraction of the cost and with a
design time that is measured in months rather than
years, Kessler says. "What it means is that even traditional users of CISC processors can go away and
design their own processor with proprietary and value-added features, freeing themselves from the lockstep-development cycle they were forced into when
they had to use one of the standard CISC machines,"
he says.
Another factor that makes it easier to enter the
RISC-processor market is the increasing market
growth in systems based on AT&T Co.'s Unix operating system, and the ready availability of Unix to all
corners. Unix has become the de facto standard in
high-end work stations and scientific computers. In
the personal-computer world, software is linked very
closely to the architecture of the particular processor
on which it must run. But this is not the case for Unix
and most Unix application programs, because they are
written in the C high-level language, and are relatively easy to port once a good optimizing compiler has
been developed for a new architecture. Indeed, most
of the concepts for RISC originated not from groups
working on CPU design, but from software groups
aimed at developing advanced compilers optimized for
implementing such high-level languages as C.
To make it even easier to get software going on
RISC-based systems, new standards called application
binary interfaces are being developed that simplify
the process of porting software between systems
based on the same processor architecture. Sun Microsystems Inc., Mountain View, Calif., has worked closely with AT&T in developing such a standard for the
Sparc. Not to be outmaneuvered, Intergraph, Intel,
and Motorola are all working on binary standards for
their RISC architectures.
MIPS Computer Systems Inc., Sunnyvale, Calif., is
also working with AT&T on abinary standard for both
the R2000 and the newer R3000, but it has gone one
step further in generating software support for them.
It has joined with its second-sourcing partners to form
a software company, Synthesis Software Solutions
Inc., specifically aimed at acquiring, porting, supporting, and distributing third-party software for the MIPS
processors.
Thus both hardware and software factors have contributed to the growth in
the number of RISC-chip vendors. It was
not long ago that only ahandful of companies shared a $16 million RISC market
that barely shipped 60,000 to 100,000
CISC PROCESSORS
units, according to Dataquest. Fairchild
Semiconductor's Advanced Processor Division in Palo Alto, Calif. (now owned by
Intergraph Corp.), was targeting the
RISC
PROCESSORS—.
high-end work-station market with its
C100 Clipper chip set. So was MIPS Computer Systems with its 8 to 12 million1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
instructions/s
CMOS R2000/R.2010
SOURCE DATA(JUEST INC
RISC chip set. VLSI Technology Inc. of
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San Jose, Calif., was shooting for the low-end 4-to-10versions occurring every 6 to 12 months.
mips embedded-controller with the VL86C010 RISC pro"RISC is a fork in the road," says Corrigan. "It
cessor—a design that originated at the UK's Acorn
gives a computer manufacturer the option to make a
multi-source decision." What Corrigan is driving at is
Computer Systems Ltd.—and associated controller chips
built with in a 2-µ,m CMOS process.
that a new generation of 32-bit processors is coming
But beginning in March 1987, the industry was hit
based on RISC, and in facing this new generation,
system manufacturers don't have to choose a singlewith a volley of RISC introductions starting with
source part like the 80386 or 68030. Multiple sourcing,
AMD's new 29000 [Electronics, March 19, 1987, p. 61].
he says, is needed particularly to establish a new
Then Sun announced its Sparc architecture, along
standard when you're going against entrenched archiwith plans to license it to both systems and chip
tectures like Motorola and Intel.
houses, the first of which were Cypress Semiconductor Corp. and Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc., both of
Furthermore, RISC processors start with a clean
slate: they don't need to maintain binary-level compatiSan Jose, Calif., and Bipolar Integrated Technology
bility with software from earlier generations. The
Inc. of Beaverton, Ore. This was followed later in the
year by RISC pioneer MIPS Computer Systems, which
promise of future RISC performance increases is
strong, too. "We have reached the point of diminishannounced second-sourcing agreements on its R2000
ing returns on optimizing CISC architectures," he
RISC machine with Integrated Device Technology Inc.
of Santa Clara, Calif., LSI Logic Corp. of Milpitas,
says. "There is little room now for performance improvement. The chips are already heaviliy pipelined.
Calif., and Performance Semiconductor Corp. of SunComplex designs make it hard to increase clock
nyvale, Calif.
frequency."
The pace is not letting up. In anticipation of MotoroLSI is not alone making chip-upgrade plans public.
la's 88000 announcement, activity has accelerated to a
Following its success as the manufacturer of the first
feverish pitch, with announcements coming back-toback from Intel, LSI Logic, MIPS and its team of chip
10-mips Sparc chips for Sun using a 2-µm CMOS
20,000-gate array (see fig. 1), Fujitsu has also revealed
makers, Sun and its partners, as well as from AMD,
an aggressive strategy for future RISC chip sets, to
Intergraph, and VLSI Technology. The latest news is
reach 40 mips by mid-1990. Full-custom design of a
from Data General Corp., Westboro, Mass., which has
new integer unit is underway and Fujitsu is planning
signed adeal with Motorola to jointly develop an emitCMOS cores for semicustom processors, a powerful
ter-coupled-logic version of the 88000 by 1991. Motornew 64-bit Sparc-oriented floating-point unit, and a
ola will be free to sell the 100-mips chip set to other
memory-management unit.
customers (see p. 32).
LSI Logic surprised the industry in late March by
Starting in July, Fujitsu will introduce a 1.3-pm
announcing that in addition to its agreement to secstandard-cell-based integer unit, which, along with a
ond-source the RISC chips from MIPS, it is entering
Sparc-specific floating-point controller from another
party, will run at 15 mips. The new 25-MHz part, to be
into a long-term relationship with Sun Microsystems
called S-25, will be housed in a 179-pin plastic-pin-grid
covering technology, manufacturing, and marketing.
LSI's president, Wilford Corrigan says
the company has the right to make,
modify, and enhance the Sparc processor, peripherals, and software.
FOUR STAGE PIPELINE
Sparc processors and peripherals will
WRITE REGISTER
CLOCK
be offered by LSI as standard products
INTERNAL
32
as early as mid-1988, and later as build3
CONTROL UNIT
REGISTER FILE
ing blocks for application-specific inteCONTROL
(120 REGISTERS)
grated circuits, Corrigan says. LSI Log,32
32
3
ic also plans multiple versions with difA
REGISTER
13
REGISTER
ferent levels of price and performance.
32
The first one, built in the company's
HCMOS process, which has a 0.9-gm ef•
fective channel length, runs at 25 MHz
ADDRESS
ARITHMETIC
and achieves about 15 mips, some
GENERATION
LOGIC UNIT
"three to four times the power of a386
e
/ 32
or 68030," Corrigan says.
•
In addition, "we will be pushing very
PROGRAM COUNTER
RESULT REGISTER
16
hard for military versions of these
chips," says Corrigan, "including rad32
32
hard versions." What's more, he says,
32
DATA
ALIGNMENT REGISTER
NEXT PROGRAM COUNTER
one of LSI Logic's future chip versions
AND SPECIAL REGISTERS
32
will use the company's new biCMOS
11
process, which will allow the company
COPROCESSOR CONTROL
COPROCESSOR BUS I
to push performance up to 40 to 50
1. The pipelined internal implementation of Sun Microsystems Sparc processor may be
mips within approximately the next 18
modified in future versions to improve performance without requiring changes in software.
months. "We expect to have enhanced

SPARC ELEMENTS WORK IN PARALLEL
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array and is expected to be lower in cost than the
current 256-pin 10-mips part, which requires a separate 20,000-gate-array floating-point controller chip.
Fujitsu plans to introduce a 20-mips three-chip set,
running at 33 MHz, in March 1989. It is also working
on ahigh-performance floating-point controller and its
own floating-point coprocessor compatible with IEEE
math standards. Within ayear, Fujitsu is expected to
also introduce an MMU for Sparc. A 40-mips Sparc
product, expected to run at 40 to 45 MHz, is now in
the design- and process-technology-definition stage; introduction is scheduled for the summer of 1990.
Another Sparc partner, Bipolar Integrated Technology, is planning to introduce Sparc chips built with
emitter-coupled logic in the first quarter 1989 or sooner. The parts (an integer unit and acontroller for the
company's two-chip floating-point set) will offer more
than 40 mips. "It will be closer to the 50-mips range,"
says vice president of marketing Les Soltesz, adding
that the 40-mips figure is calculated on conservative
estimates of what programs will do and cache hit
rates. The company will not disclose the clock speed
of the parts, however. The floating-point controller in
the chip set is optimized for its emitter-coupled logic
floating-point chips, which can do a double-precision
multiply in 50 ns and an add or subtract in 25 ns.
On the CMOS side, Cypress Semiconductor is moving into production with its version of the Sparc. Using its 0.8-µm CMOS process, company will soon be
selling a 33-MHz, 20-mips set including aRISC chip, a
floating-point controller, an MMU, a special cache-tag
device for solving large-cache problems, and a family

2. The R3000 from MIPS Computer Systems doubles the performance of the
company's R2000, in part by cutting the number of cycles per instruction.
66

of special-cache static random-access memories, the
first of which will be 64 Kbits in size, says Dane
Elliot, director of applications engineering.
Upping the ante for any potential competitor in the
RISC market, MIPS Computer Systems four weeks ago
announced availability of its second-generation 32-bit
RISC chip set. The R3000 central processing unit (see
fig. 2) and the R3010 floating-point coprocessor boast
twice the performance of the R2000-R2010 offering,
the company says. It speeded up the new chips by
scaling from a 2-gm CMOS process down to 1.2 p.m
(achieving 0.8-gm effective gate lengths) and by revamping the internal architecture to reduce the average number of cycles per instruction from 1.5 to 1.25.
The result is a 25-MHz machine that can run at sustained rate of 20 mips, twice what the previous-generation 16-MHz parts could manage.
Key architectural improvements include 512 Kbits
of on-board cache, twice that of the R2000, and a
modified cache-refill technique that operates in aburst
mode, says William Jobe, the company's executive vice
president. Other innovations are the use of instruction-streaming procedures that allow access to on-chip
cache memory at the same time it is being refilled,
modified cache-control circuitry that allows it to use
slower 25-ns external SRAMs at 25 MHz rather than
shifting to more expensive and less dense 15-ns
SRAMs, and a modified floating-point-unit interface
that is more tightly coupled to the main CPU, allowing
it to run at the same 25-MHz clock rate.
One of the first of MIPS Computer Systems' partners out of the gate with asecond-sourced version of
the R3000 set is Performance Semiconductor Corp. of
Sunnyvale, Calif. The company is now shipping 20mips, 25-MHz parts fabricated using its 0.8-gm CMOS
process and designated the PACE3000/3010, says
president Thomas Longo.
Close on its heels is Integrated Device Technology
Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., which will introduce its
version of the second-generation MIPS chip set next
month. Fabricated using the company's 1.2-gm Enhanced CMOS process, the IDT79R3000 RISC CPU will
be available in sample quantities in June, followed by
production quantities in September. Samples of the
IDT79R3010 floating-point accelerator will be out in
July, followed by production units in October. The
company will also introduce a write-buffer circuit, the
IDT79R3020, designed to enhance the CPU's performance by allowing it to perform write operations during run cycles, says vice president of marketing Larry
Jordan. System performance improves by 10% to 15%,
he says. Both MIL-STD-883C and radiation-hardened
versions will be available in early 1989.
Taking up the challenge on both performance and
cost is AMD, which next week will announce availability in volume quantites of the 25-MHz, 20-mips version
of the Am29000 enhanced RISC processor it began
sampling last year. In addition, AMD will announce
availability of sample quantities of cheaper 16- and 20MHz parts, as well as a faster 30-MHz, 25-mips part.
As part of the same announcement, AMD will disclose
details on two of its peripherals, which it will begin
sampling in the fourth quarter of 1988: the Am29041
Electronics/April 28, 1988

ket, the various chip vendors can be expected to have a
data-transfer controller and the Am29062 integrated
tougher time with the entry of traditional microprocescache unit (see p. 87). The data-transfer controller is
sor makers such as Intel [Electronics, Apr. 14, 1988,
designed to act as a gateway between the Am290000
p. 97] and Motorola into the market, with the 80960 and
and a slower external peripheral bus (see fig. 3), says
Michael Wodopian, Am29000 program manager. It 88000, respectively, according to many industry analysts.
"In this kind of market, with conflicting claims as
also contains a four-channel buffered direct-memoryto performance and a confusing variety of architecaccess controller that can act as a bus master and
transfer blocks of data to and from memory without tures, the established companies have an advantage
because customers are familiar with them," Slater
the intervention of the CPU. Considerably speeding up
says. "Newcomers to the market have to offer more
data transfers, in the burst mode the Am29041 can
than just speed. They have to offer some sort of
achieve data-transfer rates to the CPU of up to 200
security or advantage customers cannot get with the
Mbytes/s.
Going its own way is VLSI Technology Inc. of Milpi- traditional suppliers."
Although Motorola and Intel are only now gearing
tas, Calif. In an attempt to counter moves by competiup for production, they will probably be the strongest
tive RISC makers to boost performance and link up
with strategic partners and second sources, VLSI last players in the market from here on, says Dataquest's
Leeper. "Motorola has the top spot because of its
week announced abroad-based agreement with Sanyo
experience, reputation, customer connections, and sucElectric Co. of Osaka, Japan, for the manufacture and
marketing of its 2-u.m CMOS RISC chip set. The chip cess with the 68000 family as well as other 8-bit processor products," she says. "The same is true of Intel.
set consists of the VL86C010 processor (see fig. 4) and
If you look at the whole RISC picture, most of the
three peripheral controllers for memory, video and
firms are not conventional microprocessor players.
input/output and features, as well as higher speed
And the only ones now in the RISC competition recogand other derivative devices within the family.
nized as long-term microprocessor innovators are MoThe RISC chip set was originally developed by Acorn
torola and Intel. AMD comes in as a close third, but
Computer Systems—using VLSI Technology's design
again the 29000 marks a brand-new venture for
tools—for use in its family of educational computers
them," she says.
and medium-performance work stations. Known by
Kessler, of the Technology Group, notes that "beAcorn Computer as the Acorn RISC Machine, the chip
cause of the much simpler RISC architecture, the deset is currently capable of sustained operation at 6mips
using a 12-MHz clock, says Douglas Bartek, vice presi- velopment costs to Intel and Motorola to enter this
market were a small fraction of what they had to
dent and general manager of VLSI Technology's logic
expend on their 32-bit CISC offerings. What this
and government products division in Phoenix, Ariz. The
means is that they have even more [available reset has also been marketed by VLSI Technology in the
sources] to devote to software support, marketing,
real-time embedded-control market in such applications
as disk drives, graphics subsystems, and networking and promotion," he warns.
As the RISC market grows, new factors will deterhardware, as well as laser printers. In 1987 alone, VLSI
sold 30,000 chip sets for laser
printers, about a third of the total market for RISC processors,
Bartek says.
Using more advanced sub-2-pm
Am29027
ARITHMETIC ACCELERATOR
processes, Sanyo and VLSI Technology will develop faster verAm29000
sions and avariety of applicationSTREAMLINED INSTRUCTION PROCESSOR
specific variations, says Bartek.
Already envisioned are a laserINSTRUCTION ROM
printer engine, a raster-graphies
processor, and network-specific
INSTRUCTION RAM
derivatives of the VL86C010, he
says.
DATA MEMORY
All this product activity has
added to customer confusion.
Am29041
With the number of players exDATA-TRANSFER
ploding, "it is going to be a
CONTROLLER
bloody brawl all over again" says
Slater of the Microprocessor ReCONTROL
TRANSCEIVER
port. He underlines the fact that
buying decisions will be based as
much on software, support, and
second-sourcing as on performance and architectural features.
3. Peripheral chips that aid the system designer, like AMD's arithmetic accelerator, data-transfer
Despite moves to strengthen
controller, and integrated cache unit (not shown), are avital part of the support for aRISC architecture.
their positions in the RISC mar-

AMD BUILDS ASYSTEM
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4. Both a core

standard cell in aVLSI Technology's ASIC library

and astandard chip, the Acorn RISC Machine puts out 6mips.
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mine how the technology fares against its CISC competition, says David Schanin, chief scientist and 32000
microprocessor technical director at National Semiconductor Corp., in Santa Clara, Calif. "The RISC makers
will no longer be able to sell purely on the basis of
quantity, on pure mips," he says. "Customers are already beginning to look at the quality and complexity
of the instructions being processed. And when they
do, many of the traditional CISC machines come off
looking very good."
In addition, mips may no longer be a reasonable
measure of system performance, says Kessler. "Mips
figures really measure how many instructions agiven
processor can execute in a given time, which may

ADJUSTING MIPS TO THE REAL WORLD
Processor

DEC VAX 780

Speed
MH z
()
5

Cycles/
instruction
(average)

Millions of
instructions
per second

10.6

0.47

DEC VAX 8800

22

2.0

11.0

Instruction
quality
multiplier
1

Adjusted
mips

0.47

1

11.0
5.3

Intel 80386

24

4.5

5.3

1

Intel 80960

20

2.7

7.5

n.a.

n.a.

Intergraph Clipper

33

6.7

4.9

n,a. (below 1)

n.a.

National 32532

33

2.4

13.8

n.a. (near 1)

n.a.

Motorola 68020

25

6.3

4.0

1

4.0
6.8

Motorola 68030

25

3.7

Motorola 88000

20

1.25

Acorn RISC Machine

12

2.0

AMD 29000

25

MIPS 2000

16.7

MIPS 3000
Sun Sparc

6.8

1

16.0

n.a. (below 1)

n.a.

6.0

n.a. (below 1)

n.a.

1.5

16.7

n.a. (below 1)

n.a.

1.4

11.9

0.8

9.5

25

1.25

20.0

0.8

16.0

16.7

1.4

11.9

0.5

6.0
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have nothing to do with how long it takes for it to do
a given task," he says. "The most important parameter to consider is the elapsed time per task, which may
be less a matter of the number of instructions being
processed per second and more afunction of the quality and complexity of the instruction set."
Trying to come up a new way to measure performance, Kessler has developed what he calls an "instruction quality multiplier," based on a benchmark
analysis of both CISC and RISC instruction sets. A
number between 0 and 1, this multiplier normalizes
the mips rating to an adjusted mips figure that reflects overall system performance instead of the number of raw instructions that can be executed every
second (see table). Based on this analysis, the gap
dividing various CISC and RISC machines becomes
much narrower, Kessler says.
Moreover, with all of this activity in the RISC arena,
designers of traditional CISC machines will not be
standing still. In fact, says National's Schanin, RISC
and CISC may become more alike. "What everyone
must remember is that RISC is atechnology, aphilosophy of design, not a product," he says. "Virtually
every [design technique] that has been applied to RISC
machines can be applied to a CISC architecture to
improve performance." An example, Schanin says, is
the company's 32532 CISC processor, which incorporates many RISC features. It has on-chip data and
instruction caches, direct-mapped cache for stack access, pipelining, and branch-prediction logic; it uses
microcode for only the most complex instructions and
hard-wired logic elsewhere. The result is a25-MHz, 10to-12-mips, 1.25-gm CMOS design that can execute an
average instruction in about 2.4 cycles, down from 6
in previous generations and close to the 1.25 to 2
cycles claimed for most RISC machines, he says.
The 32532 may be the harbinger of a new class of
microprocessors, Kessler predicts, the ultimate winner
of the microprocessor wars: Crisp, for complexity-reduced-instruction-set processor. Crisp will have complex instructions but RISC-like characteristics such as
as cycles-per-instruction figure of close to one. Indeed,
says National's Schanin, a 1.0-1.tm scaled version of
the 32532 is in development, expected out by mid-year,
which will reduce the cycles per instruction below 2
and increase the clock rate to 33 MHz for performance
of 20 or more mips. And the next-generation 80486
and 68040 processors, expected out next year from
Intel and Motorola, will incorporate more RISC-like
features to push the number of cycles per instruction
below 2, Kessler says.
In fact, the market window for RISC to make its
mark as an independent architecture is small, if manufacturers of traditional architectures such as National
Semiconductor act wisely, says Schanin. "If they do
not manage to establish themselves within the next
two to three years, many of the independent vendors
of RISC processors may find themselves on the outside looking in as CISC architectures begin to adopt
many of the attributes of a RISC architecture."
D
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World's fastest FIFOs

You're looking at the world's
largest, fastest, most
innovative family of FIFOs.
Including: the world's biggest FIFOs,
the fastest big FIFOs, the fastest small
CMOS FIFOs and the only large
parallel/serial FIFOs.
So to get the right FIFO for your
commercial and military design needs,
call IDT. We are the leaders today and
will stay that way thru innovation.

Advanced FIFOs provide superb
data handling flexibility.
The IDT72103 (2Kx9) and IDT72104
(4Kx9) serial/parallel FIFOs simplify
serial interface designs by allowing
serial-to-parallel, parallel-to-serial,
parallel-to-parallel and serial-to-serial
operations without additional circuitry.
Fast. 5Ons parallel port access
time, 40MHz serial I/O rate. Just the
speeds needed for todays high-speed
interface buffering.
Multiple Flags. These are the only
FIFOs with six flags to indicate data
status and give your system plenty of
time to react.

Truly flexible. Separate serial I/O
clocks make for true asynchronous
operation. E You can forget about
external logic when expanding either in
width or depth. D High-speed retransmit
capability is included.
Programmable word lengths
made easy. 1DT's FLEXISHIFTTm
feature provides on-chip control
logic to set serial word widths
to any width.
Save board space too.
One 1DT72103/104 40-pin DIP
or 44-pin PLCC replaces aFIFO
and ahandful of MSI/LSI devices.

The world's fastest big FIFOs.
Use our NEW 256x9 and our 512,
1K, 2K or 4Kx9 industry standard FIFOs
to build larger memory buffers for data
communication or peripheral applications. We also have FIFO modules
with pin-outs identical to our monolithic
FIFOs in sizes up to an incredible
16Kx9.

The world's fastest small
CMOS FIFOs.
Use our new 64x4 and 64x5 FIFOs
to build small buffers for high-speed,
tightly coupled computational engines.
They're industry standard replacements
and operate at shift rates up to 45MHz!

Ask for your FREE Data Book!
Everything you want to know about
the world's fastest FIFOs is in our
new, 1800 page 1988 DATABOOK.
Call your local IDT representative or
(408) 492-8366 and ask for your
FREE copy.
The DATABOOK also contains
complete information on our
CMOS Static RAMs
•DUAL-PORTs •ultra-fast
RISC processors and
bit-slice ALUs •EDC
•Multiplier-Accumulators
and Floating-Point
Processors •TTL logic
•Data Conversion products
•ECL Interface products.

Integrated
Device Technology
3236 Scott Blvd.
Santa Clara, CA 95054-3090
(408) 492-8366
FAX: 408 727-2328
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Thinking of getting into
bed with RISC?
If you're looking for acost-effective
way to add acommercial high-end
multiuser computer to your product
line, you're probably looking at RISC.
Should you be?
After all, how can you leverage
your present investment in 680X0
family software with anon-compatible
RISC product? You can't.
Better take areal close look
before you leap into bed with RISC
technology. Those powerful teeth you
think RISC can put into your product
line just might eat you alive.

RISC could devour your software investment, your company's
profits, maybe even your
company RISC will force you to
spend an enormous amount of time,
energy and money porting new software. All the while, you'll be supporting and maintaining two separate
product lines. Not to mention the fact
that you'll be losing market share for
every extra year it takes you to bring
out your RISC product.
What about the inevitable RISC
shake-out? Today, more and more
RISC processors are appearing on
the market. Tomorrow many of
them will be history. Which
processors will survive the
shake-out? And what happens to those computer
manufacturers who pick
the wrong ones?
The consequences
are obvious. A lot of
companies who get
into bed with RISC
now will someday
find themselves
sleeping out in
the cold. Alone.
I'm convinced, RISC
is risky
business. So
what's the
alternative?
If you have
a680X0based product
line, there is
only one viable
alternative:
Edge Computer.

In fact, three multibillion dollar
computer companies are already powering their way into the high-end
commercial, multiuser market with
Edge technology. Here's why:
Edge has integrated the best RISC
performance features into CISC to
literally blow the ceiling off 680X0
family performance. Edge's unique
CMOS gate array implementation of
the 680X0 family instruction set
(among other things) gives Edge the
performance specs to compete with
any RISC machine. For example,
Edge delivers 22 MIPS (16 sustained)
uniprocessor performance. Average
instruction time (AIT) is only 1.2 at
the engine and 1.4 at the wheels.
Compare that to the fastest RISC
system!
With Edge, OEMs not only
capitalize on their current software
investment, they get to market
much sooner. Edge's CISC-based
computer is fully compatible with the
680X0 software family.
Edge integrates at whatever level is
most efficient and profitable for the
OEM, from board set on up.
Edge allows OEMs to develop afull
product spectrum with asingle
architecture. In other words, their
customers won't be burdened with
the added, substantial cost of supporting RISC.
Edge gives OEMs aclear path.
We're at the forefront of 68030 technology. We'll be at the forefront of 68040.
If you're about to get into bed with
RISC, don't! If you're already in bed
with RISC, then you've just been
awakened to the reality that Edge
does what you can only dream about
with RISC.
For more information, contact
Pamela Mayer, 602/951-2020,
Edge Computer Corporation, 7273 E.
Butherus Drive, Scottsdale, AZ 85260

EDGE
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TIMING

An integral 500 MHz, 10-digit
counter/timer in Teks new 11300
Series oscilloscopes opens up a
world of accurate timing measurements never seen before.
In the old way you had to use a
separate oscilloscope to determine the
gate's size and position, the pulse or
time interval to be
measured by your
counter/timer
Further, the trace
blooming or limited
writing rate of
conventional CRT
Elapsed T 44
Total H. 62
displays couldn't
Vert Pos. -2.68 div
Main Pos. 6.826 dev •
show high speed
Microchannel CRT makes metastable
events visible. Counter shows total number
signals—such as
of events during elapsed time.
glitches and narrow
Csunt 1.
Gste
pulses—at low
V
rep rates.
That made real
accuracy nearly
impossible.
Our way you not
only have an integral
counter/timer—you
:c P7.74708 kHz
Period. 11.3963911 on
have awindow into
2.00 V
Deleesel. 123.75 .s
exactly what the
Gated frequency: top trace is pulse burst
counter/timer sees:
input; center is counter gate; bottom is view
of what's being counted.
using the 11300's
unique counter view trace,
you can observe precisely

:e. ,..denninnefflamaneannes

MEASUREMENTS.

on what part of your signal
the counter is triggering.
In other words, what you see is
exactly what you get
View fast transients invisible
before, using the 11302
microchannel plate CRT. Its
6div/ns visual writing rate is more
than athousand
times brighter than
conventional
oscilloscopes.
Dual delayed
sweeps, one-button
calibration for
Lar11-30. 28.4 no
enhanced accuracy,
Vert Pos. 1.49 div
8-channel
display
Built-in counter helps make propagation
delay measurements with unprecedented
—these and much
accuracy and repeatability.
more help you see
sate
it In
details and make
0. 10.0 ns
comparisons where
you've been flying
blind before.
Ask your Tek
representative
for an 11300
Series demonstration—and
Width. 1.142
LI Size/die 2.00 V
Delay!. 1.3888 .:
start seeing
Make gated pulse width measurements
with counter accuracy. Center is
things our way.
counterview trace, bottom clearly shows
Or call (800)
pulse width measured.
835-9433, Ext. 170 for more
information.
on
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TDK Has
The Compone
Any Power Su
For frequencies above 100kHz, choose TDK
Power Supply Ferrite Cores.
• TDK has newly developed 3types of ferrite

materials, H7C1 & H7C4. These materials feature
low power loss and high flux density with
outstanding electromagnetic
characteristics.
•A wide range of reliable, TDK
compact cores are available to meet
all your power supply challenges,
now including the new ultra-thin
EPC core for low profile design.

From high power transformers to on-board DC to DC
Converters, TDK offers top
efficiency and operating
stability.
•TDK low loss, high flux

density Ferrite Cores are
built into our highly efficient
power transformers and
inductors.
•TDK On-Board DC to DC Converters
provide you with achoice of 0.3, 0.8, 1.5
and 3watt power ratings. They're designed
for high density mounting and
maintain operating stabflity.

For capacitors from 400Vac to super
high voltage 50kVdc, look to TDK.
•TDK Capacitors meet international

safety standards, including UL, CSA, VDE,
SEV, SEMKO, BS, etc.
•TDK 50kV capacitors are manufactured
from patented materials developed specifically for super high voltage application.

TDK CORPORATION OF AMERICA HEAD OFFICE 1600 Feehanville Dnve. Mount Prospect, IL 60056, U.S.A. Phone: (312) 803-6100 CHICAGO REGIONAL
OFFICE Phone: (312) 803-6100 INDIANAPOLIS REGIONAL OFFICE Phone: (317) 872-0070 NEW YORK REGIONAL OFFICE Phone: (516) 625-0100
LOS ANGELES REGIONAL OFFICE Phone: [213) 539-6631 DETROIT DISTRICT OFFICE Phone: (313) 353-9393 NEW JERSEY DISTRICT OFFICE Phone:
(201) 736-0023 HUNTSVILLE DISTRICT OFFICE Phone: (205) 539-4551 GREENSBORO DISTRICT OFFICE Pnone: (919) 292-0012 DALLAS DISTRICT
OFFICE Phone: (214) 506-9800 SAN FRANCISCO DISTRICT OFFICE Phone: (408) 437-9585 TDK CORPORATION, TOKYO, JAPAN
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MICROPROCESSORS

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

TAKING ACLOSE LOOK AT
THE MOTOROLA 88000

T

he carefully conducted buildup is over and Motorola Inc. is finally giving the world the first deThe 88000 architecture puts floating-point and
tailed look at its 88000, the latest entry in the
integer units on board a processor and combines
RISC race [Electronics, Feb. 18, 1988, p.83]. And what
a memory-management unit with a cache memory
the company is showing off is an impressive threechip set that offers a full systems solution for a rein a three-chip set—a configuration that Motorola
duced-instruction-set architecture—what Motorola is
is proclaiming the third generation of RISC
calling the third generation of RISC technology.
The basic MC88000 architecture consists of a proby Tom Manuel
cessor chip and two identical cache chips, one for data
and one for instructions. The processor is the 88100,
file. At the same time, the integer and bit-field unit will
which has a small, efficient, scoreboarded register file
execute instructions in parallel with an operation underat its heart and both integer and floating-point compuway in the two-part floating-point unit. The emphasis on
tational units. Running at 20 MHz, it is rated by Moconcurrency helps the chip set deliver twin capabilities
torola at 17 VAX mips—that is, 17 times the perforthat Motorola claims are unavailable with any other
mance of a Digital Equipment Corp. VAX-11/780, as
RISC processor: multiprocessing and fault tolerance.
measured in millions of instructions per second—and
34,000 Dhrystones performance,
making it one of the fastest
RISC processors around. The
cache chip is the 88200, which
comes with a built-in memoryi
FLOATING POINT
management unit (see fig. 1).
ADDER
iI
What makes this athird-generINTEGER ANDt
BIT FIELD
OPTIONAL
ation RISC architecture, Motorola
FLOATING-POlte
—
UNIT
SPECIAL FUNCTION
_
MULTIPLIER
claims, is the combination of on—
UNITS
_
(UP TO SIX)
board integer and floating-point
SILICON BUS
units for the 88100 processor and
-.---the use of the 88200 cache subd
system with a memory-manage32 x32-BIT
ment unit. The first generation of
REGISTER.
INSTRUCTION
DATA
UNIT
FILE
RISC, according to Motorola,
UNIT
SCOREBOARD
were crude research machines—
IBM Corp.'s 801 project and the
88100
projects at Stanford University
ADDRESS
DATA
DATA
ADDRESS
and University of California at
88200
88200
Berkeley. The second generation
PBUS CONTROL
PBUS CONTROL
consists of the RISC products
now on the market—which lack
MEMORYMEMORY16-KBYTE
the on-chip features and cache
16-KBYTE
MANAGEMENT
MANAGEMENT
INSTRUCTION
DATA
UNIT
UNIT
memory of the MC8800. The
CACHE
CACHE
great advantage of the 88000 arMBUS CONTROL
MEWS CONTROL
chitecture is its capability for
many concurrent operations. The
data unit on the processing chip
I
can transfer data between the
TO SYSTEM MEMORY
data cache and the register file
while the instruction unit trans1. The 88000 consists of one 88100 processor chip and two identical 88200 cache/memory-managefers instructions between the inment-unit chips—one for instructions and one for data.
struction cache and the register

INSIDE MOTOROLA'S 88000
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mines which special-function unit is to execute the
instruction. Special-function unit 0, the integer and bitfield unit, is used to execute all single-clock
instructions.
Floating-point operations require more than one
clock cycle, and to do them the 88000 team deviated
from one of the old ideas about RISC—the idea that
floating-point instructions should be excluded from
the processor's architecture. The early RISC designers
chose to ignore floating-point instructions because
they could not be handled in single cycles. Ross and
his design team decided that floating-point instructions and, therefore, a floating-point unit, belongs on
the register data path of a RISC machine. So they
built aconcurrent FPU, calling it special-function unit
1, in two parts: a multiplier and an adder.
The FPU is an integral part of the RISC processor
design, with equal access to the register file, silicon
bus, and the data and instruction units. Two floatingpoint instructions, one addition and one multiplication,
can be started every cycle. No performance penalty is
incurred by having to go off-chip to do floating-point

2. Motorola's 88100 processor uses multiple functional units
controlled by ascoreboard register file.

The heart. of the architecture is the processor's register file. "This is a key distinction between this and
other RISC designs," says Roger Ross, manager of
advanced microprocessor operations and the leader of
the design team at Motorola's Microprocessor Products Group in Austin, Texas. "By first designing the
type of register file we knew an advanced RISC processor would need, the architecture is enhanced by the
register file, not encumbered by it."
The size of the register file is very important. It
must be large enough for the computer's needs, but
not so large that its average response time becomes
too long. The need for a good, ultra-fast register file
was in this case especially urgent, because the file
must serve multiple functional units operating
concurrently.
The designers decided on a small, efficient register
file, and turned to a supercomputer architecture similar to that in Cray machines for the design. The 88100
(see fig. 2) has a file of thirty-two 32-bit registers
with scoreboarding circuitry built in, which keeps
track of register states so software writers don't have
to. The register file triggers the execution of operations on the various function units when all the necessary information arrives.
Next, the Motorola engineers built an on-chip internal bus the silicon bus, which connects the register
file to the concurrently operating special-function
units. Each special-function unit in the 88100 processor has an address on the bus. For input/output, they
opted for afull Harvard architecture. That means that
there are completely separate I/O units for data and
instructions and each I/O unit has a full 32-bit path
for both addresses and data.
The silicon-bus address tied to an instruction deter-

instructions.
The 88000 architecture is unusually extensible. For
example, Motorola has reserved 256 operation codes
for each special function unit and has set aside
enough silicon-bus addresses for six future special
function units—numbers two through seven. Because
the 88000 chips were designed using silicon-compilation tools (see p. 77), it is easy for Motorola to add
special-function units as the need arises, by recompiling the chip. New operation codes are implemented in
the reserved spaces; the old op codes remain unchanged, so the new version remains binary-code compatibile with earlier versions.
Customers can add special-function units themselves, by defining a unit with their own instructions
and having Motorola implement it. Motorola reports
that it is already working with one customer, which it
declines to name, as a test case to produce the first
such add-in unit.
Users can also design a special-function unit and
implement it in software to try it out, because if a
program uses one of the reserved op codes not yet
implemented in hardware, it traps to software control.
In other words, they can include the new unit's instructions in their programs. Until the new hardware
has been compiled onto the chip the programs will run
using software-implemented versions of those
instructions.
The 88100 processor is one half of Motorola's RISC
effort; the 88200 cache subsystem with its MMU is the
second, equally important half. It is designed to work
with the four-port Harvard architecture of the processor, with the 32-bit address and data ports of the data

unit connecting to abank of up to four cache/MMUs.
The two corresponding sets of 32-bit lines from the
instruction unit connect to their own cache subsystem,
which can also hold up to four cache/MMUs. The limit
of four cache chips is aphysical limit imposed by the
CMOS/TTL circuitry. When the chip set is implemented
in other technologies, the number of chips can increase—the architecture allows up to 128 per side.
Electronics/ April 28, 1988
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Motorola chose to make the 88200 a set-associative
cache, rather than a direct-mapped cache. In the former, every main-memory address can be mapped into
two or more cache locations. In the latter, every mainmemory location is assigned to a cache address.
The set-associative configuration greatly reduces
thrashing, which occurs in a direct-mapped cache
when two sequentially used addresses have collided in
the cache memory.
The 88200 is a complete four-way set-associative
cache and MMU subsystem with 16 Kbytes of fast
static random-access memory cache per chip. A complex memory-bus control section automatically handles
cache coherency for multiprocessing configurations.
The set-associative configuration gives every mainmemory location four homes in cache, which helps
lesson collisions in the cache between main-memory
addresses. The 88200 is also a physical cache as opposed to a logical cache, which some RISC-chip users
implement. The difference is that a physical cache

does not have to be completely flushed between task
switching, as a logical cache must be.
The MMU handles address translation, which can
run at the same time data is looked up in the cache. A
part of the logical address is fed to the cache when
the complete address goes to the MMU. When there is
acache hit, the cache delivers all four candidates from
the four-way association, but because it has used only
part of the logical address, it does not know yet which
one is the correct one. At this point, the translated
physical address from the MMU is also ready because
it has beeen calculated in parallel. But since all four
cache values have been found and presented at once,
the correct one can be quickly selected.
Another concurrent operation is the on-going cachecoherency control. A dedicated processor on each
88200 chip, called the memory-bus controller, takes
care of the cache coherency. The controller continuously watches the memory bus to find out what
changes are being made to locations in memory and in

HOW MOTOROLA DESIGNED AND BUILT ITS RISC CHIPS IN ONLY 20 MONTHS

M

otorola's 88100 chip was designed
and rendered in silicon in only 20
months. This is quite a feat—the
88100 is a RISC microprocessor with
an integrated floating-point unit on a
chip containing 180,000 transistors.
But what makes it really impressive
is that at the same time Motorola also
built the companion 88200 chip, a
cache memory and memory-management unit containing 750,000 transistors—and did it in only 11 months.
This contrasts strongly with the three
to five years previously needed to design and build a single, far simpler
microprocessor.
Motorola managed the feat by using silicon design methodology—specifically, the Generator Development
Tools from Silicon Compiler Systems
Corp. of San Jose, Calif.
Included in the GDT tool set is a
front-end simulator which allowed
Motorola to optimize the 88100 instruction set for C language operation. The instruction set contains
those instructions used mçest frequently by a C compiler. This optimization is one way the chip achieves its
high instruction-execution speed-17
million instructions/s.
Also in the tool kit are the back-end
automatic procedural layout tools—
the silicon compilers themselves.
These allow the designer to alter the
chip layout to achieve the best possible performance and best possible use
of chip space right up to the moment
he commits the design to silicon.
Early in the design cycle, Motorola
Electronics/April 28. 1988

designers created a simulation of instruction execution, using the GDT
multimode simulator, called Lsim. In
effect, they were simulating, very
early in the design cycle, the operation of registers and the flow of data
between the registers as instructions
are executed.
In designing the instruction set of
the 88000, one of the key concerns was
to minimize the time needed to perform
a subroutine call, which compilers rely
on heavily. Jumping to a subroutine
and performing a context switch was
to be done as quickly as possible.
The design team's solution was to
use scoreboard registers, a complete
set of central-processing-unit registers, for each subroutine. This means
that when the computer switches
tasks, it doesn't load and unload registers—it simply stops using one set
of registers and starts using another.
This occurs in one clock cycle.
After the design had been completely simulated, it was given to the
procedural layout tools. Motorola provided Silicon Compiler with a behavioral model of the static random-access memory cells for the 882000.
These cells came from Motorola's
SRAM designers. Motorola contracted
with Silicon Compiler Systems to create the complete cache and MMU chip.
When the time came to build the
chip's memory array, the Silicon Compiler design team used a highly optimized SRAM memory cell that had
been hand-designed on a Calma GDSII layout system. The layout was con-

verted into an L language description.
The L language describes all components in the GDT environment. Then,
to create a 16-Kbyte SRAM memory
array, 8 bits wide by 16 Kbits deep,
Silicon Compiler Systems simply specified the array size and the compiler
did the rest.
One of the most powerful features
of compilation allows a designer ta
make changes right up to the end. In
the case of the 882000, Motorola
called three weeks before the day Silicon Compiler Systems was to deliver
masks of the chip and asked the design team to add one more bit in the
memory array. "We were able to add
the bit and its associated logic, recompile the entire layout, and not miss a
day in the delivery schedule," says
Hal Alles, vice president of engineering at Silicon Compiler.
Another example of a compiler's
ability to accommodate change easily
was in the design of a content addressable memory on the 882000. Silicon Compiler did not know exactly
how much space it would have left
over on the chip after everything else
had been designed, but however much
it was, the designers wanted to fill it
with as big a content-addressable
memory buffer as possible.
"Once the design was complete,"
says Alles, "we measured the space
on the final chip that could accommodate the cell. It could accommodate 56
words, so we compiled acell with this
many words and inserted it into the
available space."
-Jonah McLeod
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all the caches and keeps its own cache coherent—the
current correct values are retained; invalid ones are
flushed out.
The complete chip set is designed for concurrent
operations—Motorola claims 11 operations can occur
at once. Typically, the cache subsystem will perform
cache-coherency control, check for cache hits and
misses, and do address translation. At the same time,
the data unit and the instruction unit on the processor
chip will store data in the register file, and the integer
unit will execute an instruction and the floating-point
unit will perform two operations.
A high level of concurrency helps to provide two
features that no other RISC implementation has, according to Motorola. Multiprocessing and fault tolerance are both inherent in the 88000 architecture.
Motorola's Microcomputer Group in Tempe, Ariz., is
taking these multiprocessor and fault-tolerant features and mounting the chips in packages smaller
than the standard pin-grid arrays to produce what it

calls the Hypermodule in several combinations of processor and cache chips (see panel, below).
The chips from the microprocessor products group
in Austin, Texas, are mounted in 180-pin pin-grid-array
ceramic packages measuring 1.7 in. on a side. By
contrast, the chips for the Hypermodule are in padgrid arrays measuring 1.1 in. on a side..
Motorola is ramping up production of the first 20MHz 88000 chips for volume deliveries by year end.
Customers will be producing systems by the first
quarter of 1989. The development group is going to
25-MHz versions by the end of the year—it is starting
up its 25-MHz alpha site production now. Prices for
the 20-MHz parts will be $495 for the 88100 processor
chip and $795 for the 88200 cache/MMU. The company
also has started development of an emitter-coupledlogic version in cooperation with Data General Corp.
and says it is looking at gallium arsenide for the
longer term.
D
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FINE-PITCH PAD GRID ARRAYS ARE KEY TO MOTOROLA'S HYPERMODULE

C

ramming up to four reduced-in- This package was much too large for
the planned module and a completely
struction-set processors, each with
both floating-point and integer units, new chip package had to be created.
Under the overall guidance of Moand eight cache/memory-managetorola Computer Devices, Motorola's
ment-unit chips, plus three 100-pin
cellular telephone group designed a
miniature connectors, onto a module
8.5 by 3.4 by 0.441 inches, produces a novel ceramic pad grid array (a multilayered structure whose input/outvery dense, very high-powered proputs are brought out to agrid of pads
cessing module for system building.
The microcomputer division of Motor- on the bottom of its square package)
ola Inc., in Tempe, Ariz., decided that with an overall footprint of 1.1 by 1.1
the 88000 chip set from its sister Mi- in. and with 288 pads on 60-mil cencroprocessor Group needed this com- ters.
Pads for signal, power, and ground
pact packaging for many applications.
So the Tempe team developed a fam- take up 186 of them. The remaining
102 are for interfacing to thermal vias
ily called Hypermodules containing
different numbers and configurations on a mother board. Pad grid arrays
had first been suggested by Honeyof 88100 processors and 88200 cache/
well Inc. for chips in the Department
MMUs.
of Defense's Very High Speed InteThis development required both an
infusion of new packaging technology grated Circuit program; Motorola apand a full-fledged multidivision effort pears to be the first commercial user.
The pad grid arrays required aspeby Motorola. Ordinarily, the processor
cial substrate. This resulted in a 10and the cache/MMU were both housed
layer board whose power and ground
in pin grid arrays that were 1.7 in. on
planes consisted of copper-invar-cop
a side with pins on 100-mil centers.
.AP!
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In one version, Motorola's new packaging scheme, the Hypermodule, holds two 88100 RISC

processors and eight 88200 cache/memory-management unit chips.
78

per cores. These composite cores
served the dual purpose of matching
the modules' temperature coefficient
of expansion to that of the ceramic
packages, to prevent cracking of solder joints and to provide heat sinking
for the module's complement of chips.
Thermal vias bearing against the
thermal pads of the pad grid arrays
allow each chip to share the built-in
heat-sinking evenly.
The module is normally mounted to
a motherboard by six screws. Electrical connection between module, motherboard, and other systems is through
the three miniature connectors.
Motorola is drawing on many divisions for the manufacturing of the
Hypermodules. Motorola's semiconductor group will bond chips into the
new carriers and its pager division
will assemble the full module. The Microcomputer Device division will oversee all testing and integration of the
completed modules.
By this summer, Motorola plans to
have a simple version of the Hypermodule with one processor and two
cache/MMUs in standard pin-grid arrays mounted to an identically sized
printed-circuit board available for
evaluation. Called the model HM88K1P32, it will be priced at $1,400 in 100piece lots. By the third quarter, prototypes of the pad grid array module
will be available. By the fourth quarter, full-fledged Hypermodules will be
at beta sites. Full-scale production of
will start in the first quarter of
1989.
-Jerry Lyman
Electronics/April 28, 1988

Since RTE bought Mallory's
Aluminum Electrolytics, they've
put their money where their
mouth is.

Announcing the latest, largest investment in this
dynamic product line: our new Aerovox M plant
-over 50% bigger & just across the street!
When RTE bought Mallory's aluminum electrolytic
capacitor line last year, priority #1 was to retain the
quality and respect this fine product line already enjoyed
by retaining the same facility and skilled work force.
However, they immediately began building for a bigger
future with new management appointments plus major
improvements like key equipment upgrades, in-house
CAD-assisted engineering, and a computerized order

But for the ambitious future RTE envisioned for this
vital product line, we needed more room — fast! Available
land across the street from the original Mallory plant
allowed us to build — then move — without losing
production or a single skilled worker!
Our new plant has been shipping product for over
two months, with improvements in yields and quality
already evident. So now our big news is about completing

ization of Aerovox Inc., another RTE company and a

another giant step on our way to becoming #1 in
aluminum electrolytics. For your next cap requirement,
call your Aerovox rep or us, and see for yourself what a
difference afull commitment to excellence can make in a

world-leader in AC capacitors.

product line that was outstanding to begin with!

entry/customer service system. Also, field sales was
assigned to the service-driven rep and distributor organ-

Now we're

erovox

Send for a se!
of technical
bulletins today.

Circle 79 on reader service card

Glasgow, Kentucky 42141
(502) 651-8301 e FAX 502-651-9312

•MALLORY is a trademark owned by and used
under license frogs Emhart Idustries, Inc.

NEC NEWSCOPE

V70: 32-BIT CMOS MICROPROCESSOR

T

he V70 supermicro is your window of opportunity into the
fast-growing 32-bit world. It
offers all the benefits of high integration, exceptional speed and sophisticated on-chip functions.
The V70 delivers 6.6 MIPS peak
operation at a 20MHz clock rate.
The six-stage pipelined cu executes
up to four instructions concurrently.
The 32-bit wide data bus and 2-clock
bus cycle provide data transfer rates
up to 40Mbytes/s.

The on-chip demand-paged Memory
Management Unit supports 4 gigabytes of virtual and physical memory
spaces with 4 levels of memory
protection. IEEE-754 floating-point
operations are also on-chip.
The V70 features 32 general purpose registers (each 32 bits wide) and
a modern orthogonal instruction set
optimized for high-level languages
and operating systems. V70 instructions are fully compatible with the
V60 A high-speed emulation mode

gives compatibility with V20 and V30
software.
Reliability is critical in 32-bit
systems. The V70 is ideal for designing fault-tolerant systems with its
unique on-chip Functional Redundancy Monitor. Use two V70's, one
master and one checker. During
each bus cycle the checker monitors
the master and issues mismatch
warnings.
V70 users get full support, including a broad line of CMOS peripherals,
development tools, and two operating systems — UNIX system y and
our realtime OS.
UNIX is a trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories
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NEW AUTOMATED

FIRST CCD CAMERA

INTELSAT

DESIGNED FOR

EARTH STATION

FIELD PRODUCTION

T

he 3rd INTELSAT standard-A earth
station by Singapore Telecom
heralds a new generation of
satellite communications systems with
advanced automatic operation and
maintenance capabilities.
Built at Bukit Timah and designed
to access the INTELSAT V-A communications satellite above the Indian
Ocean, the earth station uses NEC's
latest equipment including two computerized facilities for cost-effective,
automatic operations.
Our Computerized Supervisory and
Control System (CSCS) allows the
operator to centrally control, monitor,
and report on the operating status of
equipment and circuits with utmost
efficiency.
The System Testing Facility (STF)
automatically executes line-up tests
with other earth stations and also
performs in-station loop tests and
on-line monitoring of essential carrier
parameters. The STF handles virtually
all in-station testing, from the selection of a measuring route to the
preparation of test reports.
Moreover, the Bukit Timah earth
station is equipped with our Time
Division Multiple Access/Digital
Speech Interpolation (TDMA/DSI)
equipment for maximum utilization
of satellite circuits.
For coverage of the Pacific Ocean
region, the Bukit Timah No. 2earth
station is also under construction by
Singapore Telecom and NEC is supplying similar advanced systems.

F

ollowing up the success of the
SP-3A for news gathering, NEC
introduces the EP-3, the first CCD
color camera (NTSC system) expressly
designed for field production.
Incorporating exclusive high density CCD sensors, the 2nd-generation
solid-state camera goes head-to-head
with any tube-based portable in
picture quality. It offers 700line horizontal resolution,
62dB 5/N ratio
and F5.6/2,000
lux sensitivity.

The threshold illumination level is
15 lux (+18dB gain).
The new field production camera
features virtually no smear and
a 7-speed electronic shutter (1/60 —
1/1,500 sec) thanks to NEC's antismear, interline frame transfer CCD
technology.
The EP-3 camera has a host of
sophisticated control functions to support the creativity of videographers.
Its automatic functions include
White Balance with two memories,
Auto Black Balance and Auto Iris/
Auto Black Level.
The EP-3 also provides complete
flexibility in operation. It is
remotely controlled via
multicore, triax or
wireless systems.
For recording,
either Beta or milformat VTR is
attached.

NEW OEICs TRANSMIT 52KM AT 1.2 GBPS

0

grates a buried type InGaAsP laser
diode and high-speed driver (3 GaAs
MES FETs) on the same InP substrate.
The receiver OEIC features —26dBm
sensitivity. It packs an InGaAs PIN
mode fiber. The new OEICs set aworld photo-diode and low-noise amp (4 GaAs
record for high-speed, long-distance
MES FETs, 5 GaAs Schottky diodes and
transmission without repeaters —
one resistor) on a 1x lmm InP chip.
52.5km at data rates of 1.2Gbps.
The new high-performance OEICs
The transmitter OEIC delivers over
are expected to play key roles in
10mW in output power with a low
terminal equipment for the emerging
13mA threshold current. Modulation
optical broadband ISDN and optical
up to 2.4Gbps is possible in the NRZ
networks between cities or within
mode. The 350 x90opm chip inteintelligent buildings.
ptoelectronic ICs developed at
the NEC Optoelectronics
Research Laboratory were
successfully tested in a recent experiment using a 1.3,um optical single-

NEC

MORE POWER
•

\moo

The combined strength of GE Solid State puts all
the MOSFETs you need at your fingertips.
Here's why the combination of GE and RCA is
good news for users of power MOSFETs:

Dropping in on IRF.
Our IRF types are pin-for-pin compatible drop-in
replacements for IRF Hexfets.* Available from 60V to
500V, with current capacity from 2to 20 amps, they're
ready for fast delivery at very competitive prices.

Better-than-equivalent proprietary parts.
Using our own CAD program, we've optimized the
performance of power MOSFETs. And we've made
substantial investments in automated manufacturing,
100% cassette-to-cassette wafer handling and laser
alignment The result is very high packing density (for
*Hexfet is atrademark of international Rectifier.

lower cost), high quality, tested ruggedness and
reliability.

Rugged MOSFETs.
Our rugged MOSFETs have specified avalanche
energy ratings. They can be used as drop-in replacements for industry standard IRF types to add ànew
dimension of reliability to your m teins.

Logic-Level MOSFETs.
We pioneered the Logic-Level MOSFET (L2FET),
enabling you to direct drive from High-Speed CMOS.
NNI(.)S, or TUL logic, with no sacrifice in speed,
RDS(onl, current-handling capability or reliability.
From 50V to 200V, Ito 15 amps.

TO YOU.

•

IGTs and COMFETs.
We invented Conductivity Modulated FETs (both
CONIFETs and IGTs). Together, they're the industry's
broadest line of devices that combine the reduced
drive circuitry of MOSFETs wah the low conduction
losses and low prices of bipolars.
And new high-speed COMFET devices with arated
fall time of only 1
/ µsec offer significant cost and per2
formance advantages over all other power devices for
many applications in the 200-500 volt/1-20 amp range.

Plug into the source.
Our Nl
OS I' Eis come in awide range of packages,
including: Hexdip, TO-202AB, TO-20-tAA & AE, "10205AF, TO-218, TO-220AB,10-237,10-2-17,10-251
and leadless chip carriers. And we have an experienced staff of technical and applications specialists.
Call toll-free 8M-443-7364, extension 16. 0r contact
your local GE Solid State sales office or distributor.

All this and High-Rel, too.
Long aleader in High-Rel devices, we've brought
that expertise to Power MOSFETs.
We have the industry's broadest line of QPI,
approved n-channel, p-channel and L2FETs. Plus
dozens of High-Rel versions of IRFJEDEC types and
GE Solid StateJEDEC types. We also offer Added Value
Screening for MOSFET devices not yet covered by military specs.

GE Solid State
GE/RCA/Intersil Semiconductors
Three great brands. One leading-edge company.
'Trademark of General Electric Company, U SA.
not connected with the English Company of asimilar name,

In Europe, call: 3russels. (02) 246-21-11 Paris (1) 39-46-57-99: London, (276) 68-59-11; Milano, (2) 82-291; Munich. (089) 63813-0; Stockholm (08) 793-9500.
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IN VANCOUVER, WASHINGTON,
WE'VE JUST ISSUED PERMITS
TO BREAK SPEED LIMITS.
The purpose of all
How do you keep
this?
To aggressively
ninety of the country's
hottest design engineers carve a niche for ourselves by
happy? First,
creating a
give them
select line of
permission to
pull out all the Sharp's new LH52252 64k x4SRAM high-speed
stops. Then give them a
chips. Like the new
place to do it.
Sharp LH52252, our
That's exactly what
64k x4 SRAM
we've done at our new
Sharp Microelectronics
Technology Center in
Vancouver, Washington.
There we've provided
our outstanding staff
with the most advanced
CAD systems available.
And we've backed them
with aworld-class 1.2
micron production facility in Japan, along with a
national network of salespeople and distributors.
Circle 84 on reader service card

that operates
at 35 ns cycle
time and consumes just 100
microamps in
standby mode.
It's the first of

to call Sharp at (201)
529-8757. Especially if
moving at 35 ns or faster

SHARP'S NEW HIGH-SPEED CMOS BRAMs
DEVICE'

ORGANIZATION

ACCESS TIME

AVAILABILITY

LH52252

64k x4

35 ns/45 ns/55 ns

Immediate

LH 52259

32k x9

35 ns/45 ns/55 ns

30 1988

LH52251

256k x1

35 ns/45 ns/55 ns

30 1988

LH 52256

32k x8

70 ns/90 ns/120 ns

Immediate

LH5261

64k x1

25 ns/35 ns

10 1989

LH5262

16k x4

25 ns/35 ns

40 1988

many high performance products you
can expect from our new
design center. And it's
available right

now at Marshall, Milgray,
Western Microtechnology, Space Electronics,
and Added Value.
If you have specific
questions, we invite you

sounds appealing. Because if you like breaking
speed limits, Sharp has

sHARieu

just the ticket.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIVISION

IF IT'S SHARP, IT'S CUTTING EDGE:"
et 1988 Sharp Electronics Corporation. Sharp Plaza. Mahwah, N.J. 07430.

INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

MICROPROCESSORS

CHOOSING ARISC CHIP:
WHAT DRIVES CUSTOMERS?

T

he reason for RISC all along has been the performance advantage the design philosophy offers.
RISC-chip users want performance, performance,
All other things being equal, a system house
performance;
the first customers for Motorola's
shopping for reduced-instruction-set computer chips
88000 cite especially its multiprocessing
will pick the ones that give him the highest system
speed, and the promise for more speed in the future.
performance growth path, but Unix software and
But all other things are not equal, and customers
vendor stability also enter into their decisions
also find themselves looking at the vendor itself, wondering how good its customer-support record is, how
by Jonah McLeod
much system software it is making available, how
likely it is to survive bad times in the electronics
its agreement with AT&T Co. for the development of
market, and how massive a bandwagon effect it can
get going to encourage independent software publish- an application binary interface standard for the 88000
[Electronics, March 17, 1988, p. 32]. And Motorola has
ers to support the hardware architecture.
already got a big, noisy bandwagon rolling for the
Motorola scores well in all these areas, say the
companies that plan to develop products around its
88000 that should help convince software vendors to
port programs to 88000-based systems. Many commitnew 88000 RISC processor. Tektronix, Data General,
Convergent Technologies, Encore Computer, and Stra- ted customers are talking, and in early April, Motorola enthusiastically supported the formation of the
tus Computer are among the system manufacturers
that have revealed plans for products based on the 88open consortium, agroup of some 30 hardware and
software companies that have joined forces to pro88100 central processing unit and companion 88200
cache memory-management unit. Others are keeping
mote and define standards for the 88000 [Electronics,
their commitments private so as to avoid alerting their April 14, 1988, p. 31].
Tektronix Inc. was one of the first to jump on the
competition.
Motorola bandwagon. One of the first products to use
Those that are talking talk most about the 88000's
performance. Compute-intensive applications like graph- the 88000 is a system-development board built by the
ics work stations and communications servers demand Tektronix Technologies Group (see fig. 1). The board fits
market-leading performance, which the chip set prom- into a Macintosh II personal computer, which becomes
ises. Multiprocessing is another performance-related is- the development system. Tek's board comes with the
minimum of one 88100 chip and two CMMU chips, or can
sue, especially for bigger systems—superminicomputers
and larger. The 88000 was designed with parallel sys- carry athird CMMU so that the instruction cache can be
tems in mind (see p.75), and Encore, Stratus, and Data doubled in size to improve performance.
Tektronix's board is a development tool available
General cite this virtue as the deciding factor for their
88000 selection. Multiprocessing, they agree, is the road only to members of the 88open Consortium. The Beato take in the 1990s.
Motorola is in good shape to satisfy
the types of customer concern that do
not relate directly to performance. In
terms of customer service and vendor
DRAM
88100
BUS
T0
stability, for example, Motorola is a
PROCESSOR
(8 MEGABYTES)
INTERFACE
MACINTOSH II
standout. The only RISC competitor that
NUBUS
is its peer in those areas is Intel Corp.,
another latecomer to the RISC party
88200
88200
88200
INSTRUCTION CACHE
INSTRUCTION
[Electronics, April 14, 1988, p. 97].
DATA
MEMORY
CMMU
CMMU
Furthermore, Motorola is making a
MANAGEMENT UNIT
(OPTIONAL)
hard charge in the software-support
area, devoting internal resources to
preparing 88000 compilers and signing
1. An add-in card from Tektronix that fits into the Apple Macintosh II personal computer can be
on Unisoft Corp. to help get a Unix
used to develop software for systems based on Motorola's 88000 while they are still in design.
port ready, for example. It has finalized

TEKS BOARD FOR 88000 DEVELOPMENT
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Convergent Technologies Inc.
of Santa Clara, Calif., is exploring the use of the chip set as a
INSTRUCTION SIDE
ATA SIDE
INSTRUCTION SIDE
DATA SIDE
back-end processor in the company's S series of computers.
88200
PEWS
PBUS
88200
88100
88200
88100
88200
CMMU
cmmu,
CMMU
PROCESSOR
CMMU
MASTER
Thomas Mace, group product
MASTER
MASTER
marketing manager for the comCACHE ME ORY•MANAG MENT UNIT
pany, says there are 20,000 appli88200
88200
88200
88100
88100
88200
CMMU,
CMMU,
cations now for the S series and
CMMU
CMMU
CHECKER
CHECKER
CHECKER
the chore of moving them over to
anew CPU is too formidable. The
88200
88200
88200
88200
company plans instead to use the
88100
CMMU
cmmu,
CMMU
CMMU
MASTER
MASTER
Motorola 68030 and 68040 as future compute engines. "The RISC
chips could be used as data-base
88200
88200
88200
88200
F
,
88100
CMMU,
CMMU,
CMMU
CMMU
servers and as communications
CHECKER
CHECKER
servers to our existing computMOUS
MBUS
ers," says Mace.
(a)
Features of the 88000 that
suit it to use as aserver include
2. Multiprocessing systems are primary design targets for the 88000, as in a fourits register-scoreboarding capaprocessor, eight-CMMU setup (a), and afault-tolerant system that checks up on itself (b).
bility, which makes it possible
for the system to switch from
verton, Ore.-based company also announced it would
one task to another (called a context switch) in one
use the 88000 to increase the computing capability of clock cycle. To do this, the 88100 chip has duplicate
its 4300-series color-graphics work stations, which are sets of CPU registers used by different tasks running
currently built around Motorola's 68000 family. The
concurrently in the system. Switching from one task
current generation already has adual-processor archi- to another requires only a change in register sets.
tecture with separate compute and graphics engines.
"In addition, the 88000 offers the system manufacThe new RISC chip will first be used to extend the turer an architecture that more easily lends itself to
work stations' compute capability, and may be used multiprocessing than any of the other commercially
later to upgrade the graphics engine. "Although the available RISC chips," says Mace. There can be multi68000 and 88000 are not compatible, the new chips do ple processors, each with its own data and instruction
lend themselves to moving applications over from the caches (see fig. 2). Inside the device are the features
68000 environment [better] than if the chips were
that ensure cache coherency—they make sure that the
made by two different vendors," says Robert Anud- cache always contains current data.
son, Tektronix's engineering work-station manager.
"Motorola had a clear strategy of a chip set that
Data General Corp., Westboro, Mass., is working supports a symmetric multiprocessing architecture,"
with Motorola to develop an emitter-coupled-logic ver- says Frank Pinto, vice president of marketing at Ension of the 88000 (see p. 32). It sees its choice of the
core Computer Corp., another 88000 supporter. "The
88000 for future systems as a part of its major push
chip set easily maps into the Encore architecture."
into the Unix marketplace. Users want industry-stan- The Encore Multimax 320 system has two processors
dard systems, says Ward MacKenzie, vice president per card and 10 cards in a system.
for corporate marketing, and the Unix market is
Pinto says the Marlborough, Mass.-based company
growing fast. "With industry-standard systems, the plans to put more than two 88000s on each processor
software is well-defined and transportable, and RISC card in a future version of the system. While the
is an especially good platform for Unix," he main- current system performs 40 million instructions/s,
tains. "Optimized compilers are highly efficient in future versions will have even more performance on a
transporting Unix and the RISC architecture couples
single card. "With the 88000, by 1990 we could have a
well with compiler technology. We chose the 88000 400-mips computer system," Pinto says.
after evaluating all the other RISC microprocessors
Another thing the 88000 has going for it is combecause we think it offers the best current perfor- pleteness. "With other RISC chips, the memory-manmance and the most extensible RISC environment for agement unit and floating-point coprocessor have to
future growth."
be added separately," says Pinto.
"We had our own internal program to develop a
Something that falls out of the 88000 multiprocessor
RISC processor," says Donald Lewine, senior technical
architecture is the ease with which fault-tolerant sysconsultant with Data General's systems development tems can be configured. This fact has not been lost on
division. "When we saw the 88000, we decided it was
Stratus Computer Inc., a manufacturer of fault-tolercounterproductive to develop our own." The company
ant on-line transaction-processing systems. The complans to develop a separate line of products that are pany plans a future generation of 88000-based sysnot software compatible with the MV series of com- tems that will be software-compatible with its current
puters currently being offered. But "we are not aban- family of XA2000 continuous-processing systems.
doning our current product line," Lewine emphasizes.
Products are due in the early 1990s.

THE 88000 GOES PARALLEL
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

C

ache-controller logic has usually been implemented with discrete circuits and cache-memory array
in high-speed static random-access memory. The
move to higher levels of cache integration with cache
controllers was started by chip makers such as Intel
Corp. and NEC Corp. Now Advanced Micro Devices
Inc. is going to the next logical step: integrating an
entire 8-Kbyte cache memory—controller logic and
SRAM array—onto a single chip.
Scheduled for sampling in the fourth quarter of
1988, the Am29062 Integrated Cache Unit is a cachememory component for the Austin, Texas, company's
Am29000
reduced-instruction-set
microprocessor
[Electronics, March 19, 1987, p. 61]. Like the other
members of the Am29000 RISC family (see p. 159), it is
implemented in high-density CMOS technology. The
Am29062 employs sophisticated mainframe-style caching mechanisms; several features match it to highperformance applications. The ICU includes user-programmable caching parameters, extensive multiprocessor support, compatibility with very high clock
speeds, and complete support for the Am29000's pipelined, burst-mode bus (see fig. 1).
The Am29062 can be designed into systems as an
instruction cache, adata cache, or acombined instruction and data cache. Many RISC systems based on the
29000 main processor will employ two of the chips—
one for data and one for instructions. The Am29000
central processing unit has separate instruction and
data buses, so atwo-cache system can be built with no
multiplexing or demultiplexing logic. In addition, if
cache arrays larger than 8Kbytes are required, multiple ICUs can be cascaded together (see fig. 2).
The new ICU's 8-Kbyte cache is organized in atwoway, set-associative fashion, instead of the simpler
direct-mapped organization used in other controllers.
The AMD device has a 16-byte block (also called line)
size, instead of the conventional 4-byte block. This
reduces transfers back and forth between the processor and the 29062, and increases the number of hits,
or correct matches of data.
The cache works by comparing the address sent to
it by the processor with a set of addresses or tags
stored in an internal tag buffer. Associated with each
tag is acollection of data bytes. If the address matches one of the tags (a cache hit), the cache either
supplies the processor with the data bytes associated
with the tag (reads), or modifies the data (writes). If
no match is found (a cache miss), the cache initiates
an access to main memory at the appropriate address.
The data at that address is loaded into the cache and
either supplied to the processor or modified.
The block size refers to the number of consecutive
bytes that are associated with atag. When acache miss
occurs, a new block is brought in from main memory.
The more bytes that are fetched, the fewer main memory accesses have to be made if programs have reasonable locality. In general, increasing the block size improves the effective memory access time. The Am29062
contains 512 blocks of 16 bytes and therefore 512 tags;
each tag consists of a 16-byte block.
Electronics/April 28, 1988

AMD PUTS CACHE MEMORY ON
ONE PROGRAMMABLE CHIP
The device combines controller logic and static RAM
to form acomponent of the 29000 RISC processor
The cache's set associativity determines
its flexibility in choosing what data to overwrite when a cache miss occurs. New data
must then be brought into the cache from
main memory. The more associativity, the
more flexible the cache and the less likely
that useful data will be overwritten. In a
direct-mapped cache, each main memory location can be written into only one cache
location, so new data must overwrite the existing
data. In atwo-way set-associative cache, each location
in memory is mapped into two locations in the cache;
if one cache slot is in use, the other one can be used
instead of overwriting the first.
The cache's efficiency depends on both line size and
set associativity—not just the size of the cache. In a
cache system based on two Am29062s, a 16-Kbyte
cache size, along with 16-byte block size and two-way
set associativity, will yield ahit rate in excess of 95%
for most applications.
The Am29062 was designed for maximum flexibility
by implementing cache mechanisms, but the system
programmer can specify the policies. One example is
the cache-write strategy. For write accesses to a
cache, a strategy must be chosen for updating main
memory even when a cache hit occurs. (On reads, of
course, main memory is unaffected when ahit occurs).
There are two main cache-hit write strategies: writethrough or copy-back. The Am29062 permits either
protocol to be used on cache writes.
The simplest write strategy is write through. Here,

ACOMPLETE RISC PROCESSOR
INSTRUCTIONS
29000

ADDRESSES

29062
INSTRUCTION
'Cu
MAIN
MEMORY
29062
DATA
'Cu

29027
29041
I/O BUS

1. AMD's ICU, containing a user-programmable 8-Kbyte cache for the
Am29000's RISC central processing unit, supports multiprocessor operations.
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main memory is updated every time the cache is altered.
Since the cache and main memory are changed simultaneously, they always contain the same data and main
memory is always up to date. However, little or no
benefit is derived from the cache for writes and the
cache is only about half as effective as possible.
Under the copy-back strategy, memory is updated
only when a line that has been modified in the cache
needs to be overwritten by another line. At that point,
the old modified line is "copied back" to memory before it is overwritten. Copy back minimizes memory
accesses providing the highest performance, but requires more hardware support. Hardware-support
mechanisms are built into the cache controller, so that
a user can employ copy-back mode whenever high
performance is required. Copy back can be selected
for all writes, or specified on an access-by-access
basis.
Another programmable policy is the number of bytes
loaded from memory on acache miss. There are several
parameters that may be specified: the subblock size;
which nonvalid words in the block to replace; and whether burst-mode memory accesses are enabled.
A subblock is a special Am29062 concept that provides much of the same effect as avariable block size.
Data is fetched from memory to fill subblocks, not
blocks, and the subblock size can vary from 1word (4
bytes) to 4 words (16 bytes).
The cache loads data when a miss occurs but the
exact number of words loaded is programmable. Options that can be specified are: all nonvalid words in
the current subblock, all nonvalid words from the address of the missed access to the end of the subblock,
or all nonvalid words from the address of missed
address to the end of the next subblock. So the cache
can fetch anywhere from 4bytes to 32 bytes, depending on the subblock size and this parameter.
When performing a load from memory, the
Am29062 may employ a special optional technique
called burst mode to transfer all bytes in the load in a
single memory access. Since only one access is made,
only one address is transferred to memory. The next

few clock cycles transfer the data words. Burst mode
transfers of an entire block are often twice as fast as
multiple conventional one-word transfers.
The choice of block replacement algorithm is also
programmable. The Am29062 provides three independent block replacement algorithms—Least Recently
Used, Random, à.nd External—and lets the programmer
select one of these. Other programmable parameters
include enabling or disabling the prefetch mechanism,
the write buffer, and the write-allocate facility. These
parameters determine whether the cache prefetches
data in burst mode; whether writes to memory are
buffered (thus allowing the processor to proceed without waiting); and whether anew block is loaded when a
write access misses (or memory is simply modified).
The main problem with multiprocessor systems is
the cache's data consistency problem. This occurs
when the caches for two processors contain copies of
the data at the same memory location. The Am29062
provides several mechanisms to overcome this problem, such as the bus-watch facility, ownership-support
mechanisms, and the interlock facility.
When bus watching is enabled in a cache, the cache
hardware continuously monitors the memory bus for
any access that matches one of its tags. If such an
access is detected (a match), the cache may take any of
a number of actions, depending on the type of access
and which control bits are set. For example, it can
invalidate its own matching block (write operation on
bus); update its own matching block (write operation on
bus); intervene on the memory bus, supplying the data
in its own block to the accessing device (read operation
on bus); or update memory (read operation on bus).
The action taken by the cache depends on the global
ownership policy established by the system's programmer. Each block can be in one of five states (exclusive
write-through, exclusive copy-back, shared unmodified, shared modified, not valid). The cache's ownership mechanisms perform the appropriate action on
each block, depending on its state of global policy. The
basic principle underlying all ownership policies is that
a variable (the data in a block) is owned by only one
cache or is unowned. This cache
contains the most up-to-date
ACACHE CONTROLLER FOR THE 29000
copy and is responsible for
maintaining its consistency.
BLOCKSThe Am29062 is compatible
TAG
VALID
LEAST
STATUS
ARRAY
ARRAY
RECENTLY
ARRAY
with the Am29000 CPU chip's
USED BIT
2x256x
2x256 x
2x 256 x
20 BITS
4 BITS
bus interface and can be con256 x1BIT
3BITS
nected directly to it. Also, the
A0 -A 31
MEMORYA
Am29062 is designed to work
ADDRESS
ADDRESS I
LOGIC
with future CPU versions, up to
BUS
a clock rate of 40-to-50 MHz.
MEMORY ARRAY
MEMORY
SPECIAL
WRITE
2x 1KBIT
The CPU has three 32-bit busADDRESS
REGISTERS
BUFFER
32 BITS
AND
es—address, data, and instrucDATA BUS
Do -0 31
tions. The Am29062 connects to
DATA
MEMORY READE__,
D •
SHIFTER
BUFFER
all three buses, and supports
DATA BUS
all of the Am29000 bus access
MEMORY BUS
PROCESSOR BUS
CACHE
protocols (single access, pipeCONTROL
CONTROL
CONTROL
lined access, and burst-mode access).
-Bernard C. Cole
.0-110.1

2. The Am29062 can act as an instruction or data cache controller for the 29000 CPU; the ICU is

For more information, circle 481 on the reader

compatible with the bus interface of the CPU, providing direct connections to each controller.

service card.
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enerate Solutions
Uncompromised speed, accuracy,
and ease of use are the hallmarks
of the LeCroy 9100 Arbitrary
Function Generator. Standard or
custom waveforms, generated with
digital accuracy, stability, and
repeatability, can be output at the
highest available clock rate in the
industry. Versatile architecture, with
dual output channels and long
waveform memories, is enhanced
by LeCroy's optional EASYWAVE .
waveform creation software.

form segments from abuilt-in
library of functions, or you can
describe the segment analytically
by equation.
A powerful waveform editor lets you
cut and paste waveform segments,
scale them vertically or horizontally,
and add vertical offsets. The
waveform can be examined or
modified on apoint-by-point basis
using the tabular array editor. An
advanced file management system
lets you move the waveforms

between the computer, a LeCroy
digital oscilloscope or digitizer, and
the 9100 easily.
Downloaded custom waveforms or
standard functions may be output
easily using our unique hand held
control panel, EASYWAVE, or your
own GPIB controller.
Contact your local LeCroy sales
engineer today at 1-800-5LE CROY
or 914-578-6020 to arrange for a
demonstration.

Even the longest and most complex
waveforms can be created without
the need to write aprogram.
EASYWAVE's interactive graphical
interface lets you watch each step
of the waveform creation process
on your PC DOS compatible
computer. You can select waveCircle 176 for Information.
Circle 177 for Demonstration

LeCroy
Innovators in Instrumentation
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NEW SCOPE TAKES
TEK DIGITAL ACCURACY
TO 300 MHz!

T

he Tek 2432 combines

familiarity and innovation, advanced performance and ease of use. You
can digitize, vim and store fast
analog and digital signals—
to 300 MHz—with the proven
performance of ascope built
for solving tough problems.
The 2432 and its 150 MHz
version—the 2430A—
operate like the analog scopes
you're used to They offer a
familiar front panel and simple,
one level menus. And powerful
new features put less time
between you and results.
Unmatched performance
for the price. No other
portables :et you capture
glitches as short as 2ns
at all sampling rates;
automatically catch
intermittent failures in
babysitting applications using
patented Save on
Delta; and see
waveform
changes vir-

ature, or to find our sales office
Call your Tek sales
tually as they occur thanks to
nearest you, call Tek direct:
engineer for ademo. For
Teks high update rate.
1-800-426-2200
a
free
video
brochure
or
literFeatures of Local Test TM
mean fast, accurate,
automatic answers. Just
.t7:
one button sets up the scopes
for scaling, timing and trigger(e
Y
ing. They acquire and automatically display unknown input
signals as you probe multiple
points on acircuit.
You can characterize waveforms instantly: freeze 20 difTODAY'S STANDARD Tektronix 2400 Series Digital Oscilloscopes
ferent waveform parameters
• „ ‘: .
'ç4i:'.
.e:::4;e:
243
Now lower-priced!
on-screen at the touch of a
2„,,...
2430A
r
—
button. And in just minutes
Dual-Chare ,
.,
.'-':".'
„
300 MHz :v•
,..,.
150 MHz
you can build atest routine
Digitizing
'
from the front panel and then
100 MS/s
100 MS's
(Sampling) Rate
recall the sequence when you
5ns/cliy
-. 2its/di/
Max. Swsep Speed
need it to debug astack of
1K.
1K
Record Length
prototypes.
''8'bie' '
'
8bits
Vertical Resciltition
Easily the most complete
0001%
Time-Base 4curacy
'0.00't%' .' .
YeS (2 PS)'
Yes (2 ns)
'Glitch CaPinie
scopes for product
Yes
Yes
Printer/Plotter Out
design. Features include
Stotdard (full programmability)
•GPIB
extensive and easy-to-use trig, 8-,yeer on labor and parts, including CRT
Warranty
gering and direct hard copy
$9500
$7950
Price
output. With GPIB and off-theshelf software you can fully
automate measurements and
Copyright *1987, Teonix, Inc. M rights reserved. Prices subject to change without notice. PM 812
extend waveform analysis.
.e.delM.1,1041,
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"The whole
of science
is nothing more
than a refinement
of everyday
thinking."
—Albert Einstein
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Every day at MicroLithics
our staff applies innovative
engineering to leading-edge
military packaging and
interconnect technologies. We
are committed to advance the
sciences of ceramic, copper
and gold multilayer thick film,
and surface mount assembly.
Our emphasis on imagination
is resulting in cost-effective
new products of extremely
high reliability for demanding
environments.

Put yourself astep ahead
of the competition by combining your application with our
creative resource. Let us help
you incorporate tomorrow's
interconnect technology in
your system, today.

e»

MicroLithies

17301 West Colfax
Building 100-105
Golden, colorado 80401
Tel: (303) 277-0271
Fax: 303-277-4037

Circle 92 on reader service card
1988 MicroLithics, Golden, Colorado 80401
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ANALOG & POWER

TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

A

set of power-system chips that will simplify
the design of advanced off-line switched-mode
power supplies and motor controls is on the horizon. The packaged components of the new chip set
from International Rectifier Corp. will reduce both
system design time and board space. The El Segundo,
Calif., company's new devices transform design of
switching power supplies and motor controls into a
system design consisting mainly of interfacing circuit
blocks rather than the rigorous circuit design required
with discrete components. This will let engineers concentrate more on overall system issues instead of the
problems of discrete power designs, thereby cutting
design time by 50% to 60%.
The chip set comprises two power integrated circuits—the brand-new IR2110 half-bridge driver and the
IR2100 buck converter bias supply, plus power and current-sensing MOS FETs, diodes, and rectifiers. The
IR2110 is a dual-channel, monolithic, high-speed driver
with floating high-side outputs up to 500 V and groundreferenced 10- to 20-V low-side outputs (see fig. 1). Designed to interface with low-level logic control signals, it
can drive a pair of n-channel, high-voltage power MOS
FETs or isolated-gate bipolar transistors in half-bridge
or dual-forward converter topologies.
Compatible with CMOS logic levels, the high- and
low-side inputs use Schmitt triggers to provide high
noise immunity and accept inputs with slow rise times
(see fig. 2). The two output drivers are independent
and use identical low cross-conduction totem-pole output stages, each capable of sinking 2-A and 1-A sourcing. Interface to the floating high-side output stage is
accomplished by a high-voltage level-shifting circuit
operated in the latching, pulsed-current mode for low
quiescent power dissipation and high
dV/dt
immunity.
The special level shifter is needed since the upper
power device of a half wave bridge has a gate potential that can vary from ground to the value of the
input de voltage supply. The level shifter provides a
floating voltage referenced to the source terminal of
the upper power switch for driving its gate.
The other power IC in the combination is the IR2100
buck converter bias supply designed to be operated
off-line. The chip accepts de inputs between 100 and
500 V, operates at 150 kHz, and provides a fixed 15-V
regulated output with a load current up to 500 mA.
The IR2100 will be available in either TO-220 or TO-3
packages and the IR2110 will be available in a 14-pin
plastic dual in-line package, small outline packages, or
a sidebrazed ceramic DIP. The IR2100 will cost $9.10
each and the IR2110 $7.00 each in 1,000-piece quantities. Both parts will become available in the last quarter of this year. The remaining chips in the set are the
IR current-sensing HEXSense power MOS FETs, and
HEX FET power MOS FETs.
The basis of the chip set's two power ICs is International Rectifier's high-voltage integrated-circuit (HVIC)
technology, which combines low-voltage bipolar and
CMOS devices with high-voltage DMOS output devices.
The high-voltage junction isolation process is based on
Electronics/April

28, 1988

CHIP SET CUTS POWER-SUPPLY
DESIGN TIME UP TO 60%
International Rectifier's solution lets engineers
use system, rather than circuit-design, approach
a modular biMOS process flow that includes
integration options for a wide variety of
small-signal and power output devices.
The process is capable of a variety of
lateral power outputs. The same diffusions
forming the source and channel regions of
the lateral DMOS can also form the emitter
and base of a lateral npn transistor. Also
available is ahigh voltage lateral pMOS device useful for high side switching or high voltage
CMOS stages. The vertical pnp formed by the surface
p+ diffusion and the substrate can be used for lowside switching.
In HVIC technology, the high-voltage level shifting
functions and output drives are integrated. Previously, high-voltage level shifting required additional external circuitry, with only the low-voltage driver functions available as commercial single-chip devices.
The new International Rectifier half-bridge driver
and the bias supply power ICs use two-dimensional
charge control techniques to fabricate high-voltage nchannel and p-channel DMOS and insulated-gate bipolar transistor devices on the same chip. In this pro-
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CHIP SET SUITS POWER SUPPLY OR MOTOR DRIVE
VBOOTSTRAP
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uses Schmitt triggers to accept CMOS

logic levels and can drive apair of high voltage MOS
FETs or isolated-gate bipolar transistors.

building block approach can be used to develop chip sets of compatible technologies
LOW SIDE
working together in these different output
U.
VOLTAGE
GATE DRIVE
VCC
LOCKOUT
topologies. The IR2110 half-bridge driver is
a building block designed for bridge or
dual-forward output configurations.
System design requirements for off-line
SCHMITT
OUTPUT
RS LATCH
I
L -----^
TRIGGER
DRIVER
operated circuits differ extensively from
simple low-voltage signal processing circuit
designs. Typically, the designs must handle
up to 400 V for U. S. systems, and up to 800
cess, lateral DMOS devices with high breakdown voltV for European systems. Furthermore, with miniaturages are fabricated in standard thin epitaxial junction
ization driving every design, form factor and space
isolated structures. Furthermore, this device structure
utilization have become critical design parameters.
allows for high-side operation of the output device.
Shrinking size requirements for efficient use of power
Also, the charge in the drift region of the lateral- and two-way communications with information-prodiffused LDMOS device is finely tailored to achieve cessing circuits make off-line power designs very depunch-through voltage greater than the high voltage
manding as complete electronic systems.
rail from the surface p-type diffusions to the groundSwitched-mode power conversion output topologies
ed p-type substrate. This feature allows drain and
common to off-line designs are basically one, two, or
source to swing to the potential of the high-voltage
four quadrant types. These circuits convert one levrail. The high-voltage sections are isolated from the el—or form—of voltage and current to another level
low-voltage sections, and from each other, by conven- such as de-to-dc, dc-to-ac, ac-to-ac, or ac-to-dc.
tional diffused-junction isolation techniques used in
Extremely efficient full and half-bridge off-line
linear bipolar and biCMOS technologies.
power converters can be designed using the IR2110
Within the International Rectifier HVIC technology,
half-bridge driver and IR2100 bias supply power ICs,
low-voltage CMOS analog and digital circuits can be and IR HEXFET and HEXSense current-sensing power
designed for supply rails up to 30 V. In the new
MOS FETs. These components are completely compatiprocess, bipolar devices are available as precision lin- ble, making design very simple. For example, atypical
ear circuits such as bandgap and Zener references,
full-bridge power supply uses two IR2110s to drive
and high-voltage devices operate with typical break- two half-bridge output stages connected in parallel.
down voltages above 600 V, the limit of the high- The individual half-bridge consists of a high-voltage
voltage junction.
HEX PET on the high side, and aHEXSense on the low
The two new power ICs and their companions in
side. Current-sense signals from the two HEXSense
the chip set are used mainly as building blocks for devices are fed to the application-specific primary-side
power converters. Power-converter circuit systems are controller for pulse-by-pulse current-mode control or
particularly suited for partitioning into functional
current-limit shutdown. The primary-side bias supply
building blocks; every power-converter system needs
is provided by the IR2100 operating from the highthe same functions: system controller, interface, out- voltage de input rail. In another example, typical
put drivers, output switching devices, LC filter stage,
brushless-dc or ac-motor drives use a three-phase
isolated feedback element, and system bias supply.
bridge design made up of an IR2100 bias supply, three
All basic functions can be designed as standard
IR2110 half-bridge drivers, three HEX FETs, and three
building blocks for use at specific voltage and current HEXSense current-sensing power MOS FETs in parallel
outputs for each topology, except the system controlhalf-bridge output stages.
-Jerry Lyman
ler whose circuitry varies with each application. This
For more information, circle 482 on the reader service card.
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COMPANIES

BETTING THE COMPANY ON AHIGH-PRICED PLANT
N

Chrysler Corp., believing that the
costs will keep dropping. A big part of
omatter how they rate Internationthe future is leveraging off the MOS
al Rectifier Corp.'s chances of be- plant would still be a worthy investFET market position into the smartment. "It's abig strategic bet; in fact,
coming amajor player in the worldwide
power business. These devices, which
power-chip game, even its sharpest crit- they've bet the total assets of the
company, "says John W. Johnson, reintegrate control logic and power
ics and competitors concede that the
search director of Cable Howse & Ra- switching on the same chip, are expectsmall firm possesses vision and daring.
ed to start a meteoric growth in the
Even in the power MOS FET world,
gen, Inc., a Seattle brokerage firm.
next year or so and attain major chip
which has been notable since the late Johnson, who has followed the compastatus in the 1990s.
1970s for bickering over technology
ny during the building period, is
and fierce competition for market among the small but growing cadre
As events have unfolded since Hexfet America production started last
share, the El Segundo, Calif., compa- of Wall Street supporters who believe
the investment can pay off.
year, however, breaking even keeps
ny's stance is controversial.
Not surprisingly, company manage- getting tougher. Large buyers such
During the past five years, the famment also looks to brighter vistas, de- as automobile firms and scrappy powily-run company has focused industry
er MOS FET sellers have
attention on itself by atcombined to cause adrop in
tempting to become the
prices—from an average
recognized world leader in
selling price of $1.42 each
the efficient manufacture
in December 1986 to well
of power MOS FETs. Its veunder $1 by January of this
hicle is a new plant unlike
year, says Johnson.
others in the power field—
Officials at competing
it is designed and built enfirms point to this continutirely for production of the
ing slide as undercutting
company's HEX FET verInternational
Rectifier's
sion of the MOS FET. The
move to sustained profit285,000 sq. ft. plant seeks
ability, and thus any claim
efficiency through a design
to product leadership. "Bedescribed as the only one to
cause of the magnitude of combine wafer fabrication
and assembly in a continu- At International Rectifier's Hexfet America, relatively few people oper- IR's debt, their profits can
ous in-line manufacturing ate one of the most highly automated wafer fabrication plants in the U. S. only be marginal in good
years, and the bad years
process. Production cycles
spite the strains of financing expan- will be disastrous," says one, who deas short as four days will allow atwoclines to be identified. Others think
week turnaround for volume deliver- sion and production problems caused
that production from Far Eastern
from meeting now-heavy chip demand
ies; a wait of up to ten weeks is the
sources will keep the pressure on.
in a startup plant. Not only do they
current norm for power chips.
For now, atop company goal is keeppredict profitability for the quarter
But it is the scale of the plant,
ending June 30, but they also say that ing a healthy share of the world MOS
called Hexfet America, that raises inFET market, which is between $240
dustry eyebrows, mainly because of a smooth ramp-up at Hexfet America
million and $250 million this year, up
its relation to the size of the company
promises even better performance.
as a whole. International Rectifier "We can see being dominant in power from 1987's $170 million. "At present,
spent some $90 million on the plant,
MOS FETs by the early 1990s," says
we hold over 50% of the U. S.'s nearly
Alexander Lidow, senior executive
$100 million," says Eric Lidow, compalocated in Rancho, Calif., about 90
vice president for technology and
ny chairman and president. The commiles southeast of corporate headquarters—a lot of money for acompa- manufacturing and the manager most pany's share of the $70 million-to-$80
million European region is put at 30%,
ny with 1987 annual sales of $150 mil- closely identified with the plant.
The MOS FET plan is simple in outits share of the $70 million Japanese
lion. And the major expenditures were
made during the 1985-86 chip reces- line, though not easy to carry out, espe- market at 10%. Its MOS FET sales are
now more than $75 million a year.
cially with competition from major chip
sion when demand fell at the same
But chief competitor Motorola Inc.
firms worldwide. It rests on the econotime that competition sent unit prices
plummeting. This caused the firm to mies of scale to be gained when Hexfet challenges International Rectifier's figAmerica volumes go above the magic
ures, saying they are too high. "Their
go deeply into the red, losing nearly
30% capacity level at which it turns
shares are really much lower than
$25 million over the 10-quarter span
ending Dec. 31, 1987.
profitable, now slated to happen short- that," says one Motorola official.
The company ran out of funding bely. Above 30%, the company says it can
Still, Alex Lidow sounds confident.
grab ever-bigger market chunks from
"We're on a fast track, with at least a
fore the plant went fully onstream
two-year lead, and others can't move
last year. It borrowed $60 million last competitors and write increasingly
October from afinancial subsidiary of profitable business because its unit fast enough," he says. -Larry Waller
Electronics/April 28, 1988
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The solution is at hand, with parts,
design and production assistance
from OK!

111

Oki is ready to help you speed product
development, improve your production efficiency
and shave costs with integrated system technologies
and long-term technical support. Oki is more than a
one-stop source of the highest-quality electronic
devices and state-of-the-art ASIC support. We
provide total project assistance, from design and
manufacturing of system components and modules
to technology assistance, available at any development stage, through design centers in the U.S.,
Europe and Asia.
Our achievements are your solutions.
Oki's technical leadership in I.C.s, Displays, PCB,
Factory Automation and SMD manufacturing forms
the basis for our system technologies services.
And, Oki leadership is backed up by astrong
commitment to the future, developing 4M dynamic
RAMs, GaAs ICs and others to help you achieve
your full potential, now and in the years to come.
For more information contact your nearest Oki
representative.
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.

Oki Semiconductor Group

Electronic Devices Group
Overseas Marketing Group
Head Office Annex
10-3, Shibaura, 4-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Tel: 3-454-2111
Fax: 3-798-7643
Telex: J22627

650 North Mary Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A.
Tel: (408) 720-1900
Fax: (408) 720-1921
Telex: (910) 338-0508 OKI
SUVL

Oki Electric Europe GmbH

Oki Electronics
(Hong Kong) Ltd.

Niederkasseler Lohweg 8,
4000 Düsseldorf 11,
West Germany
Tel: 0211-5955-0
Fax: 0211-59-1669
Telex: 8584312 OKI D

ELECTRONIC DEVICES

immOl

16th Floor, Fairmont House,
8Cotton Tree Drive, Hong Kong
Tel: 5-263111
Fax: 5-200102
Telex: 62459 OKIHK HX

OK.I
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Tokyo, Japan
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Instant Grat
G

oahead. Indulge yourself. And say hello to BUSTER. The
first user-configurable MPU peripheral. And the fastest and easiest
way yet to get your proprietary design from concept to silicon.
Finally there's away to get the off-the-shelf convenience
of ITL.Without dealing with acres of board space.
In fact, with BUSTER you'll get the performance and single
chip advantages ofASICs.While avoiding the painful NRE, long
development cycles and inventory burdens.
You can program BUSTER for almost any peripheral
function you can name. Counter/timers, data converters,
configurable I/0 ports, data communication transceivers and
lots more.
And it'll work perfectly with just about any MPU. Including
8, 16 and 32 bit parts from Intel, Motorola, National, Zilog and
others. Even when they're running at 25 MHz with no wait states.
BUSTER's amazingly flexible. It combines afast, bus
organized architecture with apowerful 20 macrocell CMOS EPLD.
Giving you 52 register bits, an 8bit I/O, cascadable to greater
widths, a24 inA bus port and along list of other features. More than
enough, in fact, to give you plenty of performance and functions
for almost any application. Including those using the IBM Micro
Channel bus or MIL-STD-1750A processors.
Best of all, you make it happen — concept to silicon — in
hours. Not days or weeks. All you need is your PC and our powerful
A+PLUS software and development system. You'll enter your
design using macrofunctions based on over 100 ITL devices. And
you'll program your parts in minutes. It's about as close as you
can get to instant gratification.
So find out how BUSTER can help make short work of
your peripheral designs. Call us today for data sheets or more
information.
You'll be gratified you did.

Call (408) 984-2800.

3525 Monroe Street
Santa Clara, CA 95051
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C 1987 AITERA CORPORATION.
BUSTER and A+PLIN are trademarks of.4Jtera Corporation. IBM and Micro Channel
are registered trademarks of International BusinessMachines Corporation.
Distributed in
Alliance, Pioneer. Quality Components. Schweber,14yle and
Hall-Mark In Canada, distributed by Future and Semad.
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Mainframe functionality...
...desktop convenience!
MacGDSTM is a powerful, cost effective tool supporting the interactive
design of Integrated Circuits and Hybrids, from initial concept to documentation.

Call today to find out more about this revolutionary product:
11 Donex Street, Pointe-Claire, Quebec, CANADA H9R 4Z2
TECHNOLOGY

Inc.

(514) 694-9773 FAX (514) 694-0908

•GDSII stream conpatibility allows link to any
computer; Gerbe" input/output
•Ethernet support for networking
•easily handles circuis incorporating millions
of transistors
•64 layers/ 99 hierarchical levels
•powerful editing with add poly, sub poly
nested command structure; group commands and full edit-in-place capability with
multiple window support; unconstrained
ascend/descend capability to any level in the
hierarchy
•supports Array and Structure references,.
boundaries, paths, and text elements
•Square, Octagonal, Vector and two-point,
interactive Arc digitiing modes
•user-definable colors, fill patterns, cursors
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THE ANSWER TO YOUR LOCATION NEEDS
Electronic production's got the line on agreat business
climate in Volusia County. From Daytona Beach Community College's Centers for Electronic Specialization
..to a lower cost and tax profile ...companies like
General Electric, Pacific Scientific, Sparton Electronics
ation for growth.
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SEMICONDUCTORS

OPTICAL DISK DRIVES FINALLY
GET A CONTROLLER CHIP SET

ince the advent of optical storage technology
nearly a decade ago, one of the biggest barriers
to building commercial disk drives has been the
lack of both a standard controller format and the
silicon to make it work. But now optical drive makers
can buy a controller that meets proposed standards
Western Digital's encoder/decoder completes a
from Western Digital Corp., a seasoned controller
five-chip set that meets proposed ANSI standards
supplier. The company's key accomplishment is an encoder/decoder chip, the WD60C31 Endec, due out in
April in sample quantities, that fills the last socket of ror-detection-and-correction devices and the
an optical-controller architecture the Irvine, Calif.,
three other chips: the WD33C93 Small Comfirm has designed over the past several years. West- puter Systems Interface controller, the
ern Digital now has in hand the five proprietary de- ADS3570
buffer
manager,
and
the
WD10000 disk controller. The board bunvices necessary for an integrated-controller chip set,
including its WD60080 error-detection-and-correction
dles a number of features into an opticalchip, which was unveiled late in 1987.
memory prototyping tool for developing and
"All of [the devices] are here; it's a new architec- debugging firmware and hardware (see fig.
ture for high-performance optical controllers," says
1). It supports up to four drives, and has
Raj Doshi, Western Digital's engineering manager for sustained 1:1 sector interleave and built-in diagnostics,
storage products, who has directed development of along with either dynamic random-access memory or
static RAM track buffer and limited defect mapping.
the project since it started two years ago. "We are the
only company with a complete set of chips for the The WD1008-OPT has a 5.25-in, footprint and runs
from a single 5-V de supply.
next wave of storage, which is optical." Doshi is also
a representative on the American National Standards
Both the board and the chip set support the SCSI
protocol and the modified Extended Small Disk InterInstitute committee charged with setting international
standards for the optical storage physical format, in- face. SCSI features include ANSI X3.131 performance,
cluding error-correction codes. These ANSI standards
arbitration, disconnect/reconnect, and acommon comfor a continuous-composite format are written for mand set for optical applications. Asynchronous data
transfer is at 1.8 Mbytes/s, and synchronous transfer
WORM, or write-once, read-many-times 5.25-in, optical
drives. Because of Doshi's and Western Digital's in- at 4 Mbytes/s. Modified ESDI transfer speed is up to
volvement with standards activities, the new control15 Mbits/s, with optical commands and programmable
lers fully satisfy requirements of the ANSI format, he
format plus interleave.
"At the heart of the optical format is the encoder/desays, and "by having astandard design, they help the
optical industry move a key step toward interchange- coder chip, which performs the critical detection of error
ability." Prospective users have approved the stan- conditions," Doshi says. Western Digital started designdards, Doshi says, and they will be
sent later this year to be acted upon
COMPLETE CONTROL FOR OPTICAL DISKS
by the International Standards
Organization.
Some storage-equipment vendors
EPROM
riph
WD60C31
already have ahead start in designI
DATA
rem=
RUNing the new chips into their optical
80188
LENGTHADDRESS I
CLOCK
LIMITED
drives, which are slated to debut in
2,7
May at Comdex. At least four firms,
RESYNC
60080
which Western Digital declines to
ERROR
DETECTION
name, worked closely with the com5010000
CONTROL
AND
pany during a six-month developCORRECTION
DISK
CONTROL
CONTROLLER
PHASEment period, using emulation boards
LOCKED
33C93
LOOP
provided by the company to take the
ADS 3570
place of the two error-correction
SCSI
BUFFER
CONTROLLER
MANAGER
chips. One measure of the new EnCONTROL
dec's complexity: the emulation
board requires 245 integrated cirITO DRIVE CONTROL
DATA
DATA
LOGIC)
cuits in place of the single chip.
DATA
II
With the integrated chip set in
RAM
hand, Western Digital can sell the
devices either as a unit or with an
additional license for the source coding and formating. But buyers are
1. Optical-disk-drive manufacturers not only have acomplete controller chip set or board to work
likely to go for the new WD1008OPT board, which contains the er- with, but also one that performs the crucial error detection and correction.
Electronics/April 28, 1988
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cy oscillator field; the data-address mark; encoded
user data; and resync marks.) The major part of defining the information falls to the WD10000 disk controller, working with the Endec. In the variable-frequency
oscillator fields, for example, the disk controller specifies the field size and the Endec creates the specific
high-frequency pattern. This happens after the controller initiates the writing function and sends an nonreturn-to-zero-inverted data pattern to the WD60C31,
which then writes a fixed run-length-limited pattern
on the disk. The controller ends the variable-frequency
oscillator field with a signal during the last byte that
also triggers writing of the previously programmed
data address mark. The Endec completes this phase
by encoding incoming nonreturn-to-zero-inverted data
and injecting the data resync mark, which also is a
preprogrammed pattern, into the encoded write data
path. This entire operation continues as required.
The layout of the 512-byte sector format shows the
Endec's role in allowing the computer to read the
optical media. Doshi notes that employing the tripleredundant ID fields for optical error detection and
correction leads to the need for 746 bytes to write 512
bytes (see fig. 2). In a 1,024-byte sector format, 1,360
bytes are needed. "Regard that as overhead in the
optical format," Western Digital engineers advise.
An example of how the Endec functions with respect to the ANSI standard for 5.25-in, optical drives is
found in the format for the continuous servo in using
the three redundant sector ID fields. Each field is
identical in content except for the cyclic redundancy
check and two bits for identification within the sector
byte. For sector marking, the five-byte mark can be
detected without using the phase-locked loop, instead
employing alternating long marks of three- and fivebit times. These marks are prerecorded and have a
read signal of greater than 0.5 V in amplitude. Of the
three variable-frequency oscillator areas, it is necessary that VF02 differ in both pattern and length.
That is, it must be four bytes shorter.
Because three concatenated ID fields
FINDING AND FIXING ERRORS
and run-length-limited 2:7 modulation
coding is employed, the conditions leadLEGEND .
14 BYTES
ing into each variable-frequency-oscillaAM
=ADDRESS MARK
ALPC =AUTOMATIC LASER
tor 2 area will vary, depending on the
. 1B
38
5B
36
28
POWER CONTROL
B
=BYTES
last byte recorded in the preceeding ID
BUFF= BUFFER
field. The reason is that a different
CRC =CYCLIC REDUNDANCY
TRACK SECALPC
ODF GAP FLAG GAP
CRC
CHECK
TOR
NO.
variable-frequency-oscillator pattern is
10
=IDENTIFICATION
013F =OFFSET DETECTION
needed prior to the second and third ID
FLAG
SM
=SECTOR MARK
sectors, to allow the last byte of CRC to
VFO =VARIABLE-FREQUENCY
OSCILLATOR
achieve correct decoding.
Effort and resources put into the EnDATA+
dec chip, along with the earlier
ODF+
ID+
1D+
ID+
(
à) CONTROL+
SM VF01 AM
VF02 AM
VF02 AM CRC PA FLAG+ VF03 > ECC/CRC
Sm
CRC
CRC
WD60080 error-detecting-and-correctGAPS
e)
RESYNC
ing chip, "are the culmination of a significant investment in new technology
5B
1B
58
88
18
58
18
148
128
36
6488
178
13 12B
88
18 1
for Western Digital," says Doshi. He
PRE FORMED AREA
663 BYTES
estimates that altogether the chips re52 BYTES
quired more than 90 man-months of de746 BYTE SECTOR
velopment time, with the error-detection device taking up about 75% of the
2. Triple-redundant identification fields, which are necessary to ensure that errors are
effort.
—Larry Waller
ing the WD60C31 last June as soon as the ANSI opticalformat standards reached final form. Besides using a
triple-redundant scheme of media-sector ID fields for
detecting errors in the optical media (magnetic disks
need only asingle field), the chip is tailored for another
fundamental task: bridging Winchester technology and
optical formatting. The chip encodes nonreturn-to-zeroinverted data from the disk controller to optical runlength-limited 2:7 data for the drive, and decodes the
information in a reverse operation. It is a 44-pin 5-V
CMOS device built at AT&T Co. fabrication facilities using a 1.25-m process.
The chip operates by generating on-the-fly errorcorrection bytes, sometimes called "check bytes" or
"redundancies". It reads the data field or generates
corrections by reading potentially erroneous data and
redundancies, with the external processor performing
the actual data correction. Single-byte errors are corrected in 200 its when the processor is an 8-MHz
80188. The error-correction software algorithm was
developed by Western Digital and is licensed by the
company.
In organization, the WD60C31 signals are functionally divided into three interface groups: disc controller, 10 pins; phase-locked loop, 12 pins; and microprocessor bus, 17 pins. General support of the chip
requires 4 pins.
The Endec also generates and detects optical sync
marks and supports resync generation and detection,
which uses 16 code bits, along with extended recovery
techniques. It also detects run-length violations and
missing resyncs. Rotational-speed tolerance is ± 0.4%.
Data rates of up to 15 MHz can be attained. Because
the Endec is programmable, it will accommodate the
changes in data formats.
The chip shares responsibility with its four Western
Digital mates for defining the type and quantity of
information to be written on the media. (An optical
drive's data field has four types: the variable-frequen-

BUFF

7/

detected and corrected, also mean extra bytes are needed to write-746 to write 512 bytes.
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enith Data Systems's new portable computer is
the first battery-operated laptop to offer the
power of an 80386-based desktop personal computer. In addition, the Glenview, Ill., company says its
Turbosport 386 is the only portable that can operate
for up to 2hours on battery power with no degradation in system performance.
To provide this high performance in abattery-operated system, the Turbosport features extensive power
management capability, especially to cut power consumption in the liquid-crystal display and disk drive—
the highest power consuming components of alaptop.
Innovations in the Winchester disk drive contribute
the most to conserving battery power. It has four power
modes: standby, idle, seek, and read/write. The first
consumes amere 0.5 W; the second, 2.0 W; the third, 2.8
W; and the last, 4.2 W. Power-management controls on
the disk drive let the user increase battery life beyond
two hours by reducing the system's performance.
Such technical prowess has made Zenith the leading
supplier—but by no means the dominant one—of laptop portables with 25% of the U. S. market, says Peter
Teige, senior analyst at Dataquest Inc., San Jose,
Calif. This puts Zenith just ahead of Toshiba America
Inc., of Tustin, Calif., which has 24%; Grid Systems
Inc., the Mountain View, Calif., subsidiary of Tandy
Corp., with 11%; and NEC Home Electronics Inc., of
Wood Dale, Ill., with 8%. If Zenith can maintain its
market share through 1991, when Teige expects the
laptop market to reach $3.6 billion, the company could
be shipping nearly $1 billion in laptops.
As it rolls out this newest line of portable computers, comprising a286-based line called Supersport and
a top-of-the-line 386-based product called Turbosport,
Zenith is in a good position to capitalize on this expanding market. The new line, which has just begun
reaching dealers, consists of the Supersport 286 model
20, Supersport 286 model 40, and Turbosport 386. At
the top of the line, the Turbosport 386—which sells
for $7999—does not require ac power to operate its
high-resolution LCD, 40-Mbyte Winchester disk drive,
and 12-MHz 80386 microprocessor (see fig. 1).
"Operating at 12 MHz with no wait states on battery
power, the Turbosport 386 outperforms 16-MHz 80386based desktop computers that require one wait state,"
says Howard Fullmer, program manager at Zenith. The
relationship between the two is that the Zenith chip
operates at both 12 and 6 MHz. At the faster 12-MHz
speed, it outperforms a 16-MHz chip. The user can
switch the microprocessor from 12 MHz to 6 MHz to
accommodate software written for the slower clock
speed and to extend battery life beyond two hours.
The system comes with 2 Mbytes of random-access
memory, which can be expanded to 3Mbytes. All RAM
above 1Mbyte adheres to the expanded-memory specification developed by Intel, Lotus, and Microsoft. The
system comes with MS-DOS 3.21 software, but users
can operate with OS/2, Xenix, or Windows 386.
The computer comes with a capability called intelligent power management (IPM) which provides the
user with two power control modes—session and dyElectronics/April 28, 1988
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THIS LAPTOP HAS THE POWER
OF AN 80386-BASED PC
The Turbosport 386 from Zenith Data Systems can
run for up to 2 hours without system degradation
namic. In the former, the user calls on a
set-up menu before beginning a computing
session to tell the laptop which subsystems
to power up during the session. For example, the system has an optional internal modem which the user can choose not to power so as to conserve battery life. IPM
switches
power
to
the
user-chosen
components.
Under dynamic control, the user can change previous power arrangements. For example, he can change
the clock speed of the 80386 microprocessor or reduce
the brightness of the backlight. Besides these manual
changes, the IPM can also automatically control power
to individual components.
The IPM automatically removes de voltage when a
component has not been used for a period of time
specified by the user. This conserves the Nicad battery pack powering the system. Components or functions that can be controlled dynamically include the
communications ports, backlighting of the LCD, modem, disk drives, and processor speed. "Controlling
the LCD and the hard-disk drive achieves the lion's
share of the power savings," says Fullmer. He says

1. Zenith's new 386-based laptop holds its own with any desktop machine, yet
it runs on batteries. Its LCD display offers high image quality.
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accuracy of positions. The faster transfer rate results
from using run-length-limited encoding to compress
more bits per inch onto the disk surface. Compressed
data comes off the disk at a faster rate than uncomTO HOST PC
pressed data. "There are several power-hungry ele-ments on adisk drive," says John Squires, vice presiPC-AT HOST
dent of engineering and a founder of Conner PeriINTERFACE LOGIC
pherals. "These include the read/write circuits, drive
electronics, and spindle motor." To conserve power
68HC11 CMOS
while maintaining performance, the drive has its own
DATAMICROBUFFER
power management circuit which interacts with the
PROCESSOR
RAM
computer's power management system (see fig. 2)
controlled by the host central processing unit.
The drive's 68HC11 CMOS microprocessor controls the
4.4.4.41
DISK
32 KBIT
power-management circuit. The processor receives comFORMATTER
ROM
LOGIC
mands from the PC's host CPU directing the drive to
operate in one of the two power saving modes: session
or dynamic. In the dynamic mode, the drive offers the
2,7 RUN
host CPU two additional commands not available on
LENGTH'
VOLTAGESPIN
other
disk drives: spin-up-and-set-time and spin-down
TO SPIN _
CONTROLLED
LIMITED
MOTOR
MOTOR
OSCILLATOR
ENCODER/
CIRCUIT
timers.
With the former, the host directs the drive to
DECODER
apply power to the spin motor and shut the power off if
there is no activity from the host in some user prescribed amount of time. With the latter, the host directs
POWER
READ/
MANAGEMENT
WRITE
the drive to turn the spin motor off. "In addition, the
CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
TO/FROM
drive itself has four modes that provide different levels
READ/WRITE
HEAD
of performance and power savings," says Squires. "In
order of increasing power consumption, these are standTO
ACTUATOR
SERVO
ACTUATOR
by, idle, seek, and read/write."
CIRCUIT
CIRCUIT
At the lowest level of power consumption, the standby mode, the spin motor is shut down and the drive
consumes a mere 0.5 W of power. When this mode is
2. The Turbosport's 40-Mbyte drive has a power-management
operational, system performance is affected by the addicircuit to interact with the host CPU's power-management system.
tional time needed to spin the drive up to fill a disk
request, but battery life is extended beyond the two
80386-based laptops from competitors come with more
hours of normal operation. When the system operates at
power-hungry plasma displays and disk drives and full performance, the drive is normally in idle mode, in
must operate with ac power.
which it consumes 2 IÁT of power. In this mode, the
The Turbosport's leading-edge LCD contributes to
drive's power-management circuit applies power to the
its ability to operate on battery power alone for over spin motor and actuator, but not the read/write heads.
two hours. The new display saves 20 to 30 minutes of
In the seek mode—when the host requests the drive
battery life over a plasma display. "Our enhanced to reposition the read/write head—the power-manag&
page-white display not only draws half the power of a ment circuit applies additional power to the actuator
plasma display," says Fullmer, "it is as easy to read motor. The drive's power consumption rises to 2.8 W as
as aplasma." The display has a20-to-1 contrast ratio,
power is applied to move the head, still low compared
comparable to cathode-ray tube displays and higher with most other drives. Finally, once the drive has found
than the 18-to-1 ratio of a plasma display. "Its image the correct track and the host CPU has requested data
quality stems from fluorescent backlighting, 400-line from a sector inside the track, the drive goes into the
resolution, and descending characters formed with an read/write mode. With the read/write circuits on, the
8-by-16-pixel raster for better clarity. In addition, the drive consumes 4.2 W of power. Even with the drive
80-character-by-25-line display screen is one-third larg- operating in idle, seek, and read/write modes, the disk
er than other portable screens, so its aspect ratio is
drive extends battery life 30 to 45 minutes longer than
comparable to a CRT screen," he says.
other low-power 31
/-in. Winchester drives.
2
Desktop performance also comes from the fast-ac"CMOS is used throughout the control electronics of
cess-time Winchester disk drive, a specially designed the drive to reduce power consumption," says Squires.
40-Mbyte unit codeveloped by Zenith and Conner Peri"However, because the read/write circuit must operate
pherals Inc., of San Jose, Calif. Called the Power- at an 8-Mbit/s data rate internally, it is implemented
Miser, the drive offers a 27-ms average access time
with high-speed logic which draws over awatt of power.
and afast 8-Mbit/s data transfer rate. In other drives,
Controlling when those power-hungry circuits are on
a 5-Mbit/s transfer rate is more typical.
goes a long way toward conserving battery life and
To achieve this fast-average access time, a rotary
allows the computer to reach performance levels compavoice coil actuator positions the read/write head over rable to a desktop portable."
-Jonah McLeod
the tracks and an embedded servo system ensures
For more information, circle 484 on the reader service card.
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Brace your shelf
The new Fluke catalog is about to hit your
desk, carrying the entire Fluke and Philips
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Sit at your workstation. Enter an image.
And exit with color hardcopy. That's all
you have to remember about compatibility
with aSeiko Color Hardcopier.
Because it doesn't matter what workstation you work with—Sun, Apollo, H-P
DEC, IBM, Silicon Graphics or one of 50
others. Our hardcopier works with them
all.Without forcing you to write any software.
Plus, Seiko Color Hardcopiers are
the only ones that let you connect up to
4dissimilar systems to it at the same time.
Making it avery cost-effective shared
resource.

Of course, there's alot more to the
story Like colors—thousands of them.
And proven installations—thousands of
them, too.
So exit this ad and enter our phone
number. We'll be happy to show you how
to get the industry's best looking color
hardcopy from any workstation you use.
Call Martin Nelson at
(408) 943-9100 today.

SEIKO IO.
Seiko Instruments USA

© 1987 Seiko Instruments USA.Visuals courtesy of Apollo Computer, Inc.; Digital Equipment Corporation; Hewlet-Packard Co.; Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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AREA SALES OFFICES: CENTRAL AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (312) 945-1500; EASTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (617; 272-4352; NORTHWESTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc., (408) 737-9844; SOUTHWESTERN
REGION, Toshiba America, Inc., (714)259-0368; SOUTH CENTRAL RESION, Toshiba America, Inc., at4) 480-0470; SOUTHEASTERN REGION, Toshiba America, Inc., (404) 368-0203; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE, Fishkill, New
York, Toshiba America, Inc., (914) 896-6500; BOCA RATON, FLORIDA, Toshiba America, Inc.,1305) 394-3004. REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES: ALABAMA, Montgomery Marketmg, Inc., (205) 830-0498; ARIZONA, Summit Sales,
(602) 998-4850; ARKANSAS, MIL-REP Associates, (512) 346-6331; CALIFORNIA (Notthern) Elrepcm, Ire., (415) 962-0660; CALIFORNIA (L.A. 8Orange County) Bager Electronics, Inc., (818) 712-0011, (714) 957-3367, (San
Diego County) Eagle Technical Sales, (619) 743-6550; COLORADO, Straube Associates Nountah States, nc.. (303) 426-0890; CONNECTICUT, Datcom, Inc., (203) Z88-7005; FLORIDA, Sales Engineering Concepts,
(305) 426-4601, (305) 682-4800; GEORGIA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (41141 447-6124; IDAHO, Components West, (509) 922-2412; ILLINOIS, Carlson Electronic Sales, (312) 956-8240, R.W. Kunz, (314) 966-4977;
INDIANA, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317) 842-3245; IOWA, C.H. Horn. (319)393-8703; KANSAS, D.L£ Electronics, (316) 744-1229; KENTUCKY, Leslie M. DeVoe Company,(317) 842-3245; LOUISIANA, MIL-REP Associates,
(713) 444-2557; MAINE, Datcom, Inc.. (617) 891-4600; MASSACHUSETTS, Dalcom, Inc., (817)891-4600; MICHIGAN, Action Components Sales, (313) 349-3940; MINNESOTA, Electric Component Sales, (612) 933-2594;

Remember,
Toshiba Is Producing
TheWorld's Broadest
Line Of
Density
Non-Volatile Memory.
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Only Toshiba volume
production can give you the
non-volatiles you need —in
the leading edge densities
you want.
For high reliability, low
PART NO.
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PROCESS

cost and automatic insertion
capability, select OTPs in
densities to 512K. Choose
from awide selection in
EPROMs, including one of
the fastest 1MB available.
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ONE TIME PROGRAMMABLE
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3210(8
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3210(8

CMOS

TMM27256AD1

321(X8

NMOS

TMM245I2P

6410(8

NMOS

TC57256D

32KX8

CMOS

TMM245I2F

6410(8

NMOS

TC572 56AD

3210(8

CMOS

TC541000P

12810(8

CMOS

TMM275I2D

6410(8

NMOS

TC541001P

12810(8

CMOS

TMM27512D1

6410(8

NMOS

TC571000D

I2810(8

CMOS

TC53257P

3210(8

TC57100ID

12810(8

CMOS

lt53257F

32KX8

CMOS

CMOS

TC531000AP

12810(8

CMOS

TMM27I28AD—

TC57I024D

64KX16

8KX8

CMOS

TC531001AP

12810(8

CMOS

NMOS

TC532000P

25610(8

CMOS

TC534000P

51210(8

CMOS

ONE TIME PROGRAMMABLE
TMM2464AP

ROM

TMM2464AF

8KX8

NMOS

TMM24128AP

161003

NMOS

= +/-10%Vœ AVAILABLE

And in ROMs, you can
get up to 2and 4MB in
cmos today.
Nobody else offers you
so many options in high
density non-volatile
memories with the production capabilities to deliver in
volume, on time.
Why deal with aherd
of suppliers to get all the
non-volatiles you want.
Just remember
Toshiba, the
heavyweight
in nonvolatiles.
Toshiba. The Power in
Non-Volatile Memories.
TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC.

MISSISSIPPI, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (205) 830-0498: MISSOURI, OLE. Electronics, (316)744-1229, R.W. Kunz, (314) 966-4977: MONTANA, Components West, (206) 885-5880; NEVADA, Elrepco, Inc (415) 962-0660;
NEBRASKA, D.L.E. Electronics. (316) 744-1229; NEW ENGLAND, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; NEW HAMPSHIRE, Datcom, Inc.. (617) 891-4600; NEW JERSEY, Nexus-Technology, (201) 947-0151. NEW MEXICO, Summit
Sales. (602) 998-4850; NEW YORK, Nexus Technology, (201) 947-0151; Pi-tronics, (315) 455-7346; NORTH CAROLINA/SOUTH CAROLINA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (919) 467-6319; NORTH DAKOTA/SOUTH DAKOTA,
Electric Component Sales, (612) 933-2594; OHIO, Steffen &Associates, (216) 461-8333; (419) 884-2313, (513) 293-3145: OKLAHOMA, MIL-PEP Associates, (214) 644-6731; OREGON, Components West, (503) 684-1671;
PENNSYLVANIA, Nexus Technology, (215) 675-9690, Steffen &Associates, (412) 276-7366; RHODE ISLAND, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; TENNESSEE, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (205) 830-0498; TEXAS, MIL-REP
Associates, (512)346-6331, (713)444-2557, (214) 644-6731; UTAH, Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc., (801)263-2640; VERMONT, Datcom, Inc., (617)891-4600; WEST VIRGINIA, Steffen &Associates, (419)884-2313;
WASHINGTON, Components West, (206) 885-58613, (509) 922-2412; WISCONSIN, Carlson Electronics, (414) 476-2790, Electric Component Sales, (612) 933-2594; WYOMING, Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc.,
(303) 426-0890; CANADA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, Components West, (206) 885-5880; ONTARIO, Electro Source, Inc., (416) 675-4490, (613) 126-1452.
©1987 Toshiba America, Inc.
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5A from +40V supplies ... twice.
Our new OPA2541 gives you more
power for your money and more
usable space on your board. Two
morchithic op amps in a single
hermetic TO-3 provide unmatched
performance and functional density.
Use it for multiple power amp
applications such as servo
amplifiers, motor drivers, voice coil
drive's, and programmable power
supplies.
For more information, contact your
Burr-Brown sales office or call
Applications Engineering,
602/746-1111. Burr-Brown Corp.,
P.O. Box 11400, Tucson, AZ 85734.
*U.S. tint price, AM mcdel in 100s.
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Key Features
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• 5A continuous output from ±10V
to ±40V supplies;
• FET input adds precision, design
flexibility;
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• electrically isolated TO -3 mounts
directly on heat sink
• class A/B output stage minimizes
crossover distortion;

0.1
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• 8V/ms slew rate;
• ±0.1mV offset;
• —25/+85°C, —55/+125°C ranges;
• from $28.95*

BURR -BROWN®
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hree of the brightest spots
on the horizon of the analog and power markets are
switching power supplies, instrumentation amplifiers, and
smart power. They all are making
measurable
headway
against long-established traditional choices. Switching power
supplies are displacing linear ones faster than ever,
monolithic instrumentation amps are beginning to
take on op amps, and smart power is starting to fuel a
revolution in the world of power control.
It was inevitable that switching power supplies
would ultimately dominate linear modes because of
their smaller size and vastly superior efficiency. But
the full consequences of the market changeover from
linears to switchers have become apparent only recently, as the special report on p. 113 points out.
One consequence is the arrival of an arsenal of
protection features as standards rather than options.
Virtually all of today's commercial switchers come
with built-in protection against overvoltages, overcurrents, and thermal overloads. Even valuable systemlevel features are now becoming available at reasonable cost. Often nowadays, commercial switchers allow the user to parallel supplies for sharing load current, stack outputs to add voltage levels, turn the
supply on and off remotely, and monitor input and
output power to warn of impending problems.
The change in instrumentation amplifiers, simply
because they are now available in monolithic form, is
even more startling. Offering much more than their
traditional characteristics of de precision with high
common-mode rejection, monolithic instrumentation
amps are beginning to challenge the ubiquitous op
amp as a universal gain block.
Today's broad variety of choice includes different
types of instrumentation amps and therefore a selection of performance. Beyond the classic three-op-amp
configuration, there is now the simple and economical
difference amp, with its ability to handle high common-mode voltages at gain settings of up to 10, and
even abroadband instrumentation amp—the transconductance device—that holds bandwidth constant even
as gain incrEases. The technical article (p.125)—con-

SPECIAL REPORT:
SWITCHING SUPPLIES

Winning handily over linear supplies because of their efficiency and small size,
switchers o' 150 W and more are also
enhancing user conveniences with afull
array of standard protection circuits and
ahost of system-level features like load
sharing. Page 113.
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ANALOG
II POWER
Switching power supplies put system-level features
onboard for the safety and convenience of users;
monolithic instrumentation amplifiers begin to rival
operating amplifiers; and smart power promises
sweeping changes in the realm of power control
by Lucinda Mattera

tributed by Burr-Brown, a top analog manufacturer,
and written by Jerald Graeme, one of the industry's
foremost analog designers and author of the BurrBrown/McGraw-Hill series of technical books on amplifiers—examines these important changes.
Like the instrumentation amp, power control is undergoing fundamental change. The fledgling technology known as smart power is bringing a number of
substantial and startling differences because it eombines control and power circuitry on the same chip of
silicon. Beyond the obvious savings of space because
of one device rather than two or more, smart power
means the convenience of digital techniques to control
power. It means the elimination of long antenna-like
wire runs between the controller and the load. It
means the advent of fast and effective protection. It
means the ability to control multiple loads with a
single device. And it means the ease of adding extra
features to the system at virtually no cost penalty.
The technical article (p. 135) written by Art Fury
deals with these and the other important issues concerning smart power. One of the leading experts on
smart power, Fury is now one of the principals of a
new smart-power startup company, Power Integrations Inc. Perhaps best known for his long association
with Siliconix Inc., Fury has been one of the pioneering forces in the industry, first for power MOS and
now for smart power.

INSTRUMENTATION AMPS
GAIN ON OP AMPS

Hard to beat for dc precision and cornmon-mode rejection, the instrumentation amplifier has now gone monolithic,
and it is starting to give the operating
amplifier a run for its money, offering a
full selection of choices for the savvy
designer. Page 125.

SMART POWER: READY,
WILLING, AND ABLE

Because it puts control and power side
by side on one chip, the impact of smart
power goes beyond the expected savings in space and cost, proving performance enhancements such as better
protection and extra features as afree
bonus. Page 135.
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• Engineering Excellence In Design and
Manufacturing Since 1945
• Long Life — 5 Year Warranty
• 160 Standard Units: 100 W to 100,000W
6 VDC to 1000 VDC
lA to 3000A
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Plot your own course—request
product information from your
sales representative or call

1-800-631-4298
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ECTRONIC
MEASUREMENTS
INC.
405 ESSEX ROAD, NEPTUNE, NJ 07753
Call TOLL FREE 800-631-4298
Except in N.J., Alaska, Hawaii & Canada
Call 201-922-9300
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ANALOG & POWER

SPECIAL REPORT:
LESS IS MORE
WITH THE LATEST
SWITCHING SUPPLIES

n an era of ever tougher design decisions, there's
one job that's getting easier: specifying power supplies. Designers are discovering that the newest
off-line switching supplies of 150 W and up pack more
power and more features into smaller packages. The
newest switchers offer a variety of voltage and current combinations, so designers often can specify a
ready-made supply for even highly complex systems.
And new supplies that are using advances in component and packaging technology to incorporate such
new system-level features as automatic current sharing, remote on/off control, and alarm circuitry to
monitor input and output power are beginning to apOff-line switching power supplies
pear. Also, protection against excessive voltage, curof 150 W and up are cramming
rent, and temperature has pretty much become standard fare, even in low-cost supplies.
more performance into smaller
Moreover, switcher reliability and quality have imsizes, especially protection and
proved dramatically. These days, impressive figures
monitoring features for the supply
for mean time between failure are likely to be backed
and the system it powers
up by the burn-in of every supply before shipment
and by warranties that cover materials and workmanby Gene Heftman, Contributing Editor
ship for up to five years.
Besides providing awide range of features, today's
switchers offer a variety of voltage and current comoutput supplies into apower assembly. Original-equipbinations in a choice of both open and closed frames
ment makers take this route because it can be diffi(see table, p. 114). Open-frame switchers use conveccult to find a cost-effective multiple-output supply
tion cooling (low-velocity air flow) for managing heat,
while closed-frame ones employ a fan inside their that provides the right combination of voltage levels
housings to do so. Supplies rated from 150 W to 500 W to serve a full range of systems.
That's why, for Kepco's RBX family of 600-W
can be either open- or closed-frame units. System supswitchers, the company offers a standard package
plies—switchers with ratings between 500 W and 1,500
that will hold any combination of single-output units.
W—are usually closed-frame units (see fig. 1). Even
For each supply, a module that contains the entire
with the 65% to 75% efficiency typical of switchers
nowadays, asystem supply can generate hundreds of power section simply slips into the switcher case (see
fig. 2). Current flows out on two busbars that not only
watts worth of heat that must be removed by forced
can carry up to 120 A but also serve as structural
air to prevent damage to both the supply and the
supports for the module. To improve output filtering,
system it powers.
the company can stack as many as 39 capacitors on a
To provide the voltage levels needed by today's
systems, many switchers offer multiple
outputs, typically four different voltage
and current combinations—and sometimes up to seven or nine outputs.
Since numerous applications employ 5-V
logic, a5-V output is virtually standard.
That output can deliver from tens of
amperes in medium-power switchers
(150 W to 350 W) to hundreds of amperes in high-power (800 W to 1,500 W)
units. Other common voltages are 12,
15, 18, 24, and 28 V for powering linear
devices, electromechanical components,
floppy disks, lamps, and other system
elements. Generally, the higher the
voltage level, the lower the current
capability.
I. For acompact system supply, computer Products uses low-profile packaging in its mediumAnother way to obtain various voltage levels is to join different single- power (250 to 600 W) closed-frame switchers.
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circuit board that sits in the center of the module.
suit arange of load requirements. To get around such
As in the past, system designers face the familiar problems, Lambda Electronics designed its LFQ series
decision whether to buy a supply or build their own.
(see fig. 3) of WattBox multiple-output switchers in
Large OEMs tend to build their own supplies because
three power ranges to cover most medium-power apthey can justify the cost by the high production vol- plications: 325, 475, and 635 W. These units provide
ume and the need to meet specific system require- four output voltages (5 V, two 12-to-15-V outputs, and
ments. But small manufacturers usually find buying either 24 or 28 V). Those outputs are isolated from
to be more cost-effective than building. They either each other and from the chassis. The current on each
choose astandard switcher right off the shelf, or they •
output can be used up to its maximum value, provided
ask for a simple modification to a standard product.
the overall load does not exceed the total power capaCost, which is pivotal in buy/build decisions, can
bility of the supply.
mount if an OEM must stock many custom supplies to
In the high-pressure world of international competition, buy/build decisions for power
supplies are not as easy as they
once were. One reason is the in150-300 W
300-600 W
Outputs
600-1,000 W I >1,000 W
creasing scrutiny to which supplies
Circle
Company
No.
are subjected. To sell in worldwide
(CF =closed frame OF =open frame)
markets, power supplies must comAbbott Transistor Labs
single
Power Supply Div.
ply with stringent safety and elecCF only
370
CF only
—
and
Los Angeles, Calif.
tromagnetic- and radio-frequencymultiple
(213) 936-8185
interference standards; and obACDC Electronics
single
Oceanside, Calif.
OF and CF
OF and CF
CF only
CF only
371
and
taining the necessary certifications
(619) 757-1880
multiple
for supplies built in-house can be
Acopian
single
costly and time-consuming. PurEaston, Pa.
—
CF only
CF only
372
(215) 258-5441only
chased switchers, on the other
Computer Products Inc.
hand, come in a range of multiplesingle
Power Products Div.
OF and CF
OF and CF
CF only
CF only
and
373
and single-output units that meet
Pompano Beach, Fla.
(305) 974-5500multiple
worldwide standards for safety
Condor Inc.
single
and
emi/rfi.
Oxnard, Calif.
OF only
and
374
(805) 486-4565
multiple
Another reason users may opt to
Deltron Inc.
buy is that they can choose aprovsingle
North Wales, Pa.
OF and CF
OF and CF
CF only
CF only
and
375
en switcher design having a high
(215) 699-9261
multiple
MTBF, thereby reducing the probaKepco Inc.
single
Flushing, N.Y.
OF and CF
OF and CF
CF only
CF only
only
bility that a power-supply failure
376
(718) 461-7000
will compromise system reliability.
Lambda Electronics
single
Although a long-used design does
Melville, N.Y.
OF and CF
OF and CF
CF only
CF only
and
377
1516) 694-4200
multiple
not guarantee the MTBF for an inLH Research Inc.
dividual supply, its proven track resingle
Tustin, Calif.
OF and CF
OF and CF
CF only
CF only
and
378
cord does offer more assurance
(800) 547-2537
multiple
than designs recently off the drawNJE Power Supplies
multiple
379
Dayton, N.J.
CF only
CF only
ing board.
(201) 329-4611only
In general, switching power supPioneer Magnetics
single
plies
are less a technology-driven
Santa Monica, Calif.
CF only
CF only
CF only
CF only
and
380
1800) 233-6216
multiple
market than a cost-driven market
Power Components Co
single
in which reliability is key. As a reGardena, Calif.
OF only
OF only
CF only
CF only
and
381
sult, switchers do not use advanced
(213) 323-8120
multiple
Power General
components, whether active or pasmultiple
Canton, Mass.
OF only
—
382
sive, as soon as they become avail(617) 828-6216only
able.
For example, in the near fuPower One
single
Camarillo, Calif.
OF and CF
OF and CF
CF only
ture, commercial switchers are not
and
383
(805) 987-8741
multiple
likely to tap smart-power technolPowertec Inc.
single
ogy, which has been widely publiChatsworth, Calif.
OF and CF
OF and CF
CF only
CF only
and
384
multiple
(818) 882-0004
cized but is still largely developRTE Power/Mate
mental. Similarly, such advanced
multiple
OF only
San Diego, Calif.
385
only
design techniques as resonant to(619) 299-3800
pologies, which are already making
RO Associates
single
CF only
CF only
Sunnyvale, Calif.
CF only
CF only
and
386
possible megahertz operation for
multiple
(408) 744-1450
low-power dc-dc converters, are not
Todd Products Corp.
single
on the immediate horizon for mediOF only
OF only
Brentwood, N.Y.
387
only
(800) 223-8033
um- and high-power commercial
Shindengen America Inc.
single
switchers. That's because high
Westlake Village, Calif.
OF only
CF only
CF only
CF only
and
388
power
and high switching frequenmultiple
(805) 373-1130
cy just do not mix. For the most
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Is this the way
you feel about switches?
Turn the page.
A little brass, some plastic, and an assembly line, right? No. Afraid not. At least not here at
Dialight. To us aswitch is as important as the system it's installed in. Aphilosophy that's reflected
in how we build each and every one of them.
Our sealed switches, expressly designed for board-mounted solvent washing are good
examples. By combining ultrasonically welded cases with epoxy sealed terminals and abushing
mounted 0-ring, seepage during wave soldering and board washing is eliminated.
Once they're installed, Dialight sealed switches stay that way Our rigid-mount, steel support
brackets make sure of it.
And the way our sealed switches perform is just as permanent. Brass, chromeplated toggle assemblies and aguarantee of 40.000 switch operations make sure of that.
Finally, Dialight sealed switches are manufactured with gold or
silver plated contacts that reduce initial resistance to less than 10
milliohms. You'll find they also reduce resistance to the idea that a
switch can be an example of precision engineering.
We've got more examples of the same.
Dialight pushbuttons, rockers, toggles, levers, momentaries,
alternates—available in thousands of standard versions and any
con ivable custom configuration.
If you feel the way we do about switches, page
turning is still the recommended course of action. But
te
k,
do it in our catalog. It's available free of charge by
calling 201-223-9400, or writing Dialight Company,
1913 Atlantic Ave., Manasquan NJ 08736.

DIALIGHTcompANy ND,r
V
h

See Us At Electro/88
May 10-12, Booths 1342-48
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Engineering is the only commodity we sell.

part, commercial supplies will continue to employ the
pulse-width-modulated topologies that have proven to
be efficient and reliable.
However, there are established technology advances
that switchers are using to advantage. Most notably,
power MOS FETs have all but displaced bipolar output
transistors, allowing the switching frequencies of medium- and high-power supplies to rise as high as 100
to 150 kHz. Since MOS FETs do not store charge, they
switch faster than bipolar transistors. Moreover, MOS
FETs require simpler drive circuitry than bipolars, and
the absence of secondary breakdown eliminates the
need for snubber circuitry. As a result, supply manufacturers have additional board space for implementing new features.
To reduce overall package size, switchers are also
taking advantage of surface-mount technology for
both active and passive devices. Because of surface
mounting, Todd Products has been able to raise the
power of its MAX-500 single-output switchers by 25%,
without increasing package size (see fig. 4 top). The
upgraded open-frame version packs 500 W in 144 in 3.,
avolume that formerly housed 400 W. Likewise, Power General employs surface-mount technology to build
its 4200 series of 200-W open-frame switchers on a

single circuit board measuring 4by 10 by 2.2 in. (see
fig. 4 bottom). Furthermore, each unit in the 4200
series offers four output voltages.
For space saving inside switchers, manufacturers
are going to integrated-circuit and hybrid technologies
that consolidate control functions once spread out
over a entire board. In particular, pwm controller
chips are at the core of most medium-power switchers
based on the forward-converter topology. LH Research's MM and SM series of multiple-output supplies,
for instance, contain a proprietary LSI control chip
that eliminates some 50 discrete components and augments both performance and reliability, to boot. Similarly, Power One uses a thick-film hybrid control circuit in its International series of 200- to 500-W switchers to replace over 165 discrete components.
In addition to saving space and boosting performance, ICs and hybrids bring cost savings. One hybrid
circuit with 20 chips interconnected on aceramic substrate might be usable across an entire family of
similarly specified switchers. When the supply manufacturer does not have to redesign and relayout the
same circuitry for different switchers, the resulting
cost savings can be passed on to the user.
Like chips and hybrids, passive components are also
playing an important role in improving switchers,
principally through the reduced size and increased capability of advanced passives. Electrolytic capacitors,
once bulky space hogs, have trimmed down considerably in recent years. Not only do the new breed of
electrolytics pack more capacitance in a smaller volume, but also their series inductance is lower and
their operating frequency higher.
Even magnetic components are improving, albeit
more slowly. These parts now allow switching frequencies in the range of 150 kHz. However, at higher
frequencies, parasitic losses in transformers become
significant due to skin effects in copper. So the hopedfor reduction in the size of magnetic components at
higher frequencies is still around the corner.
SYSTEM-LEVEL FEATURES

2. In Kepco's family of RBX switchers, which features amodular approach, a
removable 600-W power module occupying only 260 i
n. 3fits snugly in the case.
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Switching power supplies are parlaying these advances at the component level into new features—
usually available as options—that are especially useful at the system level. Today, switchers can be connected in parallel for powering a common load and
even can be turned on or off from a remote location.
What's more, they now allow adjustment of output
voltage level, monitoring of de output voltage and ac
line voltage, and power-factor correction for reduced
input current.
The ability to parallel switching supplies so that
they automatically share load current is an important
new capability. Usually, it is difficult for two supplies
to share acommon load because their output voltages
will never be exactly equal. Even small differences in
potential between the supplies result in large differences in output current—the unit with the higher voltage will supply the full-load current. At present, current sharing is available only for high-power, closedframe system supplies. Switchers that can be connected in parallel are essential for such equipment as
Electronics/April 28, 1988

FOUR OF THE WORLD'S
TOP NAMES IN POWER SUPPLIES
HAVE GOTTEN TOGETHER TO
ADDRESS AVERY IMPORTANT
POINT OF VIEW.

YOURS.

THE GLOBAL RESOURCE YOU NEED.
Over 1800 people and 400,000 square feet of
facilities throughout North America, Europe and
Asia. And 183 distributor locations worldwide—
the largest distributor network for stocked power
supply products in the world.
It means one-stop shopping. It means
reliable, scheduled delivery anywhere, anytime.
And it means aresource you can depend on from
Minneapolis to Munich.

THE STANDARD AND CUSTOM
PRODUCTS YOU WANT.

BOSCHERT, POWER PRODUCTS,
STEVENS-ARNOLD, TECNETICS •
ONE COMPANY...
COMPUTER PRODUCTS.
Four separate business units, each with its
own area of power supply expertise and market
focus. Power Products for industrial systems and
instruments. Stevens-Arnold for
telecommunications and distributed power.
Boschert for computer systems and computer
peripherals. And Tecnetics for Mil-Spec
and aerospace.
Together, the Computer Products team gives
you the benefits of wide selection, shared
resources, increased purchasing power,
and atrue global capability in
manufacturing, distribution and
service. Computer Products—
Your Partner in Power.

Amajor benefit of Computer Products'
combined operations is that we are the source for
the industry's widest selection of power supplies.
Open frame linears, open frame switchers,
encapsulated power modules, cased switchers,
high power switchers, and DC/DC converters.
Including awide selection of Mil-Spec switching
power supplies and DC/DC converters.
2400 standard models to
choose from—plus modified
standard or custom versions
which are derived from
our proven designs.

POWER SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY
THAT PUTS YOU AHEAD
Because each of our business units has a
distinct, yet complementary product/market
focus, we concentrate on the big picture in power
supply technology.
With six dedicated
engineering teams
at our facilities
around the world,
you benefit from products
that are precisionengineered using the most
advanced and reliable technologies
available.
From high frequency switching
and high power-densities to the industry's
most advanced hybrid/surface-mount
technology, we are developing the advanced
power supply designs that you require for the
products of tomorrow.

QUALITY AND REUABIUTY
YOU CAN TRUST.
,
AG.DG REGULATED
POWER SUPPLY
lTOE WATT

It's part of our total company
commitment
to being a
World Class
Manufacturer.

We believe in never-ending improvement in the
quality of our products and services. From
Statistical Process Control (SPC) and Computer
Integrated Manufacturing (Cl M), through
Just-In-Time (J IT) production we are improving
every phase of the manufacturing process.
Unlike many power supply companies,
our offshore manufacturing
facilities are our own. Not
those of hard-to-control
subcontractors. Our
uniform worldwide
quality standards
can be strictly
controlled from start to
finish by our own program
of quality at the source.
We deliver an unrivaled level of reliability
in power supply performance. Including
units with MTBF's over 400,000 hours and
conformance to stringent Mil-Q-9858A
requirements. With asatisfied and growing
customer base of blue chip and emerging
growth companies.
These companies, more and more, depend
on the ever expanding capabilities of Computer
Products to meet their power supply needs. With
afull line of precision-engineered standard
power supplies, custom product solutions, and a
uniquely fresh perspective. Yours.

Your Partner in Power
COMPUTER
PRODUCTS
POWER
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UNIVERSAL INPUT
SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES

LOW PROFILE 100 WATT
DC/DC CONVERTERS

Eliminate failures from improper input voltages and lower
your total cost. This 50 watt switcher accepts any input
voltage from 85 to 264 VAC without need for jumper wires
or switches. The XL50-7601 offers 50 watts in a40 watt
package. Call for applications at other power levels.

The WS series, afamily of high power DC/DC converters, is
ideally suited for telecom applications. 2:1 input voltage
ranges are 18 to 36 VDC and 36 to 72 VDC. Supplied in a
low profile case of 3.5"W x5.51x 0.91"H, the unit features
apower density of 5.7W/cubic inch and efficiencies to 84%

NEW from
COMPUTER PRODUCTS/BOSCHERT

NEW from
COMPUTER PRODUCTS/STEVENS-ARNOLD

250 TO 600 WATT
LOW PROFILE SWITCHERS

MIL-SPEC/AEROSPACE
HIGH TECHNOLOGY
CUSTOM POWER SUPPLIES

This new 250/400/600 Watt Series is designed for
redundant power supply systems, providing current
sharing for the main and auxiliary outputs. The modular
design features one to seven outputs, 100 kHz switching,
mag-amp regulation and efficiencies to 85%. Compactly
packaged in a2.75"H x5'W format.

Specialists in Mil-Spec AC/DC power supplies and DC/DC
converters. Computer Products/Tecnetics is certified to
manufacture to MIL-Q-9858A, conforms to the guidelines
of NAVMAT P4885-1 and has participated in major military
programs such as F-16, Tomahawk, EA-6B, MSE and E2-C.
Twenty-five years experience in engineering and
manufacturing Mil-Spec power supplies.
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COMPUTER PRODUCTS/POWER PRODUCTS

(0 Computer Products Incorporated, 1988

Mil-Spec Power Supplies from
COMPUTER PRODUCTS/TECNETICS
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fail-safe computer systems that require redundancy to
prevent acomplete system crash should apower supply fail. Such fault-tolerant systems employ N +1 supplies, each having the same output power. The number of supplies needed (N) is the system's total power
requirements divided by the supply output power.
Then one extra supply is added to ensure that the
system has full power should one unit fail. One of the
advantages of such an N +1 scheme is that abattery
can replace asupply, creating an uninterruptible power system.
Switcher manufacturers are already addressing the
rising demand for current sharing. ACDC Electronics
offers direct paralleling via a single wire between its
closed-frame JF and JFM series of switchers. Any
number of units from the two different families can
share current precisely. The single-output JF units deliver from 750 W to 1,500 W, while the multiple-output
JFM units provide from three to five output voltages
at 1,600 W total.
Likewise, two or more of Powertec's multiple-output, 200-to-300-W ValuSwitcher II units can automatically share current directly proportional to their current ratings. The supply having the greater output
capability provides aproportionately greater share of
the total load current. Built-in isolation diodes reduce
the possibility of a failed unit pulling the entire system down. When a unit fails, its diode becomes reverse-biased, in effect, creating an open circuit between its output and the load. The company's MultiMod high-power switchers (600 W to 1,500 W) also
allow direct paralleling on their main or auxiliary outputs with automatic load sharing.
Remote control to eliminate manual on/off switching is an important requirement, especially for computer and test equipment. Accommodating that need,
a number of switchers include control terminals that
allow TTL-compatible signals to turn the supply on or
off. Among the switcher units providing remote on/off are the 250-W PPM series and 400-W PFS series of
closed-frame multiple-output switchers from Computer Products.
Another feature becoming popular is margining,
which allows the user to vary the output voltage of a
supply by around ±5%. With margining, the user can
ensure his circuitry will function properly even if the
nominal supply voltage were to rise or fall. In general, margining is available only on the main output of a
multiple-output supply, and that is is usually the 5-V
output used for logic circuitry. Typically, a toggle
switch on the supply enables the margining feature.
Along with remote on/off control and margining,
some switchers provide features for monitoring output voltage and the ac line. With the "power-good"
feature, internal circuitry monitors one or more of the
supply's output voltages to determine whether the
actual level is above or below the set value by a
certain percentage—usually ±4% or ±5%. If the supply voltage goes out of tolerance, that circuitry issues
aTTL-compatible signal to the host system.
Complementing this feature is monitoring of the ac
line voltage to indicate when the loss of that line is
imminent. To flag the host system, the supply sends
Electronics/April 28, 1988

3. Lambda's LFQ series of WattBox multiple-output switchers

come in power ratings of 325, 475, and 635 W.

a logic-level signal 5 ms before regulation fails.
Power-factor correction, anew feature in switchers,
converts the high current pulses that switchers draw
from the ac line into asinusoidal waveform that is in
phase with the line _voltage. When the current waveform exactly matches the voltage waveform, the power factor nears unity (0.99, to be exact).
One benefit of power-factor correction is a reduction of the input current needed to power a supply.
Pioneer Magnetics reports that atypical 115-V, 15-A ac
circuit can support a700-W uncorrected switcher or a
1,000-W switcher with power-factor correction. Other
benefits include: reduced harmonics between 10 and
150 kHz so as to optimize effective input power from
the ac line, longer hold•up time for a supply's output
voltage to remain within specification after the loss of
ac input power, and the elimination of sensitivity to
frequency variations in the ac line up to 440 Hz. The
power-factor correction option is available on Pioneer
Magnetics' PM2900 and PM2501B switching supplies,
which are closed-frame single-output units ranging in
power from 250 to 1,500 W.
out

PROTECTION IS A GIVEN
Aside from the new features being added for more
system-level flexibility and control, switchers are beefing up their protection for preventing harm to the
circuitry they power. To do so, virtually all of them
provide protection against overvoltage, excessive load
current, and thermal overload. That protection comes
from an array of circuits that monitor voltage, current, and temperature and then take the necessary
action to save both the switcher and the system it
powers should any parameter exceed its preset limits.
In addition to protection, remote sensing has also
become a common feature on many switchers. With
this capability, the supply compensates its output for
voltage drops in the power lines running to its load.
Overvoltage protection limits the voltage across a
121

4. To reduce supply size by 25% to 35%, Todd Products' MAX
500 (top) and Power General's 4200 series (bottom) switchers
use surface-mounted components.

load to a preset level. When an overvoltage occurs,
most overvoltage protection circuitry first reduces the
output voltage to a low value and then restores the
output to its preset level only after the user has
recycled the ac input power. The most common type
of overvoltage protection is the well-known crowbar
circuit, which responds quickly to act as a low-impedance shunt across the supply output. Overvoltage protection is a standard feature on at least the main 5-V
output of commercial switchers.
Output current limiting, which protects against current overloads and short circuits, safeguards the supply from damage by automatically holding the load
current to a predetermined value. After removal of
the overload condition, the supply automatically reverts to normal operation.
The third arm in the protection arsenal prevents
damage to a supply from internal heat. Thermal protection circuitry shuts down a supply's output power
when its internal temperature exceeds a safe operating value. The user can restore the supply to normal
operation by recycling the ac line voltage. Or the
thermal protection circuitry may automatically reset
the supply when the temperature returns to a safe
level.
The closed-frame 300- and 500-W switching supplies
made by Acopian offer all three types of protection.
The overvoltage protection latches the supply off, and
a red lamp signals the condition. Foldback currentlimiting protects against excessive load currents, with
automatic recovery when the overload is removed. A
thermostat, which resets itself, senses overtemperature conditions. The units are also equipped for re122

mote sensing, which compensates for up to a 0.5-V
drop per output line.
Similar protection features are found in RO Associates' series 700 industrial switchers, which range in
power capability from 500 to 840 W. All outputs are
equipped with current limiting, and the main 5-V output has self-recovering overvoltage protection that allows the supply's logic to operate even through a
fault condition. A thermostat provides thermal protection by disconnecting the input from the ac line when
the case temperature rises above 80°C. Interestingly,
the company uses magnetic elements to obtain pwm
control, believing them to be more reliable than semiconductors. Those magnetics allow separate windings
to control overvoltage and overcurrent protection, and
they provide 5.5 kV of isolation between input and
output.
The multiple-output high-power switchers from NJE
Power Supplies pack the full complement of protection features. The MK series units contain overvoltage
protection that is factory-set at 10% to 20%, or 1to 2V
(whichever is greater) above the nominal output voltage. Foldback current limiting protects against overloads and shorts. The supplies shut down automatically when internal heatsink temperature exceeds asafe
limit. Restarting is automatic when internal temperature returns to normal.
Today, protection circuitry has become standard
fare even on so-called economy switchers, although
they are not likely to incorporate any of the fancier
new features, like current sharing and remote on/off
control. These switchers find favor among designers
who need basic medium-power sources to keep costs
low.
RTE Power/Mate, for example, makes a line of economical open-frame, multiple-output switchers called
the EVD series to fit such applications. The 150-, 165-,
and 180-W versions offer four standard output voltages (5, 12, 15, and 24 V). Load regulation on the main
5-V output is ±1% for load changes from 20% to 100%,
while it is ±3% on the auxiliary outputs. The main
output has remote sensing and overvoltage protection,
which reacts before the 5-V output drops 5% at 100%
load conditions.
Condor is another manufacturer that provides the
standard range of output voltages-5, 12, 15, 18, 24,
and 28 V—in its 140- and 200-W SDM series of openframe switchers. Certain models come with quasi-regulated secondary outputs for circuits that experience
high peak currents. Other models offer tightly regulated (1%) secondary voltages for sensitive linear applications. To increase flexibility, the 12-V outputs can
be combined to produce higher voltages and currents.
By harnessing advanced components and perhaps
even new topologies, tomorrow's commercial switchers are likely to operate at much higher frequencies to
reap the benefits of further size reductions while
maintaining present power levels and operating efficiencies. The ultimate goal remains to control power
from the ac line at megahertz frequencies. On the
more practical side, new system-level monitoring features will become standard fare, on even the so-called
economy units.
D
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board game with
HA-5002 and HA-5033
buffer amplifiers.
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These spacesaving monohthics
outperform hybrids!

We know the challenges of board-level designing:
you must make your "real estate" more cost-effective, and
improve the performance and safety of your investment. The
Harris HA-5002 and HA-5033 buffer amps can help make you
awinner.
These monolithics simply outperform hybrids. With higher
speed: aslew rate of 1000V/ps, minimum. With wider bandwidth: 110 MHz for the HA-5002, 250 MHz for the HA-5033.
And with unrivaled single-chip reliability.
Take your choice of space-saving DIPs, LCCs, or cans — all
give you greater board density and performance at alower
cost than hybrids like the LH0002. So they're especially
valuable for your military systems, cable and line drivers,
medical scanners and broadcast video equipment. And
wherever else high drive and high slew rate are critical.
Make asmart real-estate decision now. For facts on Harris
monolithic buffer amps, just call 1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1750
(in Canada, 1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1750). Or write: Harris
Semiconductor Products Division, P.O. Box 883, MS 53-035,
Melbourne, Florida 32902-0883. It's your move.
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THE NAME IS

'Hams sure makes
tough design
decisions easier"

HARRIS

"They've got a
Monopoly on it!"

Harris Semiconductor: Analog -CMOS Digital
Gallium Arsenide -Semicustom -Custom

1987, Harris Corporation
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Power Components switchers fit your requirements. When you need an off-the-shelf switcher, a
semi-custom design, or a "plug-compatible" alternate
source from 100W to 1000W, Power Components delivers. We can also design a custom switcher to your
exact specifications.

THAT
ITS

Power Components switchers fit your budget
and delivery schedule. Our design team uses fast
and efficient CAD technology to give you the switcher you need
with little or no engineering costs. Our "building block" design
methods utilize proven circuitry and keep lead times short.
All of our switchers meet UL, CSA, VDE 0806/IEC 380
and SELV safety requirements. A line filter is standard
to meet FCC EMI/RFI requirements.
Call Power Components for the form
and function that fits your switcher
requirements.
Power Components Company
1480 West 178th Street
Gardena, California 90248
(213) 323-8120 TWX: 910-346-7067
FAX: (213) 329-8427

POWER COMPONENTS
The new international standard in custom switchers
UUCSA/VDE/IEC/FCC.
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ANALOG & POWER

INSTRUMENTATION AMPS
BEGIN TO CHALLENGE OP AMPS

L

ike much of the analog world, instrumentation
amplifiers are going monolithic, and in the process
they're taking on new roles. Besides providing the
usual savings in cost and space that come with the
replacement of hybrid implementations, integrated-circuit instrumentation amps are beginning to supplant
operational amplifiers. Instrument-amp ICs are taking
over especially in applications that require precise
gain, such as test and measurement systems, and in
applications such as bridge monitoring that need de
precision together with a high gain-bandwidth product. In short, the monolithic instrumentation amp
promises to become the next universal gain block.
Because of monolithic technology, instrumentation
amps are showing up in the same sort of variety
generally associated only with op amps. Now there's a
choice between bipolar and FET processes. Different
performance enhancements, like high speed, high voltage, and low power are available; and low-cost options
are starting to appear.
Furthermore, monolithic technology has brought
new structures and new capabilities. The classic threeop-amp circuit is no longer the standard configuration
for every instrumentation amp. Nowadays, instrumentation-amp chips come in three different configurations, each having its own specific merits. They are:
the difference amp, the three-op-amp configuration,
and the transconduetance instrumentation amp.
Not that long ago, deciding between an op amp and
an instrumentation amp was a clearer choice. That
decision was pretty much based on the fundamental
difference between the two. Basically, an instrumenta-

Besides displacing hybrid versions, monolithic
instrumentation amplifiers are taking on precision
op amplifiers, as they begin to appear in the same
sort of variety but retain their inherent advantage
of being able to reject common-mode voltages
by Jerald Graeme, Burr-Brown Corp.
tion amp is a differential-input device with feedback
committing it to voltage gain. In contrast, most opamp configurations sacrifice their differential inputs
to accommodate feedback. No doubt about it, those op
amps do lose their ability to reject common-mode errors—and that ability is the primary feature of the
instrumentation amp.
For many applications, the benefit of common-mode
rejection can be considerable. In remote monitoring,
for example, the op amp and the instrumentation amp
respond differently to the presence of line error signals. Long connecting lines develop these ac signals
from several sources, with noise pickup (e N)common
to all lines. For the ground return, there are the
additional effects of ground line currents and ground
loops that can add many volts of error. These effects
create an ac net-ground-error signal (ec), which is
partly countered by the common presence of (e N)in all
the signal lines. In fact, even with the short signal
lines, today's typical system mixture of digital and
analog circuitry subjects sensitive analog inputs to
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I. An op amp (a) amplifies line noise along with the signal an instrumentation amp (b) uses common-mode rejection to attenuate noise.
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radiated digital noise. With the op amp (see fig. la),
the difference in the error signals (eG-e N)adds directly to the intended input signal (e 1), creating a combined input (e' l):
= e1 + eG - eN.
That combination, which includes the error signals, is
then amplified to produce an output voltage (eo):
eo = A(ei + eG - eN),
where A is the op-amp's closed-loop gain.
To attenuate the error voltages, the instrumentation
amp (see fig. lb) adds a second input for remote
sensing of the signal common. As a result, pickup
errors (eN) are common to the two inputs, and eG
merely shifts both input lines by the same amount, so
that:
=
Both error sources produce voltages that are commonmode signals to the instrumentation amp. Such signals are attenuated by the amplifier's common-mode
rejection ratio prior to amplification:
eo = A[e i + (eG - eN)/CMRR].
Typically, the amplifier's CMRR reduces the effect of
line error voltages by 80 to 120 dB.
Of the three types of instrumentation amps, the
difference amp offers the lowest cost and the highest
common-mode voltage. It is the optimum choice in
applications characterized by low voltage gain (up to
10) and small source impedances. Its structure (see
fig. 2a) is simple, consisting of just an op amp and
four resistors, but with demanding constraints on
those resistors to achieve accepted levels of commonmode rejection.
The demands on the resistors used in this configuration also apply to the other two types of instrumentation amps. A good way to understand those requirements is the case where R, = R2. With the e, input
grounded, e, sees the op amp as aunity-gain inverter
for again of -1. Alternately, with the e, input grounded, e, first faces a voltage divider that halves its
amplitude (for a gain of V2). That diminished signal
then sees a noninverting amp having a gain of +2.
Therefore, the net gain for e, is +1. In the combined

SIMPLE AND EFFECTIVE
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(a)
2. The simplest type of instrumentation amp (a) is the difference amp.
configuration (b) lets it handle 200-V common-mode inputs.
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result, the two input signals receive equal but opposite gains for a net output that is proportional to the
difference between them:
eo = (R2/R,)(e, - e1).
Any signal common to the two inputs is merely
subtracted out, provided the resistance ratio of R, and
R2
is set precisely. For instance, Burr-Brown's
INA105 monolithic difference amp provides 100 dB of
common mode rejection by matching its internal resistor ratio to within at least 0.002%, or 20 parts per
million. To realize such tight matching with components external to the op amp involves either the ultimate in resistor networks or labor-intensive trimming
of low-drift discrete resistors. Although the diffused
resistors of monolithic processes would be far from
adequate, the addition of compatible thin film on the
chip makes available the same resistor material used
for the most precise resistor networks.
Circuit simplicity makes the difference amp the obvious winner in cost, yet it is not necessarily low man
on the totem pole in performance. When appropriately
configured, it can accommodate common-mode voltages more than an order of magnitude higher than
the other two types of instrumentation amps, but it
costs only about half as much.
The high common-mode capability of the difference
amp comes from its voltage-divider action, which limits the voltage reaching the op-amp inputs. As a result, inputs to the difference amp can exceed the power-supply levels with the two R, resistors absorbing
the excess. In the case of unity gain when R2 = R„ e,
and e, can reach twice the power-supply level without
damaging the circuit. For even greater voltage tolerance, the divider could be adjusted to make R2 less
than R„ but then circuit gain would drop to less than
unity.
With a modified feedback network, the difference
amp can retain unity gain while accepting commonmode voltages on the order of 100 V, a level usually
expected of only isolation amps. The modified configuration offers alow-cost alternative—typically by afactor of six—to isolation amps for demanding applications like sensing amotor's current from its line-powered
winding.
The modification adds resistor
R3 and switches the value of the
R,
principal op-amp feedback resistance from R2 to R, (see
fig. 2b). Because of that value
change, the el signal sees aunity-gain inverter that is not affected by the presence of R3.
Since the resistor divider at the
noninverting input does not
change, the same attenuation
R2
and feedback actions protect the
Vvv
op-amp inputs. Making R2 small
compared to R, limits the voltage reaching those inputs to a
small fraction of any commonModifying its feedback
mode input signal.
To restore unity gain to the
Electronics/April 28, 1988

Clean sweep
to 1Gliz.
100 watts minimum is alot of low-cost, clean
rf power. But that's what our new Model
100W1000M7 delivers for your broadband test
needs.
As your hunger for power and bandwidth
grows, this year and next, our all-solid-state "W"
series of 100- kHz-to-1000-MHz linear amplifiers
should become more and more important in your
plans. Today you may need only 1watt (the little
portable on the top of the pile), or 5, or 10, or 25,
or 50—all with that fantastic bandwidth instantly
available without tuning or bandswitching—the
kind of bandwidth that lets you sweep clean
through with no pausing for adjustment.
And next year?
Chances are good that next year you'll be moving
up into higher-power work in much the same
bandwidth. Then you'll be glad you have 100 watts
from 100 to 1000 MHz, using the on/y rf power
amplifier in its power-to-bandwidth class. At that
point, your smaller "W" series amplifiers can be
freed for lower-power work around your lab.
What you can't see in the performance curves
shown below is the unconditional stability of all
AR amplifiers—immunity to even the worst-case
load mismatch or shorted or open cable with no
fear of damage. foldback, or system shutdown.
The "W" series is part of acomplete line of
amplifiers offering rf power up to 10,000 watts, in
cw and pulse modes, for such diverse applications as RFI susceptibility testing, NMR, pla.smat
fusion research, and ahost of other test situations that demand the very finest in rf power.
Send for our free booklet, "Your guide to
broadband power amplifiers."
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e2 signal after it has been attenuated by the R1-R2
voltage divider, 11, raises the gain that e2 sees at the
noninverting op-amp input. For common-mode rejection, the gain magnitudes must be equal for the two
inputs. When the parallel combination of R, and R, is
the same as the value of R2, the gain magnitudes are
identical for e, and e2,so that:
eo = e2 — e,.
Using those resistor values, the recently introduced
Burr-Brown INA117 monolithic modified difference
amp accepts common-mode inputs of up to ±200 V
even though it is powered from only ±15 V.
Naturally, whether it is modified or not, the difference amp does have certain limitations. Its gain, which
is typically 10 or less, must remain fixed; and its input
impedance compromises gain. For instance, the
INA105 chip restricts gain to unity, while the unmodified INA106 monolithic difference amp extends gain
to 10. Since gain is determined by the same resistors
that are so carefully matched for high common-mode
rejection, gain must stay fixed to preserve the benefit
of the matching.
To realize higher gain values and variable gain settings requires the multiple stages that the other two
types of instrumentation amps employ. Those additional stages buffer input impedance from low-gainset resistance and eliminate the impact of gain on
common-mode rejection.
The classic instrumentation amp, for instance, uses
its three op-amp stages to improve other characteristics in addition to gain. One chip, the INA101, typifies
the performance of this configuration. It offers an
input impedance of 10 Ga, selectable gain from 1to
1,000, and 80 to 110 dB of common-mode rejection. Its
25-p.V offset voltage and 0.25-V/C offset drift rival
that of even precision industry-standard op amps like
the OPA27. Those amps also lack the INA101's 100 dB
of common-mode noise rejection and its internal resistance matching to within 0.1%.
The classic three op-amp configuration (see fig. 3)
consists of two noninverting op amps, which control
the circuit's gain, and a difference amp, which supplies the common-mode rejection. Input impedances
are those of the op amps (A, and A2), and feedback—
rather than the signal source—supplies current for
the gain-setting resistors.
Input amps A, and A2 depart from the conventional
noninverting
op-amp
connection—the
normally
grounded feedback resistor, RG,is instead common to
the two. This departure creates the differential input
character of the composite structure. The feedback
control of A, and A2 transfers signals e, and e2 to the
two ends of RG,making the voltage across RG the
difference between the two input signals. That difference voltage establishes a common feedback current
for A, and A2, allowing an amplified differential voltage to be developed between their outputs. The resistance values of R, and RG control the gain applied to
the differential signal:
eo = (1 + 2H i/HG)(e2 — e1).
Signals common to the e, and e2 terminals create no
voltage across Rc and therefore no feedback current
to benefit from circuit gain. Such common signals are,
Electronics/April 28, 1988

however, still transferred directly to the outputs of A,
and A2, producing a common-mode voltage for the
difference amp (A2). As before, the difference amp
rejects this common-mode voltage but without conflicting demands for high input impedance and variable gain. And as before, common-mode rejection remains critically dependent on the ratio matching of
equivalent resistors, but the effect of any mismatch
occurs only after A, and A2 have boosted the differential signal. High gain settings, therefore, bring greater overall common-mode rejection.
For most amplifiers, including the difference amp
and the classic instrumentation amp, increasing gain
causes a proportional decrease in bandwidth. But the
transconductance type of instrumentation amp is an
exception to this rule. Besides delivering high gain, it
dramatically reduces bandwidth shrinkage as gain
goes up. Moreover, at those higher gains, its bandwidth is 20 times broader than that of the classic
configuration, although its cost is about the same.
In fact, the transeonductance instrumentation amp
provides a gain-bandwidth product and de accuracy
that is unequaled even by broadband op amps. The
monolithic INA110, for example, sustains a gain of
500 up to 100 kHz for again-bandwidth product of 50
MHz. While a few op amps have similar speed, they
sacrifice de accuracy for that speed. They cannot
match the INA110's 100-0/ input offset voltage and
associated 2-vec drift.
Nor do op amps offer the 0.1% pretrimmed gain
accuracy of the INA110. Although the industry-standard OPA156 monolithic op amp offers excellent gainbandwidth product and de accuracy, its bandwidth is a
fifth that of the INA110 and its offset voltage drift is

HIGH REJECTION WITH HIGH GAIN

3. Two amps (A 1,A2)plus a difference amp (A 3)equals a three-op-amp
instrumentation amp, with gain and common-mode rejection functions.
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In spite of these similarities, the transconductance
amp operates differently than the classic device. Because RG is connected between the sources of the
input FETs, it degenerates the gain of the input stage
and therefore affects the gain of the overall amplifier.
Setting the value of RG adjusts both closed-loop gain
and attendant open-loop gain for optimal bandwidth.
The response curves (see fig. 4b) illustrate the effect of RG on open-loop gain (AoL), closed-loop gain
(A(L), and the amplifier's frequency stability. With RG
set at its highest value for unity gain, the solid curves
show the circuit's open-loop and closed-loop responses.
Open-loop gain supports the closed-loop response up
to the bandwidth limit. Since the AGL curve has only
one pole prior to its intercept with the Am curve, the
circuit provides frequency stability.
Substituting lower values of RG moves Aol ,and ACL
in tandemt,o the dashed curves of fig 4b. With a conventional op amp, increasing closed-loop gain would
move only the closed-loop curve upward, and bandwidth would be interrupted at the intersection of A cL
and An. Alternately, starting with the dashed curves,
a decrease in closed-loop gain that shifted only A cL
downward and left A' 01,fixed would compromise frequency stability.
High-gain applications requiring good input de accu4. Gain-bandwidth product o
racy, like bridge monitoring, are the best candidates
the transconductance amp (a) is
for the transconductance amp as they are less affectnt_
constant; when gain changes,
ed by the device's increased output offset and drift.
closed- and open-loop responsThese output errors, which are higher for the transes (b) shift in tandem.
conductance device than the other instrumentation
amps, are not amplified by circuit gain, and they beACL‘
2.5 times greater in high- come less significant when the effects of input offset
gain applications. Addition- error are highly amplified. Output offset is larger for
ally because of its FET in- the transconductance device because of the relatively
puts, the INA110 holds in- high level of currents that the input circuitry must
AGL
put bias currents to just 20
match.
FREQUENCY
pA, allowing this part to acWith the transconductance amp, if the I, current
cept the resistance of input sources exactly match the I, sources, there is no residfilters or high-impedance
ual de current delivered to the R, resistors. In practransducers without developing significant de error.
tice, some mismatch will result in these 100-1.1A curThe feedback arrangement of the transconductance rents and that mismatch will drift with temperature.
amp (see fig. 4a) closely resembles that of the classic
Part of the resulting voltage on the R, resistors is a
configuration. The principal difference comes in the common-mode signal to the difference amp, and thus
input stage, which uses a pair of FETs, connected as
it is rejected. The remainder of that voltage creates an
source-followers, instead of the op amps. As in the
output offset that is 1 mV for the INA110 transconclassic configuration, the differential input signal is ductance amp compared with 0.2 mV for the INA101
transferred to gain-setting resistor R0, and the differ- classic configuration.
ence voltage across RG defines the signal current in
In the future, monolithic instrumentation amps will
the two R, resistors, aided by feedback gain in the reap the benefits of higher common-mode voltage, lower
input stage. And as previously, a difference amp han- noise, faster settling time, and broader bandwidth, as
dles the signal from there.
the three basic classes mix further with different and
more exotic monolithic processes. Innovations in circuit structures and lower cost
JERALD GRAEME, design manager for instrumentation
through improved yields will also transfer
components at Burr-Brown Corp., is a leading analog
more complex instrumentation amps from
designer. In his 22 years at Burr-Brown, he has worked
hybrid to monolithic form. With other adwith discrete, hybrid, and monolithic technologies to devances in monolithic technology, tomorvelop a broad cross-section of parts, including operationrow's instrumentation amp chip is likely to
al and instrumentation amplifiers, voltage-to-frequency
offer gain settings that can be proconverters, and analog signal-processing circuits. He is
grammed electronically and selectable filalso the author of the Burr-Brown/McGraw-Hill series of ter functions, like low-pass filtering, intebooks on amplifiers, published throughout the 1970s.
grated right on the chip.
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SEMI-CUSTOM SMART POWER
K's IN 45 DAYS.
onn

TEMMENATAM «MOE

mert /11,44e1.

The MPD8020 uses Mixed CMOS'DMOSIBipolar Technology to provide
'he user true monolithic smart power management.

Only 45 days after you give us the layout of
your breadboard, built from our Kits #1 and #2,
we'll give you perfectly tailored smart power ICs.
What's more, you'll get them for afraction of the
cost of custom circuits.
Design Power ICs Faster.
Micrel's new MPD8020 CMOS/DMOS Semicustom High Voltage Array combines CMOS analog
circuits, TTUCMOS compatible high speed CMOS
logic, and high voltage DMOS power drive circuits
on one monolithic IC.
A Great Library of Parts on Every Array.
16 fully floating 100 V, 200 mA N-channel
DMOS FETs. •3op amp/comparator/Schmitt trigger
programmable macro cells and numerous array op
amps. •1unity gain analog output buffer •1bandgap reference. •1overtemperature sensor. •16 high
voltage CMOS level shifters •200 CMOS gates in an
uncommitted array •12 TTUCMOS I/O buffers. •16
medium current sink pre-drivers. •4internal high
and low voltage power supplies. •Zeners, resistors,
capacitors and more.
Two Development Kits
For breadboarding your semi-custom
MPD8020, Micrel offers two development kits to
demonstrate the operation of key SS! and MSI circuits. Each is housed in a40 pin DIP Kit #1 ($20)
provides 11 commonly used analog circuits. Kit #2
($15) carries 8digital circuits to check speed and
digital timing characteristics.
After the customer has used the development
kits to determine the interconnect pattern, Micrel
turns each IC into aproprietary smart power ASIC
for about one-sixth the cost of acustom IC. As your
needs grow, we can quickly turn your semi-custom
chip into afull custom chip for even greater savings.
Electronics/April 28, 1988

The MPD8020 can be packaged in a44 PIN
JEDEC PLCC with an integral heat sink, 16 to 48 PIN
DIPs, or single in-line power package. Packaged
units available to MIL STD 883C. Dice are also
available for hybrid manufacturers.
A single +5 Volt to +15 Volt supply powers the
logic and analog circuitry High voltage portions
operate at +20 to +100 volts. The chip can also
derive the +15 volt supply from a24V, 48V, or 100V
high voltage supply. An internal voltage pump can
be used to drive the high side gates of the power
N-channel DMOS FETs at 15 volts above the +100
volt supply for rail-to-rail high voltage switching.
Wide Range of Applications.
Use the MPD8020 in switching regulators,
motor control, relay and solenoid drivers, smart
switch with bus decode, smart lamp drivers, automotive switching, printer solenoid drivers, and high
voltage display drivers.
Build Safety and Reliability Into Your Product.
You specify which safety features you want
built-in such as overtemperature, overcurrent,
short circuit, and overvoltage protection. The circuit can then take immediate action whenever any
of these faults are detected and send astatus signal
back on your microprocessor data base. You can
design safety in at the outset.
For more information, fill out the coupon
below or contact Marvin Vander Kooi, Micrel, Inc.,
1235 Midas Way, Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
Phone (408) 245-2500. FAX (408) 245-4175.

THE SMART POWER COMPANY

SEND THE DETAILS ON SMART POWER.
NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

PHONE

ADDRESS

APPLICATION
ESTIMATED YEARLY VOLUME

MICREL, INC.,1235 MIDAS WAY, SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
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Finally, the hybrid system
for testing hybrids.
Discrete

Power

Data Converters
Passi\i

Digital
Linear

Developing hybrids isn't
easy. You have lower volumes,
higher unit costs, fast time to
market, rapidly increasing technology.
And all kinds of testing problems every
step of the way. Until now.

hybrids more thoroughly,
accurately, and rapidly.
To keep development time down,
we've included the powerful 32-bit
Hewlett-Packard 300 Series workstation.
Plus acomprehensive high-level test
development language, utilities, and template library routines.

. Introducing the SZ-M3600, the first test system designed
specifically for testing hybrid circuits and modules.

Fully networkable, the SZ-M3600 is compatible with
the entire SZ-M3000 family. And it's equally at home in
engineering, production, incoming inspection and repair.

The SZ-M3600 is ahybrid itself, combining the best
features of the ATE world. Linear, digital, and power test
capabilities. Rapid test development tools like those in
expensive high-volume device testers. The modularity of
rack and stack. The ease of operation of incoming inspection. And the latest technology to achieve awhole new
price/performance level.

Ashort list of its features includes high-speed time
measurement with 50 PSec resolution. Up to 4x48 switching matrices. Up to 64 pin driver/sensors. And multiple
power sources, up to 2000 volts and 5amps continuous.
Alonger list of features is yours for the asking. Call or
write our exclusive North American Sales Group: SemiTech
International, 100 Fifth Street, Boston, MA 02129.
Telephone: (617) 242-5222.

The SZ-M3600 reflects adecade of providing test solutions for standard and hybrid devices. Experience that includes the SZ-M3000, the largest selling compact device
test system in Europe.

And get ready to test
your hybrids with asystem
as unique as your hybrids.
The SZ-M3600, the first
hybrid test system.

With the SZ-M3600, you get amodular architecture.
Comprehensive instrumentation set. Achoice of switching
matrices. Pin drivers. Power supplies. IEEE interface.
Everything you need to test and characterize

Testsystems
Hewlett Packard is aregistered trademark.
Austria (27 72) 21 93
I';weden (7 56) 75 63 40 10
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Belgium (11) 21 00 06

Switzerland (1) 7 10 55 66

France (78) 33 63 33

India (812) 36 66 65

Israel (3) 49 41 79

Peoples Republic al China (HK) (3) 62 23 45
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Italy (2) 923 72 12

United Kingdom (4 53) 88 65 33

Netherlands (88 51) 961 11
United States (617) 242-5222

Spain (1) 890 46 14
West Germany 080 75/17-0
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ANALOG ti POWER

TECHNOLOGY SERIES

SMART POWER: CHANGING
THE FACE OF POWER CONTROL

S

mart power is an emerging technology that may
well exert a fundamental influence on the entire
field of power control. Besides offering the traditional solid-state benefit of space savings, it also
opens new markets, permitting electronics to encroach
on what has been the sole domain of electromechanical devices. It brings significant performance enhancements because of its speed and digital control techniques. And it provides associated benefits for protection and diagnostics at the system level.
Yet the thrust into smart-power technology has
brought confusion in its wake. Just what is a smartpower device? Everyone agrees that it is one that
combines small-signal control with power circuitry—
but there the consensus stops. Can a smart-power
device be either a monolithic chip or a multichip hybrid? Is smart power strictly aMOS-based technology?
What voltage and current capabilities should it have?
Because of differences in definition, the market estimates for smart power show wide disparity: projections range anywhere from $25 to $275 million for
1987, growing to $2 or $3 billion by 1995.
Recently, the muddle was clarified by a definition
devised by several major market researchers, including
Dataquest Inc. in San Jose, Calif. A smart-power device,
they agreed, should be an integrated circuit containing
both control circuitry and the power-handling capability
of supplying at least 1A to the load or withstanding at
least 100 V. Under this definition, smart power includes
not only a number of significant older products, like
three-terminal regulators and audio amplifiers, but also
some major new developments. Among them are automotive circuits, motor controllers, flat-panel display drivers, and high-voltage multiplexers.
The most notable exclusion from this definition is
multichip hybrid implementations. The omission is
based on the argument that hybrid technology is simply an assembly technique that is an alternative to
modules and printed-circuit boards.
Also, the definition does not specify a particular
semiconductor process. There are many processes already in use to make smart-power ICs, with more on
•
the way. It is not clear which of them, if any, will
prevail and for what market segments.
Finally, the class of ICs called "smart discretes" is
also excluded. These small-scale chips add protection
circuitry such as thermal shutdown or current limiting
to a discrete bipolar or MOS transistor. However, because they do not integrate control circuitry, they are
not considered to be smart power.
Electronics/April 28, 1988

With its ability to combine control and power
circuitry on the same chip, smart power has a host
of advantages: higher speed and enhanced digital
control and, at the system level, space and cost
savings, plus better protection and diagnostics
by Art Fury, Power Integrations Inc.
The first and most obvious benefit of smart power
is space savings. When the end product can benefit,
consolidation can be significant—for example, amotor
controller can be mounted inside the motor itself. In
fact, the advent of smart power requires a change in
and system-design thinking (see panel, p. 145).
But there are more subtle advantages as well. With
smart power, the close-by location of the protection
circuitry makes it easy to measure current, voltage,
temperature, and signal timing, thereby promoting
safe operation. In contrast, remote sensing requires
long wire runs, with their associated costs, and those
wire runs can introduce errors.
Long wires act as antennas, both radiating energy
in the power section and receiving energy in the control section. The presence of fast-rising high-energy
pulses, as in pulse-width-modulation circuits, can
cause serious errors for low-level control signals, such
as position sensors on a motor, or high-impedance
drive circuits, such as the gate of a MOS power tran-

THE BEST IS YET TO COME
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1. Smart-power voltage and current ratings will improve sharply, over the next
five years, at least doubling across the entire range.
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and interconnection costs. By far, the greater
cost impact comes from factors other than the
smart-power chip itself. Besides the advantages of less parts to mount and fewer parts
for greater reliability, smart-power chips also
simplify interconnection. Typically, the power
portion of asystem must be mounted so as to
dissipate heat, thereby requiring more than
just traces on a board. A single package not
pCHANNEL MOSFET
pnp BIPOLAR
(a)
only consolidates two assemblies into one, but
it also minimizes the number of interconnection lines.
Furthermore, since the power section often
dominates the die size and since package cost
dominates at high power levels, the addition of
extra control and protection circuitry has little
or no impact on cost. As a result, a smartn-CHANNEL MOSFET
npn BIPOLAR
power IC may often contain extra control fea(b)
tures for the same cost. In fact, a custom or
2. P-type transistors (a) are best for driving loads connected to acommon negative point; the
semicustom smart-power device can bring siggate voltage of n-channel MOS FETs (b) must be higher than the supply.
nificant end-product advantages at no cost
penalty.
sistor. Combining power and control circuitry on one
The maximum current rating for smart power is a
chip dramatically lowers these errors.
matter of economics, not technology. The higher the
Smart power also addresses timing problems. MOS current, the bigger the die and the higher the cost—
transistors switch in tens to hundreds of nanoseconds,
and the cost goes up exponentially. At some point, it
so long wires act as delay lines in the feedback loop.
is less expensive to use separate control and power
These delays reduce protection for the device driving chips. Once again, factors such as package cost enter,
the load when it becomes overloaded, or they allow
but as agood rule of thumb, smart power seems to be
high voltage and high current to be present simulta- economically viable up to about 10 A total at low
neously.
voltage and up to around 5A above 200 V. However,
Many benefits of smart power come from its high- technological advances are likely to improve these figvoltage capability. For example, high-voltage displays,
ures significantly (see fig. 1).
which require nearly 200 V, will not tolerate either the
Likewise, the higher the voltage, the larger the die
large space required by discretes or the reliability
size, so low-voltage smart-power ICs tend to be more
problems created by having alarge number of compo- economical than high-voltage ones. At 100 V and benents. Smart power enhances reliability in three ways:
low, there are several viable technologies, both bipolar
it reduces the number of separate components per and MOS, for obtaining voltage isolation between incircuit so as to decrease the probability of failure; it put and output, including self-isolation and junction
minimizes the number of interconnections; and its
isolation. These technologies can be stretched to 200
high-voltage ratings increase the margin above nor- V—but with compromises. Above 200 V, it is difficult
mal operating voltages. In some cases, the high-volt- to get isolation between input and output. Also, at
age capability of smart power allows logic to operate
that level, it is hard to build good bipolar transistors
at the same voltage as the load, thereby eliminating a and vertical MOS devices, so most high-voltage ICs use
power supply and increasing noise immunity.
lateral MOS outputs, which are large but perform
Generally speaking, combining control with power well. One other technique is dielectric isolation, but
consumes more silicon than would be used for asepa- since it requires mechanical backlapping of the warate control chip and a power discrete. The extra sili- fers, cost is significantly higher. Today, with dielectric
con provides isolation between the different sections
isolation, voltages of 400 to 600 V are practical.
of the smart-power chip. Moreover, at high voltages,
When MOS transistors, rather than bipolar devices,
the penalties in die size go up because good bipolar make up the smart-power output, users must undertransistors or vertical MOS transistors require addi- stand the different impact of speed and current rattional silicon.
ings. MOS transistors are generally much faster than
Often offsetting the penalty in die size is high pack- bipolar devices. Although that speed is agreat advanage cost. If the die sizes are small, as for high-voltage
tage, it can be a mixed blessing, causing such probtransistor arrays, or if the package costs are high, as
lems as loss of protection. Moreover, the question of
for high-power housings, then the package cost will
how much current a MOS output can handle does not
dominate. So the net cost to the user becomes less
have as clear an answer as in the case of a bipolar
with smart power than with separate chips. A multi- output. A bipolar device can burn up when its maxiple-output smart-power chip will usually be cheaper mum current rating is exceeded. With a MOS FET,
than an equivalent control IC plus power discretes,
however, the critical parameter is on-resistance, not
but asingle-output smart-power device may not be an
current rating.
obvious cost-effective choice, depending on its price
Every MOS FET has a parasitic bipolar diode con-
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ID SERIES

Linear Power Supplies

SINGLE OUTPUT. WIDE RANGE.
DIMENSIONS 2
(inches)

MODEL

$247
307
372
466

LDS-Y-01
LDS-X-01
LDS-W-01
LDS-P-01

0-7V ADJ.

PRICE

3.4(3.4)
4.8(4.1)
6.6(5.6)
9.5(9.0)

2.9(2.85)
4.0(3.4)
5.7(4.8)
8.5(8.0)

2.4(1.8)
3.1(2.6)
4.5(3.8)
7.5(7.1)

0-18V ADJ.

x4/x

55/
8
78 25/
8
7 x 47/
8 x 27/
8
9 x 5 x 27/
8
11 x 47/
8 x 4"/32

1.8(1.8)
2.3(1.95)
3.2(2.7)
4.5(4.3)

1.6(1.6)
1.9(1.6)
2.8(2.4)
4.0(3.8)

1.4(0.9)
1.5(1.3)
2.2(1.9)
3.3(3.1)

55/
8 x 47/
8 x 25/
8
7 x 4/8 x 27/
8
9 x 5 x 27k
11 x 47/
8 x 4' 3/
32

247
307
372
466

LDS-Y-02
LDS-X-02
LDS-W-02
LDS-P-02

0-32V ADJ.

MAX CURRENT AT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF (AP
40°C
50°C
60°C

1.1(1.1)
1.5(1.25)
2.1(1.8)
2.7(2.5)

1.0(0.95)
1.3(1.1)
1.9(1.5)
2.5(2.4)

0.8(0.6)
1.1(0.95)
1.4(1.2)
2.3(2.2)

55/
8 x 47/
8 x 25/
8
7 x 47/
8 x 27/
8
9 x 5 x 27k
11 X 47/8 X 4 13 /32

247
307
372
466

LDS-Y-03
LDS-X-03
LDS-W-03
LDS-P-03

DIMENSIONS 2
(inches)

PRICE

MODEL
LDS-Y-5-0V
LDS-X-5-0V
LDS-W-5-0V
LDS-P-5-0V

SINGLE OUTPUT. FIXED VOLTAGE.

5V ±5%
ADJ.

4.4(4.0)
8.6(7.3)
11.7(9.9)
18.8(18.0)

3.3(3.0)
7.0(6.0)
9.1(7.7)
15.6(14.8)

55/
8 X 47/
8 X 2
5/
8
7
27k
9 x 5 x 27/
8
11 >ç e/8 x 413 /
32

$247
307
372
466

15C ±5%1 12V ±5%
ADJ.
ADJ.

3.7(3.4)
6.5(5.5)
8.5(7.2)
14.0(13.3)

2.9(2.55)
5.5(4.7)
7.0(6.0)
12.4(11.8)

2.0(1.75)
4.5(3.8)
5.3(4.5)
10.0(9.5)

55/
8 X 47/
a x 25/
8
7 x e/8 x 27/
8
9 x 5 x 27/
8
11 x 47/
8 X 413 /
32

237
294
359
454

LDS-Y-12
LDS-X-12
LDS-W-12
LDS-P-12

3.25(3.0)
5.5(4.7)
7.7(6.55)
12.0(11.4)

2.5(2.25)
4.6(3.9)
6.2(5.3)
10.6(10.0)

1.7(1.55)
3.6(3.1)
4.7(4.0)
8.5(8.1)

55/
8 x e/8 X 23/
1
3
7 x ek X 2/8
9 x 5 X 27/
8
11 x 47/
8 x 413 /
33

237
294
359
454

LDS-Y-15
LDS-X-15
LDS-W-15
LDS-P-15

24V ±5% r20V ±5%
ADJ.
ADJ.

2.5(2.25)
4.4(3.7)
6.1(5.2)
10.0(9.5)

2.0(1.8)
3.6(3.1)
5.0(4.3)
8.9(8.5)

1.5(1.35)
2.6(2.2)
3.8(3.2)
7.0(6.6)

55/
8 X 47/
8 X 25k
7 x 47/
8 x 2
7/
8
9 x 5 x 27/
a
11 X 47/
8 X 4' 3/
32

237
294
359
454

LDS-Y-20
LDS-X-20
LDS-W-20
LDS-P-20

2.1(1.9)
3.8(3.2)
5.4(4.6)
9.0(8.5)

1.7(1.55)
3.2(2.7)
4.4(3.7)
8.0(7.6)

1.3(1.15)
2.4(2.0)
3.3(2.8)
6.0(5.7)

55/
8 X 474 X 2
5/
8
7
27/
8
9 x 5 x 27/
8
11 x 47/
8 X 4 13 /
32

237
294
359
454

LDS-Y-24
LDS-X-24
LDS-W-24
LDS-P-24

28V ±5%
ADJ.

1.9(1.65)
3.4(2.9)
4.7(4.0)
8.0(7.6)

1.5(1.35)
2.9(2.5)
4.0(3.4)
7.1(6.7)

1.1(1.0)
2.2(1.9)
3.1(2.6)
5.2(4.9)

55/
8 X 47/
8 X 2
5/
8
7 x ek x 27/
8
9 x 5 x 27/
8
11 x 47/
8 x 413 /
33

237
294
359
454

LDS-Y-28
LDS-X-28
LDS-W-28
LDS-P-28

1.36(1.2)
2.1(1.9)
3.0(2.6)
4.5(4.28)

1.05(0.95)
1.8(1.6)
2.6(2.2)
4.0(3.8)

0.75(0.70)
1.4(1.2)
2.0(1.7)
3.4(3.2)

55/
8 x 47/
8 x 2
5/
8
7 X 47/8 X 27/
8
9 x 5 x 27/
8
11 x 47/
8 X 413 /
32

247
307
372
466

LDS-Y-48
LDS-X-48
LDS-W-48
LDS-P-48

0.55(0.55)
1.6(1.6)

0.45(0.45)
1.4(1.4)

0.35(0.35)
1.2(1.2)

55/
8 X 47/
8 X 23/
8
11 X 47/8 X 4' 3/32

264
483

LDS-Y-100
LDS-P-100

0.45(0.45)
1.4(1.4)

0.35(0.35)
1.2(1.2)

0.25(0.25)
1.0(1.0)

53/
8 X

47/
8 X 2
5/
8
11 x 47/
8 X 4' 3/
32

264
483

LDS-Y-120
LDS-P-120

0.35(0.25)
1.1(1.1)

0.25(0.25)
0.9(0.9)

0.15(0.15)
0.8(0.8)

55/
8 x 47/e x 2
5/
8
11 x 47/
8 x 413 /
33

264
483

LDS-Y-150
LDS-P-150

150V ±5% 120V ±5% 100V ±5%
ADJ.
ADJ.
ADJ.

5.4(5.0)
10.0(8.5)
14.0(11.9)
22.0(20.9)

48V ±5%
ADJ.

MAX CURRENT AT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF (A) 1
40°C
50°C
60°C

NOTE: 1. Ratings in parenthesis when cover is used.
2. Dimensions include cover.

xek x

x47/. X

LR SERIES
DC OUTPUT
Voltage range shown in tables.
REGULATED VOLTAGE
regulation, line

regulation, load
ripple and noise

temperature
coefficient
remote programming
resistance
remote programming
voltage
AC INPUT
line

power

0 1% from 95 to 132 VAC. 95 to 132 VAC or 187
to 265VAC on LRS-57, 58 and "M" option
models. 187 to 265VAC on LRS-59 and "V"
option models.
0 1% from no load to full load.
10mV RMS, 35mV pk-pk for 5V and 6V models
(25mV pk-pk for 2V models.)
15mV RMS, 100mV pk-pk for 12V through 28V
models.
35mV RMS, 150mV pk-pk for 48V models.
O 03%/°C.
1000(1/volt.
volt per volt.
95 to 132 VAC, 47-440Hz.
95 to 132 VAC or 187 to 265VAC (user selectable), 47-440Hz on LRS-57, 58 and "M" option
models. 187 to 265VAC, 47-440Hz on LRS-59
only.
LRS-52: 137 watts maximum.
LRS-53: 225 watts maximum.
LRS-54: 380 watts maximum.
LRS-55: 515 watts maximum.
LRS-56: 819 watts maximum.
LRS-57: 1100 watts maximum.
LRS-58: 1350 watts maximum.
LRS-59: 1900 watts maximum.

DC INPUT
145VDC
10%. (260 to 370VDC for LRS-57, 58, 59, and "M" and "V"
option models )
EFFICIENCY
55% min for 2V models. 67% min for 5V and 6V models of LRS-52. 70%
min for 5V through 15V models of LRS-53, 54. 75% min for 5V and 6V
models of LRS-55, 56; 5V through 15V models of LRS-57, 58, 59; 12V
through 20V models of LRS-52; 20V through 48V models of LR5-53, 54.
77% min for 12V through 20V models of LRS-55, 56. 78% min for 24V
through 48V models of LRS-52. 80% min for 20V through 48V models of
LRS-57, 58, 59; 24V through 48V models of LRS-55, 56.
OVERSHOOT
No overshoot at turn-on, turn-off or power failure.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
Continuous duty -10°C to +71°C with suitable derating above 40°C.
Guaranteed turn-on at -20°C.
STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE
-55°C to +85°C

Specifications
INPUT AND OUTPUT CONNECTIONS
All input, output, sensing, and remote on/off connections for LRS-52 and
LRS-53 are made through barrier strip terminals. All input, sensing and
remote on/off connections for LRS-54, LRS-55, LRS-56, LRS-57, LRS-58
and LRS-59 are made through barrier strip terminals. DC output
connection is made through heavy duty threaded bus bars.
MOUNTING
Two mounting surfaces and two mounting positions on LRS-52, 53, 54. One
mounting surface and one mounting position on LRS-55, 56, 57, 58, 59.
POWER FAILURE
2V, 5V and 6V models will remain within regulation limits for at least 16.7
msec. after loss of AC power when operating at full load, Vo max, and
105VAC input at 60Hz. (105 or 210VAC for LRS-57, 58 and "M"option
models. 210VAC at 60Hz for LRS-59.)
REMOTE SENSING
Provision is made for remote sensing to eliminate the effects of power
output lead resistance on DC regulation.
REMOTE TURN-ON/TURN-OFF
Provision is made for digitally controlled remote turn-on, turn-off (TTL
Compatible).
FUNGUS PROOFING
All units are inherently fungi inert.
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
The LR series has passed the following tests in accordance with MILSTD-810C.
1) Low Pressure - Method 500.1, Procedure I.
2) High Temperature - Method 501.1, Procedures Iand II.
3) Low Temperature - Method 502.1, Procedure I.
4) Temperature Shock - Method 9:13.1, Procedure I.
5) Temperature-Altitude - Method 504.1, Procedure I.
Class 2(-10°C Operating).
6) Humidity - Method 507.1, Procedure I.
7) Fungus - Method 508.1, Procedure I.
8) Vibration - Method 514.2, Procedures X and Xl.
9) Shock - Method 516.2, Procedures Iand Ill.
EMI
Conducted EMI conforms to FCC Docket 20780 Class A, and MILSTD-461A Notice 4 CE04 for power leads. LRS-57, LRS-58, LRS-59, and
"M" and "V" option models also conform to VDE 0871 Class A.
PHYSICAL DATA
Package
Model

Lbs.
Net

Lbs.
Ship

Size
Inches

LRS-52
LRS-53
LRS-54
LRS-55
LRS-56
LRS-57
LRS-58
LRS-59

21/
4
31/
4
6'h
7
8./2
10 /
2
1
12 /
2
1
16./2

3'/4
41/
4
71
/
2
8'/2
10
12
14
19

2 x 47/e3 X 6'/4
2'/13 x 47/s x 8'h
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 43/s x 10'h
43/
1
6 x 43/
4 X 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
5'h x 43/
4 X 13'/8
EN8 x 47/
8 x 13"/32

OPTIONS

OVERLOAD PROTECTION
ELECTRICAL
External overload protection, automatic electronic current limiting circuit
limits the output current to apreset value, thereby providing protection
for the load as well as the power supply.

AC Input

THERMAL
Self-resetting thermostat.

-M (LRS-52, 53, 54 only)

FUSING
Line fuse removes the power supply from the line if ashort occurs in the
input circuitry.
OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Overvoltage protection is standard on all models. If output voltage
increases above apreset level, inverter drive is removed.
COOLING
All units are convection cooled. No fans or blowers are needed.

Add
Suffix'
-V (LRS-55, 56 only)

For Operation
at:
185 to 265VAC
47-440Hz
95 to 132VAC or
187 to 265VAC,
47-440Hz
(customer selectable)

Price
12%
12%

Add Suffix after package number, i.e.: LRS-55V-5, LRS-52M-5.
ACCESSORIES
Rack Adapters (LRA-14, LRA-15, LRA-17) and cable system available.
FINISH
Grey, Fed. Std. 595, No. 26081.
GUARANTEED FOR 5YEARS
Five year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee applies to
operation at full published specifications at end of 5years.

IN-RUSH LIMITING
The turn-on in-rush current will not exceed 40 amps peak from acold
start (50 amps on LRS-57, 58, 59.)

IM/CSA
UL Recognized. CSA Certified. LRS-57, 58, 59 under evaluation.

DC OUTPUT CONTROLS
Simple screwdriver adjustment over the entire voltage range.

TUV LICENSED
110/220 and 220 input versions.

LN AND
LD SERIES
DC OUTPUT
Voitage idnge shown in tables.
REGULATED VOLTAGE
regulation, line

regulation, load

ripple and noise

temperature
coefficient

remote programming
resistance

remote programming
voltage
AC INPUT
line

LN Series: 0.1%. (0.15% for LN -Z)
LD Series: 0.005% + 0.5mV for line variations
from 105 to 127VAC.
LN Series: 0.1% (0.15% for LN-Z).
LD Series: 0.005% + 0.5mV for load variations
from 0to full load.
LN Series: 1.5mV RMS, 5mV pk-pk (5mV RMS,
15mV pk-pk for LNS-P-48) with either positive
or negative terminal grounded.
LD Series: lmv pk-pk, 150p.V RMS (250p.V for
100V, 120V, 193V units).
LN Series: 0.03%/°C.
LD Series: ±(0.005% + 10V)/°C on wide
range models with external programming
resistors. ±- (0.01% + 10V)/°C on wide
models with internal programming resistors,
and then from 1volt to final desired value.
LN Series: 200(1/volt nominal (LNS models only).
LD Series: 1000(1/volt nominal. Downward
programming to voltages less than 1volt must
be accomplished in two steps; first, from
original voltage value to 1volt, and then from 1
volt to final desired value.
volt per volt (LNS and LD models only).

105 to 127VAC, 210 to 254VAC (by transformer
tap change) 47-440Hz. Consult factory for
operation at frequencies other than 57-63Hz.

OVERSHOOT
No overshoot on turn-on, turn-off or power failure.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
Continuous duty from 0° to +71°C on LN Series with corresponding load
current ratings for all modes of operation. Continuous duty from 0° to
60°C on LO Series with suitable deratings above 40°C.
STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE
—55°C to +85°C
OVERLOAD PROTECTION
ELECTRICAL
External overload protection, automatic electronic current limiting circuit
limits the output current to apreset value, thereby providing protection
for the load as well as the power supply.
THERMAL
Thermostat — automatically reset when overtemperature condition is
eliminated

Specifications
TRACKING ACCURACY (DUAL TRACKING MODELS ONLY)
3% absolute voltage difference, 0.2% change for all conditions of line,
load and temperature.
MOUNTING
Three mounting surfaces, three mounting positions. One mounting
position for LN -P models. LN Series: LDS-Y, X, W: Three mounting
surfaces, two mounting positions. Two mounting surfaces on wide range
and 48V models when used with optional adjustable LHOV. One mounting
surface one mounting position on LOS-P
REMOTE SENSING
Provision is made for remote sensing to eliminate the effect of power
output lead resistance en DC regulation.
TRANSFORMER
MIL -T-27C, Grade 6; Electrostatic shield; 4000VAC input/output isolation.
ISOLATION RATING
Minimum, 10 Megohm isolation from DC to ground at 750VDC.
FUNGUS PROOFING
No fungi nutrient material used.
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
The LN and LD Series has passed the following tests in accordance with
MIL-STD-810C.
1) Low Pressure—Method 500.1, Procedure I.
2) High Temperature—Method 501.1, Procedures I& II.
3) Low Temperature —Method 502.1, Procedure I.
4) Temperature Shock —Method 503.1, Procedure I.
5) Temperature-Altitude—Method 504.1, Procedure I.
Class 2(0 °C operating)
6) Humidity—Method 507.1, Procedures I& II.
7) Fungus —Method 508.1, Procedure I.
8) Vibration—Method 514.2, Procedures X & XI.
9) Shock—Method 516.2, Procedures I& Ill.
MIL-I-6181D —Conducted and radiated EMI with one output terminal
grounded.
PHYSICAL DATA
Package
Lbs.
Model
Net

Lbs.
Ship

LN-Z

3

LN-Y/LD-Y

5

5I/2

LN-X/LD-X

73,5

8'/,i

9

9I/2

14
15 ,/:

15 1
2
/
17

LNS-P/LD-P
LND-P

COOLING
All units are convection cooled. No external heat sinking or forced air is
required.

47/
8 x 4 x PA (w/cover)
4'/8 x 4 x 15/
8 (w/o cover)
55/
8 x 47/
8 x 2
5/
8 (w/cover)
55/
8 X 47/
8 x 21
/
2 (w/o cover)
.7 x 47/s x 27/
1
3(w/cover)
7 x 47/s x 2,4 (w/o cover)
9 X 47/
a X 2'h3(w/cover)
9 x 47/
8 x 23/
4 (w/o cover)
11 x 47/
8 x 4"/42 (w & w/o cover)
11 x 47/
8 x 4l 3/,2(w & w/o cover)

ACCESSORIES
Overvoltage protectors (standard on 5V models and on LND-X-MPU).
Power Supply Series

OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Overvoltage protection module crowbars output when trip level is
exceeded — standard on all 5V models and both outputs of model
LND-X-MPU.

Size
Inches

LNS-Z
LNS-Y/LDS-Y
LNS-X/LDS-X
LNS-W/LDS-W
LNS-PADS-P
LND (All Series)
All 01, 02, 03 and 48V Models

OV Series
1.-6-0V (Fixed)
I.-6-0V (Fixed)
L-12-0V (Fixed)
L
-20-0V (Fixed)
L-35-0V (Fixed) for 5& 6V Models
L-20-0V (Fixed) for others
L-12-0V (Fixed)
LH OV (Adjustable)

DC OUTPUT CONTROLS
Simple screwdriver adjustment over the entire voltage range of LN Series
and fixed voltage LD models. On wide range LD models, an adjustable
range of 1% -Vo max to Vo max is provided by the internal programming
potentiometer; programming over tie full 0to Vo max range can be
accomplished by remote sensing.

FINISH
Grey, Fed. Std. 595, No. 26081.

INPUT AND OUTPUT CONNECTIONS
Heavy-duty screw ter minals on printed circuit board. Solder turrets provide
for remote programming operation on LD Series.

/CSA
UL Recognized. CSA Certified. (100V, 120V and 150V models of LD Series
presently under test.

GUARANTEED FOR 5YEARS
5-year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee applies to
operation at full published specifications at end of 5years.

THE LAMBDA LR SERIES

THE BENEFITS OF LOW NOISE
WITH THE
ADVANTAGE OF SWITCHERS.

TO ORDER CALL YOUR LOCAL LAMBDA SALES ENGINEER.
Open 8:00 AM to 7:30 PM (East Coast Time).
To contact the direct-factory Lambda Sales Engineer responsible for your account and located in your area, or to contact
Customer Service for price, delivery or placing purchase orders, call as follovvs:

Lambda Electronics
4125 Cousens St,
St. Laurent
Queoec H4S 1V6

(Shaded area)

1-800-LAMBDA-4

Germany, Achem
Lambda Netzgerate Gmbl
Tel: 07841/5031

In Metropolitan Montreal
514-337-0311

IN WESTERN
UNITED STATES

France, Orsay
Lamoda Electronique
Tel: 6012-1487

1-800-LAMBDA-5
ADDRESS ALL CUSTOMER
CORRESPONDENCE TO:
LAMBDA ELECTRONICS
515 BROAD HOLLOW ROAD
MELVILLE, NY 11747
3/88

Lambda Electronics
Tel: 36386/7/8

1-800-361-2578
TLX: 05-824632
FAX: 514-337-1235

(or call 516-694-4200)

(or call 516-694-4200)

England,
High Wycombe, Buc

Canada

IN EASTERN
UNITED STATES

TWX: 510-224-6484
FAX: 516-293-0519

Japan, Tokyo
NEMIC-Lambda K.K.
Tel: 03-447-4411

Israel, Tel Aviv
IsLAMBDA ELECTRONICS,
Tel: (03) 493941-2-3

Singapore

NEMIC-Lambda(S) PTE LTI
Tel: 251-7211

LAMBDA

ELECTRONICS
DIVISION of

Veeco)

INSTRUMENTS INC.

LN SERIES

Linear Power Supplies

DUAL OUTPUT

5V ±5% ADJ.
9V-12V ADJ.

VOLT
VDC

5±5%
9-12

MAX CURRENT AT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF (AP
40°C
50°C
60°C
71°C

DIMENSION5 2
(inches)

PRICE

MODEL

7.0(6.0)
1.2(1.0)

6.0(5.1)
1.1(1.0)

4.7(4.0)
1.0(0.8)

3.2(2.7)
0.8(0.7)

7 x 4'/8 x 271,,

$268

LND-X-MPU 3

0.6(0.5)
0.6(0.5)
1.4(1.2)
1.2(1.0)
2.5(2.1)
2.3(2.0)
3.3(3.0)
3.1(2.8)
5.3(5.0)
4.6(4.4)

0.55(0.5)
0.55(0.5)
1.2(1.0)
1.1(0.9)
2.1(1.8)
1.9(1.6)
3.1(2.8)
2.8(2.5)
4.7(4.5)
4.0(3.8)

0.45(0.4)
0.45(0.4)
0.9(0.8)
0.8(0.7)
1.6(1.4)
1.4(1.2)
2.6(2.3)
2.3(2.1)
3.9(3.7)
3.3(3.1)

0.3(0.3)
0.3(0.3)
0.6(0.5)
0.5(0.4)
1.1(0.9)
0.9(0.8)
2.0(1.8)
1.6(1.4)
2.9(2.7)
2.5(2.4)

47/
8 x4x 1
3/
4

$127

LND-Z-152

55/
8 x e/8 x 2s/8

179

LND-Y-152

7 x 47/
8 x 2
7/
8

235

LND-X-152

9 x 5 x 27/
8

266

LND-W-152

11 x 47/
8 x 413 /
33

357

LND-P-152

DUAL TRACKING
-± 15 to
±12
± 15 to
± 12
±15to
±12
±15to
±12
± 15 to
±12
SINGLE OUTPUT

71°C

DIMENSIONS 2
(inches)

PRICE

MODEL
LNS-Z-5-0V
LNS-Y-5-0V
LNS-X-5-0V
LNS-W-5-0V
LNS-P-5-0V

1.9(1.7)
15.3(14.54)

1.4(1.3)
12.0(11.4)

47/
8 x4x 1
3/
4
11 x 47/
8 x 413 /
32

112
298

LNS-Z-6
LNS-P-6

1.6(1.45)
3.5(3.15)
5.5(4.7)
7.2(6.1)
12.4(11.8)

1.5(1.4)
2.9(2.6)
4.5(3.8)
5.9(5.0)
10.0(9.5)

1.3(1.2)
2.2(2.0)
3.3(2.8)
4.2(3.6)
7.3(6.94)

47/
8 x4x 1
3/
4
55/
8 x 47/
8 x 25/
8
7 x 47/
8 x 2
7/
8
9 x 5 x 27/
8
11 x 47/
8 x 413 /
33

112
163
203
245
298

LNS-Z-12
LNS-Y-12
LNS-X-12
LNS-W-12
LNS-P-12

1.3(1.2)
3.1(2.8)
4.8(4.1)
6.7(5.7)
10.6(10.1)

1.2(1.1)
2.6(2.35)
3.9(3.35)
5.5(4.7)
8.5(8.1)

1.0(0.9)
2.0(1.8)
2.8(2.4)
3.8(3.15)
6.3(6.0)

47/
8 x4x 1
3/
4
55/
8 x 47k x 2
5/
8
7 x 47/
8 x 2
7/
8
9 x 5 x 27/
8
11 x 47/
8 x 413 /
33

112
163
203
245
298

LNS-Z-15
LNS-Y-15
LNS-X-15
LNS-W-15
LNS-P-15

2.5(2.25)
20.5(19.48)

1.7(1.55)
4.0(3.6)
6.5(5.5)
8.5(7.2)
14.0(13.3)
1.4(1.3)
3.4(3.1)
5.5(4.7)
7.7(6.55)
12.0(11.4)

1.0(0.69)
4.4(3.75)

0.85(0.77)
3.6(3.1)

0.65(0.59)
2.6(2.2)

0.45(0.41)
1.6(1.4)

47/
8 x4x 1
3/
4
7 x 47/
8 x 27/
8

112
203

LNS-Z-20
LNS-X-20

0.9(0.81)
2.3(2.1)
3.8(3.2)
5.4(4.6)
9.0(8.6)

0.75(0.68)
2.1(1.9)
3.2(2.7)
4.6(3.9)
8.0(7.6)

0.6(0.55)
1.7(1.5)
2.4(2.0)
3.7(3.1)
6.7(6.4)

0.4(0.36)
1.1(1.0)
1.4(1.2)
2.5(2.1)
5.0(4.8)

47/
8 x4 x 1
3/
4
55/
8 x 42/
8 x 2
5/
8
7 x 47/
8 x 27/
8
9 x 5 x 27k
11 x 47/
8 x 413 /
32

112
163
203
245
298

LNS-Z-24
LNS-Y-24
LNS-X-24
LNS-W-24
LNS-P-24

0.8(0.75)
2.0(1.8)
3.4(2.9)
4.7(4.0)
8.0(7.6)

0.65(0.6)
1.8(1.65)
2.9(2.5)
4.0(3.4)
7.1(6.75)

0.5(0.45)
1.5(1.35)
2.2(1.5)
3.2(2.75)
6.0(5.7)

0.35(0.32)
1.0(0.9)
1.2(1.0)
2.2(1.9)
4.5(4.3)

47/
8 x4x 1
3/
4
55/
8 x 47/
a X 2
5/
8
7 x 47/
8 x 27/
8
9 x 5 x 27/
8
11 x 47/
8 x 413 /
32

112
163
203
245
298

LNS-Z-28
LNS-Y-28
LNS-X-28
LNS-W-28
LNS-P-28

4.5(4.28)

4.0(3.8)

3.4(3.2)

2.5(2.38)

11 x 47/
8 x 4"/32

363

LNS-P-48

24V ±5%
ADJ.

5V ±5%
ADJ.

22(2 0)
18.1(17 2)

6V
5%
ADJ.

$118
172
220
261
326

12V ±5%
ADJ.

47/
8 x4 x 1
3/
4
55/
8 x 47k x 2s/8
7 x 47/
8 x 2
7/
8
9 x 5 x 27/
8
11 x 47/
8 x 413 /
33

15V ±5%
ADJ.

1.7(1.5)
3.1(2.8)
5.3(4.5)
7.5(6.4)
13.0(12.4)

20V ±5%
ADJ.

2.3(2.1)
4.2(3.8)
7.3(6.2)
10.0(8.5)
16.5(15.7)

28V ±5%
ADJ.

2.7(2.4)
5.1(4.6)
8.9(7.6)
12.2(10.4)
19.5(18.5)

3.0(2.7)
6.0(5.4)
10.0(8.5)
14.0(11.9)
22.0(20.9)

48V ±
5% ADJ.

40°C

MAX CURRENT AT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF (AP
50°C
60°C

NOTE: 1. Rating in Parenthesis for LN Series when cover is used.
2. Dimensions include cover.
3. Includes OV protection on both outputs (5V OV trip point is 6.6 -± 2V fixed; 9-12V OV trip points is 13.7 -±4V fixed).

IR SERIES Switching Power Supplies
SINGLE OUTPUT

2V ±5% ADJ.

11.1
17.5
27.5
41.0
61.0
90.0
120.0
165.0

5.9
10.0
19.5
30.0
45.0
68.0
83.0
125.0

2 x 47/e x 61/
4
23/
8 X 47/3 x 8'h
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47k x 10 1
/
2
47/le x 47/
8 x 11'/2
5 x 47/
3 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 X 13 1
/
8
e/8 X 41/3 X 13 25/
32

$308
420
515
655
812
1064
1288
1568

LRS-52-2
LRS-53-2
LRS-54-2
LRS-55-2
LRS-56-2
LRS-57-2
LRS-58-2
LRS-59-2

5V ±5% ADJ.

15.0
25.0
40.0
60.0
90.0
130.0
180.0
250.0

13.7
21.5
34.0
51.0
77.0
110.0
147.0
200.0

11.1
17.5
27.5
41.0
61.0
90.0
120.0
165.0

5.9
10.0
19.5
30.0
45.0
68.0
83.0
125.0

2 x eh, x 61/
4
23/
8 X 47/
8 X 8'h
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 X 47/
8 X 10 1
h
47/3 x eh. X 11 1/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x ek x 13 25 h2

275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-52-5
LRS-53-5
LRS-54-5
LRS-55-5
LRS-56-5
LRS-57-5
LRS-58-5
LRS-59-5

6V ±5% ADJ.

13.5
21.0
35.0
52.0
80.0
110.0
150.0
210.0

12.2
18.5
31.0
44.0
69.0
93.0
123.0
170.0

9.9
16.0
24.0
36.0
54.0
76.0
100.0
140.0

5.2
8.3
17.0
26.0
39.0
58.0
70.0
105.0

2 x ek x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
h
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x ek x 10 1
/
2
47/3 x 47/
8 x 11 1
h
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/e x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/e x 13 25 /
32

275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-52-6
LRS-53-6
LRS-54-6
LRS-55-6
LRS-56-6
LRS-57-6
LRS-58-6
LRS-59-6

12V ±5% ADJ.

7.8
12.5
22.0
30.0
47.0
65.0
84.0
110.0

6.8
11.2
18.5
26.0
41.0
58.0
69.0
92.0

4.9
9.6
15.0
22.0
34.0
48.0
56.0
74.0

2.3
7.2
10.0
16.0
21.9
34.0
40.0
53.0

2 x 474 x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/e x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47k x 10 1
/
2
47/
1
8x 4 /
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13I/e
65/
8 X 47/e x 13 25 /
32

275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-52-12
LRS-53-12
LRS-54-12
LRS-55-12
LRS-56-12
LRS-57-12
LRS-58-12
LRS-59-12

15V ±5% ADJ.

MODEL

13.7
21.5
34.0
51.0
77.0
110.0
147.0
200.0

6.4
10.0
18.0
25.0
38.0
52.0
68.0
90.0

5.6
9.0
15.0
22.0
33.0
46.0
56.0
75.0

4.0
7.7
12.0
19.0
28.0
38.0
45.5
60.0

19
58
8.0
130
179
27 0
32.0
43.0

4
2 x 4/8 x 61/
23/
8 x 47/e x 8'h
3 x 4718 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
1
6 x 47k x 11 1/
2
5 x 4718 x 12
51/
2 x 474 x 13'/e
654 x ek x 13 25 h2

275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-52-15
LRS-53-15
LRS-54-15
LRS-55-15
LRS-56-15
LRS-57-15
LRS-58-15
LRS-59-15

20V ±5% ADJ.

PRICE

15.0
25.0
40.0
60.0
90.0
130.0
180.0
250.0

4.9
7.7
13.5
19.0
29.5
40.0
52.0
70.0

4.3
6.9
11.5
16.5
27.0
36.0
43.0
58.0

3.0
5.9
8.5
14.0
22.0
30.0
35.0
46.0

1.5
4.5
5.5
10.0
13.8
21.0
24.5
33.0

2 x 41/e x 61/
4
23/
1
3x 47/
8 x 81
h
3 x 4718 x 11
33/
4 x eh, x 10 1
/
2
eh. X 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
a x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-52-20
LRS-53-20
LRS-54-20
LRS-55-20
LRS-56-20
LRS-57-20
LRS-58-20
LRS-59-20

24V ±5% ADJ.

DIMENSIONS
(inches)

4.1
6.5
11.5
16.0
25.0
33.5
44.0
60.0

3.6
5.8
9.5
14.0
22.5
29.0
36.0
50.0

2.6
5.0
7.5
12.0
18.5
24.0
29.5
40.0

1.2
3.8
4.5
8.0
11.6
17.0
20.5
28.0

2 x 47/
8 x 61
/
4
23/e x 47/
8 X 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x4 /
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
1
8x e/8 x 11 1/
2
5 x 47k x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
a
6/8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 h2

275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-52-24
LRS-53-24
LRS-54-24
LRS-55-24
LRS-56-24
LRS-57-24
LRS-58-24
LRS-59-24

28V ±5% ADJ.

71°C

3.5
5.7
9.5
14.0
22.0
29.0
38.0
52.0

3.1
5.1
8.5
12.0
20.0
25.5
31.0
43.0

2.2
4.4
6.5
10.0
16.0
21.0
25.5
34.0

1.1
3.3
4.0
7.0
10.0
15.0
17.5
24.0

2 x ek X 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 4/8 x 10 1
/
2
ehe x 47/
8 x 11'/2
5 x 4/8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-52-28
LRS-53-28
LRS-54-28
LRS-55-28
LRS-56-28
LRS-57-28
LRS-58-28
LR5-59-28

48V ±5% ADJ.

40°C

MAX CURRENT AT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF (A)
50°C
60°C

2.0
3.3
5.8
8.2
13.0
17.5
22.5
31.0

1.7
2.8
5.1
7.2
12.0
15.5
18.5
26.0

1.2
2.4
3.6
6.2
9.5
12.5
15.0
21.0

0.6
1.8
2.3
4.2
6.0
9.0
10.5
15.0

2 x 4/8 x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
3 x 11
33/
4 x ek x 10 1
/
2
41/3 x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/e x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
6/8 x 47/
8 x 13 25/
32

275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-52-48
LRS-53-48
LRS-54-48
LRS-55-48
LRS-56-48
LRS-57-48
LRS-58-48
LRS-59-48

LAMBDA'S UNIQUE SWITCHING
SOLUTION FOR ULTRA-LOW NOISE
APPLICATIONS PROVIDES OVER
65% REDUCTION IN OUTPUT
RIPPLE AND NOISE

NEW
MRS FILTERS:
Lambda's new line of MRS Filters mount
directly to an LR Series Switching Power
Supply. Together they provide an option
for low noise applications which challenge linear power supply specifications,
while maintaining the size, efficiency
and weight advantages of state-of-theart switchers.
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Maximum Specified For LRS Switching
Power Supplies
(Typical performance is less than half the
maximum specified amplitude.)

On its own, Lambda's LR Series
Switching Power Supplies have become
the industry standard for enduring performance in MIL-STD-810C and other
rugged applications. Designed using a
unique technology developed by
Lambda, the LR Series provides asignificant reduction in output ripple and

noise over other switching power supplies. Now, simply by adding an MRS
Output Filter, the LR Series joins
Lambda's established lines of LD and LN
Series Linear Power Supplies in powering noise-sensitive circuits. Just compare
the specifications in Figure 1.
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RIPPLE AND
NOISE

POWER SUPPLY
SERIES

SPECIFICATION

LD

0.15mV RMS
lmV pk-pk

LN

1.5mV RMS
5mV pk-pk

LR
(with MRS Filter)

2to 4mV RMS
12 to 20mV pk-pk

Figure 1

MRS Filters Ensure Ripple and Noise Less
Than 2 to 4mV RMS Using LRS Series
Switching Power Supplies

SPECIFICATIONS
FILTER INPUT

OUTPUT CONNECTIONS

2 to 28VDC designed for direct connection to LR Series

power supply terminals.

MRS-53 via two position terminal block. MRS-54, 55 via
heavy duty bus bars. Sense leads for connection from the
power supply to filter output terminals, and all mounting

ATTENUATION

hardware are supplied with the unit.

Ripple and noise measurements vary according to the
particular circumstances of each application. Based on balanced probe measurement at 20kHz bandwidth (to
minimize pickup of externally radiated spikes), MRS Filters

Designed for direct mounting to LR Series Power Supplies.
Contact factory for remote mounting accessories.

will reduce ripple and noise of the LR Power Supply Series
to 2mV RMS, 12mV pk-pk on 2, 5, and 6V models; 4mV
RMS, 20mV pk-pk on 12 through 28V models.

MOUNTING

FINISH
Grey, Fed. Std. 595, No. 26081.
WARRANTY

REGULATED VOLTAGE
LR Series Power Supply regulation and stability margins are
not affected by the addition of MRS Output Filters.

Five year warranty includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee applies to operation at full published specifications at
the end of five years.

MRS SERIES
COMPATIBLE
POWER SUPPLIES

APPLICABLE*
OUTPUT VOLTAGES

DIMENSIONS
(Inches)

2V -28V

115/
16 X 1
1
3/
16 X 1
5/
8

MRS-54

LRS-52, 52M,
LRS-53, 53M
LRS-54, 54M

2V -28V

31/
8 x '
3/
1
6 x 17/
1
6

MRS-55

LRS-55, 55V

65

2V -28V

31/
8 x

70

MODEL
MRS-53

*Contact factory for 48V special filters.

15 /
16 x

17/
1
6

WEIGHT

(Lbs.)
6

PRICE

$60
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disconnected for good safety practice anyway.
nected in reverse across its source and drain. AlWith smart-power MOS transistors switching amthough that diode is fast, it is not as fast as the MOS
transistor. Often used like a freewheeling diode for peres of current in nanoseconds, some coupling of
these rapid high-current signal transitions into the
transient suppression or energy recovery, the parasitsmall-signal circuitry of the chip must be expected.
ic device may be too slow to protect the transistor. In
Depending on the application, the likely results of
addition, to drive their output toward either the supunwanted signal coupling include charge transfer,
ply voltage or ground, many circuits connect two trancrosstalk, and glitches. Before the user commits to a
sistors in series across the supply, as in totem-pole,
push-pull, complementary-pair, and half-bridge out- certain design approach, he should examine the probable consequence of signal coupling.
puts. However, when both transistors turn on at the
Because there is still no clear best way to make a
same time, they create a short circuit—and usually
smart-power device, a number of semiconductor prosmoke. The speed with which MOS devices switch on
cesses can be used. The choice is more than just allposes the danger that the control circuit will not be
bipolar or all-MOS processes: In all likelihood, mixed
fast enough to keep both transistors from turning on
processing of one sort or another will be the mainsimultaneously. Also, MOS speed requires a control
stream technology for smart power over next three
circuit that is fast enough to protect itself, say, by
years.
means of a very fast feedback loop.
Bipolar technology is hard to beat at less than 100
For aMOS power transistor, the current that causes
V. Beyond the usual npn output structures, bipolar
destruction is often more than an order of magnitude
greater than the device's practical maximum current processing allows alarge number of different configurations, including complementary pairs, silicon conlimit. That limit is determined by either the maximum
voltage drop (current times on-resistance) that the ap- trolled rectifiers, and even multiple outputs. It can
also easily implement high-performance linear circuitplication will tolerate, or the maximum steady-state
ry such as stable references or high-speed amplifiers
power the MOS device dissipates. As a result, the
current aMOS FET can carry increases significantly if for feedback.
Most of the disadvantages of this process lie with
the voltage drop can be large or if the current is
pulsed. Smart-power users who understand the princi- the bipolar output. Smart-power circuits largely use
high-speed switching to control their output. When the
ple of on-resistance can realize dramatic cost savings
just by specifying that parameter
properly.
Like speed and current rating, isolaAnother advantage of smart-power
For the designer, the main thing to
tion is also a critical issue for smart
circuitry is the chance to eliminate a
keep in mind when working with
power. Isolation has three possible
smart power is that more of the sys- low-voltage power supply. All too ofmeanings—maximum voltage differtem resides on one chip. Therefore, it ten, an application requires alow voltential, safety, and signal coupling.
is critical to view the project as a age just to operate the necessary
The process technique used to obtain
semiconductor controls. For example,
whole and consider what changes in
isolation for the smart-power device
many good stepper-motor controllers
the system make sense.
dictates the maximum voltage differOne advantage to using smart pow- operate at 40 V, with a power supply
ential that the chip can withstand beer is that new features which could physically much larger than the contween its output circuitry at a high
make abig difference in the end prod- troller itself and the motor. If the convoltage and its control circuitry at a
uct can be added with little or no im- troller were a smart-power chip that
low voltage. Although this voltage
could run from a rectified ac line,
pact on cost. For example, the ability
differential can be much higher than
overall size, weight, and cost would
to
diagnose
a
problem
easily
could
the chip's output breakdown voltage,
add significant value to a variety of be significantly reduced.
a good rule of thumb is to assume
Unfortunately, electromagnetic inproducts. With smart power, it is simthey are the same, unless specifically
terference
is the evil that comes with
ple
to
add
test
points
or
a
light-emitindicated otherwise in the device's
high
speed
and power. Although comting
diode
for
the
convenience
of
serdata sheet.
bining power and control on one chip
vice technicians.
Safety is usually specified as aleakgets rid of the antennas between
Also important is the shift from linage current at ahigh voltage, so that
them, the power lines to the chip and
ear
to
digital
control
techniques.
This
touching a conductor would not be
to the load can radiate.
brings many additional advantages.
hazardous. For example, the UnderSolving the problem calls for utilizThe combination of high voltage and
writers Laboratory requires maxiing basic rf techniques, such as
speed that smart-power chips make
mum leakage to be 5mA at 1.5 MI for
shielding, bypassing, and ground
possible allows the use of such digital
a 120-V ac line. Another aspect of
techniques as pulse-width modulation planes, for whatever boards, equipsafety is the creepage distances bement, or systems contain a smartfor controlling power from the ac line.
tween package terminals. The use of
The switching power supply, for ex- power device. Some years ago, switchpotting or conformal coating largely
ing power supplies encountered the
ample, provides efficiencies as high as
takes care of creepage. However,
very same EMI problems—and solved
80% to 90%, compared with 30% to
with high voltages applied to chips
them. This lesson provides a good
60% for linear supplies. There are, in
that typically have 0.1-in, spacing bemodel of standards and techniques
addition,
reductions
in
size
and
weight
tween terminals, smart-power packfor smart power.
-A. F.
by up to of 80%.
ages should have leads removed or

HOW SMART POWER CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
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load is reactive, as in a motor or a flat-panel display,
such fast switching causes safe-operating failures. Bipolar outputs are also slower than MOS outputs, limiting operating frequency generally to around 500 kHz.
In addition, the lower power gain of bipolar transistors not only increases achip's power dissipation, but
it also often requires an extra driver stage. Moreover,
overall power consumption is higher because of the
greater power drain of the control circuitry.
For smart power, MOS offers three advantages: the
lower power consumption of CMOS control circuitry,
the fast switching speed of MOS outputs, and immunity from secondary breakdown for assured safe operating area. The major limitation to MOS smart power
stems from its transistor structures. Vertical MOS
structures limit the smart-power device to a single
output, whereas lateral devices begin to become uneconomic at on-resistances below 50 11 and are definitely too costly below 10 fi. On the horizon, however,
are several new technologies based on Resurf (for
reducing surface fields)
techniques that promise
MIXING STRUCTURES
economical multiple p- and
n-channel outputs. Still in
development,
Resurf
schemes permit controlling the field distribution
of voltage on the surface
of the chip to obtain high
breakdown voltage with
small chip size.
Another factor that influences output structures, be they bipolar or
MOS, is the application itself, especially when multiple loads must be connected to acommon negative point. In such asitua3. For higher current density, smart-power
tion, the ideal solution is
chips can employ output structures that use
to use either apnp bipolar
MOS transistors to gate abipolar transistor.
transistor or a p-channel
MOS FET (see fig. 2,
p. 136). Unfortunately, high-voltage pnp and p-channel
transistors are expensive and hard to build on-chip.
For the same ratings, pnp bipolars are substantially
larger than npn devices, and p-channel MOS FETs occupy about three times the silicon of n-channel ones.
Rather than taking on the difficulty and expense of
p-type transistors, chip makers often use various
schemes to drive n-type transistors. To turn on an nchannel MOS FET fully, its gate must be driven above

the power-supply voltage level. In the case of highvoltage n-channel MOS FETs, that drive voltage must
be 10 to 15 V above the supply. In smart-power parts,
an on-chip "charge pump" provides the necessary
drive; with discretes, another power supply or IC is
needed. Although npn bipolars do not require drive
voltages above the supply, they do turn off very
slowly.
And then there are the so-called mixed processes.
The alphabet soup of technologies that are intermingled on the same chip for input and output circuitry—
biMOS, CMOS/DMOS, biMOS/DMOS, and so on—represents attempts to maximize the benefits of each individual. process. For instance, with biMOS, the smallsignal circuitry may be CMOS and the output bipolar,
or CMOS logic may be combined with bipolar linear
circuitry and either MOS or bipolar devices in the output, depending on what method is best for the application under consideration.
Besides mixing processes for control and power circuitry, smart power may even combine bipolar and
MOS devices to create special output structures. For
example, combining a MOS driver with a bipolar output leads to aMOS-gated bipolar transistor (see fig. 3),
which uses a MOS FET to gate a bipolar transistor.
Known variously as aCOM-FET, for conductivity modulated FET, or an IGBT, for insulated-gate bipolar
transistor, such a structure offers the advantage of
high current density compared with a bipolar transistor or MOS FET alone. However, the MOS-gated device
has the drawback of being slower and of latching
above a specific current threshold. Other advantages
are cost and low drive power.
Whatever the process, the three common ways to
obtain voltage isolation between sections of the smartpower chip are junction isolation, self-isolation, and
dielectric isolation. The most widely used technique
today, junction isolation employs areversed-biased pn
junction to achieve isolation at moderate voltages. Its
greatest disadvantage is cost, because of the need for
an epitaxial layer. Self-isolation reverse-biases the
junctions of the components on the chip. This approach eliminates the cost of the epitaxial layer, but
the amount of current it can handle is limited. Then
too, in both junction isolation and self-isolation there is
the possibility of problems when polarities are inadvertently reversed on the chip. In contrast, dielectric
isolation, which places each section in a separate dielectric tub, offers the best performance, allowing
high voltage, polarity reversal, and mixed technology.
But it's expensive.
Smart power is still evolving, so its performance
will keep improving as costs fall. Voltages through 400 V are practical, highART FURY is vice president of Power Integrations Inc., a er voltages are available, and 600-V casmart-power startup in Sunnyvale, Calif. A 21-year semipability is coming within the next year.
conductor-industry marketing veteran, he introduced the
At lower voltages (60 to 80 V), currents
first power MOS devices while at Siliconix Inc. He also can reach 10 A, and even higher-current
introduced that company's first smart-power ICs. Before devices are possible. And in the near
that, he worked at National Semiconductor Corp., where
future, smart power will be capable of
he was responsible for the 324 quad op amps, and the
handling nearly 400 V with current ratindustry-standard 339 quad comparator. Earlier, at Signe- ings up to 10 A and reasonable pricing
tics Corp., he helped develop the phase-locked loop.
and availability.
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TFIEIR PROBLEM. OUR PROBLEM.

For years, metallurgists have known that pure-tinplated board surfaces can grow nasty circuit-killing
"tin whiskers" over time
Makes you wonder why some board suppliers would
use pure tin and risk such failure in the first place.
Standard Logic wouldn't Our boards have always
used alead-tin alloy for plating material. So tin whiskers
wouldn't ever grow. And there'd never be aproblem.
Our problem? It's just that we're not so well known.
So we letting you know that Standard Logic is
now delivering the highest-quality whisker-free logic

cards in the packaging business.
45 different D1N-standard designs are available.
They're compatible with the major bus interfaces and
are the only ones with built-in decoupling capacitors.
Take advantage of this now and by next year maybe
we'll be famous, too.
Write: Standard Logic Inc., 4940-A E. La Palma Ave.,
Anaheim,
CA 92807 Or
call 714/7792897 today.

STANDARD
LOGIC INC.

— Bringing your designs to lee.

'Learn more about the "tin whisker" problem.Write for free IEEE Spectrum article reprint.

See us at Electro, Boston
May 10-12, Booth 2137

Circle 147 on reader service card

We've got ajob
so important,
it takes a
retired person
to do it.
We want you to help give
new lives to the 27 million
Americans who are functionally
illiterate.
Today, illiteracy has become
an epidemic that has reached
one out of five adults. But you
can help stop it by joining the
fight against illiteracy.
Cal! the Coalition for Literacy
at toll-free 1-800-228-8813
and volunteer.

Volunteer Against Illiteracy'.
The only degree you need
is adegree of caring.

rell

eXnú

CBalitnn for Lrturacy

MOTION CONTROL PROBLEM
Mechanical and pneumatic systems are too stow for maximum productivity.

THE SUPERIOR SOLUTION

SIO-SYN &MITAS
Motion Control Systems
SLO-SYN and MITAS® Motion Control systems reduce setup
time to amatter of minutes. Programmable motion controllers
integrate motion control with output control. Features include
nonvolatile memory, teach mode, absolute or incremental
motion and microstepping. Systems are available to control
SLO-SYNe DC Stepping Motors in ratings from 30 oz-in to
3.5 HP. Full data on request.

e
41>

Call 1-800-447-7171 today.

The

Superior Electric company

Bristol, CT 06010 • 203/582-9561 • FAX 203/584-1483

Circle 182 on reader service card

In aNavy test, aTomahawk cruise
missile exploded into aconcrete building.
When the dust settled, little remained but
gravel and fragments of casing.
And the Abbott model C28D0.8 you
see here.
Its aluminum baseplate and an adjust—
ment cap were ripped off in the blast.
But reconnected on aworkbench, the

unit still provided asteady .8 amp of
DC current — just as it was designed to.
Abbott Transistor Laboratories, Inc.
2721 South La Cienega Blvd.,
Los Angeles, CA 90034. (213) 936-8185
When reliability is imperative®

abbott
MILITARY POWER SUPPLIES

arde 148 on reader service card

See us at Air/Space America 88,

booth 611
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MILITARY/AIROSPAC¡ INIII
THE AIR FORCE IS OVERHAULING ITS EMBEDDED-PROCESSING STANDARD ...

The

standard architecture for embedded processing on Air Force aircraft—
Mil Std 1750A—is being overhauled, but today's 1750A implementations
probably won't require extensive updates. The new Mil Std 1750B, which was
written by the Processors Committee of the Society of Automotive Engineers'
Avionics Division, will most likely be implemented as a set of optional enhancements to the 16-bit 1750A standard—if it is implemented at all. The
changes are essentially additions to requirements for 1750A, says Randal
Moore, engineering chief for avionics processors at General Dynamics Corp.
in Ft. Worth, Texas, and the former chairman of the SAE Processors Committee. These include additional page registers, a memory mapper, and new
instructions for such things as unsigned integer arithmetic, which is useful for
writing Ada compilers. The SAE committee will probably approve the standard
in July, but it could be ayear before changes are invoked.
D
... BUT WITH A 32-BIT STANDARD ON THE WAY, THE EFFORT MAY BE FOR NAUGHT
uot everyone thinks the Air Force really needs anew version of its 1750A,
N
apush on instead to replace the old 16-bit standard with a
new 32-bit architecture. Backers of the 32-bit concept say revamping the
1750A is a waste of time. "In the originally agreed-upon guidelines [to
upgrade 1750A], there was to be strict upward compatibility. We did that,"
says Jim James, chairman of the Processors Committee, the unit of the
Society of Automotive Engineers that has been revising 1750A. "But is there
enough of a change to warrant a revision of the standard? Probably not
enough of one to cause everyone to go back and do more silicon." James,
who is manager of avionics computer architecture at Control Data Corp.,
suggests instead that the SAE simply "drop it and put the effort into the 32-bit
standard." That work has already begun, and task groups are now studying
three approaches: using an existing 32-bit instruction-set architecture; designing anew architecture from scratch; or building on current Pentagon efforts
to develop high-speed reduced-instruction-set-computer chips.
E
CAN NEURAL NETWORKS HELP THE ARMY'S BATTLEFIELD PERFORMANCE?
Neurocomputers Inc. has begun work on a$50,000 research
Hecht-Nielsen
contract to show the Army how neural-network computers might improve

battleteld performance. The small San Diego, Calif., company is part of the
Army's Neural Network Computer Architecture Project. Its goal is to identify
Army battlefield problems and develop a battlefield neurocomputer that can
solve them. Hecht-Nielson believes that neural networking, which attempts to
simulate the human brain's analog parallel-processing nature, is especially
adaptable to military problems, which defy solutions with conventional computers because they often involve contradictory or imprecise data.
D
THIS SOFTWARE PROGRAM BRINGS CONTRACT MANAGEMENT TO THE PC LEVEL

Mnance requirements—is traditionally aheavy mainframe task that can add

anaging large military contracts—and all the associated data mainte-

significantly to aprogram's cost. That's why Micro-Frame Technologies Inc. of
Ontario, Calif., developed M*PM LAN, aprogram-management software program that can support anewtwork of up to 100 IBM Corp. Personal Computer
ATs or compatibles. The key to the program, which snow in beta test at
Computer Sciences Corp. and Motorola Inc., is what the company calls its
Work Breakdown Structure, atree-like data organization hierarchy that can
handle scheduling, proposal pricing, and cost reporting more efficiently than
the critical-path techniques usually used for program management.
E
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MILITARY/AEROSPACE NEWSLETTER
LOSING THIS CONTRACT COULD FORCE MARCONI OUT OF THE RADAR BUSINESS...
erranti International plc and Marconi Defence Systems Ltd. are squaring off
F
in a battle that could drive one of the UK's top two military electronics

suppliers out of the airborne military radar business. The two defense equipment makers are on opposing teams that are competing for the contract to
develop radar systems for the European Fighter Aircraft project; and, in an
unusual twist, they are teamed with largely the same partners. So while
Ferranti and Marconi face off in what amounts to awinner-take-all contest,
West Germany's AEG AG, which is leading the Marconi team, Italy's FIAR
SpA, and lnisel of Spain have nothing to loseboth
—they're members of
teams, so they win regardless. Marconi, though, stands to lose plenty: the
company is billing the contest as its fight for survival in the radar business. UK
analysts agree. They point to Marconi's recent troubles with radar, such as
the failure of its Nimrod airborne early-warning radar system and problems
with its Fox Hunter radar for the Tornado Interceptor aircraft, as signs that
anything less than avictory could make it tough for Marconi, asubsidiary of
General Electric Co. plc, to bid on radar programs in the future.
D
...IF EUROPEAN LEADERS CHOOSE NEW TECHNOLOGY OVER A PROVEN SYSTEM

Mairborne military radar market on Hughes Aircraft Co. and its APG-65, a
arconi Defence Systems Ltd. is pinning its last hopes of staying in the

radar system that's now flying in some West German F-4s and Spanish F-18s.
Marconi, AEG AG of West Germany, and others are offering an upgraded
version of the APG-65, dubbed the DMS-2000, for installation in the coming
European Fighter Aircraft. The EFA is ajoint European effort to develop a
next-generation fighter similar to the U. S. Advanced Tactical Fighter and
Advanced Tactical Aircraft programs. The Marconi-AEG combo, however, is
far from ashoe-in for the prize-800 radars worth roughly $1 billion. Driving
hard in competition is Ferranti International plc, which is bidding an all-new
system, the ECR-90. Marconi argues that its system is aproven design, and is
compatible with equipment to be .installed in other fighters soon to enter
service in Europe. The company also argues that relying on all-new technology may make the Ferranti bid too risky. But Ferranti counters by pointing to
its recent success with Blue Vixen, an airborne early-warning radar now in
development, which uses software written exclusively in the ADA programming language. Ferranti officials claim that to develop the DMS-2000, Marconi
and friends will first have to cross-compile software from the Hughes assembly language used for the APG-65—a time-consuming task that may not be
too easy to complete.
0
IR SENSORS HELP PILOTS FIRE MISSILES FOUR TIMES FASTER

Tsystem from Hughes Aircraft Co. to automatically select targets and aim

he infrared eye of an air-to-ground Maverick missile helps anew Air Force

up to six missiles. Called Rapid Fire, the system is intended to substantially
increase apilot's battle performance by attacking multiple targets in asingle
pass. It does: in the same time it now takes apilot to manually aim and fire a
single Maverick, apilot using Rapid Fire can launch four missiles, say officials
at Hughes' Missile Systems Group in Canoga Park, Calif. The system searches an area viewed by the infrared seeker, determines likely targets—usually
vehicles, such as tanks—and aims the missiles. The pilot views the data on a
cockpit -mounted display and has final control over firing decisions. Hughes
has already developed the target-identification algorithms under the first phase
of a$2.6 million development deal, and will demonstrate the system later this
year. Full-scale tests and launchings from an F-16 are still a ways off,
however.
D
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COMPUTERS & PERIPHERALS

NEW PRODUCTS
CDC's 960 MIDRANGE MAINFRAMES BOOST
THROUGHPUT, CUT COST OF OWNERSHIP
Eight dual-processor systems in a cluster deliver up to 200 mips

C

ontrol
Data
Corp.'s
NOS/VE.
Control
Data
Cyber 960 family of midplans to offer a stand-alone
range mainframe computUnix System V operating
ers offers up to 50% better
system for both 962 models
throughput than the compaas well in late 1989.
ny's current midrange line
In clustered Cyber 960
at 70% of the price. That's a
systems, one or two 15price/performance
ratio
Mbyte/s channels are used
that delivers up to a 23%
to connect a maximum of
better cost-of-ownership figeight or four processor cabure over five years than
inets,
respectively.
The
competitors such as IBM
Cyber 960's input/output
Corp., Digital Equipment
facility uses 10 of the 15Corp., and others, says the
Mbyte/s channels for comMinneapolis company.
munication with peripherThe new Control Data
als. Another 10 channels
mainframes come in either
are optional. And still ansingle- or dual-processor
other 20 channels can be
configurations. Up to eight Cyber 960's 30-in.-wide-by-76 in.-high cabinet delivers afour-to-one reduc- added with a stand-alone
of the single- or dual-pro- tion in size compared with Control Data's previous midrange computers.
I/O unit. Cyber 960 systems
cessor Cyber 960 systems
can address up to 2 gigacan be clustered, providing a perforbipolar gate arrays from National Semibytes of real memory and up to 8.8 gimance range from 8.9 million instrucconductor Corp. The arrays, built in a gabytes of virtual memory per task.
tions/s to more than 200 mips, based
1.5-p.m emitter-coupled-logic process,
Cyber 960 pricing starts at $533,500
upon the DEC approach to calculating
were developed jointly by Control Data
for a 962-11 with the minimum 32
mips, says Tapan Bhattacharya, direcwith Fairchild Semiconductor Corp.
Mbytes of main memory. A 960-11
tor of tactical marketing for Control Da(which has since been acquired by Naequipped with a minimum 64 Mbytes
ta's Computer Systems Division.
tional Semiconductor Corp.). Boasting
goes for $705,000. At the high end, a
NUMBER cRuNcHER. Like other Control
6,300 gates, they are among the indusdual-processor 962-32 is priced at $2.24
Data mainframes, the Cyber 960 is detry's densest commercially available
million with 256 Mbytes (the maximum
signed with an eye toward scientific/enECL arrays, both firms say. Each chip
for the whole family). A similarly
gineering and other numerically intenreplaces an entire board of logic in the
equipped 960-32 sells for $2.35 million.
sive computing tasks. The family is posiolder midrange Cyber 180, models 850,
Main memory is based on 1-Mbit dynamtioned to compete against systems such
860, and 870, which the Cyber 960 reic RAM devices on all Cyber 960 maas DEC's VAX 8820 and VAX 8840, as
places. Control Data is taking first pro- chines, and is expandable in 64-Mbyte
well as machines in IBM's 4300 and 3090
duction deliveries on the National chips
increments, priced at $3,500 per Mbyte.
series.
now, and plans to roll out all six airClustering hardware and software is
"Our studies indicate that we are the
cooled Cyber 960 models for availability
priced from $175,000 for linking two syslowest in five-year cost of ownership,"
in this year's third quarter.
tems, to $300,000 for tying together
Bhattacharya says. He pegs the 60With an eye toward a smooth migraeight machines. A 12-month maintemonth cost for aCyber 962-11 including
tion path for current Control Data usnance warranty is included in the price.
hardware, software (operating system,
ers, the Cyber 960 is offered in two verGATE ARRAYS. Each Cyber 960 processor
Fortran and Cobol languages, and datasions. The single-processor Cyber 960-11
uses 204 of the National 6300-gate arbase management), disk storage, comand 960-31, and the dual-processor 960rays. At a maximum of 24 chips per
munications, tape drive, printer, and
32, run under NOS/VE (for network opboard using 51 different options of the
maintenance at $2.36 million. That comerating system/virtual environment), as
array, each processor is housed on elevpares with $2.54 million for a comparawell as under Control Data's older NOS.
en 12-by-16 in. boards, with two additonal
bly equipped VAX 8820 and $3.05 million
This provides compatibility with Control
memory-control boards. Vias on the 18for an IBM 4381-23, Bhattacharya says.
Data's low-end and top-end mainframe
layer boards are on 0.004-in. spacings.
Likewise, the five-year, $3.94 million
systems, the Cyber 930 and Cyber 990
The system, which also employs 200-gate
cost of a Cyber 962-32 matches up
lines, respectively, which use NOS/VE.
ECL arrays from National, uses spaceagainst $4.65 million for an IBM 3090It also provides a migration path from
saving surface-mount technology.
150E, he adds.
NOS-based Cyber 180 model 806 series
A full-blown dual-processor Cyber 960
The Cyber 960 machines feature the
machines. The Cyber 962-11, 962-31, and
thus requires 24 boards, since the cenfirst volume use of the FGE6300 line of 962-32, by contrast, run only under
tral memory-control boards serve both
Electronics/April 28, 1988
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The OKI DSP

22-bit Floating Point
flexibility, on asingle CMOS chip.

+ Expanded on-board RAM and ROM
+ High-speed cycle times

+ Unique application ease.

OKI gives you abig lift in Digital Signal
Processing. With the fastest-growing family
of CMOS devices and high-level support
tools on the market today. Only OKI now
offers true floating point CMOS DSP
solutions, because we target our system
technologies to customer needs.

The OKI DSP chips.
Now joining our widely-applied 6992 DSP:
the new code-compatible OKI 699210,
setting new benchmarks in both price and
performance. A 1.5 micron CMOS design,
the new 210 significantly expands your DSP
capabilities—at asignificantly lower cost.
SOFTWARE
LIBRARY

The OKI DSP
support.

EMULATION

EVALUATION

EMU92
EMU92L

IRP

beleA

imeL

EVA92

PC DEVELOP.
MENT SYSTEM
PC-AT CARDS

o
SIM 92

All our device-family innovations are
enhanced by OKI's complete family of DSP
support tools. These cover every development and programming function involved
in any DSP design effort. Quickly, simply
and cost-effectively.
Your total development process is PCbased, using OKI's own DSP hardware and
software tools. Plus you can assemble in
high-level mnemonics, with our Intermediate Language Assembler. Makes
programming easier since the pipeline
is invisible, while still producing very
efficient code.

iiimmummumm>

o

SEMICONDUCTOR

Circle 153 on reader service card

+ Powerful instruction expansion

We built in twice as much internal
memory: 512 x22-bit words of data RAM;
2K x32-bit words of instruction ROM.
210 instructions have been expanded to
include apower-down mode, save and
recover modes, as well as the ability to
inhibit post-normalization. Plus programmable wait states for interfacing with slow
memory.
Both single-chip DSPs, 6992 and 210,
can be configured for floating point
format, fixed data format or logical
data format. Both offer 100ns instruction
cycle times. And any code written for the
6992 can be run on the 210.
We've made debugging easier too. With
SIM92/210 software for simulation, and
the EVA92/210 board for evaluation. To
handle emulation, we can supply an ICE
for realtime development. Or use our
special PC-AT cards. The first is adigital
card for ICE-less emulation. The other
provides 12-bit ADC-DAC conversion, with
programmable sampling rates and antialiasing filter.
It's all here: high-level math processors
plus ahigh-level development process.
True DSP solutions, simplified by the
industry's most committed system
technologies.

OKI DSP

4

FL 4,688

-Set yourself up!
Please send complete DSP
technical data package for:
OKI 6992 — 22-bit Floating
Point CMOS DSP.

[II OKI 699210 — 22-bit Floating
Point CMOS DSP.

E Call me. Ihave immediate
requirements.
Tel:(_.

)

Name/Title
Company
Please clip coupon to business card or letterhead and return to:

DSP Customer Service, OKI Semiconductor,
650 N. Mary Avenue, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 720-1900.

CPUs. By contrast, the Cyber 180 model
800 series required more than ahundred
10-by-4-in. boards housing water-cooled
168-gate ECL circuits.
The Cyber 960 design allows "a fourto-one reduction in the size of the cabinetry," compared with the old midrange
line, says Bhattacharya. All cabinets in
the new line are 30 in. wide and 76 in.
high. A CPU and memory cabinet that

handles either one or two processors
measures 50 in. long. Other required
units, a power cabinet and a standard
I/O cabinet, are 30.3 in. and 42.6 in. in
length, respectively. A complete, threecabinet system thus fits into a122.9-by30-in. footprint.
- Wesley R. Iversen
Control Data Corp., HQW1OH, P.O. Box 0,
Minneapolis, Minn. 55440.
Phone (800) 553-2215 Ext. 100 [Circle 340]

PLOTTER MEETS TEMPEST SPECS,
HANDLES 484N.-WIDE PAPER
Integrators of systems based
on personal computers and
work stations that conform to
the Defense Department's Tempest anti-electronics eavesdropping security regulations now
have a high-speed, high-resolution plotter that handles paper
sizes up to 48 in. wide—a format
large enough for circuit diagrams and other engineering
drawings.
Hewlett-Packard
Co.'s
HP
7595A-T and 7596A-T Draftmaster plotters deliver the same performance as HP's high-end commercial versions, the 7595A and HP's Tempest plotters sense the size of the paper and
7596A. But until now, printers automatically adjust the scale of the CAD drawing to it.
were not available that both met
Tempest specifications and handled media
Several intelligent features have also
as large as ANSI's E and ISO's A4 forbeen built in, including the ability to
mats, says the Palo Alto, Calif., company.
sense the size of the paper and automatSECURITY. Tempest computers and their
ically adjust the scale of the CAD drawperipheral devices must have the elecing to it. Pens are capped automatically
tromagnetic fields emanating from them
to eliminate ink clogging or drying out,
sufficiently dampened or scrambled to and pen speed and force are automatifrustrate highly sophisticated intellically adjusted to accommodate the spegence-gathering equipment that might cific media in the plotter.
be used in espionage.
The plotters are compatible with inHP's new Tempest Draftmaster plot- dustry-standard HP plotter products.
ters target computer-aided-design and
Software written for the HP 7585B and
computer-aided-engineering applications
7566B will run on the Tempest Draftthat demand high throughput, precise
master. Both products offer RS-232-C
line quality, and multiple colors, says
and RS-422-A serial interfaces. Using
project manager Craig Fix. They boast a the dual input/output ports allows the
maximum pen speed of 60 cm/s, accel- plotters to be controlled by either the
eration of up to 5.7 g, and support up to
host computer or aremote terminal.
eight colors in a revolving ink-pen carBesides the U. S. government agenousel. A total of 12 color ink pens are
cies, the plotters will find applications
available from HP.
among prime defense contractors for
The same smooth-curve generator cir- the governments belonging to NATO.
cuitry used in the commercial DraftmasCanada, Australia, New Zealand, and
ters has been incorporated in the two other nations also have Tempest-compatTempest versions. Addressable line resoible programs.
lution is 0.0025 mm and repeatability is
Both Draftmaster models are avail0.10 mm.
able now. The 7595A-T costs $14,900,
Fiber-tipped and roller-ball color pens
and the 7596A-T, which handles paper
are accepted by the writing carousel as
rolls as well as paper sheets, costs
are disposable and refillable liquid-ink $16,900. Delivery takes about eight
pens. The plotters are capable of draw- weeks after order.
-Jack Shandle
ing on avariety of media, including velHewlett-Packard Co., Customer Information
lum, polyester film, tracing bond, and
Center, 19310 Pruneridge Ave., Cupertino,
plotter or glossy paper.
Calif. 95014.
[Circle 341]
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SOFTWARE RUNS CAD
IN UNIX ENVIRONMENT
Software developers can combine acomplete computer-aided software engineering tool kit with the multitasking Unix
environment by using Interactive Development Environments Inc.'s Software
through Pictures.
Fully compatible with Sun Microsytems Inc.'s Sun386i work stations, Software through Pictures offers an unlimited data dictionary, support for concurrent users, sophisticated diagram-editing
methods, and optimization of available
hardware. What's more, it also supports
standard networking and connectivity
methodologies.
Users can easily incorporate Software
through Pictures with project-management, documentation, and user-developed tools to create afull-cycle software
development environment.
The tool kit will be available in the
third quarter of 1988. Prices will start at
$5,000 with discounts offered for volume
purchases.
Interactive
Development Environments
Inc., 150 Fourth St., Suite 210, San Francisco, Calif. 94103.
Phone (415) 543-0900
[Circle 346]

FLOPPY DRIVE DELIVERS
3-MS ACCESS FOR PS/2
Procom Technology Inc.'s PXF1200 51/4
in. floppy-disk drive boasts 1.2-Mbyte capacity, fast data-access time, compatibility with all IBM Corp. Personal System/
2models, and adata-transfer rate of up
to 500 Kbits/s.
Unlike other drives for the PS/2 that
require up to three expansion slots, the
PXF1200 can be installed in models 25,
30, and 50 without them. However, one
expansion slot is required for use with
the model 80. By means of an embedded
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controller, the drive can handle the formats on both 360-Kbyte and 1.2-Mbyte
diskettes.
The drive's 51
4 -in, format allows us/
ers to easily convert data from the 51
4 /
1111111M
in. format that is common to the PC
as spreadsheets and data bases.
series into the 31
/-in, format standard
2
The 1- and 2-Mbyte versions are easily
with the PS/2 systems.
expanded to 4Mbytes by adding 1-Mbit
The PXF1200 is available now, priced
120-ns RAM chips. A menu drive instalat $450 each.
lation program is included.
Procom Technology Inc., 3100 Airway
The 1-Mbyte Bocaram 50/60 board
Drive, Suite 128, Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626.
costs $645, the 2-Mbyte board costs $995
Phone (714) 549-9449
[Circle 345]
and the 4-Mbyte board, $1,695. A version
without RAM chips costs $295. All are
TOUCHSCREEN SOFTWARE
available now.

age Control Protocol.
Available now, the UD23 is priced at
$2,800.
Emuiex Corp., 3545 Harbor Blvd., P. O.
Box 6725, Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626.
Phone (714) 662-5600
[Circle 350]

68030-BASED COMPUTER
RUNS AT 10 MIPS

By utilizing Motorola Inc.'s 68030 microprocessor, Force Computers Inc.'s System 32U computer achieves 10-millioninstructions/s performance—a 200% performance advantage over the company's
68020-based systems.
INCORPORATES WINDOWS
System 32U runs under both the Unix
Boca Research Inc., 6401 Congress Ave.,
operating system and Force Computer's
Personal computers that use touchBoca Raton, Fla. 33487.
VMEPROM real-time kernel operating
Phone (305) 997-6227
[Circle 347]
screen technology can now take advansystems. Its 12-slot backplane allocates
tage of the versatility offered by Microseven slots for user customization.
soft Corp.'s Windows environment by
DISPLAY
TUBE
BOASTS
The computer integrates either a 25using MicroTouch Systems Inc.'s Touch
30% BETTER FOCUS
or 30-MHz 68030, a20- or 25-MHz floatWindowsDriver software for its MicroA 21-in, high-resolution flat and square ing-point coprocessor, 1Mbyte of local,
Touch Screen.
zero-wait-state memory, and four erascolor display tube from Toshiba AmeriThe driver runs on IBM Corp. Personal
able programmable read-only memory
ca Inc. uses a new electron-gun design
sockets capable of holding up to 4
to deliver 30% better focus at the screen
periphery than the company's present Mbytes, as well as two serial communication ports.
generation of color displays.
Also included are 4 Mbytes of global
The E8170 tube uses the DAC-QFP
memory, a Small Computer System Inelectron gun, which has six electrodes so
it can operate as a compensating fourterface controller with a128-Kbyte buffpole lens for both horizontal and vertical
er, an eight-channel input/output board,
projection. The tube itself incorporates a a 170-Mbyte Winchester disk drive, and
shadow mask made of Invar to prevent a 120-Mbyte cartridge tape drive. The
system is available now. In standard
color degradation. Together, the electron
gun and shadow mask improve screen
configuration, it is priced at $19,900.
Force Computers Inc., 3165 Winchester
Computers and compatibles as well as on
brightness as much as 50%.
The display tube's screen offers adot Dr., Campbell, Calif. 95008.
Apple Computer Co.'s Macintosh. Present
pitch of 0.31 mm and horizontal scanPhone (408) 370-6300
[Circle 351]
applications using Windows include
ning frequency up to 90 KHz. It can
spreadsheet and word-processing prodisplay up to 1,280 lines with 1,600 pixgrams from Microsoft and computer-aidPC-AT HARD DISK
els per line.
ed design and desktop publishing proSTORES 159 MBYTES
Samples of the E8170 are available
grams from third-party vendors.
now. Pricing has not been disclosed.
The SpeedStor AT160 hard disk from
Touch WindowsDriver works with all
Storage Dimensions Inc. boosts the caToshiba America Inc., Electron Tubes and
versions of Windows through release
pacity of hard-disk storage for IBM
Devices Division, 1101-A Lake Cook Rd.,
2.03. By the end of 1988, aversion will
Corp. Personal Computer ATs and comDeerfield, III. 60015.
be ready for Windows/386. The product
Phone (312) 945-1500
[Circle 349]
patibles to 159 Mbytes-20% more than
is available now. A site license for the
the previous high.
software costs $695 and the MicroTouch
The AT160 is compatible with the inScreen costs $350 in volume purchase.
DISK CONTROLLER BRIDGES dustry-standard
WD1003 series of disk
MicroTouch Systems Inc., 10 State St.,
EDSI, UNIBUS INTERFACES
controllers from Western Digital Corp.,
Woburn, Mass. 01801.
Irvine, Calif., as well as most controllers
Phone (617) 935-0080
[Circle 348]
Emulex Corp.'s UD23 disk controller
links disk drives using the industry-stan- supplied with personal computers based
dard Enhanced Small Device Interface
on Intel Corp.'s 80286 and 80386
MEMORY BOARD OFFERS
to Digital Equipment Corp.'s proprietary
microprocessors.
OS/2, DOS EXTENSIONS
It includes more efficient software
Unibus.
The controller supports up to four drivers for increased performance beBoca Research Inc.'s Bocaram 50/60
physical drives with clock rates up to 15 tween the DOS operating system and
memory board for IBM Corp. Personal
the hard disk, and supports DOS verMHz and includes a 32-Kbyte buffer,
System/2 models 50 and 60 lets users
sions 2.1 through 3.3.
data-transfer rates of 2 Mbytes/s, and
choose between OS/2 extended memory
The AT160 is available now and is
and LIM EMS extended memory for block-mode direct memory access. Storage is limited by the size of the drive or priced at $2,620. An upgrade kit called
DOS systems so that software for both
SpeedStor Verson 5.12 is available for
drive system.
can be run.
the company's AT133 drives. It is priced
The new board implements up to 4
Unibus users with small, high-performance EDSI drives can use the UD23 as
at $50.
Mbytes of memory in 1-Mbit dynamic
Storage Dimensions Inc., 981 University
random-access-memory chips—enough
a bridge between their computer and
to take advantage of OS/2's multitaskDEC's Q-bus because the controller Ave., Los Gatos, Calif. 95030.
board also supports DEC's Mass StorPhone (408) 395-2688
[Circle 352]
ing features and DOS applications such
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These give you
high-performance
personal computers.
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Inter 80386-16

Intel' 80386-20

Intel 80386-20

Intel' 80286-12

COMPAQ personal computers offer far more than advanced,
high-speed microprocessors. Each offers acombination
of innovative features which work with the processor to
maximize overall system performance. So there's nothing
to slow you down.
Take system architecture, for example. The COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/20 and COMPAQ PORTABLE 386 are built
around an advanced 32-bit concurrent bus architecture
which exploits the speed of the computers' 20-MHz 80386
microprocessors. Two buses—one for memory and one for
peripherals—eliminate information bottlenecks, allowing
each component to run at its maximum speed. This ensures
the highest system performance without sacrificing compatibility with industry-standard hardware and the world's
largest library of business productivity software.

Inter 80286-12

Similar performance enhancements are engineered
into each subsystem of every COMPAQ personal computer.
Each component is then optimized individually, yet designed
to work as part of the total system.
For instance, COMPAQ Fixed Disk Drives deliver
both high capacity and high performance. You can install
up to a300-megabyte fixed disk drive in the COMPAQ
DESKPRO 386/20 and up to a100-megabyte drive in the
COMPAQ PORTABLE 386. More importantly, you can get
to that data almost instantly thanks to some of the industry's fastest access times—averaging less than 30 milliseconds. When you combine this speed and capacity with
disk caching, the result is the highest-performance storage subsystem in the industry. To take it one step further,
Compaq helps you protect that data with internal high-

Based on an independent study of major brands. COMPAQ, COMPAQ DESKPRO 386'and COMPAQ DESKPRO 286 are registered trademarks of Compaq Computer
Corporation. °Registered U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. COMPAQ DESKPRO 386/207, COMPAQ PORTABLE 386°. and COMPAQ PORTABLE HP.' are trademarks of
Compaq Computer Corporation. IBM . is aregistered trademark and IBM PS/2 .°A is atrademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Inter is aregistered
trademark of Intel Corporation.
Compaq Computer Corporation. All rights reserved.
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These give you
the highest-performance
personal computers.

COM/1417
eg,,efeWN

speed fixed disk drive tape backup systems.
Another graphic example of Compaq total system
performance comes from the COMPAQ Video Graphics
System. This system supplies VGA graphics with highresolution COMPAQ Color and Monochrome Monitors
along with speed enhancements from the COMPAQ Video
Graphics Controller Board. When the board is used in a
16-bit slot, it makes screen updating 50% faster than the
IBM PS/2TM Video Graphics Array and other comparably equipped systems.
Uncommon performance innovations like these are
common to all COMPAQ desktop and portable personal
computers. That's clearly why each one is the best in its
class, and why together, they represent the most powerful
line of personal computers in the world. That's also why

Compaq consistently earns the highest performance and
quality ratings from computer experts. And unsurpassed
satisfaction ratings from computer users:'
Any computer can use afast microprocessor. But it
takes high-performance subsystems surrounding the processor to achieve the highest system performance in the world.
The kind achieved by Compaq.
For more information and the location of the Authorized
COMPAQ Computer Dealer nearest you, call 1-800-231-0900,
Operator 49. In Canada, 1-800-263-5868, Operator 49.

compAa
It simply works better.

MICROSYSTEMS

One Chip Plus offers designers a
more comprehensive solution than competing products. A chip-set and design
package from Edsun Laboratories Inc.,
Waltham, Mass., [Electronics, March
17, 1988, p. 152] for example, implements the Micro Channel interface—but
for expansion memory only. Newcom
Capital Equipment's One Chip Plus gets Micro Channel boards to market
says that although a few other compafast and handles memory, data-acquisition I/O, and multifunction boards
nies offer products similar to One Chip
More than a year after IBM
Plus, they are for PS/2 clones
MCorp. introduced the Perrather than for the IBM computsonal System/2 and its Micro
er itself.
Channel architecture, the marNewcom estimates that firstket for add-in boards to mate
year sales of the PS/2 models
with the PS/2 has been slow to
50, 60, and 80—those that use
develop.
Capital
Equipment
the Micro Channel—translate
Corp., Burlington, Mass., ininto more than two million addtends to change that with One
in slots "waiting to be filled by
Chip Plus—one CMOS chip acthird-party manufacturers." He
companied by adesign system—
claims that One Chip Plus can
which aims at getting fully comsave those vendors at least
pliant PS/2 Micro Channel
$100,000 in development costs,
boards to market in about half
and perhaps $20/board in manuthe design time and half the cost
facturing costs by eliminating
now required.
A 1.5-pm CMOS chip integrates extended and expanded memory the need for multilayer boards
One Chip Plus includes all the functions, multiple I/0 ports, and read-only memory.
and SMT devices in many cases.
decoding and logic needed for
Newcom's estimates assume
users to design any kind of Micro Chanand expanded memory manager that about 20 man-months would be required
nel add-in board, including memory,
meets Lotus-Intel-Microsoft 4.1) specifi- to design an add-in board without One
data-acquisition input/output, and multi- cations; plus a real-time software interChip Plus, afigure he says the product
function boards. What's more, it con- face—called the Acquisition Engine—
will reduce by half.
sists of a CMOS chip that incorporates
for all I/O board functions.
The design system sells for $995. The
the Micro Channel interface, plus acomWith the Acquisition Engine's real-time
interface chip is priced at $27.50 each in
prehensive hardware/software and doc- control language, users can write test
quantities of 100. Both are available
umentation package that reduces the
scripts for the engine with a word-pronow.
-Lawrence Curran
time and cost necessary for the design cessing program or use the engine's interCapital Equipment Corp., 99 S. Bedford St.,
of Micro Channel boards.
active control panel to help them develop
Burlington, Mass. 01803.
BIG MARKET. The market potential for
the acquisition or control script
Phone (617) 273-1818
[Circle 360]
PS/2 Micro Channel add-in boards is
huge but essentially untapped, says
Kerry Newcom, president of Capital
Equipment, because IBM's advancedtechnology design has created barriers
to easy entry for add-in hopefuls. Specifically, IBM's boards are only 45% of the
size of the earlier IBM PC cards, dictatAnew CMOS 32-bit arithmetic logic building parallel-processing systems
ing the use of costly multilayer boards
«unit from Advanced Micro Devices
that can execute hundreds of millions of
and surface-mounted devices to pack all
Inc. contains three separate bit-paths
instructions per second.
the functions onto smaller boards.
for data, address, and control lines. That
The new ALU member of the family
The 1.5-i
um silicon-gate CMOS device
configuration eliminates bus contention
is hitting the market in April with highdesigned by Capital Equipment and fab- and makes the ALU chip suited for higher speeds than predicted last summer,
ricated by VLSI Technology Inc., San
speed parallel-processing systems. The
when AMD simulated the design. AMD
Jose, Calif., includes programmable de- Am29C332 combinatorial ALU circuit
had expected to see standard products
coding for extended memory, expanded
also reduces board-space requirements
with 110-ns microcycle times, and some
memory, multiple I/O ports, and readby integrating many common functions,
selected parts with 80-ns speeds. But
only memory. It supports the Micro
such as funnel shifter, barrel shifter,
the silicon parts are faster, says Eric
Channel direct-memory access arbitra- priority encoders, and mask generators.
Taborek, product marketing manager
tion and burst-mode DMA. It also has
The debut of the 169-pin chip comfor micro instruction programmable
programmable memory and I/O timing pletes AMD's introduction of core funcproducts. The standard 29C332 has 80-ns
to match slow or fast devices, and can
tions in its 29C300 series of 32-bit micra cycle times; selected parts will be ofaddress and connect directly to single programmable CMOS building blocks.
fered with 75-ns speeds, he says.
in-line or dual in-line memory modules.
The company's San Antonio-based Micro
AMD is considering the release of a
The design system includes schematInstruction Programmable Products disecond-generation speed-grade product
ics for memory; I/O and multifunction
rectorate is already shipping two other
"because it appears we can beat our iniboard designs; a technical reference core members: the 29C331 interruptible
tial expectations easily," he says. The
manual that includes chip specifications
microprogram sequencer, and the
integrated ALU chip offers single-cycle
and Micro Channel timing; recommend- 29C334 32-bit dual-access, four-port regexecution on all of its 128 instructions.
ed PC-board layout; utility software for ister file. The 29C300 family, which uses
In pipelined mode, the 29C332 will
developing add-in boards; an extended
a three-bus architecture, is targeted at achieve 12 mips. The 1.2-µm CMOS part

DESIGN PACKAGE MAKES
BUILDING PS/2 BOARDS SIMPLE

AIM CONFIGURES AN ALU FOR
PARALLEL-PROCESSING SYSTEMS
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has maximum power dissipation of 825
mW running at 10-MHz, which is about
80% less than AMD's bipolar version of
the function, the Am29332.
The 29C332 contains several integrated functions commonly used in graphics
control and floating-point processing applications. For example, priority encoders can be used in graphics software
application to fill in polygons. The encoders also are used to detect high-bit
(ones) in denormalization routines in
floating-point math, says Taborek. The
mask generator on the chip can be used
to select bits in a field of data for single-cycle operations, which "comes in
handy in pixel processing," adds Taborek. The chip's funnel shifter block
takes 64-bit words in and outputs 32-bit
words. It is capable of shifting n-bits up
or down. It also can be used as a32-bit
barrel shifter or to extract a32-bit field
from data.
"Surveys of customers have told us
that these are functions many customers are using. So we put them on one
chip in the ALU," he says. The 29C332
has aflow-through architecture, featuring two 32-bit input ports and one 32-bit
output port. The ALU chip is aimed at a
range of applications, such as graphics,
superminicomputers,
telecommunications, simulators, switching equipment,
laser printers, artificial intelligence systems, and military geár.
In 100-piece quantities, the 169-lead
pin-grid array part sells for $175 each.
The complete core of the 29C300 family
(the 29C332 ALU with 29C331 sequencer
and 29C334 register file) sells for $355
each.
-.1. Robert Lineback
Advanced Micro Devices Inc., 901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale,
Calif. 94088.
Phone (512) 647-6364
[Circle 361]

BIT'S CHIP SET RUNS
AT 60 MEGAFLOPS
Bipolar Integrated Technology Inc.'s latest bipolar floating-point chip set delivers performance of 60 million floatingpoint operations/s.
The chip handles double-precison, 64bit multiply operations in 50 ns and does
add/subtract operations in 25 ns. They
target applications primarily in minisupercomputers and work stations.
Consisting of a multiplier and an
arithmetic logic unit, the chip set comes
in versions compatible with either 10K
ECL or TTL technology. The B3110A050
mulitplier and B3120A-25 ALU are 10K
compatible; and, the B2110A-50 and
B2120A-25 are TTL compatible.
A flowthrough architecture—instead
of the conventional pipelined techniques—is the primary reason for the
chip set's higher performance. With the
flowthrough architecture, each operaElectronlcs/April 28, 1988

tion is completed in asingle clock cycle.
Both IEEE STD 754 and Digital
Equipment Corp. F and G floating-point
standards are supported. Worst-case
mulitply times for asingle-precision mulitply are 40 ns—and 50 ns for doubleprecision. Worst-case division times are
180 ns and 300 ns for single- and doubleprecision, respectively.
Available now packaged in 169-pin
PGAs, the 10K-compatible set costs $565
each and the TTL-compatible set, $490
each. Prices are for 100-unit purchases.
Bipolar Integrated Technology Inc., 1050
N.W. Compton Dr., Beaverton, Ore. 97006.
Phone (503) 529-5490
[Circle 365]

EEPROM cells, redundancy and error
detection/correction logic is on board
and operates transparently to the user.
National's ASIC library can be used
on Daisy, Mentor, and FutureNet work
stations. The EEPROM megacell is available now.
National Semiconductor Corp, 2800 Semiconductor Dr., P.O. Box 58090, Santa
Clara, Calif. 95052.
Phone (408) 721-5884
[Circle 366]

MODULES HAVE EEPROMS,
DECODERS, AND BUFFERS

A family of 1.25-p.m CMOS electrically
erasable programmable read-only memory modules from Dense-Pac MicrosysNATIONAL ADDS 1MBIT
tems Inc. targets avionics and other apEEPROM LIBRARY CELL
plications where space is at apremium.
The DPE45128 module integrates 16
A 256-by-8-bit electrically erasable pro32-K-by-8 bit EEPROMs, two decoders,
grammable read-only memory mega.cell
integrated into National Semiconductor three buffers and adata receiver all on
Corp.'s application-specific integrated cir- one 48-pin dual in-line package. The
cuit library features 5-V operations, a DPE51288 puts four 32-K-by-8-bit EEfully synchronous read time of 100 ns, a PROMs and a decoder on a 32-pin cemaximum cycle time of 10 ms, and amini- ramie substrate. Both modules are available now.
mum of 10,000 erase/write cycles.
Dense-Pac Microsystems Inc., 7321 LinA built-in voltage generator for programming eliminates the need for asec- coln Way, Garden Grove, Calif. 92641.
Phone (714) 898-0007
[Circle 368]
ond power source, and unlike competing

MICROWAVE
The first
microwave power
source designed
specifically for
plasma and
ion source
applications
•Advanced automatic
protective features
•Reliable and safe operation in any enviroment
•Easy to operate, with
simple controls
•Compact, light weight
•Remote power head

Microwave Power Sources

•Precise regulation to 0.1%
of output power
•Low ripple, less than 1%

This compact, state of the art switching power

of output power

supply with control electronics delivers 1kW CW of
2.45 GHz microwave power with exceptional output
quality and advanced protective features.

An extensive line of complete microwave plasma systems is now
available, incorporating the latest source technology. Call for details.

i
czwax-

617-876-5545
Applied Science and Technology, Inc.
40 Allston Street, Cambridge, MA 02139
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New and Current
Products Presented
by the Manufacturer

Po duct Showcase
IEEE-488 FOR
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

•IBM Personal System/2Tm Micro ChannelTm
• IBM PC, XT, AT and compatibles
• DMA transfer rates up to 1M bytes/sec
•Industry's best and most extensive software
• Free technical support and phone call
•2-year warranty

S

u
r

NATIONAL
INSTRUMENTS

Call for
FREE Catalog
800-531-4742
512-250-9119

12109 Techno.ogy Blvd
Austin. Texas 78727-6204
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93C46 CMOS 1K Serial

B&K—PRECISION PROGRAMMABLE
IC TESTER

PCB SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC

The B&K-PRECISION Model 560 tests over
1500 different devices, including TTL and CMOS
digital IC's, static RAMs and ROMs. Speeds
testing, simplifies diagnostics and doesn't
require prior test skills. Plain-English user
prompts guide operation. Test results are displayed on an easy-to-read display. $3,500. Contact your local distributor or: B&K-PRECISION,
Maxtec International Corp., 6470 W. Cortland
St., Chicago, IL 60635. (312) 889-9087.

With smARTWORK®, create double-sided
printed-circuit boards in a fraction of the time
hand taping requires. It features continual
design-rule checking, automatic pad shaving,
and text for all 3 layers. smARTVVORK with
autorouting is $895 (without, $495) and comes
with a 30-day money-back guarantee. Credit
cards welcome. Wintek Corp., 1801 South St.,
Lafayette, IN 47904. (800) 742-6809 or (317)
742-8428.

B&K-PRECISION

WINTEK CORP.
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1024-BIT SERIAL CMOS EEPROM
The 93C46 is a CMOS EEPROM configured as
a 1K bit serial access, 64x16, 5 volt only. The
device draws only 3milliamps max. active and
100 microamps in standby. For applications
requiring up to 10,000 erase/wire cycles per
register. The 93C46 is in stock at all Marshall
Industries locations. Pricing is $1.66 each for
100 pieces. International CMOS Technology,
Inc., 2125 Lundy Av., San Jose, CA 408/434-0678.
INTERNATIONAL
CMOS TECH.
160
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Great Designs Start With
Tango-Schematic: Just $495.
Designs quickly corne to life with Tango-Schematic's easyto-use drawing editor and extensive component libraries.
Features four line types, four text sizes, repeat and block
functions, unique built-in word processor. Includes DRC,
ROM, Wife List, Net List outputs and crisp plots, prints, or
laserprints.The perfect front end to our popular
Tango-PCB and Tango-Route board design systems.
For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2. Just $495. Full-function Demo
Package: $IO. Order toll-free 800 433-7801. VISA/MC.
Thirty-day money back guarantee.
ACCEL Technologies, 7358 Trade St., San Diego, CA 92121
Outside N., S. America contact HST Technology (Australia)
Phone: 6i-02-34-8499 FAX 6I-02-23-8771
CIRCLE 243

Glide Through PCB Design.
TangoPCB. Create the toughest board designs
with powerful layout software that's asnap to use.
Funaion-rich Tango-PCB supports eight layers, Imil
grid, OrCAD" or Schema - netlist input, print/plot/
photoplot Output, and more.

TangoRoute

Get impressive completion rates
and remarkable speed with Tango-Route, afour layer,

eleven pass autorouter.

Just $495 each.

For IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2. Compare features and you'll buy
Tango. Or try full-function Demo Package, just $10.
Order toll-free: 800 433-7801. VISA/MC. Thirty-day
money back guarantee.
CIRCLE 243
ACCELTechnologies, 7358 "[fade St., San Diego, CA 92121
Electronics/April 28. 1988

SRS63

ear»

TMS 320C25 DSP
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

SRS63 ROM/RAM Simulator for
Embedded Systems Development
Microprocessor-based intelligent peripheral
simulates ROM, EPROM, and RAM devices from
8 KB to 64KB.Built-in monitor for interactive access to target memory. Controlled from any PC
through RS-232 interface. $795.
LMI, P.O. Box 10430, Marina del Rey, CA 90295.
Phone (213) 306-7412.

CIRCLE 210

IBM-PC based Development System for Texas Instruments' 40 MHz TMS 320C25. With 16-bit 50kHz ND
& DIA, sample-and-hold, 16x16 RAM (35ns, 0 wait state)
expandable to 128K on-board, I/O expansion, DSP
LINKTM standardized bus for interface to data acquisition boards, supports multi-board applications. Debug
monitor provides single-step, breakpoints and fullspeed operation.
US $2,595.
Ti's Macro Assembler/Linker -avail separately
$ 395.
TI's "C" Compiler with COFF Assembler/Linker $2,500.
LSI's "C" Compiler
$1,995.
TMS 32020 Development System
$2295,

* 150 Types of Protrgypinq Board Adapters

* 125 Types of Programming Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pod Converters
* PGA/PLCC Extraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much, Much More...

Emulation Technology. inc.

SI
3A5E DAY

2368

In Mass:
In Canada:

1-800-323-1842
1-800-663-8986

ICS

* Test Adapters (Socketed LCC/PLCC/PGA)
* Test Clips (Surfaced Mounted SOIC/PLCC)

SIGNAL PROCESSING INC

SPECTRUM
USA East
USA West

WE PROVIDE SOLUTIONS TO MANY
INTERCONNECT PROBLEMS ....

(617) 890-3400
(604)438-7266
CIRCLE 208

Y
A
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FHIP

TEL

FAX

CA

WaSh Ave •
• Santa Clara
950Si
t4C46 982 0660 •
0081 982-0664
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NO SALES TAX

DYNAMIC RAM

SIMM
1048Kx8 100 ns $450.00
1Mbit
1048Kx1 100 ns
36.50
51258 * 256init 100 ns
9.55

$145

r
-

1478

Tatum Labs, Inc
Mark Twain Court, Ann Arbor,

MI 48103

256Kx1

41256

2561w

80

ns

9.95

41256

256Kx1

100

9.95
10.50

41256

LOW COST ANALOG CIRCUIT ANALYSIS
Introducing aNEW RELEASE of EC-Ace, asubset ol the powerful EZA-2
analog prom semi»), EC-Ace 231 encrudes â1 of Me basacs. vet sensed
graphics. expanded documentation. and anew low pince
•AC. OC. Transient
•Sine Pulse. PWL. SFFM.
•Temperature
and Exponential generators
•Interactive or oatcn
•User Inenely
•Twee as fast as SPICE
•Fully supported
•Over 100 nodes
•Money back guarantee
•525 pg ECA-2 manual
EC-Age 231
ECA-2 IBM PC or Mac $675
An upgrade from EC-Ace to ECA-2 is available
Call 313-643-111110 For FREE DEMO se

41256

9.95

ns

2561<x1

120 ns

41256

2s6Kki

150 ns

8.95

41264

+ 64Kx4

120ns

12.95

27C1000 128/(x8

200 ns

$37.50

EPROM

27C512

64Krie

200 ns

27256

321(x8

250 ns

16Kx8

250 ns

6.50

SMART PLD & EPROM PROGRAMMERS

432561-1z

32Kx8

120 ns

$11.95

5864LP-12

8Kx8

120 ns

6.95

Software driven by IBM PC/XT/AT. Loaded with
software features. No RAM modules ever
needed. Rugged, industrial quality. Free demo
disk. Sailor PAL Now supporting over 10 mfrs
and 500 PLDs: bipolar, CMOS, EPLDs, GALs,
PEELs etc. Universal electronics. $1295 complete. Sailor-2,-8: 2 and 8-socket Set/Gang
EPROM programmers. From $575 complete.
1050 East Duane Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
408-984-8600. TLX 5106005624 ADVIN,

271 28

OPEN

60 ns

61
2
/

7.50

STATIC RAM

DAYS 7

30.110

WE EXPORT OW, TO CANADA
SAT OEUvERY
INCLUDED ON
FEOF, ORDERS
RECENED BY:
11t: ad Nr 141
Fr P.1 11L111, 111

14.95

era

SHIP VIA FED-EX ON SAT.

num. PUERTO NCO

VIRGIN ISLAMS

MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COG

Factory New,

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED. INC
Prime Parts .uPcea

(918)267-4961

BEGGS. OK 74421
No minimum ord. Nome nor eat p+ces are :oleo e
mange snçpng
lor raceng rnernais O,,r0bn
•OW CST on ueuallyb. dare00.a 00 wwl ewe*. Id. AA.. Eqwww Stmelml
AM A LA CIA or gum.* nee cloW PAalty Om
SW501

ADVIN SYSTEMS, INC

CIRCLE 209

CIRCLE 207

CIRCLE 205

"D" SIZE PLOTTER
$2295 00
RETAIL.

$1,695 0°
WTRODUCTORY
OFFER

GP-IB, HP-IB CONTROL FOR YOUR PC,
PC/AT and IBM PERSONAL SYSTEM/2 -

•Repeatability .001"

• Control instruments, plotters, and printers.
• Supports BASIC,C,FORTRAN and Pascal.

•Speed at 7" Per Second

• Fast and easy to use. Thousands sold.

•Model PC 3600

•Vacuum Paper Hold Down
• High Resolution Circles: Suitable for
PCB Artwork

(415) 490-8380 zn.icc:Pnt

• Software library. Risk free guarantee.

cec

Capital Equipment Corp.
99 South Bedford St.
Burlington, MA. 01803

FREE demo disk. Call (617) 273-1818

Box 1669 • Fremont, CA 94538
ZERICON
Electronics/April 28, 1988
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CAPITAL EQUIPMENT

CIRCLE 241

Engineering Software: FILTER designs active
filters up to order 30. Bessel, Butterworth,
Chebyshev, Allpass; Low, High, Bandpass and
Bandstop. Fully menu driven, FILTER designs,
plots, and selects component values for any
filter in seconds. LAP analyzes linear
systems producing Bode, Nyquist, Impulse,
Step Response and Root-Locus plots. MicroCSMP simulates control and servo systems
with full support for non-linear behavior. Filter is
$900, LSAP $450, Micro-CSMP $900 for IBM PCs.
California Scientific Software
818/355-1094
160 E. Montesito, Suite E. Sierra Madre, CA 91024

CALIFORNIA
SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 219
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POSITIONS VACANT

Mors
dc to 3GHz
from $9.95

.low

pass and high pass filters
•rugged one-piece design
.pin and connector models
Immediate Delivery
call or write for Free 64 page guide

CZIMini-Circuits
A Division ol Sctentdic Components Corporaten
P.O. Box 166, Brooklyn, New York 11235
(718) 934-4500
Domestic and International Telexes:
6852844 or 620156
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SENIOR (PROJECT) ENGINEER. Hardware and software design of state-of-theart, high speed, high resolution document
scanners and electronic storage and retrieval systems. Utilize 1) the linear array
of photo diodes integrated circuits of
CCD (Charged Couple Device) technology
and 2) high speed analog and digital signal processing. Develop various models
of high speed, high resolution marketable
product in conformity with international
safety and EMI (Electro Magnetic Interference) regulations. Interface electronic
document scanner to computer-based
systems including personal and mainframe computers. Minimum Requirements: M.S. in Electrical or Electronic Engineering. Two years' experience in the
position offered. In lieu of M.S., B.S. in
Electrical or Electronic Engineering PLUS
3 years experience in job offered will be
accepted. 40 hours per week. 9:00 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m. $45,000 per year. Submit
resume to: Illinois Department of Employment Security, 401 South State Street, 3
South, Chicago, IL 60605, Attention: Mr.
Robert S. Felton, Reference V-IL 7975-F,
AN EMPLOYER PAID AD.
RESUMES
Resumes by PREP — Harvard MBA/Yale experts. Professional resumes and employment placement. Satisfaction guaranteed.
For
free
job
change
packet,
call
1-800-533-2814.
SPECIAL SERVICES

We've got ajob
so important,
it takes a
retired person
to do it.
We want you to help give
new lives to the 27 million
Americans who are functionally
illiterate.
Today, illiteracy has become
an epidemic that has reached
one out of five adults. But you
can help stop it by joining the
fight against illiteracy.
Call the Coalition for Literacy
at toll-free 1-800-228-8813
and volunteer.

Volunteer Against Illiteracy.
The only degree you need
is adegree of caring.
Q

eel° Aalition for Literacy
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Confidential Design, prototype, short production run services. CAD PCB layout.
Micro-P Control Systems, Interactive Video,
Smart House, Telecom. Communications
Systems Labs, 23 S. Kam Hwy, #206,
Wahiawa. Hl 96786 Telex 6502990026MCI
or Toll-Free 800-521-1364.
Switching Power Supply Expert for hire.
State-of-the-art designs in less time and less
expensive. Also consulting. Call for information (519) 837-1646.
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75116 Paris. France, Phone: (1) 45 04 97 94
Italy: Luigi Rancati
20090 Segrate
Milano S. Felice Torre 5, Italy
Phone: 02-75-31-445. Telex: 311010 Orchid 2
Japan: Hirokazu Monta
Kasurrugaseki Building 3-2-5, chome,
Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-Ku. Tokyo, 100 Japan
(5811 9811
Korea: 0 Kyu Park
World Marketing Inc.
C.P.O. Box 4010; Seoul, Korea
Phone: 776-5291-3, Telex: WLDMKG K25209
Taiwan
Owen Wang, Ace Media Agency, Inc.
Rm. 503, 1, Fu Hsin S. Rd. Sec. 1
Taipei, 10587, Taiwan. R.O.C.
Phone: (02) 751-3636, Telex: 14142 ACEGROUP
United Kingdom-Scandinavia/Israel:
Paul D. Dimmock
Intergroup Communications
286 West Barnes Lane
New Malden, Surrey KT3 6LU, England
Phone: 01-949-0354 Telex -291561
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world's largest suppliers of
SUN AND XEROX
flight simulators for civil and
TIGHTEN THE KNOT
• military aviation, from BET
Sun Microsystems Inc. of Ltd., an international services
Mountain View, Calif., and company based in London.
Xerox Corp. of Stamford, Hughes says the $283 million
Conn., have solidified the acquisition gives it astrong
technology alliance they be- entry in the growing training
gan last fall. Xerox has and simulation market.
pledged to buy or manufacture at least $200 million in LOTUS WILL DEVELOP
Sun systems and components
over the next five years. Xe- 1-2-3 FOR UNIX
rox agreed in October to sup- No introduction date has
port Sun's Sparc chip, are- been set, but Lotus Develop
duced-instruction-set-comput- ment Corp. is working on a
er architecture, in future version of the 1-2-3 spreadwork-station products. The sheet to run under the Unix
systems and components Xe- System V operating system.
rox buys from Sun will be Lotus, Cambridge, Mass., is
Sparc-based. In another developing the Unix version
move, the two companies also concurrently with 1-2-3 reannounced a cross-licensing lease 3.0 for DOS and OS/2
agreement for the Open environments. The company
Look graphical user interface says it will support Posix, the
that AT&T Co. is backing for proposed IEEE Portable Opuse with its Unix System V erating System standard, and
operating system.
comply with standards set by
the X/Open consortium of
Unix
users and vendors.
MATRA—HARRIS JOINS
CYPRESS ECL VENTURE
ARE THE RBOCs'
Cypress Semiconductor Corp.
has enlisted the help of PLANS INADEQUATE?
French chip maker Matra- The Computer and Business
Harris Semiconducteurs—al- Equipment Manufacturers
ready a Cypress partner in Association strongly critiother endeavors—in its quest cized the open network archito develop ultra-high-speed tecture plans of the regional
emitter-coupled-logic bipolar Bell Operating Companies
integrated circuits. Cypress for being self-serving, constarted up Aspen Semicon- fusing, and unresponsive to
ductor Corp. this summer to customer needs in areport
handle that task, but has filed with the Federal Comnow decided to share the de- munications Commission on
velopment burden with its April 13. CBEMA says the
French partner. As for Ma- RBOCs are bundling service
tra-Harris, it will provide de- elements in such away that
sign and manufacturing as- customers will likely have to
sistance, and the company pay for services they neither
hopes eventually to be able want nor need, and charges
to export the resulting ECL that the RBOCs have not adeprocess to its European fab.
quately provided for the future. "There are no provisions for crucial services,
HUGHES ACQUIRES
such as Integrated Services
SIMULATION FIRM
Digital Network," WashingHughes Aircraft Co., asub- ton-based CBEMA says.
sidiary of GM/Hughes Electronics Corp., Los Angeles, is NEW AI LANGUAGE
adding anew weapon to its
arsenal of aviation business- BOWS AT SYMBOLICS
es: Rediffusion Simulation of Symbolics Inc. is looking to a
Crawley, UK. Hughes is buy- new language called Joshua
ing Rediffusion, one of the to knock down the walls that
164

are barring wider use of expert systems. The Cambridge, Mass., company has
been known so far as avendor of artificial intelligence
hardware engines. But Symbolics says Joshua is aprogramming language with full
Lisp capabilities embedded in
an artificial-intelligence development environment that
goes beyond expert-system
shells. Site licenses will cost
$15,000 per computer, or
$60,000 for a computer license, beginning in June.
CAN THE U. S. MAKE
MONEY SELLING TVs?
The TV business has been
rough on U. S. companies for
over a decade—only Zenith
Electronics Corp. remains as
aTV maker that is owned
and operated in the U. S. But
the Commerce Department is
bullish on the U. S. TV market—the advanced TV market, that is. Commerce projects that domestic advanced
TV sales could top $20 billion
early in the next century,
providing upwards of 700,000
jobs. And now the American
Electronics Association is
picking up the message. The
AEA has called aJune 6industry-wide meeting in Santa
Clara, Calif., to discuss aunified U. S. strategy to capture
that market—and this time
hold onto it tightly.

249,119 in 1987. But total color TV sales dipped from 1.42
million in February 1987 to
1.34 million this year.
ICL COMMITS
TO SUN'S SPARC
Sun Microsystems Inc.'s
Sparc chip has been racking
up support in the U. S., but
now it's finally won its first
overseas commitment: from
International
Computers
Ltd., the UK's top computer
maker. Sparc, for scaleable
processor architecture, is
Sun's bid to establish an industry standard reduced-instruction-set-computer architecture. So far Sun has lined
up such U. S. supporters as
AT&T, Unisys, and Xerox.
MAD SETS UP UNIT
TO HANDLE RISC
Advanced Micro Devices Inc.
is joining the reduced-instruction-set-computer fray with a
new business unit dedicated
to the RISC business. AMD's
Streamlined Instruction Processors Directorate will support the company's fledgling
32-bit RISC chip,
the
AM29000, and its associated
development
tools.
The
AM29000, the first in what
AMD says will be aseries of
RISC-based chips, is capable
of running 17 million instructions/s. AMD's new unit will
be based in Austin, Texas.

STEREO TV SALES
INTERGRAPH FINDS
RISE BY 27%
AN
ALLY FOR CLIPPER
While the market for advanced TV systems is still Intergraph Corp. has found
years away, the comparative- an ally in its effort to attract
ly conventional stereo TV designers to its Clipper 32-bit
market is still causing some- microprocessor—Hunter Systhing of a sensation and tems Inc., aMountain View,
sales are booming. The Elec- Calif., software house. The
tronic Industries Associa- two are working on aCliption's Consumer Electronics per version of Hunter SysGroup says sales to dealers tems' >ki oV operating sysof color TVs with integral tem, which lets MS-DOS softstereo were up 27.4% in Feb- ware run in aUnix environruary over the same month a -ment. The result, they hope,
year ago—even though total will be high-performance and
color TV sales were down compatibility—two key issues
6.2%. TV makers shipped for Intergraph as it seeks to
312,428 stereo color TVs in get its chip designed into fuFebruary 1988, up from ture systems.
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181
182
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196
197
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244
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256
257
258
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271
272
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274
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352

363
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366
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378
379
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381
382

393
394
395
396
397

408
409
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423
424
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483
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498
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500
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703
704
705
706
707
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187
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201
202
203
204
205

216
217
218
219
220

231
232
233
234
235

718
719
720
900
901

6
7
8
9
10

21
22
23
24
25

36
37
38
39
40

51
52
53
54
55

66
67
68
69
70

81
82
83
84
85

96
97
98
99
100

111 126 141
112 127 142
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156
157
158
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171
172
173
174
175

246
247
248
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262
263
264
265

338
339
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353
354
355
356
357

368
369
370
371
372

383
384
385
386
387

398
399
400
401
402

413
414
415
416
417

428
429
430
431
432

443
444
445
446
447

458
459
460
461
462

473
474
475
476
477

488
489
490
491
492

503
504
505
506
507

708 902
709 951
710 952
711 953
712 954

11
12
13
14
15

26
27
28
29
30

41
42
43
44
45

56
57
58
59
60

71
72
73
74
75

86
87
88
89
90

101
102
103
104
105

116
117
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119
120

161
162
163
164
165

176 191 206 221 236 251
177 192 207 222 237 252
178 193 208 223 238 253
179 194 209 224 239 254
180 195 210 225 240 255

266
267
268
269
270

343
344
345
346
347

358
359
360
361
362

373
374
375
376
377

388
389
390
391
392

403
404
405
406
407

418419
420
421
422

433
434
435
436
437

448
449
450
451
452

463
464
465
466
467

478
479
480
481
482

493
494
495
496
497

508
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510
701
702

713
714
715
716
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131
132
133
134
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146
147
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150

956
957
958
959
960

from

dc to 2000 MHz
amplifier series
SPECIFICATIONS
MODEL

FREQ.
MHz

NF
dB

PRICE $
Ea.
Qty.

DC-1000

GAIN. dB
•MAX
100 1000 2000 Min_
PWR
MHz MHz MHz (note)
dBm
18.5 15.5
13.0
0

MAR-1
MAR-2
MAR-3
MAR-4

5.0

0.99

(100)

DC-2000
DC-2000
DC-1000

13
13
8.2

+3
+8o
+11

6.5
6.0
7.0

1.50
1.70
1.90

(25)
(25)
(25)

MAR-6

DC-2000

MAR-7
MAR-8

DC-2000
DC-1000

12.5
12.5
8.0

11
10.5
-

8.5
8.0
7.0

20

16

11

9

0

2.8

1.29

(25)

13.5
33

12.5
23

10.5
-

8.5
19

+3
+10

5.0
3.5

1.90
2.20

(25)
(25)

NOTE Minimum gain at highest frequency point and over fu'l temperature range.
•1dB Gain Compression
0

, 4c1Bm

1 to 2 GHz

designers amplifier kit, DAK-2
5of each model, total 35 amplifiers
-

only

$59.95

Unbelievable, until now.. tiny monolithic wideband amplifiers for as low as 99 cents. These rugged
0.085 in.diam.,plastic-packaged units are 50ohm*
input/output impedance, unconditionally stable
regardless of load", and easily cascadable. Models
in the MAR-series offer up to 33 dB gain, 0to
+11dBm output, noise figure as low as 2.8dB,
and up to DC-2000MHz bandwidth.
•MAR-8, Input/Output Impedance is ncl 50ohms. see data sheet
Stable for source/load impedance VSWR less than 3:1

Also, for your design convenience, Mini-Circuits
offers chip coupling capacitors at 12 cents each.t
Size
Tolerance
Temperature
(mils)
Characteristic
83 e50
5%
NPO
BO. 50
10%
X7R
120 x60
10%
X7R
Minimum Order 50 per Value

Value
10, 22, 47, 68, 100, 470, 680, 100 pf
2200. 4700. 6800, 10.000 pf
022. 047..068, .1pf

color dot .
finding new ways ...
setting higher standards

IZ;I Mini-Circuits
A Onn,on of Scientlfic Components Corporatloc.

P.O. Box 350166, Brooklyn. New York 11235-0003 (718) 934-4500
Fax (7i8) 332-4661 Domestic and International Telexes: 6852844 or 620156
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The forms and functions of information and its handling are diversifying with great speed. Toshiba, aworld
leader in the opto-electronics field, has developed a16 X 16 LED dot matrix module that opens new possibilities
in information display. By combining these modules, adisplay equivalent to that of aTV can be realized. By
use of Toshiba's outstanding two-color LED together with its unique gate array for driving. 16-gradient control is
achieved in this new product Compact design makes the module lightweight and optimally thin. Unique
heat radiation design greatly improves the dispersion of heat from the module, and connections are simple,
ensuring freedom from maintenance. In applications ranging from simple messages to visual displays such
as message boards, entertainment and projector use, Toshiba's LED module is astandout.

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA CORPORATION

°KY.]. JAPAN

TOSHIBA CORPORATION: 1-1, Shibaura 1-chorne, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105, Japan Tel: 03-457-346,"r,
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